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Abstract 
 
The Specter of Collective Organization in No-Budget Cinema: 
Contemporary Case Studies from Olympia to Staunton 
Brandon Niezgoda 
Ernest A. Hakanen Supervisor, Ph.D. 
 
 
 
At the intersection of film studies, cultural studies, organizational communication, 
and production studies, this study explores the significance of a recent wave in no-
budget, non-activist United States filmmaking collectives with an intermittent online 
presence. The existence of these groups warrants one to consider the how collectivism, as 
a historically subverted practice, has diffused across culture to be appropriated and 
enacted in the activities of these neo-liberally situated contemporary groups. This is 
based upon guiding theories of actor network theory, a ruthless application of semiotics, 
and auteurism—a polemical weapon against traditional cinema that has come to embody 
an idealistic individualized mythos. 
There were three primary research questions: 1) How has the collective 
filmmaking mode diffused, or deactivated across historical actor networks for 
independent filmmakers? 2) What are the histories and activities of contemporary no-
budget, non-activist collectives, and why do some fold? 3) How are tensions of collective 
filmmaking formation being reconciled, and what point do these no-budget collectives 
serve? To answer these questions a comprehensive historical overview has been 
methodologically enacted tracing how the collective filmmaking mode has 
diffused/deactivated/reactivated in various actor-networks, along with participant 
observation/informal interview of eight contemporary no-budget collective groups. 
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Historical investigation finds collectivity as the basis of filmmaking, built upon 
notions of comradery, and cost sharing. But individualizing auteurist tensions have been 
constant, played out within actor networks, and in the careers of filmmaking workers. 
The histories of these case studies, situated in a new media ecology and through the 
complicated lives of contemporary cultural artisans, show a conceivable reconciliation of 
auteurist notions. Still, marked by intermittency, and ultimately defined by their failure to 
effectively enact collectivity, at this point the collective mode haunts rather than is a true 
organizing principle for no-budget non-activist filmmakers. 
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Prologue 
 
My shirt sticks to my chest in the late July heat as I grab a shoe box off the closet 
top shelf. I open the lid and grab my Canon Vixia HF G20, the camera I purchased from 
Amazon, used, for 700 dollars. The first one I bought reeked of cigarettes and had to be 
returned. My girlfriend sits idly at the kitchen table as I quickly try to set up the camera, 
scrolling through presets with the imperfect touch screen.  The picture quality is never as 
good as I had imagined it would be. The value is not terrible, but simply incomparable to 
anything professional. I do my best to white balance, and choose the best preset (number 
two, “cinematic”). I plug in the shotgun extension I own, the third mic I have tried to get 
decent sound from. I went to an undergraduate film program, but never truly mastered 
production elements. The program was more based on history and theory. There were 
only two production courses. The first, focusing on studio work. In the sessions, a 
member of the campus TV station with first-hand experience would drag his feet 
passively when asked to show his expertise. The second, a seminar course to create a 
film. Making the movie proved a long, tumultuous struggle. There were some more 
talented production students in the class who the professor, a recent transplant from LA, 
paid most attention to. My film ultimately received a “C,” told through email in the early 
days of Summer break despite strong ideas, the movie ultimately suffered from a lack of 
shot creativity, and “interesting music choices.” There was no more feedback.  
“They’ll be here soon,” Amy says. I go back to my closet and find the polo shirt 
that I wore the last time we filmed. This night has been months in the making. I 
conceptualized all Spring to make a film this Summer about my experience with illness. I 
would act, and came up with the script details in my head. This would be the first time 
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that I would make a film where it is only up to me how to make it, what the plot would 
be, and how long it could take.  Playing the lead actor, I had to wait for my hair to grow 
back from the work of a new salonist. I enter the bathroom and try to style my matted, 
and sweaty bangs. The room still smells like bleach from scrubbing it moments before so 
that it would be clean enough for my girlfriend’s friends without embarrassing her, or me. 
The shot is exhausting. Rain falls on the camera as we try to shoot an over-the-
shoulder walking scene. We try over and over, to no avail, to get a usable tracking shot 
with the twenty-dollar stabilizer I bought. Luckily the pool at my rented condo is empty, 
and the girl at the front desk is nicer than the other attendants, and does not make any 
fuss about us filming on the “private” property. By the time we are finishing up the scene, 
Amy and assorted friends remain eager to hop in the pool. They were invited to come and 
swim after shooting in exchange for helping in the scene. Playing the lead role, director, 
sound designer, set designer, I am lethargic and perspiring. I start to walk into the pool 
when my girlfriend asks if I can go upstairs and get more beer for everyone. Sure, I say; 
if it weren’t for her friends, this would never have come together. Walking back to my 
apartment, I think to myself—there must be an easier way. My student loans have almost 
run dry, and this individualistic mode of filmmaking engendered by the promise of cheap 
digital technology is not only exhausting but will potentially, and probabilistically, yield 
a subpar result. A few years ago, when I first moved to Philadelphia, I frequented a few 
screenings held by the Shooting Wall Collective.  I attended their Third Annual Festival. 
The energy was palpable, the free beer, for donation only, was cold. The output from the 
collective members was impressive, both in quantity and quality, for a young crowd of 
under-employed millennials. But that was the group’s last event. Their Facebook page 
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remains untouched since their last post celebrating the “success” of the event with two 
“likes” given to the post, one of which was mine. This was years ago, and here I am now 
picking up some extra beers that I bought for my girlfriend’s friends, in a movie that I am 
fairly certain will not be that good, and with no one in particular that I really can share in 
the process. An easier way might be joining, or making, a collective like the “Shooting 
Wall.” But the “Shooting Wall” is no longer active, and the idea of a collective sounds 
daunting and exhausting. I open a beer, and finish it by the time I make it back to the 
pool. 
I. Introduction 
 
The idea of a film collective is simple. Instead of working in a “package system” 
where participants make movies by paying individuals for their service on the nominated 
project, or in organizing themselves under a producer with designated roles and 
hierarchies, artisans will pool their resources and conceptualize projects together. Films 
will be continually produced by the group, without hierarchy.  A cohort will constitute 
authorship in the collective conscience, rather than an individual. But if the idea is so 
simple however, why is it so neglected in film histories, and ideology? Why is the 
collective so neglected that a local group, and the idea it encompasses, becomes almost 
forgotten for an aspiring filmmaker attempting to conceptualize and enact a film? 
As an organizational practice, the collective seems to offer a utopian remedy to 
some of independent cinemas most glaring problems: anomie, abuse of power, time, lack 
of people, lack of energy, lack of resources. Collectives were epitomized in the 1960’s, 
and 1970’s, as an alternative mode of organizational grouping to more hierarchical, and 
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less socially conscious, structures (Finkelpearl, 2013). Beyond this particular moment, 
film collectives have been dismissed and neglected in film histories, usurped in focus and 
action by auteurist considerations (Dobson, 2012; Hefner, 2014; Lewis, 1998; Maule, 
2008; Standvad, 2012). 
 But in his consideration of the workshop and collective movement that 
proliferated during 1970’s and 1980’s UK, Sukhdev (2013) made the bold assumption 
that today, in neoliberal society, the film collective—over an individualized auteurist 
production model—may finally be getting it’s due.  
A recent wave of collectives has been identified online. There are regional, non-
centralized collectives and cooperatives, connected through city affiliation and city 
funding. Social media and websites for these groups function as databases and discussion 
boards to help someone complete their own individualized project (e.g. the Philadelphia 
Film Collective, the Baltimore Video Collective, Miami Filmmakers Collective, 
Brooklyn Filmmakers Collective, LA Film Collective, Vermont Film Collective, 
Montana Film Collective). 
There are groups who have outside, and external funding, that are thus external 
to the no-budget realm. Examples include Court-13 of Louisiana, whose film Beasts of 
the Southern Wild (2012) was nominated for Best Picture at the Academy Awards, the 
Treefort Collective of Michigan, the Parallel Collective of Washington, Meerkat 
Collective of Brooklyn, and the Parliament Collective of LA. 
There are college based collectives, such as the Temple Film Collective, UNC 
Film Collective, and MSU Film Collective, existent to pool resources but remaining 
seemingly exclusionary (to anyone not within the specific collegiate system) and self-
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serving. Also active are internationally based film collectives/Activist based collectives 
such as Labor Berlin, the New Black Film Collective, Bristol Film Collective, Kran 
Film Kollective, Umbrella Film Collective, Collective Friction, YEG Film Collective, 
This Is It Film Collective, and Momentum Film Collective.  
Finally, there are groups like the Shooting Wall. Groups of no-budget filmmakers, 
working under a centralized banner. They exist, through their very names, as an 
alternative organizational method for the low-budget filmmaker. But many seem to go 
unnoticed, lasting for only short periods of time. Their survival and history remain 
disputed in forgotten Facebook pages, or websites that sit idly unchanged for years. Some 
groups have just appeared, producing films in their towns, making new Facebook pages, 
hardly noticeable as they exist at the bottom level of the industry. The maturation, 
pragmatics, and significance, have been vastly under researched of these groups, and of 
informal collective practices for filmmakers and artists.  
One must question their existence. This dissertation examines the diffusion of a 
collective filmmaking mode, through historical investigation of actor networks, and eight 
contemporary case studies. This project will assess how, in the context of neoliberalism, 
contemporary no-budget film collectives in the United States may showcase a reconciling 
of an ongoing tension of paradigmatic film production arrangements from the ground up, 
or on the contrary, exist as vestigial remnants of a banal leftist relic. 
Purpose and Significance of the Problem 
 
The purpose of this study is to investigate how the collective production mode is 
enacted for no-budget non-activist filmmakers in contemporary United States. More so, 
the purpose is to understand the pragmatics of collective formation, how a collective 
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mode of filmmaking has diffused across history and actor networks, and how this tension 
is possibly reconciled throughout history, and possibly, into the future.  
This is of particular interest because no-budget, non-activist filmmakers have 
been significantly overlooked. Hatfield (2003) finds film histories must be reviewed more 
pluralistically and inclusively as ideologies around moving-mage funding, distribution, 
and exhibition must not be marginalized any more than they have been to date. Little 
research has been done exploring the lived experiences of amateur and low-budget 
filmmakers as contemporary film studies has primarily focused on semiology (Knight, 
1993). 
Researchers must consider how communication as a social process is construed in 
the different genres of alternative and radical media. While appearing to have little 
socially transformative value as what one might expect from other alternative or radical 
forms of media, for Atton (2001) non-political micro-budget media production contains 
within it an awkwardness that we must not ignore. By broadening interpretation of 
alternative media, Atton invites theoretical consideration regarding the radicality of 
process over content, encouraging researchers to account for radical media that is not 
explicitly political.  
Researchers know next to nothing about the range, frequency, effect, producers, 
or motives as self-produced media continues to proliferate, they must try and answer 
these questions “—but it won’t be easy.”  (Croteau, 2006, p. 343). Media scholars must 
devise innovative ways to assess content trends across the new production platforms. 
Despite the challenges or maybe because of them, Croteau finds that better understanding 
of the emerging crop of self-produced media offers interesting possibilities. “It could 
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provide a unique glimpse into an increasingly diverse society and an interconnected 
world” (p. 344).  
To ignore the economic, political, or social relations of film production risks 
replicating the oppressive, and alienating forces that keep filmmakers separated. Perini 
(2011), decries, “Should we instead choose to actively engage, challenge, and experiment 
with these same institutions and norms, we invite the possibility of co-creating new 
realities that might help us see past the illusion that we can exist disconnected from one 
another” (p. 10). Knowledge in how rank and leadership develop when there are no 
external requirements can aid in understanding the processes that “underlie leadership 
and group activity in more complex situations” (p. 89). Kadushin (2011) finds it 
surprising how little theoretical network analysis has been done analyzing the pragmatics 
of informal networks (of which no-budget collectives exist by definition). 
Contemporary no-budget collectives within neoliberalism may showcase 
alternative structural mode of filmmaking from the bottom level of the industry.  The 
formation, and production mode, stereotypically provides a more democratic and utopian 
formation. Investigating the intermittent qualities of the groups can provide valuable 
information for cultural workers wishing to benefit from collective formation and the 
economies of scale that the practice affords, as to why groups have failed, what this 
failure means, and what they could be able to do differently.  
Research Questions 
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This study encompasses three primary research questions. Given the sparse 
coverage in production studies specifically regarding amateur and independent 
filmmakers, the first has been, necessarily, historical. 
1) How has the collective filmmaking mode diffused, or deactivated across historical 
actor networks for independent filmmakers? 
Question two considers the unwritten stories of no-budget, non-activist filmmakers, and 
what their practices constitute. 
2) What are the histories and activities of contemporary no-budget, non-activist 
collectives, and why do some fold? 
Finally, question three places the histories of these case studies within a broader historical 
context of diffusion, and culture. 
 3) How are tensions of collective filmmaking formation being reconciled, and what point 
do these no-budget collectives serve?  
Defining Key Terms 
 
Independent has been an overarching term to encompass a myth, genre, method, 
and mentality. The signifier “independent” in this study will denote a substantial 
emotional and monetary risk to the filmmaker, rather than representing the product of a 
Hollywood arm branch company offering an illusion of choice to consumers. 
Relating “success” solely to monetary capital offers a provincial reference point; 
one situated in the insidious methods of a hegemonic production model many micro-
budget filmmakers find either distasteful, or inconsequential. Instead, success is to be 
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embedded in cultural politics, positioned by personal goals, and skewed by social 
perspectives. 
Sustainability serves as an almost unattainable benchmark for neoliberal low-
budget filmmakers. The term encompasses hope of a more democratic, and stable 
industry for the countless unemployed and underemployed artists in the United States. 
Independent filmmaking. The notion of “indie” can be historically traced to the 
fifties and sixties. It was of this time that many artists exemplified the key values that 
have come to classify the moniker: creativity over profit, networking at the grassroots 
level. Such tenets were revived, and revised, in the eighties (Oakes, 2009). The term itself 
has acquired a myriad of definitions context sensitive to who uses the phrase, and for 
what purpose; as in the co-opting of “independent” marketability by media outlets. 
New American Cinema of the 1970’s and 1980s was said to be “independent” in 
its production style, and artistic merit (Lewis, 1998). As the film industry continued to 
homogenize under several conglomerates, King (2013) defined Indiewood as the sub-
section of 1990s cinema where Hollywood and the indie-sector merge in the form of 
specialty divisions. Murray (2011) classifies independent cinema around the rise of the 
Weinstein’s Independent Film Distribution company Miramax, and Robert Redford’s 
Sundance film festival; both of which have been, in recent years, criticized for their 
burgeoning exclusivity. Through readings of Indiewood films, Newman (2011) dismisses 
many as un-alternative (despite promoting “indie-ness”).  
Researchers recommend investigating a film beyond textual analysis prior to 
proclaiming it as “independent,” including ethnographic insights (Ortner, 2013), 
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industrial contexts and consumption (Wilinsky, 2001), or marketing (Newman, 2011). 
Notably, Erickson (2011) presents a multidimensional model of independent film based 
on investor involvement, level of risk involved, creative control, and distribution control 
which she uses to place “independent” films in low-budget Portland and Seattle film 
communities. 
 For my definition of “independent” film I build from these past works and, 
significantly, integrate the work of Staiger (2010). A film practice is a set of aesthetic and 
production conventions within a fixed historical relation (political, economic, and 
cultural). My conceptualization of “independent film” is of a different practice than that 
of “Indiewood” or the “independence” decried upon the work of 1970s New American 
Cinema. In the importance to ground scholarship in specific practices, experiences, and 
communities (Staiger, 2010) independent filmmaking is defined as a specific 
contemporary film practice in which a filmmaker has full creative and distribution 
control, investors are not involved with the film outside of providing financing (if there 
are investors at all), and the filmmakers undergoes risk (whether time, money, or 
friendship) to produce and distribute the film. This is further marked, culturally, by an 
excess of humanities and arts majors amidst a permanent over supply of artistic labor 
(Hesmendhalgh, 2013), and politically, by more democratized technology (Belton, 2006). 
All the filmmaking groups constituting case studies work well below the $100,000 mark, 
and often below the $1,000 mark—classifying them as creating no-budget cinema 
(Holmund, 2005).  
Success and sustainability. A utopian basis of filmmaking would allow an artist 
or group of artists working against the hegemonic processes of Hollywood studios to 
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create a sincere and estimable production, while not being constrained by business 
demands: something alternative, autonomous, and authentic (Newman, 2011).  
Success for filmmakers, and artists in general, is finding contexts for utopian 
creation. But as a portfolio career, these contexts are hard to demarcate. Artisans in the 
humanities rarely have the separation of work and life that those in the capitalist sector 
are often granted, wherein values—both social and cultural—constantly conflict 
(Shorthose & Strange, 2004). 
“Success” is hard to distinguish when power relations and the unequal distribution 
of resources stratify public visibility and potentiality of alternative media projects 
(Sandoval & Fuchs, 2010). Hesmendhalgh and Baker (2013) categorize success for 
cultural workers as an ability to make what they call “good work.” This general 
demarcation may not even be possible. In a neoliberal context, they find autonomy and 
self-realization now tied to conditions of self-exploitation and self-blaming, in alternative 
and mainstream media production. 
But the production members working within the Hollywood system face 
undaunting alienation as they fight back against the unionized standards they helped put 
in place in the earliest years of cinema, amidst increased hours and decreased pay 
(Caldwell, 2008).  For a time, NYU graduates Sean Durkin, Antonio Campos, and Josh 
Mond went without money for groceries. Their collaboration together as the informal 
collective Borderline Films, and the creation of the film Martha Marcy May Marlene 
(2011) can be treated as a success. 
The new office is just off Bedford Avenue, near where they—and many of their 
friends and collaborators –live. They’re finally not living month to month. “It 
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does feel like the light at the end of a very long, dark, narrow, shallow tunnel,” 
says Durkin. “And it’s the first time I’ve felt that way. Not rich but that I can pay 
for things. Like dinner.” (qtd. in Yuan, 2011) 
But success must ultimately be coupled with sustainability. No cohort can make a 
singular film and find everlasting happiness. Filmmakers must first reclaim some ground 
beyond Indiewood (Tzioumakis, 2012). Jones and Walsh (1997) debate the intricacies of 
the “boundaryless” careers within a US film industry that evolved from vertically 
integrated studios as the primary organizational form, “to a highly specialized, flexible 
inter-firm network” that ultimately has resulted in stratification and inequalities “ re-
enacted through subcontracting policies by the major studios” (p.70). Actual 
sustainability may be something of the past, as the precariousness of work in our current 
digital age prevents any sort of rational anticipation of the future that one needs 
(individually or collectively) to contest the intolerable working and living conditions 
many face (Deuze, 2007).   
Sustainability encompasses an ongoing ability to make produce, and work 
creatively—without alienation of one selves, or, from each other. As recounted by Mark 
Duplass, the success that him and his brother found has brought them more money and 
funding, but at a cost.  
That nonverbal, brother communication that Jay and I used [to] barrel through 
those early, fiercely independent films like The Puffy Chair—that stuff needed to 
be verbal and be expressed to 100 people. In order to do that you can start to kill 
the magic of the movie. That’s something we’re starting to learn (qtd. in  
D'Addario, 2011, p. 1). 
Classifications of success and sustainability for independent filmmakers must, 
ultimately, depend on their own definitions (Hesmendhalgh & Baker, 2013). The Latin 
roots of the term amateur is for love of the thing rather than for economic necessity 
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(Deren, 1965). There are micro-budget filmmakers who never hoped to make money, but 
rather create social connections, increase skill, and harbor mental well-being. If their goal 
is achieved, success may be claimed.  
With economic and social tensions this is an ongoing struggle marked by non-
linear, if existent at all, progress. At times, a director may not even realize their autonomy 
has been compromised. Moseng and Vibeto (2012) found student work at the Danish 
Amandus film festival displayed an insidious double allegiance to commercial movies: in 
both themes, and semi-professional cinematic form. At other times, someone may have to 
compromise their autonomy temporarily to obtain money and resources for future 
independent projects (Wilinksky, 2001).  
Bourdieu’s (1993) notions of field and habitus have offered film theorists 
terminology to understand the stirring, and volatile picture of the film industry. The quest 
for oppositional synergistic tactics is an almost impossible (although appropriate) task in 
a cultural field so competitive, hegemonic, and exploitative as the cultural workers are 
always on the verge of too much failure, or too much success; and rarely know how to 
cope within it (habitus). 
II. Relevant Literature 
 
Several different fields converge to create the literature base for my investigation: 
production studies, amateur filmmaking studies, organizational communication, studies 
of neoliberalism, and research investigating failure. 
Production Studies 
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Films studies and associated disciplines have primarily steered away from 
production culture as methodology, and social practice as a defining method.  Instead 
contemporary film theory and literature remains in debt to an exhausted Althusserian-
Lacanian semiological paradigm (Knight, 1993). The field of film studies has embraced 
narrative theory as its defining method, and amassed an impressive theoretical body of 
books. Yet, little attention has been paid in reporting the stories of trade workers 
themselves (Caldwell, 2008). Hesmondhalgh (2013) finds, despite admirable 
contributions to understand culture, the discipline of Cultural Studies has enacted 
relatively spare work to understand cultural production. He advocates for researchers to, 
more often, take the lived realities of people involved in media production as the subjects 
for theorizing culture, rather than their products. Research methods in the Arts and 
Humanities skew either towards individual producers rather than the complex division of 
labor, or emphasize a postmodernist perspective in which the consumer holds final say in 
meaning and importance of cultural products (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2013).  
Seminal works in production studies have investigated the lived experiences of 
cultural workers, albeit sparsely in lower-levels of production. Prominent research helpful 
in this study has been Caldwell’s 2008 exploration in Los Angeles workers (both below 
the line, and above the line). The contribution provides acute insight on the production 
lifestyles of those low-level workers at the bottom of a compartmentalized, hierarchical 
industry. So too has the investigation into the production studies of Indiewood been an 
important contribution (Murray, 2011; Newman, 2011; Ortner, 2013), although the 
studies have a traditional semiological emphasis, and only barely analyze true 
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“independent” cinema practice (i.e. mumblecore in King’s 2014 recent investigation of 
Indie 2.0). 
More applicable has been contemporary work by Hesmondhalgh and Baker 
(2013) in their critical cultural studies analysis of media production in three different 
cultural industries: television, music recording, and magazine publishing. Their exposé 
provides keen psychological insight into the mindset of the contemporary culture 
producer laboring in/through their project based economy.  In every project they 
negotiate and make sense of their alienation, autonomy, self-realization, affective labor, 
and self-exploitation. Of seminal importance has been Deuze’s 2007 and 2012 
investigations of media work. For those in the cultural industries, work and play are in a 
constant state of flux. Media professions in the digital age are typified by an increasing 
ontological complexity, an ongoing “liquification of the boundaries between different 
fields, disciplines, practices, and categories used to define what media work is” (2007, p. 
112).  
Activist Media and a Collective Filmmaking Mode 
There has been a comprehensive body of work investigating how the collective 
mode of production functions within alternative activist media and social movements 
(Brunow, 2012; Coryat, 2008; Halleck, 2003; Hartog, 2013; Morris, 2003; Rodriguez & 
Ferron, 2014).  
The studies provided a basis of comparison in ideology (although differing in 
modes, and in fields of practice). Further applicable has been research investigating 
online practices of contemporary participatory media/community media collectives, and 
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how they manage their identity through digital platforms and discourses (Anderson & 
Dron, 2007; Hutchings, 2012; Mandelli, Accoto, & Mari 2010).  
Amateur Filmmaking 
 
Within the past few decades academics have constructed a destabilized 
historiography of amateur filmmaking. 
 History of amateur filmmaking. As the pioneering study of amateur filmmaking 
Zimmerman’s Reel Families (1995) prominently constructs the practice as more than 
avant-garde experiments, and home movie footage. Fellow researchers have built from 
her effort.  Tepperman (2014) recounts early manifestations of North American amateur 
cinema. Although producing since the advent of cinema, when Kodak introduced the 
16mm in 1923 amateur moviemaking became a widespread reality. These stimulated 
Kodak cine enthusiasts were professional in their approach to cinematography, producing 
material for a range of audiences, in different genres. Special publications and the rapid 
growth of amateur film societies fostered the rise of an active, non-professional, highly 
distinctive film movement that remains highly neglected (Nicholson, 2014). 
 Beaulieu (2007) provided an exploration into the Amateur Cinema League; one of 
the most prominent, noncommercial associations of early moving-picture. According to 
manuscript of the league’s formal magazine, Movie Makers, the ACL believed amateur 
cinematography was much more than a means of individual amusement. Rather, it was a 
means of communicating a new form of knowledge to their fellow beings. In their 
amateur production, members were encouraged to “seek out like-minded individuals and 
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form autonomous cooperative groups, the impetus for which, it declared in promotional 
material, must come from amateurs: local groups, unaided” (Gale, 1928, p. 100).    
Campbell (1985) finds amateur filmmaking practices in the 1930s were complex 
and various, as sectors of the formalist avant-garde in the US became politicized and 
organized (i.e. the nationwide Workers Film and Photo Leagues, unionizing against 
police brutality and fascism). Beyond the central leagues, researchers have provided 
historical case studies of amateur filmmaking practices, including amateur filmmaking 
workshops in the Soviet Union (Vongradova, 2014), amateur filmmaking in Kurdish 
Cinema (Kocer, 2014), micro cinemas and the avant-garde amateur public sphere during 
1950s Sweden (Andersson & Sundholm, 2014), Super 8 practices the 1980’s 
(Hobberman, 1981), and Stan Brakhage and Andy Warhol’s practices within the Los 
Angeles amateur scene (James, 2003). 
Shand (2008) regards theoretical consideration of amateur cinema, despite the 
vitality of the worldwide amateur cine movement from the early 1930’s to the late 
1970s’s, as one of the “most neglected aspects of film studies” (p. 37). Zimmerman 
(1988) has incisively noted how Hollywood moguls constituted their power and 
maintained their domination over amateur filmmakers throughout history. It would be in 
the early years from 1923-1940 that Hollywood social ideologies and aesthetic 
disciplines would set the boundaries for amateur filmmaking; something to have lasting 
ramifications for the under-researched contemporary no-budget (i.e. amateur) filmmaker. 
Definitions of amateur filmmaking. Scholars have worked to distinguish what is 
meant by the moniker amateur cinema, in terms of political economy, and genre. 
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Amateur filmmaking as an exercise and term is misunderstood, improperly delineated, 
and importantly to this study, sensitive to time and place. 
According to Zimmerman (1998), amateur film is a conceptual formation created 
by social practices and discourses, embroiled in power relations. But the struggles of 
these renegades to produce work, and to have it seen, underscore how deeply 
amateur/professional divides had been ingrained into social and economic practice.  
In short, make amateur technology smaller; make film stocks reversal, so that 
prints can’t easily be struck; monopolize and deny access to distribution; offer no 
viable editing or sound capabilities… and amateur media production is rendered 
private, frivolous, and inconsequential (Fox, 2004, p.8). 
 Buckingham, Pini, and Willet (2007), find the continuing ‘home mode’ framing 
represents a betrayal of the revolutionary potential. Rather than a binary distinction, 
amateur filmmaking ranges a spectrum from the true professionals to point and shoot 
users. Fox (2004) theorizes the amateur within contemporary digital society by drawing 
from Maya Deren. It was Deren, in her often-quoted essay “Amateur Versus 
Professional” that made an etymological distinction between the amateur who works out 
of love, rather than for economics. He finds publics define contemporary amateurism 
more on what it is not (not polished, not of popular interest, not professional) than what it 
is. The Hollywood mode of production led to a definition of certain aesthetic standards 
and conventions. Concurrent is the distinction between private and public time. As 
amateur media practice was done in “private time,” it became marked as a hobby rather 
than an activity producing viable or estimable product. This was further ingrained 
through agenda setting of popular press, touting the ease of use and lack of specialized 
knowledge to appropriate the equipment. 
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Sandoval and Fuchs (2010) argue that an understanding of alternative media as 
participatory media is insufficient in a contemporary society characterized by structural 
inequalities. Based on a dialectical understanding of the media system (relationship 
between media actors and media structures), they suggest alternative media be 
conceptualized as critical media: something contextually and historically sensitive, with 
vast potential and well deserving of research. Media structures constrain the actions of 
media actors, who again through their actions, shape the media structures. The complex, 
dialectical interactions between media actors and media structures constitute societal 
impacts of the media system in a certain historical period or concrete situation. Based on 
this dialectical understanding of media systems, one may contrast mass media with ideal-
type alternative media.  
Atton (2001) proposes a theory of alternative and radical media not limited to 
political and resistance media, which may also account for “seemingly banal cultural 
forms such as zines and hybrid forms of electric communication” (p.7). This invites 
theoretical consideration regarding radicality of process over content. 
Digital technology and contemporary amateur filmmaking. Researchers have 
been hesitant about the consequences of “cheap” digital technology diffusing across the 
film industry, and, amateurs’ appropriation of such production means. Cummingham 
(2010) finds too much emphasis in communication studies placed on the potentials of 
new technological capabilities: the “digital sublime vs. the digital abject” (p. 119). 
Several authors, have written about the age of media convergence—to “make sense of the 
ways in which new cinema technologies are being used not only by the major media 
corporations but also by DIY independent filmmakers” (Tryon, 2007, p. 4). The amateur 
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in contemporary digital society has been approached by theorists tentatively. Fox (2004) 
regards, “what the non-Lucases do with their potential digital power remains to be seen” 
(p. 16). He finds new forms of production and distribution hold the potential for change, 
but amateurs may remain rooted in a deep-seated ideology of the home mode.  
 John Belton (2006) claims the digital revolution as false. Cheaper technology has 
helped cinema become a more democratized medium, but in no means has made it 
democratic. In their critical report on the contemporary film industry Eliashberg, Elberse 
and Leenders (2006) see the benefits of digital technology will change the production 
process but not lead to “fundamental shifts in power structures” (p. 645). Sickels (2011) 
believes when the dust settles after cataclysmic industrial changes, neither the aesthetic 
prerogative (for-profit entertainment to consumers) nor the underlying structural 
requirements to control the market, will have changed. 
Debates around technology and society have led towards a “soft” determinism; 
technology located “in a far more various and complex social, economic, political, and 
cultural matrix” (Smith & Mar, 1994, xiii). There is a technological momentum as a 
concept, but it can be located “somewhere between the poles of technological 
determinism and social constructivism” (Hughes, 1994, p. 112). For instance, Irwin 
(2004) believes that it is not simply high-quality, low cost digital technology that will 
enliven independent filmmakers. Necessary is having the modest capital needed to 
establish operations, along with people knowledged in not only film production, but also 
digital marketing business models. Only then can “amateurs” make an impact on the 
insatiable audiences; underserved and underrepresented by current releases. Tryon (2007) 
is reserved about the future orientation of new media theories that propose radical 
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transformations of subjectivity, community, and democracy. He argues, along with 
Manovich (1997), for a history of the present regarding digital media, and the practices 
enacted with them, rather than the so many imagined futures. This includes the use of 
digital cameras in the No Roads movement helping activists maximize impact with 
limited resources (Harding 1998), the DV-Camera as “lightning rod” in post-socialist 
China (Schlesler, 2012), and cell phone filmmaking as emergency cinema with 
professional journalists barred (Elias, 2017). 
In investigating what amateur filmmaking means in contemporary digital era, 
Brown (2014) finds amateur films potentially subvert, rather than reaffirm, the ongoing 
and globalized hegemony of capitalism. Wherein filmmakers have been making amateur 
productions in both charted and uncharted academic territory long before the digital 
revolution, the digital means put in place to restore hope and renew the significance of 
amateur film production.  There are examples of both distribution, and production rituals 
pointing to this notion including microcinemas (Conway 2004), 72-hour film projects 
(James 2008).  
Egleston (2009) sees the rising profile of amateur and marginalized practices calls 
for a revitalized outlook, supporting the work of those who consider their leisure practice 
with serious intention, rather than hackneyed (Salvato, 2009).  More research is needed in 
exploring the connections between media that has been defined by community, the 
mainstream film sector, and, investigating how policies and places (i.e. in different cities 
of the United States) might be able to support the development of new forms of social 
entrepreneurship that guarantees the viability and visibility of community filmmaking 
beyond the (often-unreliable) grant-aid system.  
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Organizational Communication 
 
Literature has established the formation of contacts for individuals in modern 
society as both motivational and cognitive.  Researchers have worked to explain the urge 
to “network,” and the limitations of human abilities to manage networks. Two kinds of 
basic human motivations respond to primary needs: 1) to feel safe and 2) to reach out 
(Kadushin, 2011). These correspond to two basic and complementary aspects of social 
networks: the connections between some of the elements of a network and the holes or 
non-connections between other elements. One motivation is to stay within one’s social 
cocoon, for the connections between people and social units lead to feelings of safety, 
comfort, and support.  
Another motivation is to reach out and make connections where there are none. In 
addition to these primary motivations, envy and status keeping are supplementary 
motivation engendered by the network. Networks are not only about pragmatics but about 
community, social circles, and the social support (or lack thereof) one receives from these 
communities (Kadushin, 2011). Modern object relations and self-psychology theory have 
assumed that since other people are necessary to satisfy basic human needs (physical, 
intellectual, physiological) the seeking out of others is a primary human activity. In 
contrast, efficacy is the drive characterized by “self-sufficiency, autonomy and 
individuation” (p. 137) and an overall need to pull away from other people.  
Hypotheses about homophily are straightforward for individual persons, but 
somewhat more complex when it comes to collectives. At the organizational level, 
whether similarity leads to a greater likelihood of a tie depends on the kind of a 
connection, as well as on the industry (i.e. the motor industry where engineers and 
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managers traverse from one company to another and Silicon Valley where ties are 
cultivated through software licenses) (Kadushin, 2011). 
A collective is formed when social relations and sharing of resources are 
established and maintained; primordial groups bound together “for the sharing of social 
capital” (Lin, 2002, p. 137). For a collectivity to persist usually requires a set of formal 
and informal rules governing actors. In an institutional field, the extent to which 
organizations survive and persist depends on both their economic (technical) and social 
(institutional) performance. “The organization-network institutional isomorphism is 
reflected in the overlapping rules of the game and the values assigned to certain resources 
(ideology) between networks” (Lin, 2002, p. 189). 
Collectives exist in different forms. There are formal collectivities, of which they 
are associated to an organization. But there are also informal collectives, such as no-
budget collectives, who are not connected, formally, to any type of institution. It is rare to 
find a pure informal system, in which ties are symmetrical and there are no named 
statuses and roles. Organizations are fundamentally social structures designated to get 
things done through the cooperation of individuals, conforming to a system of rational 
legal authority through rules, hierarchies, and appointed leaders (Kadushin, 2011). 
Past authors have investigated forms of collective organization as it exists in 
contemporary society. They have worked to define, conceptualize, and understand their 
significance.  Pais (2014) considers that all forms of contemporary collectives (from new 
forms of social protest, to management techniques) possess historical predecessors. As he 
regards, new collectives happen in the space between society and community.  He makes 
an important distinction been connectivity as an operative material mode of functioning, 
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while collectivity is symbolic. In their overview of social capital in project-based 
organizations, Hardagon and Bechky (2006) introduce a model of collective creativity to 
explain how the locus of creative problem-solving shifts, at times, from the individual to 
the interactions of a collective. It is in the shift to collective creativity that past 
experiences of participants are reframed, leading to new and valuable insights.  
Collaboration as ultimately positive. Putnam’s formative Bowling Alone (2001) 
features multiple regression analysis correlating high social capital with relative levels of 
success. Building from past supportive research explaining (1) academic success among 
school children (Hurt and Press, 1978), (2) tolerance of ethnic differences (Alba, 1978), 
and (3) upward social mobility (Anderson, 1974) Fowler and Christakis (2008) recently 
correlated happiness to social network embeddedness. Further, general network studies 
have found social capital to correlate with high project performance (Vincenzo and 
Mascia,2012). 
Beier (2014) defines the capacity to co-create as the new competitive frontier for 
organizations. He has found that the role of leaders has changed, but so has the role of 
communicators. Collaborative practices must be enforced and supported through 
conducive environments in meetings, presentations, and events, rather than organizing 
top down communication.  In her 2010 study of a Portland Oregon artistic collective 
Furling identified substantial participant benefits of cooperation and place.  Media 
clusters in Central London have gained competitive advantages (Nachum & Keeble, 
2003). Deuze’s 2007 article “Convergence Culture in the Creative Industries” concedes 
the key to understanding the new, micro-budget media ecosystem as “based on 
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networked technologies that are P2P in organization and collaborative in principle” (p. 
257).   
Such concepts have been brought to life in case studies of contemporary 
filmmaking. In line with past research (Kong, 2005; Pratt, 2007), Felton and Graham 
(2010) found a significant role of network ties in sustaining and developing creative 
industries when investigating a burgeoning filmmaking movement occurring in outer 
Suburban Australia.  
Coe (2000) has seen interpersonal relationships as a key element in the generation 
of an indigenous Vancouver filmmaking industry and Lim (2006) has identified Hong 
Kong filmmaker’s ability to create new cross-scalar production networks and target new 
markets as the reason they remain competitive. Lorenzen and Taube’s 2008 research 
concludes that Bollywood’s upstart success marked by surges of performance and export 
has been established through a model of collaboration based upon informal deals and 
dense networked partnerships. Simonton (2004) deconstructs the image of the “lone 
genius” that pervades both the mass media and research literature to praise the 
productivity found in group artistic creativity in clusters.  
The industrial movie industry is filled with conglomerate ties; its own form of 
networked affiliations from actors and director companionships, (Peacock, 2012); albeit 
existing within a heavily bureaucratic and exclusive system. Pixar’s network culture is 
praised by Catmull (2008), claiming the company’s success as a direct result of their 
open communication channels, and rich pre-production and post-production network ties. 
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Cattani and Ferriani (2008) identify a core/periphery layout driving cinematic 
achievements in Hollywood (2008).  
Beyond the media industries, collaboration has proved important in our globalized 
economy. Major innovation impulses have been found to arise from the interlinking of 
knowledge resources in the European Union (Kratke, 2002); heightening the implications 
of this study as recent waves of nationalism, and isolation (e.g. the US withdrawal from 
the Paris Climate agreement in 2017) question as how to reinstate a positive collective 
conscience. 
Collaboration as unnerving. Despite research highlighting benefits, conflicts 
will inevitably arise when humans work together. This is not any different in the 
independent film industry, and is, in most cases, exacerbated by such a tumultuous and 
competitive field; so much so that many are driven towards isolation (Sabal, 2009).  
Grabher and Iber (2006) praise the functionality of personal knowledge networks 
for their ability to compensate for the shortcomings of the formal organization, while 
similarly recognizing the ambiguous tensions between personal interests, project goals, 
and management. Jeffcut and Pratt (2002), found that the cultural industries are unique 
when compared to other industries, and that the industry harbors problematic issues of 
management, organization, and governance. More troubling is that turnover and 
employment topics have not received enough attention from policy makers or academics. 
Investigating the network structure of regional economies (in the field of craft, and tech) 
Powell (1990) identified a variety of unanswered questions including how do people cope 
with relations that are both collaborative and competitive, with circumstances in which 
control is not direct and immediate, and conformity to well-established administrative 
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routines not guaranteed; and does participation in a network arrangement alter one’s 
orientation toward future collaboration? He further asks future researchers to interrogate 
whether partners to a successful network relationship properly translate into clear 
economic benefits? 
Primary research has been done outlining the intricacies of collective 
organization, but more contemporary US cases need to be enacted in reference. When 
studying the Amber Film Collective, Vail (2013) found the group could uphold 
democracy because of the pre-existing egalitarian relations within the collective, and 
visceral responses of the members based on their unhappy experiences working in the 
dominant industrial model. Still, there was an ongoing tension between democratic 
participation and creative production. While debate was encouraged, at the end of the day 
the final word had to be given to the individual artist as to prevent endless squabbling. 
Even while rejecting justifications for authority rooted in craft hierarchy, Amber felt an 
approach that pushed for job rotation and task sharing was both impractical and 
unfeasible. Secondly, their form of collective scrutiny was only effective because of the 
group’s small membership base, close friendship ties, and government support (2013). 
But a tight-knit small world decreases innovation and creativity, with the group returning 
again and again to the same subjects and stories.  
Maintaining productive communication habits is complicated in filmmaking, a 
discipline with a high learning curve, built in demarcated roles, and associated 
hierarchies (i.e. above the line vs. below the line). For instance, and slightly 
contradictory, someone is more likely to receive new and useful information from a 
weak tie, rather than from a contact with whom he or she communicates on a regular 
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basis (strong tie). People who are connected by strong ties are assumed to know the 
same people and therefore have the same information, whereas people to whom a 
person is weakly tied tend to move in different circles and have access to information 
different from what a close circle of friends might have, (Grannovetter, 1973). Burt 
(1992) used the term “structural holes” to describe the network effect of weak ties. He 
argued that an individual’s network of contacts and the location of those contacts in the 
social structure can ultimately determine the individual’s social, economic, personal, 
and professional opportunities. Burt concludes that large, diverse networks are more 
beneficial than small, homogeneous ones; which provides challenges for participant as 
large system size may also produce tension, where increasing size is to decrease shared 
resources.  
Repeated collaborations across projects result in a volatile cultural and structural 
relations among network members (Dalaski, 2010). Risk and trust are central for 
cultural firms based on non-hierarchical structures, but is hard to find and maintain 
(Banks, Lovatt, O’Connor, & Raffom 2000). These topics were explored in a case 
study on Hong Kong’s Cultural Policy and Film Industry. The social networks and 
relationships at multiple scales were examined. It was found that trust relations 
ameliorated some of the risks faced at various steps of production. Yet, while Hong 
Kong Cultural policy has worked to create spatial contexts wherein social networks 
develop, most cultural workers are doubtful about the efficacy of policy in 
“influencing often intangible, inchoate relationships” (Kong, 2005 p. 62). 
 Strong personal ties need to be relied on when dealing with risk, but can inhibit 
innovation. Wry, Lounsbury, and Gylnn (2011) lament the tumultuous nature of 
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legitimizing nascent collective identities while keeping them fundamentally 
delegitimatized in any corporate sense; as does Gamson (1996) on the shaping of 
Collective Identity in New York Lesbian and Gay Film Festivals in New York. He 
decries that “scholarship on identity has not paid sufficient attention to the 
organization mediation of collective identity” (p. 231).  
           Coming from seminal quantitative work and qualitative analysis, Daskalaki and 
Blair (2010) have analyzed semi-permanent work groups (SPWGs); a compromise of 
collaboration in neoliberal society. Drawing from a poststructuralist perspective, they 
suggest that balancing affective bonding and anti-conformist bridging of ties across 
informal work projects involves the constant constructing of flexible network identities, 
evidence of inter-subjectivity, dynamism, and diversity in the decisions that guide 
creative network enactments and re-enactments. Semi-permanent work groups will be 
started by freelancers in the industry to manage some of the crippling uncertainty and 
ease social relationships. But, experiences in accessing and operating in SPGW’s, 
wherein individual actors and groups are now interdependent, are marked by an 
asymmetry of power in networks of relationships. In the mainstream UK Film industry 
Blair (2014) has been able to explore the subjective experience of production workers 
within project-based work. He finds a pervading sense of uncertainty in film industry 
workers brought on by intermittent projects and coupled with high demand. The 
oversupply of labor influences power balance between employer and employees, 
wherein freelancers feel constant pressure that if they don’t do a job, someone else will.  
              Of the complicated nature of humans (issues of nature, nurture, economics, 
culture), the collective mode of organization harnesses both positives, and negatives. 
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Lin (2002) laments that breakdown among exchanges, relationships, recognition, and 
reputation can take place at every link of the process. For instance, when a rendered 
favor in transactions is not recognized, when transactional costs exceeds the benefit, 
there is no longer incentive to maintain a relationship. Even when a favor is recognized, 
a creditor could still disengage from a relationship. A community that lacks both wealth 
and reputation, may fragment. Kadushin (2011) recognizes a large source of tension to 
exist between human capital and public capital. A person has much more incentive to 
strive towards human (personal) capital, and a social system needs to strike a balance in 
providing opportunities for participants to gain human capital, and enforcing their 
willingness to produce and maintain public capital. Mobility and solidarity will remain 
ongoing sources of tension. Mobility would encourage actors to leave their social circle 
of shared interests so that they may gain more or better resources in the social system. 
Solidarity on the other hand relies on identifying others with the same resources and 
sentiments. If a group has too much emphasis on mobility it may fragment sectors of the 
structure, and create class identification within it. Fragmentation of loyalty can 
constantly occur, as participants shift towards concealed groups within a system instead 
of embracing the structure as a whole. Grannovetter (1978) has established that there are 
thresholds of collective behavior (1978), wherein “actors have two alternatives and the 
costs and/or benefits of each depend on how many other actors choose which 
alternative” (p. 1420). Based upon the pragmatics in the practice itself, non-activist 
filmmaking holds its own specific, and unique thresholds. Hodge (2009) finds, in 
exploration of student film groups, that not only will the level of collaboration affect a 
film shoot, but so may degrees of conflict. As she regards, the way that collaboration 
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has been ideologically conceptualized for students (group work as daunting, conflict as 
deflating), can be redirected. “Imagine, instead, collaboration presented as a set of 
specific skills that could be developed and insights that could be nurtured in all film-
makers, and imagine conflict analyzed as a complex web of energy—potentially 
creative if shorn of its destructive components” (p. 18).   
Primary to the unnerving nature of collaboration is the inability or difficulty to 
ask people for their true motivations in relational ties, and the impending possibility that 
many ties will not last. Kadushin (2011) concedes that the motivations to engage in these 
types of social networks are at the core of network analysis, and yet, network theorists 
(and network members) have by and large been uninterested in psychological foundations 
as they believe that networks themselves produce motivation. “The role of motivations in 
sustaining and creating networks and the human cognitive limitations in handling 
networks, even in the era of Facebook and Twitter, are areas where much more research 
is needed” (p. 73).  
Neoliberalism 
 
As a mode of governance, neoliberalism is routed in entrepreneurial values: 
competitiveness, self-interest, and decentralization (Steger & Roy, 2008).  Linked with 
post-structuralism as sociocultural transformation accelerated from the 1960’s onward, 
neoliberalism dismantled the many forms of social authority individuals have reflexively 
relied on including educational, and religious institutions (Hesmendhalgh, 2012). These 
institutions, as according to Debord (2000), were replaced with modes of consumption. 
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International economic organizations such as the IMF and World Bank impose 
structural adjustment programs (“poverty alleviation”) on less developed countries. 
Neoliberalism as a theory of practice is both indoctrinated through hard power military 
(coups/wars), economic (NATO) plights, and soft power based cultural /ideological 
appeals.  Duncombe (2014) has detailed the production, participants, politics, and 
aesthetics of zines. Rather than conglomerated elites, perzines provide a voice to the 
everyday people. Still, each subculture in neoliberal society risks being appropriated by 
mainstream culture, and everyone (destitute, poor, without government subsistence) is at 
risk of formally integrating oneself into an industry to provide for oneself.  
By the turn of the century, a series of challenges to the hegemony of 
neoliberalism managed to make their mark, but failed to bring about fundamental change. 
Subcultures continue manage dueling problems of selling out and appropriation. Social 
movement activists have attempted to deconstruct the proliferated power of neoliberal 
institutions (i.e. the WTO), but face unjust framing by mainstream media, and/or 
governmental power who have incentive to continuously perpetuate hegemonic ideals 
(Solnit, 2009).  
Without substantial change to the doctrine of neoliberalism, inevitably, the 
economic crisis of 2008-2009 struck a devastating blow to all Americans, and 
internationally. Despite the preliminary agreement by leaders of the 2009 London summit 
to administer Keynesian remedies, socialism and communism remain intangible 
economic and political possibilities within the United States.  Free trade has been 
reaffirmed as indispensable by political and economic elites around the world, despite the 
ongoing damage to economies, people and the planet (Steger & Roy, 2008). There are 
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ongoing, exploitable contradictions within neoliberal and neoconservative agendas. 
Neoliberalism’s ideological categorization that the market is about competition is negated 
by the centralization of power and practices in which the banks are bailed out by the 
people and not the other way around (Harvey, 2007) 
Cultural work under neoliberalism. Under neo-liberalism many factories in the 
United States have closed, causing underemployment or unemployment across the 
country.  Blame from failure in the system has been placed on immigrants, with waves of 
nationalism blocking the immigration of refugees from forsaken countries. The sub-
cultural signifiers of difference and rebellion are now, in many cases, mass-manufactured 
in sweatshops of third-world countries (Oakes, 2009). Neoliberal effects proliferate in all 
fields including higher education, agrarian communities, and sexual politics (Alfredo & 
Johnston, 2005). Job possibilities remain grim, most particularly in the cultural industries. 
As recounted by Hesmendhalgh (2012), 
creative labour within the cultural industries is underpaid because of a permanent 
oversupply of artistic labour, which takes the form of ‘vast reservoirs’ of non-
professional cultural workers and the mobility of creative professionals between 
different fields. This over-supply of labour remains a central fact about working 
conditions in the cultural industries even in an era where cultural employment has 
grown (p. 254). 
In our neo-liberal economy, the Hollywood production model doesn’t prove fair 
wages for cultural workers. Rather production functions through tax breaks for a lower 
cost, with minimal community involvement unless coaxed into it (Lee, 2005), or through 
runaway production models (Forst, 2009). 
Ursell (2006) contends profit seeking corporations will continuously strive to 
increase their exploitation of media workers. To do this they will  
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adopt strategies that enhance workers dependences on employment, weaken 
labour collectives, undermine any need for the skills of specialists and accelerate 
the rate of production. Corporate action to create large pools of casualised labour, 
refusals to negotiate with trade unions, the displacement of human labour by 
technology, and speeded up production regimes (qtd. in Hesmondhalgh, 2012, p. 
143).  
  Recently fired from his journalism job amidst continued centralization of media 
power, Timberg (2015) is dismayed how we came to this place “—a place that hollows 
out the middle class and destroys those who would give it something resembling a 
democratic culture” (p. 22). 
Hardt and Negri (2000) see postmodernity as a new phase of capitalist 
accumulation, and the contemporary realization of the world market as commodification. 
Identifying the media industry as an oligopolistic network model, what they find 
underway is a “massive centralization of control through the (de facto or de jure) 
unification of the major elements of the information and communication power structure: 
Hollywood, Microsoft, IBM, AT&T, and so forth” (p. 300). Further troubling, isolation 
can be crippling for a cultural worker (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011). 
Currid (2009) finds neoliberalism has brought art and culture to center stage in 
economic development, not smokestacks; and that artists and cultural workers have a 
vital part to play in this deconstruction. Neoliberalism would, theoretically, ascribe 
individuals to be ultimately self-centered within this all-encompassing system, but 
seminal research finds they aren’t. 
The specter of collectivism under neoliberalism. Muggleton and Weinzierl 
(2003) find the political activism and media visibility of new post-subcultural protest 
formations contradict the ways of life as formatted by neoliberalism: hedonism, 
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individualism, political disengagement. They pose that CCCS theorists have neglected 
the numerous forms of “osmotic” interaction between subcultural movements and other 
societal formations colliding in complex ways, and in speeds previously unimaginable. 
There is a vivid role for sub-cultural-related practices: as an entrepreneurial engine for 
“new media, fashion and cu cultural industries, while many of these young producers 
themselves have subcultural origins” (p. 8).  Researchers are hesitant, of course, in the 
path that this may take as many subcultures, subcultural workers, and cultural formations 
“articulate within and across” constellations of power in “complex and non-linear ways to 
produce contingent and modificatory outcomes” (p. 13). This is in opposition to 
Hebdige’s (1995) conceptualization of subcultures as either oppositional or incorporated.  
Such subcultural practices contradicting tenets of neoliberalism include post-rave 
techno-tribalism built upon DIY passional communities (St. John, 2003) and, the outdoor 
techno-party scene of Japan (Ueno, 2003).  Within civil society of the social left, there 
are practical alternatives emerging in spheres ranging from participatory budgets to local 
democratic campaigns (Saad-Filho & Johnston, 2005). From his interviews with creative 
workers, Banks (2007) portends that the moral systems of trust including honesty, 
obligation, and fairness still exist within contemporary capitalism. Deuze (2007) is 
hopeful that most people engage with media and worldwide-networked technologies 
cooperatively.  
Some researchers believe there is still hope for deconstructing the doctrines of 
neoliberalism. Collective authorization, as a practice, had seemingly no ideological 
afterlife in the postwar period. Yet, Stomson and Sholette (2007)  identify a “particularly 
fortuitous juncture” (xii) wherein collectivism would seem to have been born again to 
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combat specialization, spatialization, or demarcation existing places including the early 
cold war—e.g. through CoBra, Lettirist International, the International Movement for an 
Imaginist Bauhus (Stojanovic, 2007), and in the Japanese Collectivism of the Guati 
collective led by the charismatic leader Yohihara, and his mentorship of a younger 
generation (Tomi, 2007).  
Stimson and Sholette (2007) identify two specific modes of collectivism within 
neoliberal society: collectivism of public opinion as an organic community, and full-
blown imperialist force. The second, of our new economy, ranging from public to private; 
the collectivism of the “computer geek rather than the holy warrior” (p. 2). The authors 
come to define the notion of modernist collectivism (as it existed in the cold war) versus 
collectivism now, wherein evidence that recent and profound “mutation in the neoliberal 
agenda has occurred in the months since 9/11 is everywhere abundant” (p. 11). They 
come to find that collectivism under neoliberalism, carries with it the “spectral power” of 
collectivisms past, “just as it is realized fully within the hegemonic power of global 
capitalism” (p. 13). In their research associated authors have been able to recontextualize 
collectivism as it exists in situated periods against the tenets of capitalism and 
neoliberalism.  
 Weiss (2007) finds the privatized artist collectives risen against the Guevarist-
idealist backdrop of the early 1980s serve as a gesture of refusal, and a romanticizing of 
the past period.  Moore (2007) sees the artistic collectives of 1975-2000 New York stand 
as not only a question of ideology, but an expression of artistic labor itself. Collectivity 
has shifted through the years. Of the 1960s and 1970s, artists of color backed the 
revolutionary political collectives. The initiatives were supported and shaped by state and 
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federal grants, and resulted in a network of community art centers, some that persist, like 
“rains in tapioca pudding” (p. 195). In the 1980s collectives confronted Reaganite 
policies, laying a “baseline of sophisticated agit-prop graphics and an example of cultural 
production in social service” (p. 208). Collaboration of the 1960s technological art boom 
was reprised in entities coinciding with internet proliferation. As a strategy to better 
analytically contest “particular social problems or sets of issues,” (p.216) the collective 
mode of organization activated by artists is about “vision and the future” (217). 
Von Hayek attributed the horrors of the late 1940s to the rise of collectivism, with 
only a return to market based able to secure a free society (Cahill, 2010). The character 
and intellectual orientation of neoliberalism was shaped by a historical revisionism to 
reinterpret the causes and implications of the thirty-one years war. Collectivism was 
viewed as the chief threat to individual freedoms and economic efficiency. The Global 
Financial Crisis of 2007 has also become the subject of neoliberal revisionist 
interpretation, putting neoliberal think tanks back on the offensive. Their goal, once 
again, is to situate collectivism as a specter haunting progress. 
McRobbie (2010) is interested in what scope there might be for a creative ethos of 
social care and compassion in our neoliberal economy. She believes that potentially, if 
there are countless generations of trained intelligent and energetic young people in the 
field of arts and culture, there are positive externalities to come. For her, it does not take a 
huge step of imagination to see how downtime could become a space “for developing 
radical strategies for social co-operation” (p. 33), envisaging the diffusion of “new 
productive singularities” (p.33). 
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Rather than focusing on a group, Deleuze and Guattari (2009) write of an 
assemblage; a term affording people to “contemplate problems in their entirety, and to 
take into account social mutations, subjective transformations, semantic slidings, 
everything that touches on perceptions, sentiments, and ideas” (p. 49).  Guattari (2009) 
situates molecular revolutions, a proposed compliment to traditional social revolutions as 
epitomized by the 1960s.  
 Hardt and Negri (2005) also stress collectivity, creating a new notion of 
“commons” against private property and against the neoliberal empire. “Constructing 
concepts means making exist in reality a project that is a community” (p. 302). Their 
term ‘multitude’ is representative of not a faceless mass, but of collaborative individuals: 
an irreducible multiplicity. The two theorists construct a new, disruptive vocabulary of 
social formation, finding posse best allows them to grasp the multitude as a “singular 
subjectivity” (p. 408) constituting its mode of production and “it’s being” (p. 408). They 
see the process of ontological constitutions unfolds through the collective movements of 
cooperation “across the new fabrics woven by the production of subjectivity” (p. 402). It 
is here where the new proletariat appears as a “constituent power” (p. 402). Collective 
power is the only way to instate any form of significant change, and their goal is to 
reorganize and engage in imperial initiatives rather than allowing neoliberalism to 
continually reestablish an order of apathy, and isolation.  That activism  
is a matter of crossing and breaking down the limits and segmentations that are 
imposed on the new collective labor power, it is a matter of gathering together 
these experiences of resistance and wielding them in concert against the nerve 
centers of imperial command (p. 399). 
 They hold hope for more rhizomatic (Deleuze & Guattari, 2000), non-hierarchical 
and non-centered network communication through cooperation and collectivity, whereas 
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in a hierarchical system an individual has “only one active neighbor, his or her 
hierarchical superior” and “channels of transmission are pre-established: the arborescent 
system preexists the individual, who is integrated into an allotted place” (2000, p. 16). 
Hardt and Negri believe that if productive, and collaborative work continues, there must 
be a moment when “reappropriation and self-organization reach a threshold and 
configure a real event” (p. 411). This is when the political is really affirmed— “when the 
genesis is complete, and self-valorization, the cooperative convergence of subjects, and 
the proletarian management of production become a constituent and the postmodern 
posse arises” (2001, p. 411). 
Jameson (1990) has hopes that humans may again begin to grasp our positioning 
“as individual and collective subjects” regaining a capacity “to act and struggle which is 
at present neutralized by our spatial as well as our social confusion” (p. 54). Theorists 
have highlighted that much of the DIY practices from zines to crafts, are more collectivist 
than the name implies. Rather than a do it yourself ethos, this is often a production 
method of D.I.T. (Do It Together) (Cloud, 2011). 
Failure 
 
Emphasis in this study is placed on the deactivation of the collective mode, as 
collective groups fold or “fail.” As such, it is important to review literature that has 
explored the notion of failure in contemporary culture. The body of research is at this 
point small, making these present case studies more poignant.  
Failure and diffusion. Rogers (1963) iconically researched how innovations 
diffuse across a social system. There are five stages of adoption (awareness, interest, 
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evaluation, trial, and adoption). However, Rogers designates that an innovation can be 
rejected (i.e. fail) during any stage of the adoption process. An innovation may also be 
discontinued. Prior conditions will affect the innovation-decision process including 
previous practice, felt needs/problems, innovativeness, and norms of the social system. 
Within a population, diffusion works in tandem with the notions of search and play. 
Search is a polar process wherein individuals actively look for information “by exploring 
alternative network paths” (Vega-Redondo, 2007, p. 23), and play stands for interaction 
mediated by the network “every agent undertakes with other (neighboring) members of 
the population” (p. 23). Innovations may fail—from cultural beliefs to institutional 
practices (Conner, 1964). According to Rogers (1963), success and failure in diffusion 
rests in part to the role of opinion leaders, and their relationship with change agents. 
Innovation negativism is the degree to which an innovation’s failure conditions a 
potential adopter to reject future innovations. “When one idea fails, potential adopters are 
conditioned to view all future innovations with apprehension” (p.225). 
Various problems may impede or terminate the implementation of an innovation 
in an organization (i.e. adapting too quickly). There are important stages in enacting an 
innovation including initiation, implementation, redefining and restructuring, clarifying, 
and routinizing. In moving too fast a collective may skip one of these essential stages and 
ultimately cause an innovation to fail.  
Psychology of failure. Scientific fears of failure and success are widely regarded 
as salient threats to performance in a variety of domains, yet scientific understanding of 
these constructs remain in infancy (Conroy, Poczwardowski, & Henschen, 2001). In the 
possibility of not attaining an achievement standard, fear can be produced (Birney, 
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Burdick, & Teevan, 1969). There is a larger perception in fear with social value, making 
the collective a particularly haunting notion. 
 On the other side of the spectrum, both athletes and artists in contemporary 
society also fear the social and emotional isolation that accompany success. Noted by 
researchers (Birney et. al. 1969; Ogilvie & Tutko, 1996), linked to the concept of failure 
is the perception of consequences. Goals are central to the notion of failure, as avoidance 
motivations are activated with low chances of success (McGregor & Elliot, 2005). This is 
exacerbated when coupled with the notion of shame within the public nature of the arts 
(Kenny, 2004; Salmon, 1990). In software development, where project failure is 
commonplace, researchers found a large gap between the popular definition of a project 
success, and how a team of software developers defined a project success. Further, in the 
field of software development job satisfaction remains at a high level despite their team 
failures (Linberg, 1998).  
In her study of “bad film,” specifically American productions from the 1950-1970 
that are identified, distinguished, and potentially valued for their incompetence, Barlett 
(2015) considered failure for the filmmakers as subjective (to different viewers), and 
trivial for some workers. It became clear that establishing intention is a crucial aspect to 
categorize a film as a failure. Her approach stemmed from the realization that their 
visible, apparent incompetence –their failure—is precisely what makes bad film “such a 
relevant, if under-exploited, resource and an important area of filmmaking ripe for further 
investigation” (p. 17).  
Pragmatics of failure. For Wry, Lounsbury, and Glynn (2011) the legitimization 
of nascent collective identities can easily be marked by unachievement, and illegitimacy. 
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In their theoretical framework, legitimacy is more likely to be achieved when members 
articulate a clear defining collective identity story, identifying the group’s core practices 
and orienting purpose. Membership expansion may undermine their legitimization in 
introducing discrepant actors, although this can be mitigated through growth stories that 
coordinate their expansion.  
According to Halberstam (2011), failure is fundamentally linked with capitalism. 
It is in our market economy that there must be winners and losers. But importantly, losers 
leave no records, while winners cannot stop talking about it. The research finds failure 
located within the range of political affects that we call queer. He positions that there is 
something powerful in being wrong, “in losing, in failing, and that all our failures 
combined might just be enough, if we practice them well, to bring down the winner” (p. 
120). The concept of practicing failure prompts us to discover our inner dweeb, “to be 
underachievers, to fall short, to get distracted, to take a detour, to find a limit, to lose our 
way, to forget, to avoid mastery, and to empathize with the victor actually benefits the 
rules” (p. 120). In his critical analysis of queer artists, he considers that the social systems 
that tether queerness to loss and failure cannot, nor should not, be wished away. It should 
be conceptualized that all losers are the heirs of who lost before them.  
The paradox of failure.  
Projects of our contemporary economy entail high-risk and high-stake outcomes, 
but lack institutional safeguards and normative structures that could minimize failure. 
These projects require an elaborate body of collective knowledge and diverse skills, 
but, there is usually not enough time to “clarify abilities and competencies of members 
in order to plan for a detailed division of labor in advance” (Grabher, 2001, p. 205). 
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There is also minimal time in contemporary society to enact confidence building 
activities, or mutual trust. As he finds, a solution to these paradoxes can be found in 
the “interrelation between temporary projects on the one hand, and the permanent 
organizations, ties and networks around which they are built on the other” (p. 205). 
The formation and operation of projects (which are in many ways destined to fail) are 
built upon and around networks, localities, institutions, and firms. For Grabher and 
Ibert (2006), personal knowledge networks (informal personal ties) are seen to 
compensate the shortcomings of the formal organization. But in their investigation of 
the software business, they find pervasive tensions between personal interests and 
project goals.  
DeFillippi and Arthur (1998) extricate paradox in project based enterprises 
including film, but also in industries such as construction. Integrating production 
studies logic, they see that various production practices in contemporary mainstream 
film production (in this case a UK-U.S. Feature film), control for failure, while at the 
same time belittle the filmmaking process. For instance, accounting/control functions 
are heavily staffed controlling all costs, and constraining levels of autonomy. There is 
no room or potential for increased synergy when a small core of people are involved in 
pre-production, a growing number of people during production, and a small creative 
core in post-production (in the terminology of industry professions, ramping up and 
ramping down). Enacting inconsequential jobs, new crew members do not share in the 
success or failure of a film. But these jobs are still heavily sought after, as participants 
become socialized into the shared values and communities while performing their 
mundane tasks. All lower level may hope for, in terms of success and failure, is an 
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interplay of human capital and social capital—to be invited to join future projects. The 
cycle may reverse itself if a person is seen to perform below expectations. Recent 
literature (both academic, and editorial) situates filmmaking for low-level workers as a 
lose-lose situation—an ultimate paradox—wherein higher-ranking industry members, 
great intimidators, exploit peoples weaknesses and insecurities (Kramer, 2006), and 
take advantage of aspiring workers (usually woman, but not exclusively) (Epstein, 
2006), as Hollywood protects its image and façade through simulacra of fake reviews, 
and closed doors (Lovell, 1997; Roeper, 2005).  
Failure and policy. Arnauts and Arts (2009) find new forms of multi-actor and 
multi-level governance induce failure; able to address some existing problems, but unable 
to prevent new problems from arising. It was, under the new arrangements, that power 
struggles shifted (becoming more overt), discursive conflicts occurred between advocates 
and adversaries/state department and lower administrative levels. As government failure 
is conceptualized through various dimensions of (actors and coalitions, power and 
influence, policy discourse) it is imperative—in shifting contexts—for adversaries to 
agree with the new rules of the game. Cooperation of all stakeholders is principal to 
finding success.  
Hodsoll (1998) finds all different stakeholders in different art forms (writer, 
painter, museum operator) worry about their performance and the collective performance 
of which they are associated. To measure performance is not a trivial matter, and 
measuring success and failure in any realm is difficult.  It is paramount for human 
endeavors to have measures of where they are going, and how they are going to get there. 
Linked to this concept is a distinction between performance measures for advocacy and 
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performance measures for evaluation, wherein too many organizations get hooked on the 
former. Hodsoll praises the Performance Measurement Tool Kit for State Arts Agencies 
by Kats and Barsdate, as each founder should decide what it wishes to accomplish. For 
public founders and those who work to get tax-exempt status, they must consider, 
seriously, whether they are achieving public purposes; if so, they should work through 
that definition with legislature. They must consider the broader definition of public 
purpose, and analyze the range of goals in which he or she can be effective—given the 
amount of available resource—and then stick to those chosen until there is a reasonable 
chance of success. It is of the utmost importance for governments (of education, policy, 
and politics) in contemporary society to recognize how their government policy may 
predestine people, and their endeavors, for failure (Kong, 2005).  
III. Theoretical Overview 
 
This study uses two theoretical lenses to conceptualize contemporary no-budget 
collectives in the United States. According to Actor Network Theory, collectives do not 
exist as solitary entities. Rather they are part of a larger interlinking system of 
institutions, individuals, and technology. 
Constructed as a polemical weapon against standardized literary adaptations, 
auteurism has come to exist as one of the most predominant theories within film studies. 
Widely disseminated in American film schools (Bordwell & Carroll, 2012; Monaco, 
2000; Redvall, 2012) the theory constructs the director as “author” in filmmaking, with 
other roles as subservient auteurism provides a way that films can be read, but secondly, 
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a way that filmmaking can be oriented, fundamentally, towards a more individualistic 
practice rather than a collective endeavor (Schepelern, 2005).  
Actor Network Theory. 
 
 In classifying the cultural industries Hesmendhalgh (2011) refutes all three forms 
of determinism: technological, economic, and cultural. Instead he prefers Williams 
(1981) definition of culture as the signifying system through which a social order is 
“communicated, reproduced, experienced and explored” (p.16). The definition helps to 
avoid what he finds as the clumsiest invocations of culture, and works to draw attention 
to the to the concept of ‘sociocultural.’ The concept is inherently non-reductionist, 
involving interactions between cultural dimensions, social systems, and behaviors.  
 Technology does have a very important place in the development of 
contemporary film collectives; and according to Actor Network Theory, the technological 
means even have agency themselves. But technology is but one element within a detailed 
and intricate network. In ascribing an active role to technology, ANT can not only 
establish multiple connections, but can enroll and canalize different traditions (Farias & 
Bender, 2012).  According to ANT technology, institutions, and humans (and human 
capital), work as hybrid chains of actants to that make up the social. 
For instance, Porta and Diani (2009) disregard widely spread assumptions 
categorizing activist networks as comprised of isolated and rootless individuals who 
immerse themselves in the mass as a surrogate for social marginalization. On the 
contrary, they find the mobilization of networks promotes the existence of not only 
horizontal solidarity links within a collective, but vertical links which integrate different 
assemblages.   
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As a doctrine Actor Network Theory advocates to trace these so called horizontal 
solidarity links, and vertical connections, involved in a unit of analysis (i.e. a collective). 
But it is a complicated theory, a “ruthless application of semiotics” (Law, p. 3). Involving 
a sensibility towards the active role of non-human actors in the assemblage of the world 
(symmetrical explanations), rather than providing explanatory theoretical constructs for 
any particular state of affairs (Farias & Bender, 2012), it would be incorrect to define 
ANT as a theory at all for all intents and purposes. 
Latour asked his readers, “through which procedures is it possible reassemble the 
social not in society but in a collective?” (Latour, 2005, p.16). He posed in his text, We 
Have Never Been Modern (2012) for those to rethink any essence of progress that neo-
liberalism has afforded us, and to question “what sort of collective life and what sort of 
knowledge is gathered by sociologists of associations once modernization has been 
thrown into doubt while the task of finding the ways to cohabit remains more important 
than ever” (p. 17). To answer these questions, he sees ANT as turning the researcher into 
a cartographer, as the theory “has tried to render the social world as flat as possible in 
order to ensure that the establishment of any new link is clearly visible” (Latour, 2007, p. 
16).  
ANT is a theory of shared sense regarding the objects researchers investigate, and 
less a matter of precise definitions.  ANT’s principle of rationality (or generalized 
symmetry) allows objects, tools, technologies, texts, formulae, institutions and humans to 
be gauged as mutually constituting each other, rather than pertaining to different and 
incommensurable (semiotic) realms (Farias & Bender, 2012). An unveiling of actants in 
hybrid chains works to understand the associations that make up the social, which in this 
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case, is that of a neoliberal economy. Historians and sociologists of ANT treat cities as 
sociotechnical systems, tracing the connections between politics of maintenance and 
repair, amidst economic cycles of acquisition and disposal, subjects of geopolitical 
struggles and environmental policies. These cities are to be viewed as urban assemblages; 
a term that grasps cities as brought into being through ensembles of “heterogeneous 
actors, material and social aspects” (p. 14). 
As a theory ANT not only allows, but encourages for heterogeneous connections 
between “objects, spaces, materials, machines, bodies, subjectivities, symbols, formulas” 
(p. 14) to assemble and conceptualize space in different ways from a tourist city, or 
transportation system, to a surveillance area, or an area of socialization. To this regard, 
the infrastructure and networks of not only people, but collectives, shops, universities, 
can all be traced. More so, as a form of conceptualization Actor Network Theory 
provides a double emphasis on actual material assembled, but on the emergent; a fitting 
companion of diffusion studies to provide insight into current practices and future 
implications of no-budget collectives. 
ANT has served as a primary theoretical groundwork in analyzing cultural scenes. 
Oakes (2009) historicizes the early independent networks including 1960s New York 
City and 1970s San Francisco of which the Beat Poets navigated, the Berkley 1980s and 
1990s zine scene, and the indie rock movement of the 1990s, by tracing the connections 
of institutions, groups, individuals and their technological resources.  
 Timberg (2015) traced people, institutions, clubs, to classify the cultural 
renaissances of cities like Boston, LA, and Austin; and the place of underemployed or 
(for him) recently unemployed cultural workers forced out due to increasing 
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conglomeration. He finds the fostering of a creative climate as nothing innate. One needs 
not only flowering universities, but talented artists, non-artists, liberals such as 
critics/writers, and great kinship. Under the theory he finds an actor without a network 
can’t do much— “but a network is not a system you can just plug anybody into. If the 
right actors aren’t there, nothing happens” (p. 52). 
Actor Network Theory allows for proper analysis to gauge the connectivity with 
community stakeholders in the creation of a film (Cumming & Norwood, 2012) and the 
relational filmmaking aspects that occur as films may exist as “careful and playful 
interrogations of the roles performed by the people and materials involved with the films’ 
production and reception: artists, subjects, passersby, audiences, environments, ideas, and 
things” (Perini & Kashmere, 2011, p. 9-10) 
It is in ANT’s non-deterministic approach that filmmaking is appropriately 
conceptualized as hybrid networks and interconnections established by human as well as 
non-human actors (Spohrer, 2013).  This study follows various scholars who have used 
Actor Network Theory to inductively study, historicize, and situate the local of 
contemporary cultural phenomenon’s including the history, theory and spread of film 
festivals (de Valck, 2006), the stakeholder collaboration and actor networks of cultural 
districts (Arnaboldi & Spiller, 2011), arts districts (Johnson, 2011), lesbian community 
space in Washington DC (Brannan, 2013), Aguabuena potters (Montes, 2012), cinema 
distribution of the Philippines (Trice 2009),  smoke-free policy and spaces (Young, 
Borland, & Cohhill, 2010), tourism and ski resorts (Paget, Dimanche & Mounet, 2010), 
critical information systems (Doolin & Lowe, 2002), grassroots independent festivals 
(Ran, 2014), and Chinese independent film consumption (Nakajima, 2013). As a 
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contemporary historicizing, this study will not only highlight social networks, but 
through actor-network theory, works to investigate a gap identified by Frank & 
Yasumoto (1998): “the processes through which actors accumulate social capital” (p. 
677).  
Stenning, Smith, Rochovska and Swiatek (2010) provide an actor network 
perspective on post-socialist cities, recounting how neoliberalism is domesticated from 
economic practices, to work, housing, land, food, and family social networks. This entails 
not only how practices stretch across long distances and tie diverse spaces together, but 
“the experiences, environments and embodiments which come to make up daily practice 
may also be constructed and enacted at multiple scales” (p. 63). It is in their exploration 
of the everyday practices of post-socialist citizens that counter “common hierarchical 
perspectives through an exploration of the ways in which such practices weave places 
and scales together” (p. 63). In using Actor Network Theory, they find inequalities of 
power and uneven access to resources in geographies may enable, or constrain, the 
success of particular practices. They see neoliberal doctrines as taking place in a “series 
of nested geographies” (p. 77) from institutions to restaurants, and the liminal spaces in 
between. As their unit of analysis is the household, they trace it as a node in a 
“multilayered web or the locus for a number of networks of relations: economic, social 
and technological” (p. 77) wherein ANT “offers less a center and more one point of entry 
to complex and multiply located or nested geographies of diverse economic practices” (p. 
77).  
Law and Hassard (1999) writes of Actor Network Theory as a semiotic machine, 
one for “waging war on essential differences” (p. 7) insisting on the performative 
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character of “relations and the objects constituted in those relations” (p. 7). It is a theory 
that can be used to deconstruct myths of cinema such as technological determinism or 
auteurism, and a toolbox to show that the practice of filmmaking may be conceptualized 
otherwise.  
Auteur Theory 
 
Advocated for by director and critic Francois Truffaut in his 1954 essay “A 
Certain Tendency of French Cinema,” and subsequently defined with the help of several 
other critics, including Jean-Luc Godard, Eric Rohmer, and Jacques Rivette, auteur 
theory advocates that some directors (based on subjective judgments of value), possess a 
personal signature. This leaves scriptwriting (and countless other filmmaking roles) to a 
secondary level in simply supplying the raw material or tools (Marie, 2003, p. 41). 
The theory is both provocative and paradoxical. Auteurism ultimately betrays and 
denies the collective nature of the whole cinematic creation process. In his iconic essay 
“Notes on Auteur Theory” Sarris (1962) regards auteurism as an undeveloped premise, 
having no definition in the British and English language. Truffaut (1954) himself found it 
as merely a polemical weapon against classical French Cinema’s tradition of uninspired 
book adaptation. 
Auteur theory is at best an organizing method (Strandvad, 2012) and at worst an 
empty and corrupting marketing tool that has been seen to cause feuds between 
collaborators for singular credit of a project (Rafferty, 2006). While it offers a more 
manageable way for critics to debate films, it misinterprets the actual models of 
production. Auteurism is one of many myths perpetuated in the film industry. A critical 
project, that aimed to venerate those directors who somehow managed to repeatedly 
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produce films that were distinguishable from the standard commercial entertainment 
“ended up as a theoretical project that questioned the very capacities of authorship 
through both ideology’s capacity to determine the social subject and the instability of 
language and representation” (Sellors, 2011, p.4). Continued historical research has 
demonstrated that films traditionally are, indeed, collaborative enterprises. Musser found 
he was fundamentally mistaken in his depiction of Edwin Porter as the 
 “complete filmmaker”- the producer, director, cameraman, editor, and so forth. 
This was, to be sure, an understanding that I inherited from my predecessors. 
Soon (but not soon enough) I realized that Porter, like most filmmakers in the pre-
Griffith era, worked as part of a collaborative partnership (Musser, 2012, p. 6).  
This shift allows researchers to refocus their attention from a film’s reception to 
the more complicated situation of its production. This promotes a historically robust 
understanding of the actual means in which a film comes about, providing a more 
accountable analysis of how films are meaningful and culturally significant. For instance, 
Pacchioni’s (2010) collaborative analysis on Fellini and his screenwriters is able to 
provide assessment of lesser-known influential writers “identifying the authorial and 
cultural network behind the films and giving a concrete representation of the evolution of 
Fellini’s approach to filmmaking” (2010, p. IV). Tchouaffe (2015) classifies Niang’s 
history of Nationalist African Cinema as provincial in approach; it would greatly benefit 
in including invaluable musician and actor collaborators.  
A more mature rendering of the theory has seen auteurism functioning within a 
nexus of communicative alliances. A central, but collaborative role, built on patterns of 
simultaneous innovation, recognition, and repetition. For those auteurs such as 
Dominique Cabrera, Noemie Lvoksky, Laetitia Masson, Mario Vernoux their personal 
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work should never have been seen removed from social intimacy but as a continuing 
possibility of constructing new solidarities through the intimate (Naficy, 2001).  In the 
study of “auteurs” who have passed and transitioned into collective identities such as 
Jean Luc Godard, the implications on alternative modes of filmmaking histories is 
palpable.  
Auteurist cinema befell the same commodity driven functions that the Hollywood 
package system perpetuated. By working collectively and withholding his personal 
“signature” (the art consumer’s guarantee of “originality”) Godard’s actions as part of the 
Dziga Vertov challenges the glorification of the individual. By de-emphasizing the 
exchange value of his reputation, Godard attempts to shift the film-goer’s attention to the 
use value of a film (Macbean, 1972).  Researchers like Maule (2008) look “beyond 
auteurism,” reconfiguring the sociocultural function of the film author and advocating for 
a historicized view of the category with “regards to modes of film production and 
reception” (p. 14). 
IV. Methodology 
 
Historical Analysis 
 
An unflinching knowledge of our past is a prerequisite to building both a lasting 
peace, and an authentic democratic communication system (Halleck, 2002). From 
Poverty Row, to Jean Luc Godard’s transition from French New Wave icon, outlining the 
historical context and diffusion of collective filmmaking in past actor-networks is 
paramount to contextualizing current forms of social grouping. This includes 
understanding the pragmatics of Hollywood’s mode of production, as it continues to 
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“exert a power that can be opposed only by a knowledge of its past” (Staiger, 1985, p. 
385). 
Utilizing Actor Network Theory, I am interested how instances of the collective 
formational mode exists and affects actor networks of people, technology, and 
institutions. Actor network theory diagrams will be constructed utilizing NodeXl 
software in order to visualize historical filmmaking landscapes. Primary focus will be 
placed on the nascent workings of independent filmmakers outside the hegemonic 
industry (although these will be provided for juxtaposition and points of reference). 
Case Studies 
  
This research uses a comparative approach. To riposte why some systems have 
relatively higher effectiveness and performance than others, a researcher needs data 
from systems that vary in such dimensions as connectedness, diversity, and location 
(Rogers & Kincaid, 1981). A pioneering example of this design is Yadav’s (1967) 
investigation of two Indian villages, one of which he knew to be much higher in 
agricultural innovativeness than the other. The more innovative village was more open 
to external ideas, with its internal communication structure more connected (thus 
facilitating the flow of innovativeness within the village) (Rogers & Kincaid, 1981). 
Very few past studies have utilized systems like groups, villages, or organizations as 
their units of analysis. This research investigates eight different filmmaking collectives 
ranging the early years of the 21st century (2003-2017), spanning across the United 
States. 
My research follows Willemen’s (2005) “comparative film studies.” He finds 
the comparative approach to study modern cultural forms should be founded on the 
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common experience, “but divergent histories of the development of a capitalist mode of 
production and the impact of its reformatting dynamics on social, including cultural, 
relations” (p. 98).  
All collectives that are non-centralized, based only on city affiliation rather than 
social connection, only for specific colleges, international, established and working 
outside of the no-budget economic restraint, and activist, were dismissed. The sample 
identified eight filmmaking groups. In categorization, the to be included in the sample, 
it was necessary for a group to identify themselves whether in their name (and thus 
identity) as a collective. 
1. Collars Up Collective (NYC) 
2. Ladder Films Collective (Denver Colorado) 
3. Mad Hatter Collective (Austin Texas) 
4. Film Crush Collective of (Atlanta Georgia) 
5. Watchword Film Collective of Los Angeles. 
6. The Shooting Wall Collective of Philadelphia. 
7. Olympia Film Collective (Olympia Washington) 
8. Hypnagogia Collective (Staunton Virginia)  
Informal interviews. Informal interviews will be enacted for the eight groups. 
Although questionnaires can provide information in this area, the survey researcher 
“rarely develops a feel for the total life situation in which respondents are thinking and 
acting” (Babbie, 2017, p. 272). Seidman (2006) finds, “if the researcher’s goal is to 
understand the meaning people make of their experience, then interviewing is a 
necessary and completely sufficient avenue of inquiry” (p. 11). Wimmer and Dominick 
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(2000) acknowledge that while in-depth interviews tend to use smaller sample, they 
include elaborate data about the respondents’ opinions, values, motivations, 
recollections, experiences and feelings. Auteurism is a situated value, which further 
leads me to utilize informal interviews. As no-budget filmmakers exist as marginalized 
individuals—typically underemployed—sociometric data, and rehearsed questions 
asking others to recount their hardship and struggle poses as exploitative at this 
juncture. Recounted by one group member, “Every time I share my work, I feel a little 
bit more foolish in doing it.” Filmmakers may not be aware of the consequences of their 
innovation. To that degree, an informal discussion, rather than direct questions, may be 
better suited to find answers. 
Participant observation. Auteur theory leads me to participant observation, 
where I may be able to consider how the filmmaking process is conceptualized and 
enacted in filmmaking preparation, and presentation, against a prominent theory 
affording recalcitrance, and singularity. Two of the groups are both active, and 
available, providing the possibility for participation observation. While producing 
issues of obtrusiveness, observation is said to provide a rich kind of direct 
understanding of network behavior that has often been sorely lacking in most past 
network analysis. Babbie argued that the concept of ‘being there’ is a powerful 
technique for gaining insight into “the nature of human affairs in all their rich 
complexity” (p. 305). Further, Actor Network Theory warrants the active tracing of 
linkages in how the collective exists, and how it is situated within the community. It is 
important to see how the collective is enacted (or halted) by the participants within 
their community, and with each other. As according to Postpill and Pink (2012) many 
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contemporary groups exist in both the real world, and as mediated through digital 
platforms. It is in observing web pages that I will be able to see how groups continue 
to shape and work through their proposed collective identity. I am interested in how, 
through their online content, the collectives have come to establish their actor-
networks, and how they have been able to establish their identity as either auteurist, or 
collectivist.  
V. History: The Diffusion of the Collective Filmmaking Mode 
 
This chapter traces how the collective mode of filmmaking has been constructed, 
diffused, deactivated and reactivated throughout history, in different filmic practices. 
Specific emphasis is placed on how independent/avant-garde filmmakers come to enact 
collectivity, against particular tensions including auteurism. How collectives exist within 
cultural economies and actor-networks will be investigated to consider how collectivity 
itself is reconciled for no-budget, non-activist filmmakers within contemporary society.  
Hollywood Production and the Deactivation/Subordination of a Collective Model 
 
The following section considers how filmmaking in Hollywood came to subvert the 
collective filmmaking mode in exchange for an auteurist and individualist package model 
due to capitalistic forces, including actor network variables such as the continuity script. 
This is further troubling as the success of Hollywood has come to ideologically construct 
the hierarchical blockbuster and tentpole film as the defining cultural product, and 
Indiewood as an insidious alternative that similarly eschews collective production. 
Pre-1908 collaborative model.  Early Hollywood productions were a 
collaborative and collective practice. At Vitagraph, co-owner J. Stuart Blackton acted as 
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Albert E. Smith ran the camera, and vice-versa. They exemplified the “collaborative 
system” involving an underlying equality, although not always within ideal 
circumstances, between the principals. Frank 
The deployment of a solitary cameraman seemed to signify the collapse of the 
collaborative system, made possible by better, more “user-friendly” equipment. This 
“cameraman system” was seen in France using lightweight Lumiere cinematography. The 
cameraman model was employed in numerous situations in America, but not 
ubiquitously. For travel films and industrials, cameramen frequently worked with, or for, 
a client. The cameraman method and collaborative method functioned within a coherent 
system of early film production; crucial parameters within which virtually all filmmaking 
occurred prior to 1907-1908 (Bordwell, Staiger, & Thompson, 1985).   
Producer model. In the emerging Hollywood industry, a sharp break in 
production style occurred between 1907-1909. With an increasing rate of film 
production—a response to the nickelodeon boom—the collaborative mode became 
marginalized. New management structures clearly favored vertical rather than horizontal 
methods of organization in a central producer system. 
Though circumscribing parameters within which decisions were made, for many 
this was necessary with changes in the standards of quality filmmaking and in film length 
requiring a detailed script. Maintaining the group style might have been simple with a 
one-reel film; with longer film, problems multiplied. A standard of continuity and 
conventions of achieving that continuity, the mode of production faced greater demands 
in its system of memory. The producer system progressed. As according to Staiger 
(1979), a capitalist is naturally given to profit maximization motives. There were a 
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variety of issues that filmmakers faced including irregularities of production, loss of 
materials either through embezzlement or transit, slowness in manufacture, lack of 
uniformity, and uncertainty of production quality. To control some of these liable 
variables, employment had to be centralized. A division of labor process developed as a 
means of solving other areas of uncertainty. Through separating production work into its 
constituent elements wherein a worker repeats a single segment of a total task, there was 
less room for error. This implementation of scientific management lead to the separation 
of the planning and execution phase.   
Thomas Ince and his studio management were catalytic to the shifts. Ince had 
several modes of organizing available to him including emulation of the theatre industry 
(of which he had history), or working in group units. Instead Ince decided on copying 
modern industry, where corporate managers enacted planning (Staiger, 1979). By 1915, 
the major divisions of labor had been segmented. As Lampel (2011) finds, the director-
unit system was deeply entrenched ideologically within the industry. Building from Kuhn 
(1962), he situated the paradigm shift as an intermittent “process of experimentation” (p. 
455).  
An active agent in this actor-network of pyramid labor was the continuity script, a 
rigid template constructed by higher levels of management. The director-unit system of 
production (as an extension of the collaborative model) came under increasing pressure 
when audiences began to demand feature length narrative films with relatively intricate 
plots (as exemplified by 1914’s Birth of a Nation). There was a complexity to meet these 
demands, so motion picture companies enacted two procedures. The first was organizing 
film projects around a common pool of resources. Directors had focused on hoarding 
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resources to support their teams and ensure ready availability of equipment and staff, 
dramatically increasing overhead, and inevitably, leading to conflict between directors 
and management, and between directors themselves. The second was the increased 
integration of “tools” such as production schedules and continuity scripts. There is a 
recurring dilemma within project based organizations, 
between the autonomy requirements of project participants and their 
embeddedness within organization and interorganizational settings and depend 
integration of project activities within organization command-and-control routines 
and/or interorganizational coordination efforts (Sydow, Lindkvist, and DeFillippi, 
2004, p. 1476).   
Of within the studio system of serial manufacture, hierarchies were established, 
and labor was divided, with not all laborers having equal opportunities to contribute to 
the conception and execution of the work.  With Irving Thalberg as studio head and thus 
architect of Metro-Goldwyn Mayer from 1923-1936, the central producer system gave to 
a set of structures and practices both remarkably successful, and widely imitated (Lampel 
(2007), particularly when collective partnerships were fragile and sometimes needing 
hierarchy and structure (Stephens & Wanamaker, 2010).  
Both management and non-management workers had different bargaining 
problems. Less skilled work areas (of which there was minimal bargaining power and a 
ready supply of able replacements), were the first to start labor coalitions for collective 
action. More skilled workers subsequently organized into guilds, and later, unions, while 
the credit system provided a prestige to actors and directors. But one of the effects from 
union activities and state intervention was the reinforcement and solidification of the 
division of labor. In many instances, unions battled less against the owners and more 
against competing unions for jurisdiction of work functions (Staiger, 1985).  
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For the independents, its systems of consumption were commercial, and even 
their production’s conception of quality were within the comparable paradigm. If one 
does widen their consideration of filmmakers, then there do arise what Staiger (1985) 
would call variations from the commercial mode. For independent production companies, 
creating a protective association was necessary to bargain collectively with labor unions 
and survive in an era marked by studio conglomeration, and production cost increases 
(for new audio equipment).  
Producer-Unit system and vertical conglomeration in the studio system. 
When Thalberg parted company with the studio in 1932 following a power struggle with 
Mayer, Mayer order a restructuring of MGM. This restructuring came to epitomize the 
Producer Unit System, where the producer’s authority was pushed downward to 
supervisors (i.e. associate producers), who held authority on a small portfolio of films. 
With Thalberg’s system now deeply institutionalized, it was an easy transition (Lampel, 
2001). The ‘producer-unit’ system of production classified 1931-1955 (Bordwell, Staiger, 
and Thompson, 1985). 
Within the studio system, pre-WWII cost concerns typically over road creativity 
in the organization of film projects, as not just managers but creatives and technicians 
were employed long-term. For some time, and beginning with Thalberg, studio heads 
sought to sign actors to the studio without having a particular project in mind. There were 
integrated film producers in many different clusters across the world existing prior to 
WWII: Copenhagen, Bollywood, Paris, and the Hollywood seven sisters, all of which 
took advantage of horizontal integration of production, as well as (in the case of 
Hollywood) vertical integration of distribution and exhibition. But, absorbed in the 
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arrogance that came with the security of the market, mediocrity permeated within 
Hollywood (Musser, 1996, p.98). 
Vertical disintegration of the Hollywood industry occurred for two primary 
reasons: the advent of television and the paramount anti-trust decision of 1948 (Scott, 
2002). Beyond the forced de-conglomeration, it had become apparent that the production 
configurations could no longer, feasibly, sustain profitable operations. In another distinct 
point, the studios lost their pension for motivating long-term employment. The vertical 
disintegration and de-conglomeration was further marked by the end of the “moguls,” as 
what prefigured the end of the classical studio era was the death of the “men—and they 
were all men—who ran the various production companies” (Dixon, 2012, p. 7). 
In the process, and new order, the majors divested themselves from much of their 
former capacity and contractual engagements. With a rise in competitiveness, uncertainty 
and instability, the studios became “nerve centers” of vertically disintegrated production 
networks, amidst small flexibility specialized firms and countless skilled freelance 
agents. The studios became system house establishments focusing on the production of 
(fewer) grandiose films (Whitney, 1955).  
The system of production came to be known as the “package system.” As Staiger 
(1985) regards: 
The signal concept is that of a package. Rather than an individual company 
containing the source of the labor and materials, the entire industry became the 
pool for these. A producer organized a film project he or she secure financing and 
combined the necessary laborer’s (whose roles had been previously been defined 
by the standardized production structure and subdivision of work categories) and 
the means of production (the narrative property, the equipment, and the physical 
sites of production (p. 332).  
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While defined by short term arrangements, subordinate members of the labor 
hierarchy worked intermittently with the same people. But, importantly, film units would 
now lease, or purchase production means from an array of support firms.  Within the 
package system, the divisions of labor continued due to the success of past methods, and 
vestigial unionized labor pools. Notions of technological expertise further reinforced 
these division of labor. The resilience of the classical style and classical norms (how 
equipment is utilized and interplayed) became enforced in not only economic practices, 
but ideological/signifying practices (Staiger, 1985). 
Auteurism. By the mid-1950, and in the post-World War II era, limited output, 
independent production, and the package-unit system typified Hollywood. With the end 
of the studio era, the package-unit system further intensified the need to differentiate 
product on the basis of innovations, story, and stars. In the 1960s and early 1970s, 
markets pressed producers to distribute alternative aesthetics. 
With the runaway success of films including Bonnie and Clyde (1967), The 
Graduate (1967), and Easy Rider (1969) stagnant Hollywood studios and producers 
turned towards younger, nontraditional producers and directors to appeal to a younger 
clientele and save their system. Here in the 1970s, when Hollywood was searching for its 
bearings, a group of Hollywood “Whiz Kids” or “Hollywood Brats” trained primarily in 
upstart film programs became fresh creative talent. Their navigation of the Hollywood 
systematic field encompassed both collaborative ingenuity, and isolationist turmoil for 
seminal figures like Francis Ford Coppola, George Lucas, Steven Spielberg, and Martin 
Scorsese (Lewis,1998).  
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Coppola enrolled in UCLA for graduate school after an undergraduate degree at 
Hofstra. UCLA had been the primary location for the LA Rebellion when a group of 
African/African-American students entered the school of theater, film, and television 
creating a unique cinematic landscape of mentorship. After university Coppola worked in 
the fringes of the Hollywood industry doing uncredited work for Roger Corman. He 
directed Dementia 13 (1963) in three days with the cast and crew left over from 
Corman’s The Young Racers (1963). Many directors apprenticed with producer-director 
Corman at American International Pictures, whose low budget production model was a 
phenomenon of business ingenuity, and collaboration; epitomizing a New Poverty Row 
and a collective model of production (Ray, 1991) 
Coppola held nostalgia for the studio era, as the package-unit system lost long-
term stability while it gained some degree of creative power for a top few managers.  
Modeled on Roger Corman’s unit at American International Pictures, in Zoetrope’s 
inaugural year Coppola produced Lucas’s first feature, THX-1138 (1971). Instead of an 
early success, the company came close to bankruptcy when Warner Bros loathed the 
rough cut and demanded repayment of their investment. Coppola coscripted Fox’s 
megahit Patton (1970) to recover. He then made The Godfather (1972), and use that 
leverage to produce American Graffiti (1973) for Lucas.  
A “great white knight who made it” (qtd. in Cook, 1998, p. 17) according to 
George Lucas, Coppola inspired a generation to continue making oppositional cinema. 
But navigating as an auteur (as Coppola would) proved difficult, as the directors were 
always on the verge of bankruptcy when demanding artistic integrity. As Corrigan (2007) 
regards, the agency of an auteur has less to do with control over a film, and more to do 
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with submission of self, and energy loss. Coppola would be a self-exiled romantic 
entrepreneur, who once claimed “I need to be a solo guy.” The isolation of attempting to 
work outside of industry cast Coppola as a utopian figure for whom “the spectacle of 
self-destruction becomes a way back to self-expression” (Corrigan, 2007, p. 58). Despite 
his creation of classic artistic films, Coppola’s working method remained unsustainable, 
beckoning at what cost can someone produce art cinema on the outskirts of the industry. 
Staiger (1985) has argued that the auteurist tendency attributing stylistic 
innovations to a single worker (producer, director, writer) logically reinforced the 
hierarchical system. Progression from the early 1930s had been increasingly in the 
direction of assuming that one individual ought to control almost all aspects of the 
filming so that not only will an individual’s personal vision be created, but decisions will 
be streamlined. The introduction of the producer-unit system in the 1931 and package-
unit filmmaking in the 1940s followed this ideological attitude toward authorship without 
consideration of its effect on the rest of the mode of production. It would be that, as an 
auteur, one does not gain more freedom. While having freedom to seek out projects, for 
directors like Coppola, the package unit director or star tied up more of his or her time in 
business dealings than in filming.  
Any system of production has contradictions, and the package unit system of 
which auteurism functions still had distinct divisions of labor and associated hierarchies, 
perhaps more than the studio system. Of the divisions of labor, the mode of production 
can alienate others under a turmoiled director dealing embroiled with his own problems. 
Iconic for his meticulous and sometimes volatile directing method, Kubrick’s distanced 
and cold direction of Shelly Duvall caused emotional trauma for years after the role 
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(Kubrick, 1980). The success of auteur films in the 1970’s and 1980’s within the package 
system did not give directors, actors, or production staff more funding, but instead made 
them increasingly dependent on studio financing to produce and distribute such immense 
films in an episodic package system that detracted from sustained social relationships. 
 The direction of Anderson in If… helped Malcom McDowell get the lead role in 
Stanley Kubrick’s A Clockwork Orange (1971). The film was a phenomenal success, and 
McDowell and Kubrick were said to have had a close relationship during production. But 
McDowell, as a young actor, was unfamiliar with the intimate process of filmmaking but 
also, the sporadic and episodic nature of which it takes place. He was very hurt when 
Kubrick did not want to be friends after, and would not return his calls. McDowell did 
however come to Kubrick’s grave site, and mourned the director with his widow 
(Kubrick, 1980). 
The package unit system made the blockbuster the center of the industry. Highly 
profitable films were then used for growth purposes, diversifying into areas which might 
provide a stable growth of income to counterbalance more speculative film-finance 
operations (i.e. Twentieth-Century Fox’s acquisition of Coca-Cola with funds made from 
Star Wars). The pre-blockbuster and blockbuster periods shifted ideology of filmmaking 
production modes not only within the industry, but for aspiring filmmakers for years to 
come. Baker and Faulkner (1991) note insidious processes underlying the growth and 
decline of roles in culture production. Filmmakers within a capitalist system imitate, and 
copy, the role combinations that associated (or seen to be associated) with box office 
success as to gain legitimacy in the investment and creative communities of Hollywood. 
The rise of the Blockbuster within the package system of production resulted in the 
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increasing specialization of the producer (and hence, continued deconstruction of a 
collective model) as well as the separation of the business and artistic domains.  
An auteurist mode of production in line with Naficy’s 2001 conceptualization (a 
nexus of communicative alliances) seems to be a utopian ideal. Some contemporary 
auteurs like Spike Lee have attempted to enact a collective mode of communicative-
alliances within Hollywood structures, although it is much harder, and they are often 
forced to navigate the hierarchical producer model if they wish to make films (Afrab, 
2005).  
Tentpole Films, runaway production, and state tax incentives.  
What an auteur like Francis Ford Coppola could not foresee was how auteurs and 
their films became sorted, and branded (Cook, 1998). Hollywood trends in contemporary 
society are marked by an individualizing tendency that has cultural workers subordinate, 
and compartmentalized (2013, Proctor).  
Rather than risk money, major production companies focus on tentpole films with 
built in audiences, star driven pieces, and remakes. What transcends borders isn’t people 
in the current Hollywood production model, but money, as cultural specificity and nuance 
go by the wayside. Complex scripts aren’t marketable, and in their place, are beautiful 
people engaged in spectacle and bombast. This is particularly seen in films with an 
already built in audience, which are presold to an audience in not just narratives, but toys 
and merchandise (tentpole films) (Sickels, 2011). 
Instead of indigenous, collaborative production models, Hollywood works 
primarily through runaway production. In this form of production, labor is outsourced to 
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cheaper foreign locales (e.g. Canada). As according to Johnson-Yale (2008), the 
Canadian press has worked to discredit this production practice as “cultural imperialism” 
rather than a mode collective filmmaking. Also featured in press discourse is the narrative 
of emancipation, wherein the Canadian film industry is positioned as having the right and 
ability to produce, and profit, from its own media rather than being subservient in this 
predominant model. 
Tax-cuts don’t endear a more collective/collaborative model in the United States 
(McDonald, 2011), as many states (besides California and NY) enact tax incentive 
programs for selfish-gain. This caused an inevitable race and competition between the 
states, rather than a form of collective solidarity. More troubling is that when film 
productions come to reap state tax-benefits, the films are rarely made in a collective 
mode (i.e. sharing), and participants (whether vendors, or people) are usually treated as 
expendable auxiliaries (Miller & Leger, 2001).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
U.S. Filmmaking Modes Alternative to Hollywood 
 
The historical hegemony of Hollywood makes it both urgent, and acute, to study 
film styles and production modes that differ from Hollywood (Staiger, 1985). Still, as 
stated above, with “independent” filmmaking in early Hollywood, it is naïve to believe 
that alternative styles will, necessarily, lead to alternative production procedures, let 
alone fundamental shifts in the mode of production. Within these alternatives there 
ongoing tensions played out between individualism and collectivism. Just as Staiger 
(1985) prominently defined the classical mode partly through its standardizations of 
production/division of labor, according to actor network theory a historically specific 
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description of different alternative modes must construct and come to understand the 
ideological, technological, and economic bases that support them.  
Poverty row. For many in Early Hollywood there was incentive to head west. 
There it would be more difficult for patents to be enforced by the MPCC—Edison’s 
formed Trust conglomerating several film companies, leading distributor and film 
manufacturer Eastmen Kodak— regulating what films could be shown, the length of 
films, and what could be used to create motion pictures, (Stephens and Wanamaker, 
2010). The Trust was but the first manifestation making the collective mode of practice 
less feasible. For those who moved out West to escape the Trust, to be known as Poverty 
Row, collaboration was key to survival. It was common for Poverty Row producers to 
partner together to gain firmer financial footing in the industry. Some of these mergers 
proved successful, as was in the case of Trem Carr’s Sono Art–World Wide Pictures and 
W. Ray Johnston’s Rayart Productions, who joined forces in the early 1930s to become 
Monogram. Afraid for their productions to be destroyed or caught in legal battles, some 
filmmakers like Siegmund Lubin reluctantly joined Edison’s syndicate. The trust was 
dissolved in 1915, leaving Lubin and others disenfranchised with the insidious business; 
Lubin would declare bankruptcy in 1916, spending the remainder of his life as an 
optometrist (Stephens and Wanamaker, 2010). The new imports established Southern 
California as America’s new moviemaking headquarters. But, as is the case under a 
capitalist system, Poverty Row would suffer much of the same institutional hegemony, 
and insidious elements of control that they ran from. 
Little cinemas. Functioning in capitalism, little cinemas were by no means driven 
by capitalism. An entire industrial system had been set up in the 1920s around them. This 
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system had not only different types of films, but a unique atmosphere within the 
theaters—one that juxtaposed the now elitist movie houses that had usurped egalitarian 
nickelodeons (Sklar, 1994). These little cinemas emulated the classical theatre’s 
burgeoning little theatre movement, and French Cine clubs. 
There were business motivations. Yet, these motivations did not preclude (or 
precede) the “sincere commitment of art house operators, as well as other art film 
industry participants, to art house culture” (Wilinsky, 2001, p. 9). While collaboration 
was a means to an end in the Hollywood industry, for the Art House industry of the 
1920’s, 1930’s and 1940’s it was much more. Wilinsky (2001) found the warmth 
interviewees spoke with about the small art film industry suggests a culture and bond 
“formed by their participation in this unconventional and marginalized community” (p. 
9), as all the interviewees were acquainted with (and probably had done business) with 
one another. 
New poverty row. In the nascent days of motion pictures, a small number of 
independent distributors left countless producers with nowhere to sell their films. Early 
pioneers showed their own pictures, displayed on bed sheets. As major studios lost their 
grip on theaters in late 1940s, small distributors were able to showcase their films on the 
same screens as large budget films. But distributors were businessmen, and countless 
producers would be crushed in hostile distribution deals, never to make another picture 
again. Many decided to become distributors themselves. A network of sub-distributors 
appeared as more independents entered the market place. As these independents grew, 
they worked to create their own “sub distribution entities (called exchanges) (Ray, 1991).  
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These producers and production companies worked hard to attain autonomy 
within the industry, to obtain fairer treatment in the marketplace, and to suffer less 
interference. But, this independence is hard to attain with very few succeeding in the 
endeavor, with “many falling by the wayside due to mismanagement or improper 
funding.” (p. xii). If only for a few years, some (working together) challenged the studio 
distribution system, and survived. Roger Corman, too busy to produce, direct, and run a 
distribution company, he eventually let Filmgroup “drift away” (qtd. in Ray, 1991, p. 57). 
To succeed in the business and say afloat, they would have to consistently 
produce cheap but watchable films, through ingeniously reusing actors, footage, and sets 
in long brutal hours. Collaborating and working together selflessly, and tirelessly, would 
be a primary coping method.  
Independent producers of the Sundance era. Utopian production/distribution 
outlets promised aspiring filmmakers a chance to make an impact on the industry, even as 
studios increasingly committed themselves to making blockbusters. Independent 
production companies like Killer Films and Hope Films attempted to fill a niche in 
independent filmmaking. They wished to make artistically valuable films, with minimal 
money. To stay afloat they would need to compete with more powerful outlets such as 
Miramax (which began in 1979). Miramax would, iconically, shop for cheap independent 
films to market aggressively, in turn making overnight successes of the directors or any 
of the parvenu individuals wishing to enter the film market. This was in sometimes 
insidious means and methods, which could lure upcoming filmmakers, crews, actors, etc. 
towards them; sometimes with only empty promises of success (Ortner, 2013).  
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Hope films. Ted Hope’s earliest experiences in the industry taught him, at the age 
of twenty three, that the industry was filled with “self-indulgent, misanthropic, power-
obsessed, narcissistic adolescents masquerading as grown-ups” (Hope, 2014, p. 14). 
Moreso, he came to undestand that historically designated roles of a film production will 
innately crash without tact. “Everyone was fighting each other on that movie: The 
director-producer locked the line producer out of the office, the cinematographer refused 
to talk to the director” (p. 14).The experience made Hope want to change the way films 
are produced. Even if there wasn’t drug use, the sets were frenetic, but not in a good 
away.  
Hope’s filmic history consists of navigating various relationships; through trust 
and empathy with those who he found would be beneficial in the industry. Auteurist and 
individualistic tendencies had to be mediated.   
When Ang Lee burst through his office with a plastic bag filled with scripts and 
recounted “If I don’t make a film soon, I’m going to die,” Hope was willing to do what it 
took to help him. Collaborating, even with the right attitude and even with someone 
artistically talented and socially engaged, would still be hard. Ang Lee, like all film 
workers, had his own “idiosyncratic, culturally and individually specific ways of doing 
things,” (p. 30) that Hope would have to learn. There would be no set formula for 
managing a film set, and it takes quick, and tactful decisions that are case sensitive. 
Despite the theory of creating democratic and art through democratic means, with Ang 
Lee Hope acted as an authoritative leader as that worked best for Lee. In making films 
with Lee, Hope would have to find people who would not be “put off by his quality or 
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wouldn’t misread Ang’s indirect communication as not having an opinion” (p. 33). Hope 
would have to learn how provide questions to Ang, and find what questions worked for 
him.  
Staffers would have to, many times, put themselves behind the greater good. 
Mary Skaaksi and Anthony Bregman gave Hope their blessing to take their finished film 
to the Berlin Film Festival instead of receiving salaries. Making The Ice Storm (1997) 
taught Hope a lot about managment in establishing a collective mode of filmmaking; 
learning of trust, and confidence, the benefits of intense preparation, and the importance 
of continued relationships and the collaborative process. When making movies, people 
often fear they are making separate products, with different agendas, because of each 
department’s own pursuit of excellence.  
When Hope wanted to fire someone at their company who was treating 
subordinates direspectfully, his partners refused and defended the person’s money-
making abilities. The incident had showed Hope where the company was collectively, 
and how they managed social connections. He found how quickly the collective mode of 
filmmaking could be usurped by a hierarchic producer model. His goal was to provide 
visionary artists support and collaboration, creating a better industry in the process. Hope 
looks back impassionately on his time working with Eddie Burns on She’s the One 
(1996).  In an unprecedented arrangement, half of the back end was given to the union 
crew. This was done because Eddie had never forgotten that he was once a production 
assistant who lived in his car. This awareness infected his personality and would manifest 
in different ways, as he loved nothing more than getting to know his crew over a beer.  
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Hope doesn’t believe indie filmmaking to be an auteur industry, where a sole 
creative genious is cultivated in film school. Great filmmakers don’t pop out of thin air, 
but rather a friend, brother, or execustive takes a chance on the filmmaker, while a team 
of collaborators commits to making sure the emerging artists vision appears on screen. 
Problems will occur, as in the film business there is a misconception that all adults are 
capable of good behavior. But Hope’s experience has shown him otherwise. As an 
expensive business of passion, Hope sees filmmaking as great for hardnosed business 
folks “and terrible for the passionate ones” (p. 47). 
Killer films. Christine Vachon of Killer Films learned the only way to make 
democratic, and genuine art films sustainable, is to learn how to be a hardnose business 
partner in practice.When working with directors, she often had to tell them they can’t 
have what they want. This tension is not unhealthy; her sole purpose as a good producer 
is to keep costs down, and get directors what they want, with the resources they have.  
Casting for Todd Soldonz’s film Safe (1995) Vachon had to pass on her friend 
when Julian Moore was to provide a better performance. She finds, one should “always’s 
do what’s best for the movie” (2009, p. 154).  Vachon learned how to handle actors to get 
the best performances, but also to make sure that film sets run fluidly, run on time, and 
under budget. She learned that parity is the key for low-budget filmmaking, and for 
managing the tension between auteurist tendencies (a component of the collective 
filmmaking mode), in never treating one actor better than the another based on their roles. 
She learned that actors like to be directed, and that actors also want to feel protected. 
When they feel that way, they will give you everything they have. Vachon learned, 
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however, that some directors have different ways of doing things. Some will want to have 
coffee with an actor and keep things casual, while there are others who try to create an 
atmosphere of anxiety.  
The indiviudalist/auteurist tension was mediated through mutual appreciation and 
cost sharing, as opposed to Miramax’s model.  For the film Go Fish (1994) cowriter, 
coproducer Rose Troche received equipment through school, and cast mainly friends and 
neighbors. Troche then came to Vachon with what she had.  Vachon put five thousand of 
her own money to keep the project alive (an interesting notion that deconstructs the 
producer model). In all, Vachon’s method was one of trust and ingenuity.This meant not 
caring to work with actors nasty to small people on set, but also getting mad at interns or 
production assistants who roll their eyes when an actor is tepid about a demand. She 
managed and foresaw the trust in every relationship; such as the trust between a costume 
designer and a fragile actor. 
She did her best to not only be pragmatic, but to create a positive atmosphere of 
mutual appreciation. If it  showed in the finished project people could appreciate the 
collective nature of filmmaking, rather than embrace an indivudalistic and 
compartmentalized procedure.  She saw to, for instance, the harmony of  production 
designer and location manager, which she regards be sibling-close, and just as frought. 
She made sure to appreciate the production assistants, whose attitude can spread like a 
virus as the circulatory system of the crew attitude like a virus.  
Exploitation films (1980-2000). Indexical to the indie-arthouse scene, and posed 
as an extension of Corman’s industry, is the exploitation horror based 1990s filmmaking 
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market. In his experience Lindenmuth (2002) sees the creation of an admirable and 
collaborative based industry as far from innate. Rather, people are far more destined to 
attempt emulation of an auteurist idol to become successful: alienating others on the way, 
going broke in the process, never to work on film again. To continue working on 
independent no-budget films takes someone empathetic, selfless, self-driven, with 
compassion towards others. But, what has primarily diffused, ideologically, is an 
individualistic mode. Primary elements within this actor network include film festivals 
(i.e. Robert Redford’s Sundance that became increasingly hierarchical, catering towards 
auteurist filmmakers that bring in more publicity). Film schools, organizations, and 
publications complimented independent festivals. The importance of film schools 
expanded since the 1970s, of which there rose a correlation between first-time directors 
and graduates. Not just training students in theory and practice, they also provide 
potential networking opportunities (Ortner, 2013).  
In this actor network, the experience of film school may not have been beneficial 
for these film school participants, especially if they did actively accumulate both cultural 
capital, and social-capital. In reality, the experience may have been detrimental, learning 
selfishness and wishing to become like their filmmaking idol (who, in most cases, 
probably wasn’t an isolated auteur to begin with). One can meet a lot of people with 
similar ambitions, that may be valuable assets to your future productions, and provide a 
sense of cinematic community. One should be proactive in their time and with their 
opportunities.  
Don’t just go through the motions while out are in film school. Become 
technically adept at the mechanical workings of the equipment. Crews will respect 
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you for this knowledge and not just consider you some far-out, self-described 
“aesthetic auteur” (p. 49).  
There are plenty of individuals at film school whose narcissism may be 
contagious. But for one to start thinking in an isolationist way that will have 
ramifications. One shouldn’t make “half-assed films” and not “get sucked down” in their 
isolationism when it is to “make up for that lost time” (p. 50). “Once you’re out, you’re 
out. Build a team among your peers of ambitious, determined, hardworking people. The 
more you do, the more support you’ll gather. And it does take a community to make a 
film for the most part” (p. 50). 
In a project where no one was paid, what helped Borchardt was that they believed 
in the project, and more importantly, knew him as a director believed in the project; in 
turn, the crew they weren’t wasting their time, and were willing to collectively share in 
the vision. 
They could see my persistence and knew I would follow through and complete 
the project. It’s many people’s fear that they are putting a lot of their valuable 
time and effort into something that will never see the light of day. You have to 
show them that you mean it, and they in turn will give you their best (qtd. on p. 
5).  
In independent filmmaking, you will utilize (or activate) your close personal 
relationships (if you have accumulated them). Karl Berberiech’s best advice for aspiring 
filmmakers searching for actors is to go with who you know, as you may be surprised in 
the talents of those who have never acted before. Beyond that, checking the local stage 
theatre, or writing an actor/actress you are interested in can be beneficial.  “The worst 
thing they can say is no” (qtd. p. 103-104). Filmmaker Joe Sherlock has never had to hold 
a casting call. For all of his films the actors have been friends, or friends of friends. But 
this is, still, no easy task. As he describes, many people have no clue how much easier 
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and less stressful it would have been for him to stay working his ten hours a day factory 
job. There is a tremendous amount of risk and trust that goes into making films. 
For Ronnie Sortor’s film project Ravage, there was no budget when the shooting 
started. His collaborators were his best friends, and each member was dedicated enough 
to dig into their own pockets for the film, selflessly.  
Todd actually spent more on Ravage than I did. Frank bought all the special 
effects supplies and neither of them complained. They believed in the project, and 
they had faith in me to pull it off. The best advice I can give is to ensure a good 
supportive team (qtd. on p. 172).  
All acting themselves, they supplemented their cast by pooling in friends and relying on 
community members who (although may be a small group to pick through) are willing to 
contribute in a location with no other options. But social capital is the only factor to 
engender independent filmmaking. On the contrary, as Paul Talbot regards, pooling 
social resources is a method of coping that may not be necessary with some added 
economic capital of which they can then work in a more individualistic production mode. 
Well, money is everything. Money is all you need to make a movie. It’s as simple 
as that. The biggest error I made in my youth was not majoring in business in 
college. Once you have the money everything else (actors, crew, locations, 
equipment) comes easily. (qtd. on p.192)  
Someone can increase their economic capital through maxing out credit cards, or 
pooling out of your pockets. Grant organizations are also very important, although many 
are dwindling, and the process can be taxing and prolonged. One must learn how to work 
with lenders, pay people back, and make sure they are not being exploited.  
U.S. community activist media (1980-2000). Writing on behalf of, and reflecting 
on her work as a community media activist, DeeDee Halleck (2001) believes the various 
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genres of independent filmmaking—all selfless, and authentic in their own right—can 
work together to make some sort of lasting democratic impact. But within this particular 
actor network remains compartmentalization of different factions, and ideological 
predispositions towards auteurism. 
As she regards, 
Independent producers in the US have, by and large, expressed this authenticity. 
Can the independents unite with the activists, with the community organizers, 
with the environmentalists, with the Peacenets, with the visual artists, with the 
performers, with the gays and lesbians, with the homeless draft-age youth, with 
the jobless, with the media critics? Can we get together in TV land? Plunk your 
magic twanger and turn the world upside down! (p. 10).  
From a Marxist approach, she focuses on both the democratic practicalities of 
cheaper technology, and the collaboration between people and institutions to combat 
authoritarian campaigns and make a lasting impact in the next millennium. She finds 
groups that have traditionally been excluded from technological power now find 
themselves able to speak. Technology sharing makes the possibilities even more tangible 
as the price per image or per bit of information goes down to affordable rates. Home 
video recorders and personal computers, although designed for individual use, can be 
easily adapted for use by cooperative organizations in less affluent communities.  
Her group, the Paper Tiger Collective, evolved over time: a group of “artists, 
educators, researchers, film and video producers, electronic technicians, social scientists, 
and writers united in our support for democratic communications” (p. 94). But 
democratic collaboration for each organization and filmmaking “practice” takes time, and 
diligence.  Speaking of community access television, it is hard to put together a show on 
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short notice, using a large crew. The fact is, most television is not suited for a 
collaborative, non-authoritarian structure. 
Achieving unity and strength while maintaining maximum participation, 
imagination, and humanism is a basic problem for any group. To try to make a 
TV show in a nonauthoritarian structure is formidable. Subtlety and tolerance are 
difficult to achieve in the supercharged tension of a television studio, about to go 
on the air in three-and a half minutes (p. 120). 
People who would join the collective, or take part in democratic video production 
may find it isn’t very glamorous. She paraphrases Susan Sontag in that if someone wants 
fascination, they can try fascism; media democracy like most forms of democracy, is a 
very slow process.  
For Halleck, the true idea of a collective encompasses not only alternative 
practices within one’s organization, but rather a dialogue between “practices and 
productions within a “community” that shares political or cultural positions” (p. 150) i.e. 
between independent filmmakers, exploitation based filmmakers, academics studying 
filmmaking practices. They must work against the impending political isolation for media 
workers, particularly when right wing fundamentalists have been creative and eclectic in 
their use of video technology. The political isolation is both of external forces (as in right 
wing media practitioners building maverick infrastructures, of channels on commercial, 
public access, and educational outlets) as well as internal forces (myths of being an 
individual star, wanting more money, success, or stability). But Halleck sees the sky is 
the limit if the left, and its various forms, can break past these modes of individualism 
and work together.  
What has prevented a progressive response by the community of artists and 
defenders of human rights? Perhaps it has been obsession with individualism and 
notions of elitist art and media practice. Perhaps it is the arts founders who 
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steadfastly refuse to consider collective art projects in favor of “auteurs” and 
superstars. Perhaps it is the short-sighted priorities of the progressive funding 
community, where band aids win out over long-range infrastructure building. 
Perhaps we fear the power we could mobilize if we do collaborate. The 
technology we have at our fingerprints is powerful, (p. 168).  
During the Gulf Crisis TV project, it was the first time that peace activists worked 
as an assemblage directly with video makers, public access coordinators, the first time all 
realized the potential of this synergistic collaboration. Movement organizers, in the past 
recalcitrant towards technology and distrustful of media, began to understand the 
important of collaboration with activist video makers. At a panel, Halleck praised the 
importance of collaboration between academics and independent filmmakers, as many do 
not get the opportunity to interact with intellectuals and researchers, and likewise, it is 
rare for academics to mingle with real live artists/producers.  
Halleck has come to understand that people seem to have stronger relationships 
with their technology than with other people. For countless individuals work takes them 
out of society, as they are online by themselves in front of a computer. Access centers 
have become computer centers, centers where everyone is sitting in their cubicle: 
“isolated, alienated from their immediate community” (p. 228).  In a Keynote Address for 
the Northeast Alliance for Community Media Halleck praised the organization Deep Disk 
for bringing people together; a positive experiment in “creating that sort of spontaneous, 
energetic, interactive community from geostationary orbit” (p. 228). The reason Deep 
Dish worked was that the big picture was kept in focus (conceptualization of a 
community based actor network, rather than a false technological determinism). Issues of 
connection, and activism were deemed “the life of the Deep-Dish community, not the 
technology” (p. 228). 
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For a developing collective to evolve into a community of resistance, she would 
like decision making procedures to be non-hierarchical, encouraging every media maker 
to contribute his or her best work, and to participate as much as he or she deserves. This, 
Halleck hopes to be a globalized phenomenon.  
Trial and Failure of Collective Modes within Avant-Garde Movements and Actor-
Networks. 
 
The following section focuses on how collective production practices are 
subdued, initiated, diffused, and deactivated within historical filmmaking movements, 
particularly against tension of auteurism/individualism.  
Emphasis is placed on understanding how collectives engender, or are situated 
within actor networks of organizations, people, places, events, and institutions displayed 
created through the open source software tool NodeXl, which converts an excel matrix 
into a network diagram.  
The first two actor networks are the Soviet Montage Filmmakers, and the 
Surrealist movement; what Smith (1998) has described as the two primary avant-garde 
currents within filmic history. The fact that much pioneering cinema history is written 
under the influence of the early Soviet and/or Surrealist positions, means that the received 
history of film still echoes many of the original battles and follows the contours of these 
two polemical movements. Yet, for all the differences between the Soviet montage 
movement and the Surrealists, Smith (1998) finds there is an important parallel between 
them in their incompatibility with unalloyed and unadorned political agitation, and 
continuing distrust with those attempting to take away notions of sustainability from their 
collective practices. 
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Soviet montage filmmakers. Spanning from bricolage style to the early silent 
period, the Soviet montage filmmakers worked against the backdrop of remarkable avant-
garde tendencies in theatre, painting, literature, and cinema. In the Soviet Union, 
Eisentstein, Vertov, and other montage directors increasingly attracted criticism—for the 
alleged exclusivity and elitism of their innovative work—despite their explicit Bolshevik 
commitments and lives of struggle. Key to understanding the network flow of Soviet 
Montage Filmmakers is consideration of not only their grand filmic ideas, but practical 
dilemmas of “constructing a socialist film industry which reconciled authorial creativity, 
political efficacy, and mass popularity” (Stam, 2000, p. 37).  Created through NodeXL 
software, figure one showcases the Soviet Montage Filmmakers as situated against 
seminal literary publications (yellow Nodes), institutions of both film, and theatre (in 
maroon), films (in purple), groups (in green), and components of the Soviet Civil War 
(red). 
 
Figure 1: Post-Bolshevik Revolution Actor Network Diagram 
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The Bolshevik regime developed policies to both reconstruct the national film 
industry, and train a generation of film-makers. Decried by Lenin in 1919, the Peoples 
commissariat of Education was responsible for supervising, and regulating, the 
nationalized development of arts and education in the Soviet Union. Many of the 
montage filmmakers would emerge from the Moscow State Film School, an organization 
started that same year (Aitkin, 2001).  
Discussion should begin with the fact that these Soviet Montage Directors did not 
wholly idolize their auteurist position and compartmentalized role. On the contrary, the 
collective premise of film as collective synergy utilized to capture the moving image was 
showcased in the famed relationships between the directors and their cinematographers.  
The Soviet Cinema of the 1920’s is renowned for the deep and sustained relationships 
between the director and the cinematographer; a history which if not stressed would 
continue to perpetuate the auteurist myth in this early avant-garde movement. 
If the formation of these relationships was initially fortuitous, they developed with 
the passage of time into profound creative alignments, as well as close personal 
friendships, the disruption of which provoked crises in the individuals concerned. 
Their significance in the context of avant-garde cinema cannot be underestimated. 
(Cavendish, 2007, p.11). 
For instance, in need of a cinematographer, Boris Mikhin introduced Eisenstein to 
the twenty-seven-year-old Eduard Tisse. Tisse was a distinguished newsreel cameraman 
who shot the first Soviet Feature Signal in 1918, and a film about Soviet Latvia the 
following year for Vertov’s Kino-Glaz group (p. 90). Still, his career didn't take off until 
working with Eisenstein Strike (1925).  The two were vastly different temperamentally, 
and Mikhin thought (correctly) that Tisse would complement Eisenstein’s rashness. Tisse 
became Eisenstein's standard cinematographer for the next twenty years.  
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One of the primary tensions within this era between collectivism and auteurism 
was the political pressure that the directors face, particularly against a fascist force that 
would rather have individual directors work subserviently under the regime to glorify 
their leaders and cause. This dialectic can be seen in the work of Dziga Vertov. 
Dziga Vertov. During the revolution Dziga Vertov left medical school to practice 
film in Moscow. Vertov acted as a war correspondent, travelling on agit-trains, and 
compiling newsreels and documentaries from available film footage. Where Kuleshov 
had gone from the agit-train experience through film school teaching to fiction 
filmmaking, and Eisenstein through theater to historical films, Vertov learned the creative 
importance of film editing and became a lifelong advocate of the documentary film, 
(Thompson & Bordwell, 1985, p. 129). His montage method of “Cine-Eye” was first 
formulated in “WE: Variant of a Manifesto” (1919) (Mackenzie, 2014). The so-called 
"Council of Three”: Vertov, his (future) wife and editor Elizaveta Svilova, and his 
brother cinematographer Mikhail Kaufman, was established in 1922. The group issued 
their manifestos in LEF (the influential journal of the Soviet Constructivist based Left 
Front of the Arts). 
Vertov's interest in machinery led to a curiosity about the mechanical basis 
of cinema (Michelson, 1984). In 1922 the Council of Three started the Kino-
Pravda series. "Kino-Pravda" (literally translated, "film truth") continued Vertov's agit-
prop bent.  It would be, with the successful approval of his Kino Pravda project, that he 
enlisted his brother as chief cameraman, to be joined by others when needed. His wife 
became Kino Pravda’s editor. The group began its work in a cold, wet, and dark Moscow 
basement. To finish issues, they would work into the night, where Vertov would often 
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“wrap comrade Svilova in a third jacket.” Although comrades, Vertov worked as the 
guiding force of the group to keep the collective and independent practice afloat. Mikhail 
and other cameramen would be sent out in various directions after Vertov outlined 
general strategies.  
In twenty-three issues (of roughly twenty minutes each) the Kino-Pravda newsreel 
series addressed contemporary political issues. Although his experiments were formalist, 
Vertov’s work undoubtedly brought him into conflict with the Soviet authorities. The 
conflict first emerged in a series of disagreements between Vertov and officials within 
Goskino, the succeeding body to the Moscow Cinema Council established in 1922. These 
problems led Vertov to leave Moscow, and work with VUFKU, the pan-Ukrainian film 
production unit. Here, away from the constraints of the capital, he continued to 
experiment with his theory of the ‘kino-eye’. However, Vertov continued to experience 
difficulties with Soviet authorities over the avant-Garde nature of his films, and his 
career—from 1930 until his death in 1954—was beset by such problems (Auferhide, 
2007). Vertov’s artisanal, exploratory, and collective style influenced filmmakers and 
directors including Guy Debord, “Vertov Industries,” in Hawaii and Jean Luc-Godard’s 
Dziga Vertov Group.   
Sergei Eisenstein. Along with accompanying psychological, ideological, and 
social factors, this political tension also marked the end of Sergei Eisenstein’s collective 
idealism. Eisenstein began his artistic career in theatre. But choosing which theatre to 
attend was complicated. From Futurists to Accidentists, Bolshevik Moscow was full of 
different artistic social movements. Despite recognizing artistry requires creative liberty, 
Lenin declared that the regime, not the artist, would determine the outcome of the arts as 
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he worked to minimize what he regarded as unhealthy schools. Although Eisenstein 
wished to join Meyershold’s theatre, he was accepted by the Prolekult Theatre in January 
1921.  In 1921, Eisenstein and his friend Sergei Yutkevich successfully enrolled in 
Meyershold’s State School for Stage Direction. Asking a question that had showed the 
pupil had become superior, Meyershold withdrew.  
This was devastating for Eisenstein, who had similarly been isolated from his 
Father after they had differing views about the civil war. He likened the exile to being 
purged from the gates of heaven (Bergan, 2016). The rift with Meyershold proved to 
Eisenstein’s advantage as he was appointed artistic director of Proletkult’s touring 
theatre. Eisenstein eventually left Proletkult following a clash of opinions; seeing that 
their co-operative mentality didn’t give him the recognition he felt he deserved as 
director.  Eisenstein found some early success in filmmaking with his cinematographer 
Tisse, and a friend he made through the theatre world, Alexandsdrov.  
Eisenstein, Alexandrov, and Tisse embarked on a trip in 1929. They traveled to 
Europe and the United States with the intent of finding new sound equipment and 
creating connections between Hollywood and the Soviet film industry. Eisenstein signed 
with Paramount Pictures and the trio headed to California. They worked on several 
pictures, although nothing was produced. But before Eisenstein left he had a significant 
encounter with the ‘father of the documentary film,’ Robert Flaherty. Flaherty had made 
only two features as sole director in the last eight years, and was looking for another 
project. Despite his own struggles, Flaherty convinced Eisenstein of the virtues of 
independent film-making. With a fund of ideas, Flaherty gifted Eisenstein a story set in 
Mexico. Mexico had gripped Eisenstein’s imagination since designing the sets for Jack 
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London’s story at the Proletkult. In retrospect, Eisenstein may have been better off never 
encountering Flaherty. The collective filmmaking mode was usurped due to capitalistic 
impulses, and compartmentalization between financing/artistic regimes. 
Eisenstein was put in contact with Upton Sinclair through Chaplin. The thought of 
financing a film by a great, radical, Soviet director appealed to the politically active 
author, who recommended producing credit to his wealthy wife, along with a few her rich 
friends in Pasadena. Additional funding was requested of William King Gilette. Gilette 
was a shrewd businessman, obsessed with building villas in dessert regions where a place 
would arise, orcas planted around it, then rushing off to a new part of the dessert to 
construct a new palace. Despite being turned off by the lack of acceptance, Eisenstein 
found similarities in nomadic ideology between him and Gilette, writing “I have lived in 
much the same sort of way, in relation to the events in my personal life. Like a pack 
animal or horse that has a sheaf of corn hanging in front of him which he chases, 
headlong, hopelessly, forever (qtd. in Bergan, 2016, p. 218).  
By Thanksgiving Sinclair secured an extension of Eisenstein's absences from the 
USSR, and permission for him to travel to Mexico. The trip obligated Eisenstein to make 
a film produced by Sinclair, his wife Mary Craig Kimbrough Sinclair, and three other 
investors organized as the “Mexican Film Trust”. On November 24, 1930, he signed a 
contract with the Trust "upon the basis of his desire to be free to direct the making of a 
picture according to his own ideas of what a Mexican picture should be, and in full faith 
in Eisenstein's artistic integrity” (p. 219). Que Viva Mexico would never be finished.  
Distracted by the opportunity, Eisenstein paid little attention to the clauses of the 
contract; stipulations that the film would be "non-political”, with world rights, positive 
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and negative copies belonging to Mary Sinclair. It was verbally clarified for the finished 
film to be of an hour's duration. Upton Sinclair tried to keep the film in his own hands. 
This was not for ill-intentioned motives, but in order to save money, and because his 
brother in-law appointed line-producer knew almost nothing about how films are made. 
As it had been in the hands of others within the Soviet Union, Eisenstein, too, knew 
nothing of film production business pragmatics. The anticipated production suffered 
various delays, all of which would be accounted to Eisenstein. The real cause was 
language barriers, difficult filming conditions, Mexican authorities, Mexican extras 
routinely disappearing, and an inept producer. 
After a prolonged absence, Stalin sent a telegram expressing concern that 
Eisenstein had become a deserter. Under pressure Eisenstein rightfully blamed Mary 
Sinclair’s younger brother for the film’s hardships and begged Sinclair to get Kimbrough 
off his back; accusing him of spending the film’s money on women, drink, gambling. 
Neither the enemy nor friend to Eisenstein, Sinclair defended him when Stalin sent 
volatile telegraphs, yet continued to rely on false reports from his brother-in-law. The 
Sinclair’s called halt to the production in mid-January (Bergan, 2016). Eisenstein found 
the incident completely delegitimized the collective practice. 
I gnash my teeth with hatred from those film people who, through stupidity and 
lack of culture, have not allowed us to complete our 14 months of intensive work 
which, by all objective criteria, represents an enormous stage in the creative 
activity of our 'collective’ (Eisenstein & Taylor, 1995, p. 629). 
Stranded in Mexico, and unable to gain access to the footage he had sent to 
Hollywood for processing, Eisenstein tried to plan for cutting the film in Moscow. Many 
on the filmmaking left believed Eisenstein was betrayed by Upton Sinclair in allowing 
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Eisenstein’s work to be edited by someone else in a ploy to (possibly) recoup 
expenditures on the film. These cinephiles worked collectively to help the filmmaker, and 
get the film released, with no active results.  The film would not be seen until 1978 
(completed by Aleksandrov). Aleksandrov returned to the Soviet Union in 1932 under 
direct orders from Stalin. He directed the pro-Stalin film International (1933) the 
following year, and after a meeting with Stalin and Maxim Gorky, directed the first 
Soviet musical.  
Eisenstein bore an agonizing depression after the incident. Being granted 
department head at the State Institute of Cinematography served as a menial 
compensation. Eisenstein provided all people he worked with respect, especially his 
students. He would treat a young lighting assistant as though he were as important as 
anyone else in a production, something “many lesser men wouldn’t do” (Bergan, 2016). 
He came more into an auteurist position under Stalin’s hierarchical rule. Assigned to 
create Bezhin Meadow in 1935, the production suffered many of the same problems as 
Que Viva Mexico, with two years of work and two million rubles thrown away. 
Eisenstein’s career was salvaged when Stalin admonished the executives; one of which 
was executed. He was given 'one more chance' ingratiate himself with Stalin, and he 
chose—from two offerings—the biopic of Alexander Nevsk. Tisse would once again aid 
as cinematographer. The result was a film well received by both the Soviets and in the 
West. Amidst the growing violence Hitler posed against the USSR, the film’s rhetoric 
posed as pro-Russian propaganda, making Eisenstein one of Stalin’s darlings. Eisenstein 
wrote,  
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Our entire collective, imbued with the lofty ideas of the picture, worked on it 
enthusiastically; we are sure that the close of this film, Alexander Nevsky’s 
splendid speech, will resound in our day as a terrible warning to all enemies of the 
Soviet Union (qtd. in Bergan, 2016, p. 306).  
Winning Stalin’s approval, Eisenstein's next film Ivan the Terrible Part I (1944) 
presented Russia as a national hero. But the sequel, Ivan The Terrible, Part II, was 
criticized by various authorities (particularly Stalin), and unreleased until 1958. 
Eisenstein’s death seemed imminent as his fiftieth birthday approached. His Aunt slept in 
his study and cared for him, while Eisenstein would hit the radiator with a wrench to 
notify Tisse, who lived in the flat below, of any issues. All footage from the 
incomplete Ivan The Terrible, Part III was confiscated, and most of it was destroyed 
(though several filmed scenes still exist today). Eisenstein was struck by a heart 
attack during production of the film, and soon died of another at the age of 50. 
DaDa and Surrealism. In a posted announcement to young artists of Zurich, 
Cabaret Voltaire was started by Hugo Ball and Emmy Hemmings.  This was the catalyst 
to “Dada,” an anti-authoritarian cultural movement starting in Zurich Sweden, and built 
upon a vibrant Eastern European tradition of which transplanted Romanian modernist 
immigrants had settled (Sandqvist, 2016). The movement became international, with 
practitioners adopting the banner in Berlin, Cologne, and New York. Originally part of 
Paris Dada, Andre Breton broke with Tristan Tzara and became the self-styled “pope” of 
Surrealism. The cultural milieu of Dada and Surrealism is shown in figure two, created 
through NodeXL from historical data. The figure visualizes the locales (salons, and 
locations shown in maroon such as Erongaricauro where a collective of refugee artists 
came to settle, including Leon Trotsky) of collective movements (in Green), and the 
outlets of both literary journals (shown in yellow) films (shown in Purple), the 
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complicated discourses within them (in seminal events, and member diaspora shown in 
red), and the artists who come to balance their individuality with collective movements 
and partnerships (i.e. Duchamp, Dali). 
 
Figure 2: Surrealism Actor Network Diagram 
 
In particular, Surrealism suffered due to an authoritarianism and dogmatic 
tendency in Andre Breton that made collective work and production untenable. Antonin 
Artaud opened the Bureau of Surrealist Researched in October 1924, with Breton 
penning the manifesto. This was the basis of Surrealism, a loosely affiliated group of 
writers and artists would hold interviews and discussions at the location (Durozoi, 2002). 
Surrealism would be a more centralized group than DaDa; an authoritarian structure 
centered on Andre Breton. Cultish, Breton would excommunicate those who he disagreed 
with. After 1925, the Parisian Surrealists were forever arguing; officially supporting the 
French Communist party from 1927 through the mid-1930s. Some identify this move as 
an index of stupidity in their group communication and leadership (Kosetalanetz, 2000). 
Conflicts between politics and artistic expression permeated across the group as some 
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individuals ascribed to communism more than others. Despite fragile health, Rene Crevel 
who took on the task of reconciling his two cherished loyalties of Communism and 
Surrealism.  Crevel would hold this task despite his isolation from Breton (who felt the 
movement had been corrupted) and other Surrealists who were unhappy with Crevel 
because of his homosexuality, and annoyed with communists in general. As he remained 
faithful to Breton, it was the 1929 exile of Leon Trotsky that persuaded him to rejoin the 
surrealists (Winegarten, 2017). 
Breton’s inspiration to split with Dada and begin his new “anti-movement,” was 
inspired by Marchel Duchamp. Breton was stimulated by Duchamp’s independence, as 
when he flipped a coin to decide whether he would stay in Paris or leave to go to America 
(Siegel, 1995). Breton had proposed to Duchamp a rallying cry, “for those who sought a 
kind of freedom that would not betray itself by investing its hopes in some defined and 
circumscribed style of formula” (Siegel, 1995, p. 215). Independent artists like Marcel 
Duchamp and Luis Buñel struggled with collective and collaborative modes of creation 
throughout their career. 
Early Surrealist artists and the struggle with collective structure.  
Marcel Duchamp. Duchamp had a lifelong commitment to itineracy, possessed by 
a spirit of expatriation as an artist that caused him to be hesitant in joining any type of 
formal grouping, or collective mode e.g. Cubists (Zilczer, 1980) or DaDaists (Mundy, 
2008). From the mid-1930s onwards, Duchamp collaborated with the Surrealists; 
however, despite coaxing of Breton, he did not officially join the movement.   
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Regardless of his nomadism, and auteurist notions, Duchamp did collaborate 
extensively with Katherine Dreier (Clark, 2001). For instance in 1920 Dreier, Duchamp, 
and Man Ray founded the Société Anonyme. Like many establishments of the avant-
garde, the Société was formed as a means of showing their own work, but also functioned 
to organize extensive series to support modern artists and educate the general public.  
Buñuel. Luis Buñuel would also be linked to Surrealism, but was never formally 
established in the collective group. While not officially part of the collective group, he 
would come to epitomize artistically and socially, the Surrealist auteur. This was played 
out through a range of tensions, particularly the rejection of collectivity through the social 
tension of jealousy. 
He had been at Madrid’s Residencia de Estudiantes (The Resi) for two years 
before Garcia Lorca arrived in 1919. Buñuel was, according to his biographer (Baxter, 
1994) wild, virile, and almost run broke from visits to prostitutes. The institution was 
started by Alberto Jimenez Fraud, in light of the Oxbridge system. Residencia was aimed 
to give students (usually from out of town) an environment to form relations that could 
provide foundation of life-long careers. Luis became Lorca’s acolyte from 1920-1922. 
Both joined a “resi group”, to meet in each other’s rooms, drink, argue, and read poetry. 
Buñuel never had close friends, making this a heady experience.  
Lorca’s central position at the Resi was eclipsed by the arrival of 18-year-old 
Salvador Dali in 1922. Dali was disturbed and eccentric since birth. Although 
paralyzingly shy, he was soon adopted by the room-three group. A friendship began 
between Lorca, Buñuel and Dali. The triad was ripe for revelation, in their arrogance, 
vision, over-sexuality; perhaps too much so for provincial Madrid. More troubling, as 
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Baxter (1994) describes, they desperately looked to each other for enlightenment. They 
would become disappointed, and the disappointment turned (for Dali and Buñuel) into 
hate.  
In 1923 Buñel began the Order of Toledo, a clique combining Church rituals with 
aristocratic and intellectual clannishness. Irregular meetings became famous, as Buñuel 
inducted most of his friends and collaborators over the year. Shortly after his Father’s 
death, Buñuel left for Paris.  He once again teetered between isolation, and collectivity. 
Until 1927 Buñuel felt drearily towards the posse. Some like Carriere believe that 
Surrealists were drawn to Paris almost by fate (Ernst from Germany, Man Ray from US, 
Buñuel from Spain). But joining the Surrealists was not easy as a closed brotherhood 
headed by the burly and solemn Breton. Expelled member Georges Ribemon-Dessaignes 
referred to the group as a secret society. But in almost all of his characterizations, Buñel 
was made for the Surrealists. After entering the film world through accident, navigating 
through the three or four Paris avant-garde filmmaking groups that eyed each other with 
mutual suspicion, with his filmmaking and style he would come to exemplify their 
cultural subversion. Despite their past indiscretions, or because of them, Buñel would 
come to make two prominent avant-garde films with Dali. 
Andre Breton. In the US during World War II, Breton refused to learn English, 
and by the end of the War, decided to embrace anarchism explicitly. He returned to Paris 
in 1946, where he opposed French colonialism. He was one of the few intellectuals who 
continued to offer his support to the FCL during the Algerian war when the FCL suffered 
severe repression and was forced underground.    
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Contrary to his connections in Surrealism, he refused to take sides on the splits in 
the French anarchist movement. He expressed solidarity with the new FA set up by the 
synthesis anarchists and worked in the Antifascist Committees of the 60s alongside the 
FA. Breton continued, until his death, to foster a second group of surrealists in the form 
of expositions or reviews (La Brèche, 1961–1965). Some see Breton’s negative example 
as why the notion of a self-conscious artists’ group has never had much currency in the 
US in general and in NY in particular (Kostelanetz & Brittain, 2000). 
US postwar avant-garde: Cinema 16 and filmmakers co-op. Amidst 
standardization, notions of the avant-garde did not disappear, and the post-war resurgence 
of avant-garde cinema would begin in the US. With an increasing availability of 16mm 
equipment, film production and exhibition was more accessible to those outside the 
industry after the war. Fostered by cultural and industrial conditions, the arrival refugee 
artists fleeing the totalitarian regimes of Europe in the 1930s and 1940s brought 
modernism to North America. Here it flourished, permeating with the spread of film 
societies, film education, and amateur filmmaking (MacDonald, 2010). By 1962 a 
cohesive non-commercial system of production, distribution, exhibition had been created, 
with its centers in New York and San Francisco (Smith, 1998).    
In this period Avant-Garde filmmakers experimented with collective 
organizations to help their position in the industry, and unite disparate figures (figure 
three, as created through NodeXL). Notably, Amos Vogel disapproved of Cinema 16’s 
distribution method and created his own. The two primary collectives (Cinema 16 and the 
New American Filmmakers Co-op) existed as two central distribution nodes (shown in 
green) of which many of the avant-garde artists either from the U.S. (e.g. Stan Brakhage) 
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or transplanted from Europe (e.g. Max Ernst) were affected. These were institutions 
engendered through literary institutions (in yellow), that people came to join after time in 
avant-garde collegiate institutions (Black Mountain college in maroon), or had come in 
contact with as part of their own avant-garde centered on an informal collective of 
individuals (the beat generation in blue).   
 
Figure 2: US Postwar Avant-Garde Actor Network Diagram 
Beyond collective anthological film projects like Dreams that Money Can Buy 
(Smith, 1988) there were limited collective modes and projects. For instance, are two 
plights by John Cage. Swearing to devote his life to music, Schoenberg offered to tutor 
free of charge (Cage, 2011). But when Schoenberg told assembled students—none of 
which he found interesting—that he was trying to make it impossible for them to write 
music, Cage decided to leave. Later Schoenberg would recount, despite pushing these 
students away, that Cage was not a composer but an “inventor—of genius” (qtd. in 
Kostelanetz 2003, p. 6).  
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Years later in New York, Cage and his wife stayed with painter Max 
Ernst and Peggy Guggenheim; two other collaborators of Dreams Money Can Buy. 
Through them, Cage met important artists such as Piet Mondrian, André Breton, Jackson 
Pollock, Marcel Duchamp. Guggenheim was very supportive. Not only could the Cages 
stay with her and Ernst for any length of time, she offered to organize a concert of Cage's 
music at the opening of her gallery.  
But collective production can dissipate under petty grievances and slights. After 
Cage secured another concert, at the Museum of Modern Art, Guggenheim withdrew all 
support.  Even after the ultimately successful MoMA concert, Cage was left homeless, 
unemployed, and penniless as the commissions he hoped for never happened. He and 
Xenia spent the summer of 1942 with dancer Jean Erdman and her husband (Reinhardt, 
2002).  
An iconic career beyond the scope of this project, it is significant to reference that 
Cage had found himself, earlier in his life, at Black Mountain College; a liberal, 
collective based university experiment that only lasted for twenty years, but in its short 
time served as a collaborative incubator for iconic artists of the period (Harris, 1987).    
Maya Deren showcased the nomadic spirit of avant-garde artists of the time which 
disavowed a true collectivist mode. Deren was a Ukrainian refugee who joined the 
European émigré art scene after college. Her formative avant-garde film Meshes of the 
Afternoon (1943) was shot using some of her Father’s inheritance. Collaborating with her 
on the film was Alexander Hammid, a celebrated emigre Czech photographer and 
cameraman who would become her second husband. (Nichols, 2001). Deren was part of 
the collective avant-garde social circle. In New York Deren had a social circle that 
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included Marcel Duchamp, Andre Breton, John Cage, Anais Nin. Deren’s entrepreneurial 
spirit in her lecturing and writing on avant-garde theory would inspire Amos Vogel to 
form Cinema 16, the most successful film society in the 1950s (MacDonald, 2002).  
But Deren exemplified the nomadic and sometimes capricious spirit shared with 
many other artists (Nichols, 2001).  She divorced her then husband and collaborator 
Alexander Hammid in 1947, leaving for a nine-month stay in Haiti. Despite criticism for 
abandoning the avant-garde practice for which she made her names, she made an active 
decision to expand as an artist through ethnographic filmmaking (Nichols, 2001). Only 
living 44 years, Deren was a muse and inspiration to such up-and-coming avant-garde 
filmmakers as Curtis Harrington, Stan Brakhage, and Kenneth Anger (Butler & de 
Zehger, 2010). She was a fierce promoter for amateur production, advocating for artist 
freedom wherein the amateur filmmaker is never forced to sacrifice visual drama and 
beauty (1965).  
Beyond Dreams that Money Can Buy. As a philosopher, novelist, screenwriter, 
and capitalist, Ayn Rand wrote the manifesto “Screen Guide for Americans” (1947) as a 
pragmatic approach for cinema to be both engaging, and free from communist 
restrictions.  
Two main advocated points include don’t take politics lightly, and don’t smear 
the free enterprise system. She sees attacks on “individual rights, individual freedom, 
private action, private initiative, and private property” (qtd. in Mackenzie, 2014, p. 424) 
as unfounded and unproductive. Preaching the superiority of public ownership is 
provincial—as not all publicly owned projects are noble, humanitarian undertakings—
just as not all private property rights are evil, anti-social. To support these ideals, one 
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shouldn’t smear industrialists, wealth, or profit motive. Rand did not wish for people to 
work without reward, “like slaves, for the benefit of the state” (p. 425). She finds that 
there are many forms of success (spiritual, artistic, industrial, financial), and that success 
should not be smeared. The communists wish to discourage personal effort and drive men 
into hopelessness, whereas in America men and woman should strive towards personal 
achievement, as dignity and self-respect cannot exist without it. Further, one should not 
glory failure, glorify depravity, deify the common man. The collective should not be 
glorified as not all mass action is good and not all individual action is evil. The 
independent man should not be smeared. These dialectics played their course in the 
creation, and fallout, of Cinema 16. 
 Cinema 16. In 1947, Amos Vogel formed Cinema 16.  The signatories on the 
Certificate of Incorporation were Amos and Marcia Vogel, Robert Delson (a civil-
liberties lawyer who remained Cinema 16’s lawyer for years), David Diener (Marcia 
Vogel’s brother), Rene and Ralph Avery (close friends), and Samuel Vogel (Vogel’s 
father).  
Vogel wished to situate Cinema 16 within mainstream NYC culture. Despite an 
eclectic mix of thinkers, writers, and artists in membership, and a renowned Committee 
of Sponsors engendering a sense of community, Cinema 16 needed to evolve quickly to 
accomplish this goal. With limited business acumen, the decision to become a 
membership film society was necessary to stabilize their nascent organization. Although 
he read distributed audience questionnaires, Vogel did take them into programming 
consideration (Macdonald, 2010).  
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 While Cinema 16 quickly became the leading distributor of avant-garde film in 
North America, its methods of operation differed from the most important present day 
North American distributors (Canyon Cinema in San Francisco, Canadian Filmmakers 
Distribution center in Toronto). In one respect, Cinema 16’s distribution model was 
constructed similarly to commercial distributors of the time: Vogel chose the films he 
wanted to work with, offered filmmakers exclusive contracts for the distribution rights, 
and to the extent that Cinema 16’s means allowed, promoted the films among potential 
renters. In another respect, distribution by Cinema 16 differed fundamentally from 
commercial distribution since profits did not accrue to the Vogel’s as a non-profit 
organization. While Vogel’s policies as exhibitor and distributor had a major impact on 
the field of avant-garde film running until 1963 and its height boasting 7000 members, 
his policies were increasingly a cause for frustration among select avant-garde 
filmmakers (Macdonald, 2010).  
The New American Cinema Group and Filmmaker’s Co-op. Capitalizing on 
lightweight technology, John Cassavetes Shadows (1959) was a raw, but intimate film 
produced on a shoestring budget with an inexperienced cast; a message to the world that 
Hollywood was no longer the American cinema (Nowell-Smith, 2013).  
Cassavetes was trained at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts in NYC. After 
graduating from drama school, he founded the Variety Arts Studio drama workshop with 
Burt Lane. The workshop was training grounds for Shadows (1959), an innovative film of 
improvisatory nature, marked by adoption of free-style beat poetry. 
Creating a creative and communal atmosphere, Cassavetes encouraged his cast 
and crew to participate as full partners. In accordance with his economic needs and anti-
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professional ethos, his films featured permutations of his friends. Margulies (1980) 
regards, 
Without any of the comforts of a subsidized repertory company, Cassavetes 
gathered around him a group of people who, like him, placed their artistic 
commitment above their ongoing careers. They interrupted their work with 
Cassavetes to take acting jobs, and they return to act in Faces or A Woman Under 
the Influence as one comes back to one’s own life routine (p. 290).  
Among a handful of enthusiasts for the unreleased version of Shadows screened at 
Cinema 16, was Jonas Mekas (Nowell-Smith, 2013.  The film was awarded the “First 
Independent Film Award” in 1959 by Mekas’s avant-garde magazine Film Culture. The 
subsequent award winners (Clarke, Brakhage, Smith) were not arbitrary, but publicity in 
promoting a core group of filmmakers, and showcasing an aesthetic that did not rank 
documentary as the paramount genre.  
Mekas organized 23 independent filmmakers on September 28th, 1960 to create a 
“self-help” organization, which became known as the New American Cinema Group. 
Holding monthly informal meetings and discussions, there were several small committees 
created to explore financing, promotion, and distribution methods for their films. While 
appreciating Cinema 16 as the most advanced avant-garde/independent film distribution 
organization, Mekas was shocked that they rejected Stan Brakhage’s film Anticipation of 
the Night (1958). After recognizing the apathy that existing film distribution 
organizations had of their work, Mekas found it necessary to create their own cooperative 
film distribution center. On January 7th, 1962 Mekas invited twenty avant-garde 
filmmakers to discuss the creation of this distribution center. His loft became the co-op’s 
temporary home, as he slept in the editing table. The co-op featured an eclectic mix 
including Salvador Dali, Allen Ginsberg, Andy Warhol, Jack Smith, and Barba Rubin.  
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In direct opposition to Cinema 16’s exclusivity, Mekas allowed all films to be 
distributed through the film-makers cooperative. While the Filmmaker’s Cooperative 
hoped programmers would rent the films they distributed, they were less concerned with 
audience size than with the integrity of individual film artists’ cinematic vision. From 
their point of view, Vogel’s programming privileged his vision at the expense of the 
increasingly articulated visions of the filmmakers. Mekas and the others were gambling 
that while audiences for avant-garde film might be smaller than Vogel’s audiences, these 
smaller groups would grow enough to sustain the field. 
Vogel was understandably upset by the New American Cinema Group actions. 
Despite his contributions to the field, he had not been invited to be part of the new group. 
Further, Vogel came to feel that that the New American Cinema Group’s “proudly 
proclaimed policy of showing, distributing, and praising every scrap of film” (Nowell-
Smith, 2013, p.19) was self-defeating. In any event, the ‘New American Cinema’ soon 
reverted to its previous dispersed existence as a loosely related set of disparate activities. 
Still all the films were radically different from mainstream products; with a level of 
closeness with filmic subjects previously unthinkable in either cinema or television 
(Nowell-Smith, 2013). 
Stan Brakhage. Figures like Stan Brakhage would find a place in Cinema 16, if 
only for a while and if only as some consolation. The career of Stan Brakhage is flowered 
in the amateur filmmaking field of contradictory possibilities within the avant-garde 
(James, 2003). Since the 1950s Stan Brakhage has ranked as one of the foremost 
American independent filmmakers.  But Brakhage as with Warhol, were ultimately 
isolated in their careers, despite some informal collective counterparts early in their 
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careers and some collective organizing ventures. In high school Brakhage he devoted 
himself to writing. With friends and musicians, he formed the Gadflies, a drama group. 
With an arts scholarship, he headed to Dartmouth. Difficulties with the academic 
program, and a hostility towards the arts among fellow students, caused him to leave. He 
returned to Denver, renewed his friendship with the Gadflies, and attempted to write a 
novel. Attending movies and reading film theory, a produced film with the Gadflies led 
him to film school. Unsatisfying, he once again left without a degree. But in his time, he 
contacted the San Francisco poets, eventually residing in Robert Duncan’s basement. It 
was in Duncan’s circle that he found a community of artists that he long sought, 
including Kenneth Anger and Bruce Conner. With his mature filmmaking, he visited 
Hollywood. He had been encouraged to send his films to Amos Vogel in New York. 
 The growing community of experimental filmmakers in New York welcomed 
him, residing temporarily in Deren’s apartment. Still, he suffered great poverty and of 
serious malnourishment trying to survive on the menial proceeds of screenings. Brakahge 
would have a long struggling career as many experimental artists do, rejecting 
Hollywood language, and capitalist film production. Varela (2011) sees Brakhage as not 
only “one of the greatest filmmakers in the history of the medium” but one of the 
country’s greatest examples of but also “of an energy that persisted, even thrived, in the 
face of an almost-criminal neglect by a society that never recognized his powerful 
genius” (p. 169).  In his art, he helped to pave the way for other filmmakers to emerge in 
the seventies and eighties. She believes it impossible to do justice to his influence on the 
direction and aptitudes of cinema over the past fifty years.  
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 Mekas would write in 1996, that “In the times of bigness, spectaculars, one 
hundred-million-dollar movie productions, I want to speak for the small, invisible acts of 
human spirit: so subtle, so small, that they die when brought out under the clean lights (p. 
103). He identifies the real history of cinema, as an invisible “history of friends getting 
together, doing the thing they love” (p. 103). This is just one of many interludes of 
vibrant post-war collectivity. There are other notable instances of avant-garde collectivity 
including the beat generations new form of bohemian community, a “family of friends” 
finding the strength like any family “through their bonds of affection and common 
interests to withstand the indifference and hostility of the larger society around them, 
(Charters, 1982). 
Newsreel. Mekas’s most lasting impact may have been his role in engendering the 
development of newsreel as a practice. Calling a meeting of filmmakers and activists with 
Melvin Margolies in December 1967 to transcend the abysmal footage of the Pentagon 
March, they had the idea to pool their documentary footage. Their actions ignited an 
activist documentary practice and movement. The impact of Newsreel filmmaking poses 
as a relative triumph in interstitial, collaborative and collective filmmaking. Newsreel’s 
early members were primarily white, male and university educated. Still, women held 
integral parts of the organizations. Newsreel included political and cultural activists with 
little filmmaking experience, and some members who were part of the experimental 
filmmaking scene. A third group including Norm Fruchter and Robert Kramer were able 
to inhabit both worlds of activists and filmmakers. The members of Newsreel would 
operate as a “loosely defined participatory democracy” (Young, 2006, p. 109). 
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Newsreels was used by oppositional groups for its practical advantages and its 
collective basis. “They drew their cultural drive and structural inspiration from 
underground cinema, but, at least in the USA, the newsreel groups functioned more 
democratically than the underground’s films makers co-operatives.  In eliminating the 
notion of individuality, this communal community filmmaking was seen as first step on 
the path to a completely new approach to filmmaking. As Hartog (2013) describes, 
The most promising aspect of newsreel’s activities is the group democracy in 
deciding what films to make and what they should say. Also, filmmaking groups 
exist all over the country, and such decentralization promises a real community 
focus, a basis for local action and real initiatives (p. 80). 
When politically isolated Italian students were engaged in a running battle months 
before the France uprisings Cesare Zavattini began a ‘cinegiornale’ newsreel practice 
with some student friends. Mexican Newsreels were made without structure as the “film 
echoes the race, the chaos the fear and the reality of looking at the barrel of a loaded gun” 
(p.82) forcing spectators “confronted with such absurd inhumanity can only feel like an 
immoral, impotent voyeur whose silence supports those pig faced assassins on screen” (p. 
82). Cinetracts were the most radical and original of the new newsreels. The filmmakers 
remain anonymous, and exist “as the only true records of what happened during those 
May days in Paris” (p. 82).  
Hartag (2013) found the inflexible structure of traditional cinema, and its 
associated rigid forms as “clearly unequipped to cope with the real world” (p. 82). Third 
World Newsreel was an evolution of the practice, used to connect local urban struggles to 
third world dynamics by “creating artistic networks, running production workshops for 
local community members” (Young, 2006, p. 146).  
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French New Wave. Formed with no application to cinema at all, the moniker 
“Novelle Vague” was coined by journalist Francoise Giroud in the French news weekly 
L’Express. French youth between eighteen and thirty answered a set of questions ranging 
from favorite reading, to the Algerian War, attitudes towards collaboration and resistance, 
and the role of women. Giroud resynthesized the answers and published them as a book; 
“The New Wave: portraits of the younger generation.” The phrase ‘Nouvelle Vague’ 
attached itself to the cinema and stuck there thanks to a shrewd publicity campaign by the 
Centre National de la Cinematographie (CNC) (Nowell-Smith, 2013). The New Wave, 
however, is much more than an aesthetic and cinematic phenomenon, but rather the 
serendipitous, and sometimes somber discourses, connections and disconnections of 
different French cinephile generations (figure 4 created through NodeXL). Nodes in 
yellow indicate literary publications, green are clubs or institutions, blue as movements, 
maroon as places, purple are films, and white are people.  
The movement would come to, historically, epitomize auteur theory. While true, 
the filmmakers in the movement all enacted collective practices throughout their careers, 
and at different times. The collective practice posed daunting, and ultimately unrealized 
when a collaborative project of interchanging roles for the young new wave directors 
became usurped by an individualized package system (i.e. Truffaut funding movies 
through his wife’s inheritance), and ultimately, with ties severed based on political 
ideology.  
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Figure 3: French New Wave Actor Network Diagram 
Early institutions and figures. Jean George Auriol founded the French monthly 
film magazine From Cinema in 1928. Renamed in October 1929, Film Review suspended 
in 1932 after issue 29. From 1943, L’Ecran Français was published; with Sartre, Camus, 
Malraux, Becker, and Langlois on its editorial board.  In 1946, the film Revue 
reappeared. Still under the direction of Auriol, it featured, among others, André Bazin , 
Jacques Doniol- Valcroze and Joseph-Marie Lo Duca .  
In 1948, when political factionalism began to make working at Travail et Culture 
unrewarding and frustrating, a new sort of film club surfaced to siphon off much of 
Andre Bazin's energy and enthusiasm; a type of elite club peopled by artists, writers, and 
students who were far less interested in the political ramifications of cinema than in 
promoting and honoring the growth of film as an art form.  When the Theatre des 
Champs-Elysses was rented for the premiere of Cocteau’s masterpiece, a full house 
stayed to hear a stirring discussion held with the director as hosted by Doniol-Valcroze, 
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Alexandre Astruc, and Bazin. This was the first of Objectif 48 screenings, always held in 
fine theatres to full audiences (Andrew, 1990 p. 137).   
In October 1948, Francois Truffaut started his own film club (The Movie Mania 
Circle). His good friend Robert Lachenay was appointed general secretary and manager 
(being older, 18, and more qualified). Truffaut was able to rent a theatre every Sunday 
morning for 4,000 francs a showing, and borrowed short films from Henry Langlois of 
the French Cinematheque.  But bureaucracy restricted the club’s progress. Truffaut 
wished to show feature films, but was restricted by the French Federation of Film 
Societies. When Langlois wanted to give Truffaut a print free of charge, the powerful 
Communist-influenced federation forced him to step down. To recruit publics to his 
failing club Truffaut promoted the presence of Jean Cocteau. Despite his pleading 
Cocteau did not attend, causing outrage (De Baecque & Toubiana, 2000).  
The failure was a travesty for Truffaut, who put what little money he had into the 
club. For further funds he had stolen a type writer from his father’s workplace. The 
November 28th screening of Ben-Hur was a washout. Andre Bazin held screenings on the 
same day and same time. On Tuesday November 30, 1948, Truffaut came to the third-
floor offices at Travail et Culture to plead with Bazin about their competing clubs. He 
subsequently invited Bazin to speak the next Sunday at his small group. Bazin instantly 
took to the energy and fire of his youth, and in Bazin, Truffaut found someone with a 
passionate love of movies, an almost childlike view of life, but with the emotional and 
moral stability Truffaut himself so obviously lacked (Andrew, 1990). The strength of 
their friendship was immediately tested when Bazin learned that Truffaut’s father had 
arranged for the arrest and imprisonment of the youth. Furious, Bazin began an intense 
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campaign through correspondence and personal interviews that finally convinced the 
authorities to release to him this incorrigible. A risky promise given Truffaut’s history of 
willful and erratic conduct, Bazin promised to give him work at Travail et Culture and to 
watch over his behavior. Bazin consulted Fernand Deligny on the subject, an ally at 
Travail et Culture who worked with abandoned, delinquent, and psychologically 
disturbed youth.  
Fernand Deligny’s groundless partnership with Truffaut, and apathy in 
communal living.  A decade later Bazin suggested Truffaut visit Fernand Deligny when 
he was having trouble scripting the final scenes of The 400 Blows (1959). Deligny was a 
film lover. Bazin and Chris Marker had secured some films for Deligny when he was in 
Lille, and helped him upon his move to Paris in 1948 (Andrew, 1990).           
 Deligny had proposed the famous run to sea that ends Truffaut’s film. Deligny 
was also anxious to produce films about children, and would maintain ties with Truffaut 
for the next eighteen years. Although preoccupied, Truffaut did provide him advice and 
contacts for making a film (Andrew, 1990).  With strong, but differing and distinct ideas 
about cinema, he decided against actively collaborating.  While their correspondences in 
1965 would be awkward, they were always cordial. Deligny eventually resided at the 
experimental commune that his controversial colleague Jean Oury had started with Felix 
Guattari at La Borde in the Loire valley (Andrew & Gillian, 2013).  
But Deligny never quite bought into the ideology as he hovered around La Borde 
for two years. Even more than he hated authority figures, Deligny despised the group 
meetings that were the norm at the commune.  He was evidently left to himself, with his 
studio operating at the edge of La Borde, it’s satellite. He did provide Guattari with the 
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concept of nomadism; which would be central to Deleuze and Guattari’s Mille Plateaux 
(A Thousand Plateaus, 1980). With other members, Deligney was asked to leave La 
Borde in 1967. His group went to the foothill region of the Cevennes where Guattari had 
bought some land including some broken down structures. Living there with his small 
band he organized his “network” of shelters, goats, assistants, and tools (a Deleuzian 
assemblage). When Guattari invited various politically vulnerable figures to join him at 
this refuge just after May 1968, the routine Deligny sought to establish would be 
interrupted (Andrew & Gillain, 2013).  
Forming of the new wave clique. Appointed as Bazin’s personal secretary, 
Truffaut found a new film school: he met Alain Resnais, Remo Forlani, Chris Marker and 
Alexandre Austruc. While Bazin never wrote for the film magazine La Gazette, he was 
drawn to its positions and frequently met its staff in the Latin Quarter to discuss films, 
philosophy, and books. There the nucleus of the New Wave was already assembled: 
Jacques Rivette, Jean-Luc Godard, and Eric Rohmer (Andrew & Gillain, 2013).  
The Latin Quarter was much more iconoclastic than the stuffy Objectif 49. The 
film club of the Latin Quarter was formed by a student of Rohmer. In contrast to a 
university film club, the prerogative was to display all films, without discrimination. 
Rivette arrived in Paris in 1949 with his friend Francois Bouchet. He met future 
collaborator Jean Gruault in a bookstore, who recommended the film club. There Rivette 
saw Eric Rohmer speak, a man he admired for his film criticism.  Rohmer, Rivette, and 
Bouchet created the film Gazette around the film club. Rivette took courses at 
the Sorbonne, but began frequenting screenings at Henri Langlois’s Cinematheque 
Francaise with Bouchet instead of attending classes (Wiles, 2012).  
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Rivette met Francois Truffaut at the screening of The Rules of the Game. He sat 
side by side next to Godard night after night for several months until Godard broke the 
shy silence. Rivette and Truffaut became Godard’s constant companions at 
Cinematheque, the CCQL, Work and Culture. The cinematheques screenings ended so 
late that the young enthusiasts, who had missed the last metro, would walk home 
discussing films through the night. Bazin served as a liaison between these youthful 
iconoclasts and the elite culture of Objectif 49 as it came to be known (Dudley, 1990).   
Objectif 49 held a Festival of American Film Noir in late 1948. The 
overwhelming success spurred Bazin and the other directors to plan and carry through the 
great independent Festival du Film Maudit. Bazin took over chairmanship of the club, 
working to organize an independent festival to celebrate films which the industry had 
condemned to oblivion, les films maudits. In his work Bazin seemed to cultivate 
excitement as a drug to save off the inevitable and terrible illness that was already 
beginning to debilitate him. He added both public and private responsibilities. Not only 
assuming the foster-fathership of Truffaut, he fathered is first child that year. Bazin had 
been reluctant all his life to give himself to others, refusing to barter his freedom 
(Dudley, 1990).  
Truffaut accompanied Bazin to the festival, but like many of the young festival 
goers, he stayed at the Biarritz Lycee dormitory. Truffaut partook in the post festival 
nocturnal discussions along with Rivette, Claude Chabrol, Charles Bitsch, Jean Douchet, 
and several others. They spent their time disassociating themselves from Objectif 49, and 
denigrating the festival organization. This polemical spirit was what bound the group of 
film enthusiasts together, as did their passion in filmmaking. Truffaut had family trauma 
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that would forever leave its mark, but returning from the festival he was now part of a 
group, a clique, including: Jean Luc Godard, Suzanne Shiffman, Jean Grualt, Paul 
Gegauff, Alain Jeannel, Louis Marcorelles, Jean-Jose Richer, and Jean Marie Straub, 
along with the members of the Biarritz dormitory (de Baecque & Toubiana, 1999).  
The clique had its own designated roles, and bonds. The young film enthusiasts 
regarded Rohmer as a kind of older brother. Rivette was a great talker, the group’s 
spokesperson and soul. Yet he was shy, and secluded, introverted in his film career and as 
a person. Induced by anxiety and neuroses, he would often not answer the phone. He 
believed talking about his personal life was an indiscreet betrayal (Denis & Daney, 
1994). One had to respect codes and overcome hurdles to join Rivette’s inner circle of 
trusted friends. But even his friends however would not hear from him for long periods of 
time. Rivette was an introvert who felt assaulted by the world (Ferenczi, 2016), a man 
who lived on minimal resources. Charles Bitsch had an entirely different personality; a 
faithful follower, and someone always ready to give a helping hand (deBaecque & 
Toubiana, 2010).   
Truffaut and Rivette bonded closely, over films (repeating screenings through 
whole days) with Truffaut believing, early on, it was only Rivette who could direct a 
feature film. (MacCabe & Shafto, 2003). Younger and more rebellious, Truffaut needed 
to prove himself to be truly adopted by the closed demanding circle of film enthusiasts. 
Time was required to gain self-confidence, and subdue his impulsiveness. Lacking 
Rivette’s speech and writing, or Godard’s intuition, Truffaut made up for it in his 
unqualified cinephilia. 
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Truffaut abruptly lost some of his closest ties soon after. Bazin suffered an acute 
attack of tuberculosis, forced to leave Paris for over a year. Soon after Robert Lachaney 
was deployed to Germany for military service. Working a strenuous factory job, he quit 
after becoming enamored with a young aficionada of the Cinematheque, Lilianne Litvin. 
Jean Gruault and Jean-Luc Godard were similarly captivated as they all took turns taking 
her to the Cinematheque. Of the three suitors, Truffaut was the one who took this platonic 
romantic relationship most to heart; with fits of jealousy and rage. Transgressions came 
to a head at Liliane’s birthday party on July 4th. With over forty people there, including 
Godard, Rivette, Chabrol, Grault, the evening played out in a volatile nature. Truffaut 
attempted suicide, with Liliane embarrassingly reviving him. Truffaut disappeared for 
two days, weak and depressed. He was happy to be reunited with his old childhood friend 
Robert at the end of September (de Baecque & Toubiana, 1999). 
In October 1950, Truffaut was alone and still bored with journalism as Lachenay 
returned to Germany to finish his military service. He himself decided to enter military 
service. At first excited, Lachenay could not comprehend his friend’s decision for a three-
year term. Deprived of films during basic training, Truffaut began corresponding with 
author Jean Genet. Their important friendship, documented by a total of eleven letters, 
greatly helped during a difficult time. He wrote to Lachenay that Bazin and Genet did for 
him what his parents never did in fifteen years. 
But the relationship ended snappishly when Truffaut arrived very late to an 
appointment Genet had set up for him to meet his out of work friend Abdallah. Truffaut 
received his last note from Genet on the following day. The response showcased how 
Truffaut had taken on ideologically an auteurist sensibility of exclusivity, not being able 
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to make time for others, and specifically concerned with his art instead of a collective 
endeavor.  
Yesterday I asked you to do a young Morrocan a favor, a lost soul, and you kept 
him waiting for an hour and a half. For his mental health, it was good for him to 
see how people in film behave and the kind of treatment they deserve. I’m deeply 
sorry, Francois, that you’ve learned to play the part, because I like you. You can 
let your laughable misplaced pride go to your head but drop the bad manners 
Francois, and keep up the habit of roaming around the Boulevard de Clichy, 
because sometimes I need dough…. (qtd. in de Baecque & Toubiana, 1999, p. 
63). 
 Early filmmaking and Cashiers Du Cinema. In 1950 Jean Auriol died in a car 
crash. It was a tragedy that marked the end of Revue, the only publication at least partly 
satisfying the young critics’ idea of what a film magazine should be. A year later, 
Cashiers Du Cinema released its first issue. With Bazin serving as the bridge, Cashiers du 
Cinema united writers from the Revue and the Latin Quarter film club in a literary outlet 
dedicated to Auriol (Bickerton, 2014). 
Recovering from tuberculosis and unable to participate in its day to day 
organization, Andre Bazin was the founder and editorial director. His name was left off 
the masthead of the first issue by Doniol’s coeditor, Joseph Do Luca, a film critic whom 
Doniol-Valcroze had hired for extensive experience as a professional editor (Brody, 
2008). Godard and his friends used the magazine to launch their assault on the citadel of 
French cinema. While they did enjoy formulating criticism, including Truffaut and 
Rivette’s collective interviews, writing was but a means to an end for filmmaking.  
Truffaut had plans to make a 16mm film in the summer of 1950, but the project 
was unrealized. At the time Rivette was working to create his second 16mm film, entitled 
Quadrille. No one had any money in the group, but Godard had a little bit more. This was 
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not actually his money however, as Godard stole books from his grandfather’s collection 
to fund the picture. The film, in which “absolutely nothing happens” besides four people 
sitting around a table looking at each other, was praised by Godard in the last issue of La 
Gazzette du Cinema. One of the actresses was the pined after Liliane Litvin. The avant-
gardism was deemed Letterist by Rivette. Successor to the Surrealists and precursor to 
the Situationists, the film received praise from the movements leader Isodore Isou. Isou 
and the Lettirists were denizens of cafes on the peripheries of the Latin Quarter. Isou’s 
followers included members of the willfully abject “Club of Losers”. (Brody, 2008).  
As a French citizen Godard was subject to the French draft. To escape combat in 
Indochina he claimed Swiss citizenship, eventually travelling and staying with relatives 
in Peru and Chile. A visitor who met him at his aunt’s house found him absorbed in 
books and thoughts, uninterested in exploring the country. His return to Paris in April 
1951 was marked by taciturn behavior. He threw himself back into helping others make 
films, playing the lead in a short by Rohmer. As with Rivette’s short, he paid for the film 
stock.  
The early shorts were paralleled by writings situating the pragmatics of their film 
style (Brody, 2008).  Truffaut’s iconic article “A certain tendency in French cinema” 
became a springboard for him and others to affirm auteurism against tired book 
adaptations. Bazin posed wary of this group of “young turks,” a label he coined with co-
editor Doniol-Valcorze (Marie, 2002).   
Left Bank and the Cine Tamaris Company Collective The burgeoning New 
Wave filmmakers were not the only informal collective producing films in post World 
War II France. The work of Chris Marker, Alain Resnais, Jean-Pierre Melville, and 
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Agnes Varda, became known as the Left Bank group. Critic Richard Roud makes a 
distinction between the assemblages: primarily in the left bank’s left wing orientation (as 
the New Wave was not formally political, for some time), and group development (the 
left bank spurned from documentary and artistic experimentation).  In many ways they 
showed the way for the French New Wave, specifically Jean-Pierre Melville’s Silence of 
the Sea (1947) and Agnes Varda’s Short Point (1954). Melville proclaimed himself the 
inventor of the New Wave, an artisanal system of production When his second film was a 
box office failure, he had to direct a commercial assignment (Marie, 2002). 
 Varda’s Short Point (1954) (edited by Resnais) had an initial budget of 24,000. 
She had to reduce it to 14,000 dollars, working as the Cine Tamaris Company Collective 
with her crew and actors. The cooperative owned 35 percent of the film, and no one was 
paid during production. The film would not have been made if it were not for the 
generosity of the actors, and the enthusiasm of the young crew. It did not recoup its 
funds, and valuably demonstrated the crucial importance of a distributor (Marie, 2002). 
Marker and Resnais created Les Statues Meurent Aussi (1950-53). Varda assisted on 
Marker’s Dimanche à Pékin (Sunday in Peking, 1956), and Marker, Varda, and Resnais 
collaborated on the collective film Loin du Viêt-nam (Far from Vietnam) (1967). Resnais 
directed the seminal Night and Fog in 1956, and Hiroshima Mon Amour in 1959. Grillet 
was a New Roman novelist, who would collaborate with Resnais in 1961 for L’Anne 
Derniere A Marienbad (The Last Year in Marienbad).  
The Left Bank has been situated as one of the most, unjustly, overlooked groups 
in the history of European Cinema; a group that, to some degree, reconcilled the tension 
of auteurism better than the French New Wave. (Farmer, 2009).  
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The Failed New Wave Cooperative, and Subsequent Productions. Said to be the 
first proper New Wave film, Le Coup De Berger (1956) aka Fool’s Mate, was a twenty-
eight-minute short. With Rivette directing, Lachenay worked as a camera assistant, 
Chabrol funding the film, Godard acting, and featuring Truffaut. Truffaut only showed 
his first film to friends. He worked as a production assistant to Roberto Rossellini during 
1955 and 1956. At the Venice film festival in September 1956 he met his future wife, 
daughter of one of the largest film distribution networks in France. With the connections, 
he established a tiny production company of his own, Films du Carrosse. Considered his 
first film of any real consequence 4,000-dollar line of credit helped produce his second 
film Les Mistons (The Mischief Makers) in 1957 (Marie, 2002). This isolated funding 
measure made Truffaut function more as an auteur than a member of a collective venture.  
With Le Beau Serge (1958)—produced through family inheritance, a grant, and 
advanced sales—Claude Chabrol showed the way for the New Wave Filmmakers who 
only managed to make short films through most of the 1950s (many produced through aid 
grants). Charbol also financed Veronique and Her Dunce (1958) for Eric Rohmer.  
  In 1958 he proposed a cooperative project.  
To make films, we came up with a sort of cooperative. It was understood that 
Resnais, who was one of our friends and whose short films we had praised, would 
direct his first feature with Rivette as his assistant director. Next, Rivette would 
direct his own first film with Truffaut as assistant. Truffaut would take his turn, 
assisted by Charles Bitsch. When Bitsch got his turn to direct, I would be his 
assistant, etc. (qtd. in Marie, 2002, p. 58).  
While estimable, the conveyer belt system never did get underway for the Young 
Turks. Provided money from his father-in-law, Truffaut made the 400 Blows (1959). 
Andre Bazin passed away on the first day of filming. The sales of the successful, seminal 
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film covered the production costs. Godard had felt jealous when Truffaut garnered the 
large success at Cannes.  With Truffaut’s help this opened the door for Godard’s 
Breathless (1960), as a handful of producers were working to help produce (marketable) 
films for the right and left bank.  
 But success did not last. While both of their first films were triumphs. As with 
Godard’s Woman is a Woman (1961), and others, Truffaut’s second film Shoot the Piano 
Player (1960) was considered a failure. The New Wave oeuvre became a sacrificial lamb 
amidst the countries growing discontent. Still, Godard, and others, kept working. During 
this unstable time, they collaborated, wrote, and produced for each other. Truffaut 
composed “Two or Three Things I know About Him” about Godard’s work. He wrote, 
“is it because he has been a friend for twenty years or because he is the best filmmaker in 
the world.” They would have other frequent collaborators including the actor Jean Paul 
Belmondo. Rohmer created his first feature with the financial support of Charbol. Taking 
four years, Charbol also co-produced Rivette’s first film Paris Belongs to Us (1961). 
Social rifts occurred in this era of social and political unrest.  Rohmer eventually 
resigned from heading Cashiers du Cinema, replaced by Rivette, when he became fed up 
with the growing, radical left-wing politics. The wave would unite under the dismissal of 
Henry Langlois, ousted from the film society that he built from the ground up (with help 
from George Franju, and his wife).  Langlois did not care for money. He was fine being 
destitute, without any personal possessions. He just wanted to finish the Cinematheque. 
He made everyone feel needed at his small organization; which is why they put up with 
lack of pay, etc. 
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Langlois never became a filmmaker himself. He told himself that a filmmaker 
becomes a slave to both the task, and on other people. A filmmaker must depend on other 
people, always. Langlois decried this as slavery, nothing else. Attendees at the 
Cinematheque were forced to sit through films they didn’t understand at all; that is, until 
they began to learn from Langlois the concept of a director’s intertextuality and signature. 
This teaching would be reflected in the auteurist writings of Cashiers du Cinema, 
voracious attendees, and “students” of the Cinematheque.  
 The members of the New Wave, and many other “children of the cinematheque”, 
all came together to support Langlois. Against the protests, the state retreated and 
reinstated Langlois; but cut his funding and began creating their own archive. Most of 
Langlois time at the Cinematheque he had been collecting artifacts for a museum. The 
museum itself would be, most likely, purposefully destroyed (through arson) by the state.   
The New Wave members continued on, but could never be the same.  The rising 
political turmoil of May 1968 caused each filmmaker to choose sides in what type of 
career they would like to have, and who they would thus associate with. 
A rift between Godard and Truffaut: Post 1968 New Wave diaspora. Godard and 
Truffaut had different visions of 1968’s event. Godard believed that no one, including 
him, had been representing workers correctly. Gradually Godard changed his friends, and 
politics. Written in Godard’s 1970 manifesto “What is to be Done”: “We must make 
political films, we must make films politically.” Truffaut maintained his pre- social 
revolution style, and would stay, for the most part, apolitical.  In “Cinema Tract” Godard 
denounced Truffaut as a bourgeois big shot of Hollywood on the seine. Their 
disagreements came to a head over a line of dialogue in Truffaut’s filmmaking—films are 
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like trains in the night—which caused Godard to storm out of a June 1973 screening. 
Godard purported that it is not that simple: who is the driver, who is watching, what type 
of train? Truffaut was furious, writing back that Godard was politically exploiting art. For 
Truffaut his own apolitical nature is respectful—Mattise went through three wars, never 
letting the conflicts affect his aesthetic 
Their incongruity over filmmaking aesthetics was unbreachable, as for many 
filmmakers these traits are fundamental to one’s character. As Godard would state, 
“When you cease to share ideas about movies, when you cease to love the same films, 
you fight- and you separate. The friendship dies” (qtd. in Laurent, 2010). 
At the center of their ongoing fight was Jean-Pierre Leaud; the new wave’s 
fictional child and star of The 400 Blows (1959). Leaud collaborated with Truffaut for 
400 Blows, and reprised the character two other times. He had a great relationship with 
Truffaut, a man he considered both a mentor, and father figure. Yet, at times he could not 
distinguish between the character of Doniol and himself. He had to intermittently reject 
Doniol, and that meant rejecting Francois. His collaborations with Godard help him 
escape the gilded cage. Collaborating with both, would be harder and harder over time, as 
he was torn further between two fathers (Laurent, 2010).   
Each of the New Wave directors had problems with collaboration, their trade, and 
longitudinal sustainability. Rivette would continue going to the Cinematheque until the 
1970s. He sometimes went AWOL from his own shoots, and would “inevitably be found 
watching some rarity in one of the Left Bank art cinemas” (Romney, 2016, para. 1). As 
she produced all of his films from the early 1980s onward, his business partnership with 
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Martine Marignac proved fruitful Although ousted from Cashiers, Rohmer would end up 
outlasting his peers in making films the public wanted to see late in his career.  
Godard began the Dziga Vertov group with Jean-Pierre Gorin, trading in an 
auteurist vision with films conceptualized through lengthy discussions with various 
militant groups. In alienating the spectator, Godard’s more radical cinematic 
interpretations would suffer from depleted viewership (Macbean, 1972). Godard never 
saw Truffaut after their falling out incident. However, as noted by de Baecque and 
Toubiana (2000), he attempted to reconcile their friendship later on. After Truffaut's 
death he wrote the solemn introduction to a collection of his letters, along with providing 
a lengthy tribute in one of his Historie(s) du cinema (1988-1998) video-essays. 
New German Cinema There was a golden age of German cinema in the 1920s, 
but with the rise of national socialism, German movies became vehicles for propaganda. 
Many filmmakers emigrated to the United States. Those who stayed were absorbed into 
making fascist rhetoric. In 1945 Germans started making films again. Yet in these first 
postwar year’s audiences didn’t react well to the realism that was interpreted.  
As with Truffaut’s “A Certain Tendency in French Cinema”, The Oberhausen 
manifesto (1962)—first distributed at the 8th Oberhausen Short Film Festival—was a 
repudiation of old ways of filmmaking and an argument for experimentation and risk 
making. The manifesto would be continually referenced, haunting a German cinema 
resilient to change, and signing for a collective project (Mackenzie, 2013). In the mid-
1960’s something decisive happened; a new language of cinema, and new production 
conditions. German filmmakers and the German film industry were posed to sell auteurist 
replicas of American films to the states (as with Britain) (Nowel-Smith, 2013). But some 
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filmmakers fell back to the provincial mode of German Cinema, and in falling back, the 
films found “success”; some in Germany, but notably outside of it. The Manheim 
Declaration of 1967 refuted a planned film subsidy law that would demand large 
distributers, large scale productions, and would thus discriminate against young directors 
and more radical film culture (Mackenize, 2013).  
While noticeably different, the core filmmakers comprising New German Cinema 
(Fassbinder, Wenders, Herzog, among others) shared some important similarities. As the 
directors pushed for alternative forms of production when major distributors laughed at 
them, all of their films were brutally critical of complacency. Each of the primary 
filmmakers were in their thirties, at an age when they experienced World War II, but 
were not (overly) traumatized or paralyzed by it. Many fought their way through for 
subsidies, and struggled paid off. Solidarity was invaluable when fifteen filmmakers 
made Filmverlag (1971) to help produce each other’s films. Described by Wenders as an 
“amazing act of solidarity” the production and distribution company worked for ten 
years.  
Film culture of West Germany was altered dramatically by the work of New 
German Cinema. The Hamburg Declaration of German filmmakers remarked on a wave 
of international success, reflecting the solidarity and optimism on part of the filmmakers, 
while eliding some divisions such as many directors ensconced in narrative tradition, and 
women being left out. Notably, each director has had volatile relationships in 
collaboration; where work and private life were far from private when they had such 
volatile rhetoric, and so many ideological constructions to deconstruct. 
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Fassbinder and his Anti-Theatre Collective. Rainer Werner Fassbinder was born 
in May 1945, three weeks after the allies occupied the town, and the unconditional 
surrender of Germany was ushered. The aftermath of World War II deeply marked his 
childhood (of which he held lifelong grievances towards), the lives of his family, and the 
enactment social roles. His parents were members of the bourgeoisie. Fassbinder came to 
only truly know them later in life. He stayed with so many different people in his early 
years that he was unable to distinguish who was more important than who else. It was 
only when living alone with his Mom after his parents had divorced was he able to 
understand these relationships.  
At eighteen Fassbinder planned to attend night school and study theatrical 
science. His mother advised him to take acting lessons, which he did from 1964-1966. 
During this time he met Hanna Schygulla, who would become one of his most important 
actors. Along with Werner Schroeter and Rose von Praunheim, Fassbinder was turned 
down from the Berlin Film School but still managed to have a career in the trade through 
a fierce working method and a collective mode of production built upon love, 
manipulation, and volatility. 
Fassbinder knew, even before starting drama school, that he wanted to be a film 
director. He met young out of work actor Christopher Roser soon after starting at drama 
school. When Fassbinder found out Roser was not as poor as he seemed he began making 
strategic moves. Roser produced two short films for Fassbidner in exchange for leading 
roles (Hayman, 1984). Fassbinder always allowed friends to collaborate in his movies in 
order to achieve a special type of contact with them (e.g. casting his mother in many parts 
to gain a closer relationship). 
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In 1967, Fassbinder joined the Munich Action-Theater. While shy, he had 
qualities of a leader. In two short months, he managed to impose himself on the group of 
young Munich actors who had been at drama school together. His power was 
consolidated, in part, to the volatile violence of Horst Sohnlein. He had become jealous 
of Fassbinder’s talent and group position; so angry in fact that he smashed up the stage, 
seats, box-office and bar that he himself had reconstructed. With the theatre destroyed, 
the converted cinema had to be abandoned. In the fallout the solidarity of the group had 
been strengthened around Fassbinder. 
Fassbinder, Ursula Stratz, Irm, and Raben moved in together. Fassbinder took the 
largest room, Raben and Ursula had small rooms, and Irm had no room of her own. 
Fassbinder told the others what to do. Raben delivered laundry, the two girls worked as 
prostitutes for immigrant workers, while Fassbinder worked on scripts. Fassbinder, who 
had no moral objection to prostitution himself, could watch the men come and go through 
a café window. Together with others, they created an anti-theater group in June 1968 
(Hayman, 1984).  
Fassbinder wanted the anti-theater collective to be much different, more 
egalitarian and less bureaucratic, than the state theater. They tried in their way what 
others had tried on their own; to be a true communal space. It was in this era that 
democratic control was a watchword in progressive theatre, and it was in theory that 
Fassbinder wanted, in both his cinematic and theatrical work, all decisions to be taken 
collectively. But, of the cultural zeitgeist, his will power was not only stronger than any 
of the others individually, he was stronger than any of they were collectively (Herman, 
1984). He pondered that perhaps if there was a different education, a different society 
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with different upbringings, they would be able to purposely function as one. But at this 
time, hierarchical leadership was a social phenomenon that they couldn’t escape. 
Fassbinder found there were many people in the group that were looking for a mother and 
father (Hinz & Pflaum, 1993).  
Fassbinder learned that maybe he was meant to play a leader. He came to liken 
himself to Moses. He asked a lot of his actors: for a dedication that frequently generated 
opposition moving much into their private lives and beyond. And still, his despotism was 
acceptable to them because his approach was radically at variance, in some positive 
ways, from what they had been taught in drama school about style and technique 
(Hayman, 1984).  For each individual actor and performer, he created an artistic tension 
and flowering that they had not had before in and through his style. Lommel recalls being 
immediately aware of the extraordinary working relationship that evolved. People would 
be able to understand each other wordlessly (Hinz & Pflaum, 1993).  
Fassbinder succeeded because of his genius for generating erotic tension and for 
asserting himself aggressively; a tension said to be like a drug. This worked both ways. 
He had to be with his performers, his actors, his lovers. His childhood left him with a 
driving fear of solitude. When he went abroad he hardly ever went alone. He made 
inordinate demands on the people who went with him. Fassbinder expected them to be 
constantly available, managing as little sleep as he did (Hayman, 1984).  
Fassbinder certainly made no question about the fact that he was an oppressor—
one who had compassion for both victims and victimizers (often one and the same). His 
work is both a unique personal catharsis and a break from the crude moralizing directors 
who look down on the friends they create for dramatic purpose. Fassbinder was willing to 
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tackle difficult subject matter including terrorism, radical tension, alienation, class 
exploitation (both on the left and right). When asked about his wide-ranging assaults by a 
collaborator, he answered that he shoots all ways. This is always inspired by his own 
feelings of rejection and alienation as a left-leaning and overweight bi-sexual in the 
repressive new ‘economic’ miracle of West Germany (Ruffell, 2002).  
In 1970, living at close quarters, the members of the group were uncomfortably 
aware of each other and the relationship Fassbinder had with actor Gunther Kaufmann.  
Kaufmann’s lack of availability, always making excuses about his wife, was pressing.  
Fassbinder’s mood would be greatly affected by how he felt their relationship was 
situated. On bad days he was known to demand ten glasses of rum and cola, usually 
throwing the last at the camera man. When an importunate chatty production secretary 
approached Fassbinder unsuspectingly on a day he was baleful in what he saw was 
Kauffman’s neglect, Fassbinder gave the assistant a powerful blow in the leg. Two 
soundmen quickly thrashed Fassbinder for his indiscretion, for it never to be brought up 
again (Hayman, 1984).  
In most film production sets, there are various collective decisions to made for 
each shot. But on Fassbinder’s sets, he was the decision make. He always had the notion 
that they would only shoot one take. In this dogmatic notion, effort is needed to get 
everything right the first time. This was an invaluable lesson he passed on to his camera 
man, who used this when he made his own features. And this notion certainly worked, as 
Fassbinder made so many films in such a short period of time. A producer of Fassbinder 
said that, after ten years, he decided that Fassbinder was the only director he liked to 
work with. Despite his dreadful behavior, he celebrated him as a “pusher.” Fassbinder 
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shook up the young guard in a positive sense. He presented a challenge to everyone in 
how much he produced. Directors couldn’t figure out his secret; but it seemed that it was 
never doubting his own vision. He acted out his intuition; and he was never a 
perfectionist (Hinz & PFlaum, 1993). 
Fassbinder was not primarily impelled by artistic considerations, but more 
concerned to immerse himself in incessant pleasurable activity, surrounded by people he 
liked. Another ideal that Fassbinder used on film shoots, that can paradigmatically cause 
different tensions and atmospheres on sets, was his idea of preparation. He was known to 
make detailed sketches and story boards for some films. But, for the most part he would 
not prepare the day of. He always wanted to take inspiration from the particular moment 
and situation (Hayman, 1984).  It bored him knowing what to do. He needed tension in 
his films. In some ways, the tormented Fassbinder would probably have liked to be a 
member of his own group instead of being a leader. He was partly motivated by a 
childhood insecurity about relating to the others on equal terms like many leaders; and if 
the only choice was between being an outsider and being the leader, it was better to lead. 
The outsider not only had to put up with solitude but to contend with the paranoid 
hostility of the group. Much of this erratic, volatile behavior was played out self-
reflexively in Fassbinder’s Beware of a Holy Whore (1971); a poetic and volatile film 
that makes the stakes of Fellini’s 8 ½ (1963 feel inconsequential and irrelevant. The film 
marked the dissolution of his anti-theatre collective, and a prolonged break, he began a 
new melodrama phase. 
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Fassbinder would die young. Doctors said that he couldn’t carry on like he was. 
He was told to drink less, sleep and exercise more as he has a weak heart. Laughing it off, 
he passed away ten years later.  
Herzog and his Unsustainable Collective Partnership with Klaus Kinski.  
A University of Munich student in the early 1960s, Herzog stole his first camera. 
His sustained relationship with Klaus Kinski, the late volatile actor, is a testament to this 
and a vignette deeply central to this dissertation topic. Their relationship is recounted in 
two separate documentaries. The first, a behind the scenes documentary to Herzog’s film 
Fitzcarraldo (1982) in which Kinski starred: Burden of Dreams (1982). The second, a 
heartfelt, but pragmatic look back at his relationship with Kinski in Herzog’s film My 
Best Fiend (Stipetic, 1999). Primarily, their relationship showcases how the collective 
mode of filmmaking proves as unsustainable socially with the plight of both an auteurist, 
maniacal director plagued by the “burden of dreams,” and manic actors, who too are 
radical, and volatile.  
Growing up in a small boarding house, the manic actor also had a ramshackle 
room at the same location. Kinski, although not paying rent, was known to be hysteric. 
When the house owner didn’t iron his shirt well enough, he kicked down a door in anger. 
Herzog retells the memory fondly, and comically, looking over the space of the current 
owners and using hand gestures to show the small attic space that Kinski made his home. 
Herzog knew eventually he wanted to work with him. They would make five films 
together, before Herzog found their collective partnership unsustainable (Stipetic & 
Herzog, 1999).  
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Aguirre Wrath of God (1973) was their first partnership. Kinski fell in love with 
the script, and was perfect for the lead role. He was, however, notoriously troublesome to 
work with. In one scene Kinski became so involved with his acting that he hit an extra 
with a sword too hard, causing a concussion. In another instance he fired a gun at the 
extras tent. When forgetting his lines, Kinski always found a scapegoat. Herzog saw his 
job with Kinski as domestication; to domesticate the beast. When his main actor dropped 
out of Fitzcarraldo (1982) in the Nicaraguan jungle, Herzog was hesitant to bring Kinski 
into the shoot. Herzog was already struggling with tough pragmatics of collectivity. He 
had gathered native Indians to help with the film. Used to living in smaller tribes, putting 
them all together disrupted their way of living in terms of privacy and fidelity. Many 
worked on the film with Herzog to aid in obtaining legal title to the land where they shot 
the film. Until the ball broke, only soccer was able to keep people at ease.  More 
troublesome, angered Indians invaded the tribe in a violent attack (Stipetic & Herzog, 
1999). 
Herzog also felt it hard to collaborate with nature in the film. In a stirring 
monologue, He sees humans must become humble over this overwhelming misery, 
growth, and fornication. There is no real harmony as humans have conceived it. He loves 
the jungle against his better judgement (Blank, 1982).   
Kinski threw various tirades while making Fitzcarraldo (1982). At times Herzog 
exploited his tenuous relationship with the extras, as with a scene when the titular 
character meets the tribe. A few members even offered to kill Kinski for Herzog. Herzog 
declined the opportunity, but at times he did wish this. In the final days of producing 
Aguirre, in a fit of rage Kinski started to leave. Herzog threatened him with a gun. One 
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night, Herzog would’ve burnt down Kinski’s house if it were not for his dog that warned 
him. All of this is recounted in Kinski’s biography.  
Herzog suggests Kinski overexaggerated their hate for publicity. Others working 
with Kinski found him always kind, and deeply professional. Kinski’s onscreen wife for 
Fitzcarraldo (1982) describes, in sadness, their collaborative relationship. After she won 
an award for the film, and he did not, she thought he would be jealous. Kinski told her he 
didn’t need an award, since he already knew he is a genius. All Kinski thought about 
when his co-star won the award, was a small passing moment the two shared together at 
the end of the shoot. When crying on the walk to the hotel Kinski gently told her he knew 
how she felt (Stipetic & Herzog, 1999). 
But Kinski’s great human warmth could quickly turn into rage; a volatility that 
can come with method acting. On the last day of shooting his next film with Kinski, 
Herzog found him uncontrollable. Kinski had already identified with a new character, and 
brought him into the set. Eventually Herzog became exhausted with the partnership. 
Where other directors could barely make it through one film, he made it through five. 
When Kinski brought Herzog a script he had been meticulously working on, Herzog had 
to refuse. While Kinski always insisted Herzog film, he found the project unfilmable. The 
movie was said to destroy Kinski. After filming completed he was “spent.” He died soon 
after (Stipetic & Herzog, 1999). 
Wenders’ isolation and nomadism.  
Growing up in post-World War II Germany, Wim Wenders remembers his 
Mother as suppressed. Both his parents were very taciturn; a quality he inherited. His 
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Father never really asked his mother any questions. Wim found it exciting to have dinner 
at his friends’ homes, where everyone talked at meal times.  
Wenders did not have many friends, his girlfriend being his best. He made his 
first movie with her; a pseudo new wave shot on Super 8. After breaking with medicine, 
like so many artists and filmmakers before him, (just in this project Fellini and Buñel) he 
went to Paris. Just like the New Wave members, he believes to have seen over 1000 films 
at the Cinematheque. After Paris he went back to Munich, where a film academy opened. 
He was one of the first students; guinea pigs for the nascent film industry. Despite the 
outdated cameras, that they all learned from each other (Gielnik & When, 2007). 
Before heading to Munich with Wenders, his first girlfriend met another man in 
Paris. She was astonished, and dismayed, that he didn’t try to get her back. He could’ve 
fought, but didn’t. Wenders, she finds, only fights battles for films. His first wife was 
Edda. Facing expulsion, Wim had to marry her. During the 1968 protests both were 
reprimanded. He cast her in his films. Wenders would use all of his wives (sometimes 
even ex’s) in his movies.  
It was in Munich that he met his friend Peter Przsgkdda. He did everything for 
him for twenty years. A kind of twin brother, he felt immediately close to him. They 
locked horns during a film discussion. Przsgkdda found Wenders radiated loneliness, 
which drew him in.  Wenders had an informal posse then in Munich who he called the 
Lemke gang. One day he drank too much, and subsequently was given what he found out 
were weed cookies. He was taken to the hospital. His life had been normal until then. He 
almost died over a severely damaged liver, a heart attack and hepatitis. After the incident 
Wenders likened himself to a cabbage. He did not know what to live for. His heart would 
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now race too hard for menial things. He had both guilt/shame from his friend’s 
relationship, and sometimes no feelings of self-worth.  
As with Fellini, Wenders underwent classic Freudian analysis. He had sessions 
six days a week. He created a film about an isolated man drifting through the city trying 
to make sense of life again; Summer in the City (1970). Conflicted and contact shy even 
before the accident, Wenders learned a great deal during this period and doesn’t know 
where he would be—better or worse—without the near-death experience. 
His next film would be an interpretation of the Scarlet Letter. The only scene that 
he enjoyed making was one between children; a theme he would return to later in his 
career. He was soon commissioned to make the noir film Hammet (1982) for Coppola’s 
American Zoetrope. The filmmaking suffered a host of problems, something that would 
not help Wenders or the production company. Wenders sees now that the offer to make a 
film in America was perhaps too good to be true. The film went through four different 
writers, four different versions of the script, was shot twice, and took four years of work. 
Communication with Coppola was convoluted, as the American auteur had his mind on 
Apocalypse Now (1979).  Production was stopped at the final scene when producers could 
not understand was being recorded. After a year of editing no one particularly liked the 
film, especially the studio (Davis, 2011).  
Wenders found his way with actor Rudiger Vogler, a frequent collaborator and 
Wender’s alter ego for representation. Wender’s would also find a strong collaborator in 
Peter Handke, co-creating four films with the writer between 1969-1987 in a partnership 
that demonstrated the productive tension between writer and filmmaker (Brady & Leal, 
2011). In filming Alice in the Cities (1974), Wenders projected onto Vogler’s character. 
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The result was mutually beneficial. Wenders was on the verge of quitting filmmaking, 
but the film brought back an appreciation, and for Rudiger, it was his best filmmaking 
experience.  
It was in Kings of the Road (1976) where Wenders learned how to resolve 
conflict. Kings of the Road (1976) displays his representations of gender: something he 
displayed with the two male characters only using small non-verbal gestures, much like 
that between him and his friend Peter. The two are have never fought. Wender’s finds he 
could never, and he himself can’t take conflict. They both understand their relationship, 
and how it works. Wenders recognizes that in most relationships there are relational 
dialectics in which you spend more time with each other, and times you don’t. But, the 
difference in their dialectic is that they don’t pick apart these gaps. Silence occurs for 
them, but it doesn’t mean anything. There is no constant communication, but when they 
get together for projects it is like they have been on the phone every day.   
Wenders had similarly had a strong filmic relationship with Nicholas Ray. After 
filming  
The American Friend where the heralded B-movie director had a role, Wenders was 
contacted by the actor/director. Ray had been diagnosed with cancer, and had one more 
film project he would like to do. Lightning Over Water was conceived by the two 
together, and what began as a fictional film became a movie about Nicholas’s death, a 
film dictated by cancer; and while not seen by many, fulfilled what Nicholas had in his 
mind (Davis, 2011).  
Other relationships were more tenuous. Robby Muller, a cinematographer, 
worked with Wenders for twenty years. Muller finds their relationship romanticized, 
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nothing beyond a purely working acquaintance. It was a muddled filmmaking experience 
that caused Robby to reframe their affiliation. The film took its toll in terms of 
organization, energy, morale. Spending over a year in collaboration, there were many 
times they were ready to give up. But Wenders felt he owed it to others, including his 
Father, to finish. He did the movie and art for other people; accepting the casualties along 
the way. The relationship between the two by the end of the film was irreparable. Not just 
with him, one actor was replaced in the film, and felt personally betrayed. The actor liked 
Wim as a person. He deeply admired him, his silence and thinking, but would not work 
with him again. 
Wenders processed past dialogue from him and Edda for the film script of Alice in 
the Cities (1974); and although cannibalizing the relationship, Wim wished to say 
something about himself utilizing all of the women in his life in one film. At the end of 
production, he started his relationship with the actress of “Lisa”. Wenders was still 
working through the paralyzing rejection of his first girlfriend, who had gone off not with 
a stranger, but his best friend. All his career he would struggle with portraying women on 
screen, and working with them. Observers find the best female representation on screen 
was the child Alice.  
They were together for years, of which Wenders became a pseudo-father for 
Lisa’s son Patrick. But the isolation of suburban life didn’t fulfill Wenders, nor did the 
working habits of a terse artist fulfill Lisa. Lisa found it so hard to communicate with 
Wim, that she would ask him to draw how he felt. One time, she had to call on a 
payphone to break through some silence as Wim spent almost all his time working in the 
attic. He did not want her to take it personally, but she did. 
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Wenders has said in that life he had no space to grow as an artist and as a person. 
He made a clean break with Lisa, and it hurt her terribly. For Wenders and others, 
filmmaking is an erratic type of vocation, one that can cause capriciousness, and be 
marked by nomadism. Looking back, Wenders couldn’t believe he was so cold. 
His clean break led him to the United States, where he saw himself become a 
different person in the seven years. His films themselves show his frame of mind. 
Wenders, like Herzog and Fassbinder, all have a large burden; what Herzog classifies as 
the “burden of dreams” in wanting to depict life, finding that filmmaking and art was 
their true passion. Their relationships, of course, would be volatile in the process; 
especially when coupled with political and social climates, and a practice that typically 
needs money, and people, to convert those dreams onto celluloid (Gielnik & When, 
2007). 
European Auteurs Struggle with Collective Filmmaking Structure throughout their 
Careers 
It is significant to recognize, further, how “auteurs” have worked, and struggled, 
with the collective mode. For all the benefits of discussing filmmaking through 
movements, there are drawbacks where in the world of a national cinema becomes 
invisible behind the trees of a small number of canonical movements (Vincendeau,1998).   
There is some substantiation to the concept of the auteur; but it must always be, 
according to ANT, constructed in and through the relationships this power is embedded 
in. The work of an auteur should never be removed from social intimacy; it should be 
seen as a continuing possibility of constructing new solidarities through the intimate 
(Naficy, 2001). 
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 For instance, is the plight of Lindsay Anderson who considered himself innately 
lazy, functioning best in collaboration and partnership as he needed writers to goad and 
lean on, a sympathetic/technical crew, and actors to inspire him. Although a frequent 
collaborator of the auteur, Albert Finney wouldn’t succumb to Anderson’s need for an 
on-tap collaborator and muse (Anderson, 2005). This notion of auteurist collaboration, 
verging on manipulation, would be reflected in the work of Ingmar Bergman. In the 
production of his first feature film, Ingmar shouted and quarreled with actors. Everyone 
complained about “Bloody Bergman”. His producer grabbed him, and they paced back 
and forth for an hour while he gave him his first lesson on how to make films, and in 
particular, how to act towards people you are filming with. For some time Bergman 
essentially entrapped Liv Ullman, the last member to join his theatre collective actor 
pool, considering themselves painfully connected (Trondsen & Akolkar, 2012). 
  This section focuses on four deemed Italian auteurs (Rosselini, Fellini, 
Antonioni, Passolini). The history of Italian cinema is similarly organized and 
disorganized by arguments over the proper cinematic aesthetics relevant to the time, and 
social temperament. At the turn of the 20th century, Italian Futurism began with a 
bombastic manifesto proclaiming the birth of a new literary and social movement—
purportedly of the young (Kostelanetz, 2000). Their group and movement, as centered 
around F.T. Marienetti, plagued the thought of collective practice in the country 
(Berghaus, 1996) through their blind faith in technology, and provincial politics 
(Kostelanetz & Brittain, 2000; Mackenzie, 2014; Murphie & Potts, 2002).  
Neo-Realist films provided an immediate response of desire to wipe out the 
material and ideological legacies of fascism. (Monticelli, 1998). The central filmmakers: 
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including Fellini, Rosselin, and Antonioni would come to, in contemporary history, 
epitomize the singular-artist. For some, like Antonioni, this would be true. Antonioni 
found it necessary for the director to remain isolated and at a privileged position. For 
Rosselini and Fellini, however, collective formation would be important throughout their 
careers. Still, the insidious nature of isolation, and fanaticism would affect both of their 
practices. Another seminal filmmaker of the period, Passolini, would end up fully 
isolated; his final work epitomizing a filmmaker willing to reject typical aesthetics, and 
unwilling to conform to the stipulations of others. 
Revolving around the magazine Cinema, the neorealist style was developed by a 
circle of film critics. With the editor in chief being the son of Benito Mussolini, the 
magazine was largely prevented from writing about politics. Still, they viciously attacked 
the “Telefoni Bianchi” traditional films that dominated the industry at the time. Vittorio 
Mussolini held a salon where many key neo-realist’s directors would spend time. Of 
them, was Roberto Rosselini. 
Rosselini. After his Father’s death, Roberto Rosselini was left with an exceptional 
void. For years he lived a madcap existence in Rome. A black sheep in his family’s eyes, 
he had little contact with them for five years. He was able to depend on his friends, a 
loose, informal sort of gang that shared everything, “sometimes lived together, and, 
undecided about what to do with their lives, passed their days in snobbiest pleasures of 
the dolce vita sort” (Gallagher, 1998, p. 35). 
 The Socialist deputy from Volterra, Amaldo de Los Vargas became a father 
figure and tutor. Rosselini entered the film world through family connections and 
boyhood friends, never more than on the outer fringes of the leftist letterati.  His close 
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relationship with Vittorio Mussolini granted him an invaluable apprenticeship with 
Goffredo Alessandrini and Francesco De Roberts.  Rosselini was a man of incredible 
character, known to be generous, with an enormous respect for other people, and an 
ability to find money. Giuseppe De Santis recalls,  
He had become friends with a bank teller whom he’d give movie tickets as though 
he’d gotten them for free, whereas he had actually bought them the normal way. 
And in exchange for such an act on the part of a director, the teller used to lend 
him all he needed, which he’d pay back when he could (qtd. in Gallagher, 1998, 
p. 89).  
Produced during World War II under the fascist regime (sponsored by the 
audiovisual propaganda center of the Navy Department), his early films were deemed his 
“fascist trilogy”. In 1944, the Fascist Regime collapsed. His next films were part of a 
collaborative partnership with Federico Fellini and Aldo Fabrizi. Particularly successful 
was the self-produced neorealist production of Rome Open City (1945), produced from 
credits and loans, and only to be found on the black market (Gallagher, 1998). Of his 
early films, Rossellini would blabber mindlessly to anyone who would listen, like a coach 
engaging them with a dream. He would leave Rome, hoping Paris would lift him out of a 
depression (Gallagher, 1998). Later in his career he became secretive, Machiavellian, 
when a project would take form. 
Unwilling to battle (and lose) with actors over characterizations, Rosselini 
preferred non-actors. Around 1948 he received a letter from the famous Swedish actress 
Ingrid Bergman. Taken by Rossellini’s films, she propositioned him with the wish to 
collaborate. What came of this request was a famous affair in cinema history. At the 
height of both of their careers and both married, the scandal resulted in three children and 
six film collaborations. Their relationship ended soon after a trip to India where Bergman 
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had an affair with screenwriter Sonali DasGupta, herself married to local filmmaker Hari 
Sadhan DasGupta. They would be together for 16 years until he left Sonali for a younger 
woman (Gallagher, 1998).  
Fellini. Coming of age under Mussolini’s reign, Federico Fellini had to wear the 
outfit of the Avanguardista, the Italian fascist youth. As a creative type, he resented it; a 
gifted cartoonist, who would spend hours playing with his puppet theatre. Suppressive 
Catholic school enticed him further to practice art. 
Recruited to join Marc’Aurelio, he collaborated frequently from 1939-1942 
with Ettore Scola, scriptwriter Cesare Zavattini, and  Bernardino Zapponi—a  future 
Fellini screenwriter. Fellini began a congenial relationship with Aldo Fabrizi after 
interviewing him for Cine Magazzino (Kezich, 2007) and progressed rapidly through 
Cinecitta film studio while working with a circle of professional acquaintances. Writing 
for radio while attempting to avoid the draft, he met his future wife Giuletta Masina in a 
studio office at the Italian public radio broadcaster EIAR in the autumn of 1942.  
Fellini met Rosselini during his time at the Funny Face Shop where him and 
Enricho De Seta had worked to survive the postwar recession. Fellini’s role as a creative 
protégé to Aldo Fabrizi caught Rosselini’s interest. So began a neo-realist apprenticeship 
for Fellini, collaborating with Rosselini on various films. Launching both of their careers, 
Rome Open City (1945) was a tremendous success. It was in one instance when walking 
into the editing room that Fellini realized he wanted to make films himself. But he did not 
blindly accept neo-realism as the appropriate aesthetic for filmmaking. Of broad 
imagination, Fellini desired to branch out aesthetically towards the baroque. While 
working in absurdity and extravagance, Fellini’s films always were personally reflective 
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(Pettigrew, 2003). With ongoing Jungian analysis, his recorded dreams became 
inspiration of art. Fellini had trusted collaborators from the beginning. In the sense that 
auteurism stands for the singular vision of a director, he was not one. As according to 
Bondanella (2002), it is a truism that filmmaking is, fundamentally, a collaborative 
business. But there are collaborations of entirely different kinds. Bondanella cannot 
identify anything further from the Hollywood industrial practice from that of Fellini’s, 
where his collaborators were more than professional colleagues, but “friends of long 
standing as well as consummate professionals” (p.2). The atmosphere of Fellini’s sets, at 
least for the most part, was said to be one of “adventure, discovery, innovation, and 
creative improvisation” (p.2).  
His films would become more and more flamboyant throughout his career, and 
the reviews, in turn, became more critical. For this, the creative team who brought him to 
success resented him. Inevitably irritating Penelli and Flaiano, Fellini’s capricious and 
impulsive style had become even more accentuated after La Dolce Vita (1960). These 
tensions came to a boiling point by 1965, as Pinelli had come to feel completely useless. 
As more trusted partners departed (Piero Gherardi and Gianni di Venanzo) Felini was 
plagued with guilt. This evoked a sense of failure, “in leadership and coordination on the 
part of the director” (Pacchioni, 2010, p. 172).  
Fellini’s relationships with producers were also strained. In one case, even though 
Dino De Laurentis funded the construction of very expensive sets, plagued by neuroses 
and paranoia about death, Fellini could not bring himself to start shooting. The 
confluence of his artistic crisis and the producer’s lawsuits weighed heavily on Fellini, 
whose health had taken a turn for the worse until he was hospitalized with pleurisy in the 
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spring of 1967. At the time, it seemed as if his career had reached a dead-end. However, 
once he recovered and resolved the legal obligations with De Laurentis, Fellini returned 
to the studio. Luckily Fellini met Bernardino Zapponi, with whom he went on to create a 
new experimental approach to documentaries and adaptations which lasted until 1980. 
The only writer who assisted Fellini both during this first and second period of his career 
was Brunello Rondi, serving as an intellectual support at different times and for various 
films. Rondi’s personal touch can be felt in some of the films on which he worked 
(Pacchioni, 2010). 
Despite being an acclaimed academy award winner, eventually no one would fund 
his films. Unable to convert his dreams onto the screen, Fellini fell into a depression. He 
spent much of his time late in his career painting out his thoughts, an artistic practice that 
does not require as much collective support, or resources. Months after he received his 
lifetime achievement award he passed away. At the awards ceremony, he hushed the 
crowd when he gently told his wife, who stood by him all through the years, to stop 
crying.  She passed away six months later (Bondanella, 2002). 
Antonioni. Michelangelo Antonioni was a member of Vitorrio Mussolini’s salon, 
along with Fellini and Rosselini. He cowrote A Pilot Returns with Rosselini in 1942. 
Antonioni received international recognition with his radical style of disconnected 
vignettes; most notably seen in his 1966 film Blowup.  
Like Rosselini, he similarly had a collaborative relationship that became 
cinematic lore. There have been various fabled muses in filmmaking history including 
DW Griffith and Lillian Gish, Josef Von Sternberg and Marlene Dietrich, Jean-Luc 
Godard and Anna Karina. From 1972 when filming the documentary Chung Kuo, 
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Cina (1973), Antonioni would love and collaborate with his wife Enrica Fico. In an 
interview for Senses of Cinema (Raspi, 2016) she described the evolution of Antonioni’s 
work in his twilight years. This included tension with Chinese authorities when his 
documentaries proved anti-communist, new roles with Monica Vitti, and, when 
Antonioni returned to Italy in 1980, the limitations and restrictions Antonioni struggled 
with while working with actor Thomas Milian. 
In their time, Fico came to understand the nuances of his complex personality; a 
jealousy towards her, volatile mannerisms, and an inability to compromise “almost to the 
point of becoming cruel” (qtd. in Raspi, 2016).  
Antonioni lamented the uneasiness actors had with him, and their feelings of 
exclusion from his (cruel) working method. But this would not change his actions, 
finding there should only be one person with a film clear in mind; only one person in a 
position to predict the fusion of film elements and how they should be arranged. Despite 
finding it impossible to be objective when judging the work of his collaborators, Antonio 
did not rule out collaborators. He needed people who were different than him to bounce 
ideas off of, people with whom there can be animated, lively discussions. 
We talk, we discuss things for months before the film. We talk about a lot of 
things. Sometimes we also talk about the film, but not neccisarily. What I saw 
richochets off them, comes back to me in the form of criticism, commentary, 
suggestions. After a crertain time, the film becomes clear. It is only then that I 
began to write the rough script. I work many hours a day, often beginning at 
dawn, until I’m completely exhausted (qtd. in Cardullo, 2008, p. 47).  
Antonioni died aged 94 on 30 July 2007 in Rome, the same day as Swedish director 
Ingmar Bergman. 
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Pasolini. Paolo Pasolini was the most radical innovator of this postwar Italian 
cinema. As with Antonioni, he did not belong to a school, neither did he found one. But 
he did have two proteges, one major and one minor (Nowell-Smith, 2013). Pasolini had 
joined the Communist party as a gesture of rebellion against his authoritarian and fascist 
minded father. He was expelled from the local party after a homosexual episode. It was 
Pasolini’s outspokenness that made him an easy target for those who opposed him. 
Pasolini was episodically photographed with collaborator, dear friend, and for a time 
lover Ninetto Davoli. Still, Davoli was unsure of his own sexuality, and Pasolini was 
“confronted with the reality of his emotional needs, the difficulty of meeting those needs, 
the threat to his professional career posed by his public image as an ‘out’ homosexual, 
and his unrequited love for him” (Di Stefano, 1997, p. 22). Di Stefano (1997) saw images 
of Pasolini becoming more individualized as he grew older. It was in his final film that he 
disavowed all values, and ended, completely isolated. As Pendleton (1992) writes of 
Salo, Pasolini “rejects everything- not just his old enemies, the bourgeoise and the 
Aristotelian plot, but also the things he had previously believed in: the body, sex, humor, 
storytelling, regression” (p. 48).  
Interstitial Struggles to Build a Filmic History Based on Collectivity 
The following section investigates tensions faced in disparate countries and continents 
wherein the notion of collective filmmaking has diffused sporadically, and incongruently, 
against various tensions.  
Eastern Europe. A collective filmmaking mode existent in post war Eastern 
Europe would not truly come to pass. Exemplifying this is the plight of Poland. Despite 
potential, Poland never resulted in a true collective movement. Playing a major part in the 
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lives of artists and engendering Polish avant-garde formations were small magazines. The 
magazines were, were interdisciplinary, international, often created by ephemeral group 
of artists, reflecting the collaborative nature of the avant-garde as they blurred the notions 
of high and low art (Kuc, 2014). From the mid-1920s Film Polski advocated the publics 
dissatisfaction with Polish Films. The criticism continued until organizations such as 
START (The Society of the Lovers of Artistic Film), SAF (The Society of Film Auteurs) 
and Klub Filmowy Awangarda (Film Club Avant-Garde) were created to encourage 
discussion as well as production of artistic films (Kuc, 2014). A notable phenomenon in 
Polish film history (forever entangled with Poland’s politics) was “The Black Series.” 
Constituting a manifesto of young Polish Cinema, and formed largely by young film 
school graduates who stood at the forefront of documentary filmmaking, the films were 
non-propagandist Polish documentaries, aesthetically bold and undaunting in a way 
unseen before. Fascinated by Italian neorealism, but put off by the falseness of Socialist 
Realism, these filmmakers in the Warsaw Documentary Film Studio expressed 
disapproval with social problems in the thaw period post WWII.  Despite a flowering of 
films with an associated set of actors by Andez Wajda, a collective movement would 
fade. Polanski emigrated when he saw no future for himself there. Rising filmmaker 
Andrzej Munk died from a car crash in September 1961. His legacy would continue by a 
friend, who worked to finish the film as close as possible to Munk’s intentions. It would 
be that from 1963-1967, where other nations cinema would thrive, Poland would remain 
barren, regarded by some that “Poland is only worth drifting through and certainly not 
worth fighting for- but they do forcibly stake out a claim for an existence outside of 
official structures and approved patents of thought” (Nowell-Smith, 2013, p. 173).  
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England Workshop Movement. Based upon government subsidy, collective 
filmmaking would flourish, for some time, within the England Workshop. 
London Women’s Film Group. Formed in response to a Newsletter and film 
screening on Women’s Liberation issues organized by the Belsize Lane Women’s 
Liberation cohort, the London Women’s Film Group was active between 1972-1977. The 
first three months were spent learning how to operate cameras and recorders, and 
producing two short films in small groups. With serious themes including abortion and 
the role of women in the 1972 miners’ strike, their work barely screened outside of art 
galleries. They had planned to distribute across factories, trade unions, local communities 
but lacked time, money, and energy as the members worked (underpaying) waged jobs at 
the time (Bauer & Kidner, 2013). 
Cinema Action The collective project of Cinema Action was started by Richard 
and Ann Guedes, with a projector and a few French films. 
The project would almost deconstruct when their style verged on commercial 
sensibilities. Abandoning their project Social Contract in the process, Cinema Action 
changed their aesthetic style with So That You Can Live (1982). The film took five years 
to produce, and refuted their typical fly on the wall perspective. Screened on Channel 4 
and the London Film Festival, Guedes felt embarrassed when film theoreticians from 
Screen approached her after the showing.  
I was really conscious that there were other film groups standing in the foyer 
looking at this. I was absolutely mortified and embarrassed, as if I had 
inadvertently betrayed everybody, because these theorists were all saying, ‘that is 
amazing, now you’ve really done something’ (qtd. in Beaur and Kidner, p. 69).  
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Berwick Street Collective. The Berwick Street Collective was composed of three 
Cinema Action defectors. Richard Mordaunt had been with Cinema Action from the 
beginning. After time spent with an Argentinean woman with independent film 
experience, and visiting a Marxist-Leninist film Collective in Paris, Humphry Trevelayn 
joined Cinema Action to become more involved in film. Mark Karlin attended after 
returning from France, where he had worked with Jean-Luc Godard.   
But the three felt that the socialist-realist mythology of the working class 
perpetuated by Cinema Action was constraining. The group also looked down at 
apolitical art filmmakers, particularly some members of the London Filmmakers Co-Op. 
The triad departed Cinema Action, adopted Lusia Films as their commercial arm in 1963, 
and the Berwick Street Film Collective as their trading name. Their equipment and 
offices underpinned their activities.  The collective continued with only three official 
members, supplemented by various peripheral citizens. 
Cinema Action and the Berwick Street Film Collective made two films from the 
same footage: with the Berwick collective re-editing what they found was an excruciating 
cut by Cinema Action.  The Berwick Street Film Collective statement of principles—as 
taken from the festival program of the “First Festival of British Independent Cinema,” 
(1975)—is to produce films that take politics as their subjects, work with other 
independent groups and individuals to set up an independent production and distribution 
system, help people in the collective develop individual work as well as a collective 
practice, and lastly, to survive. 
Berwick Street’s Night Cleaners (1975) transpired through Mark Kelly’s 
friendships with several members of the movement. The film, which took years to edit, 
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was shown to independent audiences at film festivals. Towards the end of the run, the 
filmmakers became nervous as members of the women’s movement and campaign 
posited them as male chauvinists—despite their close relationship with many of the 
workers. Not many cleaners themselves would see the film. Critic Rosalin Delmar saw 
the film as an explanation of their absence, as their ghostliness is “the result of an 
exploitative system – the isolation, the lack of sleep and anxiety experienced by the night 
cleaners” (qtd. in Bauer & Kidner, 2013, p.117).  
While the members worked on separate projects, they had an overall shared 
objective to pursue independent filmmaking the best they could in the UK at the time: for 
them “in practice, day-to-day, that was about getting Lusia films, and the facility 
established, creating the material means for us to work and for others, perhaps, to work 
also” (qtd. in Bauer & Kidner, 2013, p. 54).  
Further disruptive, the group didn’t have manifesto to define their practices, and 
Richard was a loner which, stereotypically, makes for harder collective work. He was 
said to have his own way of working, and the two other members never initiated a new 
project with him.  
Richard would never have put his signature to some of the more radical or critical 
theoretical statements that Marc and I might have, but our understanding was that 
we were running an independent production company whose purpose was to 
make the films we wanted and that the films we were trying to make were 
important. We supported each other in that (qtd. on pg. 54).  
The collective officially folded at the end of the 1970s with Richard travelling to 
Australia. Lusia films, however, would continue. 
Poster Collective. Steve Sprung met with Cinema Action after the Berwick Street 
defection, coming into contact with the collective when his Father had wanted to see 
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Fighting the Bill (1971). Meeting them at a café, the group considered him as ‘alright’ for 
his working-class background.  Other people—like his middle-class friend—would have 
to prove himself. Cinema Action’s main role at the time wasn’t making films (although 
they had a few) but screening films in various political contexts. 
When production became more prominent they had to manage their divisions of 
labor. Most people contributed in the screenings. With a film background, Eduardo 
Guedes primarily edited. But as a whole, everyone was involved in the discussions about 
editing.  Eduardo was Portuguese, working with the Portuguese Worker’s Association in 
London. People who had escaped Salazar’s dictatorship had brought the film People of 
Portugal back so they would screen it. 
What made the group a collective was, according to members, the simple concept 
of communal work sharing, rather than sitting or thinking will I lose freedom or 
individual rights. But there would be power relations, with people whom had established 
the organization more vocal than others. Further, the members who lived together ‘inside’ 
were more intense than those who lived somewhere else, ‘outside.’  
Sprung was an outside member of Cinema Action, living with the sub-division 
Poster Collective. The group never formally discussed what it meant to be a collective, 
but organized film screenings, seminars, exhibitions, and made posters in the equivalence 
of an artist with his own production space and facilities, but working as a group. There 
would also be friction, inevitably, between those who didn’t live there and thus weren’t 
as involved in the decision process.  
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Cinema Action ascribed to direct cinema aesthetics. They found Berwick Street 
Collective’s Nightcleaner’s a wasted effort, and, despite occasionally using their facilities 
to process film, were apathetic towards most products from the London Filmmaker’s 
Collective. A primary principle of Cinema Action, for some time, was to avoid television 
distribution; something they found too impersonal. As according to Sprung, the shifting 
political climate forced them into the process of which collectives forgot the importance 
of independence. Sprung sees their transition to television distribution as not necessarily 
their fault, as across society much of the oppositional spaces had disappeared. 
In their time collectives such as Cinema Action also compromised their aesthetic 
choices.  In Making the Year of the Beaver (1985) Sprung used voice over (against the 
protocol of Cinema Action), finding it vital in the different environment to not have the 
activist or union speaking, but the filmmaker. The film was formally authored by the 
Poster Collective. But the concept is a misnomer as Sprung organized most of the 
resources, and was the only person to see the film through its completion. Now teaching 
at a University and supporting a family, Sprung sees the primary issue of a filmmaker is 
how to free up space and time to engage with projects. He sees a need for people to 
become “activists” in their own personal lives, questioning their role in society and acting 
as a catalyst for action. 
Amber Film Collective. Spurned from a meeting of students at London’s Regent 
Street Polytechnic, the Amber Film collective formed in 1968 and, spanning through the 
maturation of others, is still existent today. The group produced two films in London, one 
of which was their only movie to be aesthetically modern, and counter-cultural in the 
likes of seminal avant-garde films. To document the strong sense of identity and history 
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embedded in the lives of the region’s working-class communities the group moved to 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne a year later. With a penchant to explore marginalized lives, the 
Amber Collective continually sought to celebrate their subjects. Their films usually 
focused on the demise of industrial foci as the relatively prosperous center suffered from 
post-industrial decline throughout the years.  
As only one member was at first waged, members subsidized their incomes with 
part time work (an eclectic mix that included gambling). Public funding was granted four 
years after the group began. Though slim, the grant allowed for some stability. To gain 
more income the group worked on property investment and development. It was a brave 
undertaking that proved vital to the group’s survival (providing both income, 
organizational and recreational space) (O’Reilly, 2009).  
The rise of the Independent Filmmakers Association (although short lived) was 
important to the groups of vanguard workers. Sustained via a combination of grants and 
subscriptions, the association spearheaded campaigns and helped vitally for a fourth 
terrestrial channel that would allow unheralded exhibition space for independent 
producers. The eight filmmaking groups enfranchised under the ACTT Workshop 
Declaration were offered a majority of the funding given to channel four. 
The Workshop Declaration was a ground-breaking agreement and radical step for 
unionization, promulgated by the ACTT and in consultation with a variety of regional 
(English Regional Arts Association) and National (Channel 4, BFI, Welsh Arts Council) 
institutions. Publicly funded and non-commercially oriented groups of four or more full-
time members escaped (perpetual) tyranny of searching for short term funding, and were 
granted (though minimal) monetary funds for periods of one to three years. A 
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refreshingly open channel, with a regular exchange of ideas, became open for the select 
groups. The money led to their first feature (Seacoal), a film that drew Murray Martin 
into the world of harness racing. This became another business venture that would pool 
into the collective’s income. A purchased pub became a meeting place, filming place, and 
importantly, a way for the collective to integrate into everyday people’s lives (O’Reilly, 
2009). The Amber collective would help set up the North-East Media Development 
Council to aid regional filmmaking through training, and encouragement. The Miners 
Campaign Tapes Project (1984) was impressive, despite the NEMDC’s ultimate failure 
in maximizing regional network skills. The independent sector and its factions conceived 
during liberal debate would have inevitable complications with Thatcherism; 
“deregulating and extending the market, breaking up the unions, deflationary fiscal 
policies, a reliance on independent experts and private think-tanks and cuts in cultural 
funding” (O’Reilly, 2009, p. 8).  
The mid-eighties would be the apotheosis of workshop filmmaking, despite the 
impending difficulties. The abolition of the Country Councils limited regional funding. 
More so, the groups larger size exposed it to funding cuts. If the collective had not 
expanded so rapidly in the 1980s, in smaller form it may have been able to avoid 
structural hardships (despite being able to produce less work). More so, some members 
felt that their oppositional practice was elided by their compromises with Channel 4 
Productions, and continued state funding (small at that) (O’Reilly, 2009).  
The IFVPA would end—never really a utopian alliance. Various splinter groups 
had already spurned through its history, feeling the alliance did not accomplish anything 
of merit. The ACTT hadn’t truly served as a communal regional body. Funding bodies 
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such as the ACTT lost their ability for legislation, and in the snowballing of Thatcherism, 
were reined in and increasingly bureaucratized. The collective tried to exist on its own 
ingenuity; capitalizing on cheaper digital technology (although the industry was now 
much more saturated), while attempting to gain revenue through suffering and 
diminishing philanthropic entities (i.e. the Northern Rock Foundation), through 
compromise within subsidized projects (hiring a professional writer).  
Asia. Research has situated Asiatic countries as, generally and stereotypically, 
more collectivist than individualistic Western countries (i.e. America). As Tomii (2007) 
states in his examination of artistic collective’s post WWII, what better place to start than 
Japan. Collectivism is a vast topic in Japanese art since the Meji period (1868-1912). 
With non-commercial venues and government salons limited, what emerged was a 
vanguard bloc of anti-salons. Post 1945, alternative forms of collectivism (equal-
opportunity federations) were pursued in order to deconstruct earlier institutionalization. 
There were also many small collectives that who would hold exhibitions, although a 
majority were members only.  
There have been case studies that showcase the collective mode in Asiatic 
countries but no defining or prominent diffused methodology, particularly because of the 
governmentality that placed cinema as primarily state sanctioned practice. The Ogawa 
Pro Collective of China serves as a stereotypical benchmark for a collective cinematic 
mode. Ogawa Shinsuke founded his Ogawa Pro filmmaking collective in the late 1960s. 
Their goal was to find new forms of production, distribution, and exhibition, while 
striving for collective decision-making. In their process they achieved an unusual level of 
connection and empathy with the people they filmed. Their practice lasted for over thirty 
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years, and “raises timely questions about radical documentary practice, authorship and 
the nature of independent, collective and political filmmaking” (ica.art.com, 2016). 
Still, this is not anything essentially rare in the 1960s-1980s. More prominent, it 
has been indicated that the collective mode of production has similarly been sidelined by 
the tenets of capitalism. This has been showcased in the work of Martin (2012). The 
capitalist cultural production mode has proliferated in the Hong Kong film industry, 
including the secular binary of above the line, below the line hierarchies.  The industry 
remains as volatile, and violent for the production workers who labor in long tumultuous 
hours. Pulling the strings in these operations are directors, exploiting cultural 
mythologies of ghost hauntings to blame on-set issues (rather than the capitalistic, 
hegemonic mode), wherein the mob’s infiltration into the industry at times presents itself 
as a better (albeit dangerous) alternative existing alternatively harmful and helpful. 
Martin finds that, as collaborators, a gangster can provide financial means, or even 
creative inspiration, 
A collaborative notion on an international scale has been advocated by Lim 
(2006). According to her research, through the global production networks analytical 
lens, the political-economic developments in China, Taiwan, and Southeast Asia remain 
instrumental for Hong Kong to develop as a premier filmmaking center. Further, as 
according to Lim, cities should not compete with other places at different geographical 
scales, but should collaborate to compete.  
Kong (2006) has found that the traditional notion of collectivism are very 
appreciated in Asiatic. However, in such a tumultuous industry it takes time as trust 
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builds slowly in different stages of the production process “through accretions of events 
and episodes” (p. 70). 
Knowing who is available to be called upon to form part of a team, who has what 
strengths and abilities, believing that one can call on friendships, and recognizing 
the importance of building trust and understanding – all these constitute means by 
which industry players carry out their work (p. 70).   
 
In Hong Kong, the sociality is multi-scalar, ranging from micro-local 
interpersonal ties (and gestures) on production sets, to local and cross-border sociality. 
Yet, they are not mutually exclusive, are nested, and are not easily replicable.  
According to (Clark, 1987), Chinese cinema posed as the major mass 
communication in the People’s Republic until the belated rise of television in the 1980s. 
Recognizing the propaganda promise of film, leaders of the Communist Party established 
an organization that would guide progressive filmmakers in Shanghai. Before 1949, and 
existent from 1937-1945 was the Film-Group, a subdivision of the league of left-wing 
writers. But the film culture of Mainland China has been radically reshaped since the 
early 1990s. The state-owned studios faced top-down institutional reforms, resulting in 
financial and ideological restraints. As an alternative or minor cinema has been the “sixth 
generation” (there have been six generations emerged from the 1920s to 1990s), 
directors, or the “Urban Generation,” started by a small maverick group of mainly 
disaffected graduates of the Beijing Film Academy (Zhang, 2003). Their work greatly 
with that of the fifth generation, obsessed with modern aesthetics and box office returns. 
But, the rise of commercial entertainment in post-Mao China would have a parallel in 
1926-1931 Chinese Cinema; with Hollywood’s studio model and classical narrative 
paradigm eagerly espoused (Zhu, 2003).  
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The sixth generation had an inhospitable situation, wherein state studio funding 
could no longer afford experimental films during economic reform. At the New 
Millennium, co-producing has been seen as a measure to safeguard national cinema.  
Capitalist market reforms exist as a specter (Wang, 2002), as the nation serves to make 
sense of privatization, and the rise of an entrepreneurial class.   
Johnson, Wagner, Yu, and Vulpiani (2014) see Chinese cinema in the new 
generation existing, currently, as a Cinema of Dispersion; visual culture in post-
communist China without state mandates or subsidy as increasingly multi-platform, and 
post-cinematic. Marked by neoliberal policies since 2001, an association of authors have 
worked to make sense of different manifestations of Chinese Cinema. They see an 
individualized assemblage based on technology—as an iGeneration (Wu, 2014) passaged 
from the sixth generation (Vulpiani, 2014)—deconstructing a (controlled) but collectivist 
(in the traditional sense) Maoist cinema (Chen, 2014). There has been the construction of 
collaborative practices in areas such as grassroots independent film festivals (Ran, 2014), 
and building from Vertov’s Kino-Eye, re-distribution (Gao, 2014). 
Third Cinema and South America. In Latin America during the 1970s, where 
various American-sponsored dictatorships established police states, there emerged a 
range of oppositional artistic and tactical media groups working against anti-imperialistic 
principles. Generally, Third Cinema arose as a movement specifically oriented to detract 
against the imperialist rhetoric of neoliberalism, whereas the Black Audio Film 
Collective would confront the policies of neoliberalism.  
The political developments in the post-colonial world brought artists and 
intellectuals “face to face with a reconfigured subaltern articulation of a new cultural and 
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political discourse” (Eshun, 2007, p. 116). Solanas and Getino’s seminal 1969 
Argentinian manifesto classifies United States based hegemonic filmmaking mode as first 
cinema. Second cinema is auteurism, a system in which the filmmaker remains trapped 
inside a fortress. Third Cinema is artisanal, pragmatic, collectivist as based on 
Marxist/Socialist rhetoric, and unable to be appropriated.  Burton (1978) sees Godard’s 
shift in career as in debt to Third-Cinema. She also recognizes film movements in 
Portugal and in Italy inspired by a parallel praxis, “forming production collectives, taking 
control of distribution and exhibition, attempting to use film as an activator of political 
awareness and a detonator of political action” (p. 75). In her work, she classifies the 
interlinking textualities of various third-cinema movements existing as paradigmatic or 
indexical alternatives in collaborative structure.  
Some struggled to keep a collective mode persistent, as directors succumbed to 
auteurist notions. This happen to directors of Brazil’s Cinema Novo movement, where 
the notion of an autonomous and socially conscious movement in Latin America began. 
The movement commenced in the late fifties, as young filmmakers turned their back on 
the artificiality of studio sets for the neo-realism of post-war Italy. As according to the 
Luze Acao Manifesto (1973), members of Cinema Novo rejected the “Leukemic 
intelligence” that has been “manifested through complacency, laziness, and mechanical 
imitation” (qtd. in Mackenzie, 2014, p.285). The early films represented a reaction 
against what they saw as a colonized and derivative national film industry. Although 
distributing their films through established channels, the initiation of a group of young 
producers made the aspiration of independent filmmaking feasible. Especially early on, 
Cinema Novo insisted on a collective, and spontaneous, mode of production.  
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Started by Luis Barreto, the independent exhibition cooperative Difilm advocated 
(although not very successfully) for an increased number of days for Brazilian film 
exhibition as student groups suffered limited success in creating parallel distribution and 
exhibition circuits. Cinema Novo became increasingly auteurist; individual careers took 
precedence over common pursuits, and feature length films became the principle mode of 
expression, rather than the short pieces of documentary realism. Political events also 
contributed to the dissolution of the unified movement as explicit political interpretations 
became impossible after 1968. With suppression at home, many filmmakers went to work 
in Europe. Contributing to the pessimism was the co-option of style and themes by the 
traditional industry. The rise of a state sponsored industry limited the means of 
production and pushed oppositional filmmakers into limited choices of either ceasing 
their practice, incorporation, or finding funding in other countries. 
In Argentina Solanas and Getino too eventually succumbed to “political 
expediency and opportunistic self-interest” (qtd. in Burton, 1978, p. 60). The subsequent 
Grupo Cine de La Base was founded in 1971 by Raymundo Gleyzer, and did follow more 
of the tenets ascribed in the Third Cinema manifesto. The group members acknowledged 
that, if film production is to occur at this time, it must encompass a “tireless ingenuity 
and constant reliance on the masses for protection and support” (p. 61). In the mid-1970s 
Cine de la Base avoided extra-national support, as the means of exposure were now not 
as accessible, and the group suffered guilt over their lack of international solidarity.  
The collective was smashed months after the military coup in March 1976. 
Members, including Raymundo Gleyzer, were captured and murdered. There was a mass 
exodus by others, as even clandestine distribution had become too much of a liability. 
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Cultural organizers were forced to more primitive forms of communication—means 
which could be easier destroyed. In Chile an individualistic model of filmmaking was 
perpetuated amidst an underfinanced and underorganized centralized state industry. New 
Chilean Cinema, despite a socialist viewpoint, would have a capitalist mode of 
production in which filmmakers continued to compete (with each other) for resources.  
After the military coup of September 1973, the goal to exterminate fascism 
became the sole priority of the Chilean film movement. But this would have to function 
diasporically, as dozens of filmmakers were forced to remain in exiled, while many 
others would be classified as “los desaparecidos”: or the vanished. With ingenuity, some 
East Germans (posing as West Germans) entered under Pinochet’s reign to film within 
the country. 
Other countries without a filmmaking history attempted to establish a filmic 
history solely based on a collective and community practice. Amidst virtually no 
cinematic infrastructure, a small group of dedicated filmmakers made independent shorts 
in Bolivia. Solidarity of organized groups (miners, peasants, and students) forced the 
military government to enact progressive reforms: one of which was to hand the hollow 
shell of a Cinematography Institute over to a group of young filmmakers. The 
government closed the institute and dismissed the filmmakers after two small films 
insulted the administration. Unable to garner private funding as wealthy sponsors proved 
reluctant, the group Ukamau—named after their second film—sold their personal 
belongings to make Blood of the Condor (1969).  
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Sanjines (1976) advocates for a Bolivian cinema that disavows the auteur, and 
praises collective work. But, he believes revolutionary art must be pursued through 
reflection, and that communicability must not give away to facile simplicity as  
the profoundest resources of sensibility are required to communicate ideas in all 
their depth and substance, and to align the finest artistic resources with the 
audience’s own cultural reference points, in order to capture the internal rhythms 
of people’s own mental life, sensibility and vision of reality” (qtd. in Mackenzie, 
2014, p. 287).  
 
It won’t be easy, or rapid, to transform conceptions of art so indoctrinated with bourgeois 
ideology, but it can occur “through contact with the people, their involvement in artistic 
creation, greater clarity about the goals of popular art, and the abandonment of 
individualism.” (p. 288).  
He calls for a method of popular participation, as showcased by groups and 
collectives, wherein the people play roles themselves, make suggestions, and join in the 
collective act. Filmmakers should not feel demoralized about the diffusion and 
distribution difficulties of their militant and anti-imperialist film, which suffer from 
tremendous censorship. Considering that the politics of South American countries ebb 
and flow, he finds there is no need to censor themselves as there will be intermittent 
opportune moments for distribution. Despite attempting to expose the poverty of the 
downtrodden in their first films, these people were first to confront the Ukamau collective 
on their irrelevant efforts. They had become sensitive to their middle class white heritage 
(less than ten percent of the nation) in attempting to transform the lives of the Quechua 
and Aymara countryman. 
The filmmakers then switched, dialectically, to making interpretive and analytical 
films to teach of the systems of exploitation—the “why” of misery production. As 
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Colombia also did not have a film industry to build off of (industrial or commercial) 
Alvarez called for an emergent cinema that could not be recuperated by the bourgeoisie; 
one that closely aligned with the farmers, workers, and people with the use of lightweight 
8mm cameras. 
 Marta Rodriguez and Jorge Silva’s turned their financial and technical handicaps 
of a ten-year production, The Brickmakers (1972), into artistic and political advantages; 
the slow process provided opportunity for repeated evaluation. During the prolonged 
production, the brickmakers union and other community organizations arose as a direct 
outgrowth of filming, which provided the exploited community gained perspective on 
their lives.  
But distribution was an ongoing paradox as they rejected the commercial industry, 
along with traditional alternatives (film societies, universities). They opted for hand to 
hand distribution with a stipulation for films to be viewed in a context of sustained 
political discussion. While demand for their work was remarkable, they saw it as only 
secondary to the participation in the film experience; an act they would have to do in 
small groups, so each participant could become “individualized, radicalized” (qtd. in 
Mackenzie, 2014, p. 263) and a potential solider in the revolution. 
Government support consistently oriented towards television in Peru, coupled 
with programming dominated by the US. While there was once no militant film 
movement, several groups arose. This awakening, a majority of which have been formed 
since 1974, is motivated by government tactics that encourage commercial films and 
undermine independents. The filmmakers most immediate expression is not their films, 
but their own structure, as the organizations of filmmakers, technicians, projectionists, 
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and critics, toppled traditional hierarchy’s, social hierarchies, and united with workers in 
other areas of the communication sector—against rapid acceleration of the political right 
(Burton, 1978).  
For a collective filmmaking model to exist in Uruguay, against a permeating 
auteurist model, Mario Handler was one of the cofounders of a distribution center 
restricting American films. He instead advocated for political and militant documentaries 
in Uruguay. Writing in a Consciousness of a Need (1970), he saw the of Uruguayan 
cinema has no guarantee, as the country strived to accomplish what has been done in 
Argentina, Venezuela, and Bolivia. Handler positions heir cinematic ignorance as a 
benefit. Writing after a year of paying off individual and collective debts from previous 
struggles, he describes the necessity for patrons of artists, middle class support, and 
equipment. He appreciates the limited aid they have received from other Latin American 
groups and colleagues, sometimes in much more difficult circumstances of their own. He 
further sees their political cinema can only arise if tied to the birth of a consciousness by 
Uruguayan intellectuals.  
Africa. Rather than the metaphor of film movements, cinematic winds interact 
with Northern Waves, but may also venture beyond them. For Higgins (2015), winds is a 
fitting metaphor for Africa’s diasporic cinema, as most filmmakers were trained in other 
countries, return home and sometimes emigrate back; and indigenous production ranges 
from burgeoning, to non-existent. The career of Adulkadir Said proves as an example. 
People try and make collective movements, and diffuse the practice. However true, the 
structural realities usually stop that from becoming a reality. Often for an African 
filmmaker, they will not feel the country they are returning to is home, and will emigrate 
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back to where they were trained to embrace auteurist notions. Technical issues further 
conflict the process, as “film” as a bourgeoise resource is much more isolationist.  
A cinema activist and filmmaker in numerous African countries, Adulkadir 
Ahmed Said was from Somalia. He learned his “guerilla” style while in Rome. He 
reignited a previous filmmaking initiative (the Federation Pan-Africaine des Cineastes: 
FEPACI) when establishing the collective project: Mogadishu Pan-African Film 
Symposium (MOGPAFIS). The symposium laid the groundwork for the Mogadishu Film 
Festival in 1982. Said would be forever known as a formidable organizer driven by 
ideological commitment (Bryce, 2010).  
There are political reasons why regional filmmaking industries are untenable in 
Africa. As Adulkadir regards, there is hegemonic pressure. 
Our governments try to be too much the farm boy, to get approval from the 
bwanas in Europe. Even the African Union’s geopolitical divisions don’t 
recognize something called The Horn (qtd. in Bryce, pg. 11, 2010).  
 
 Adulkadir established the African Cinema Center in Cape Town in 2001 as part of 
an ongoing struggle to create an authentic concept for a compartmentalized African 
Cinema, wherein the African filmmakers symbolically exist as auteurist ventriloquists. 
He attempted to create an authentic regional cinema in each place he diasporically visited 
so that a collectivist model may take hold. Barbados lacked great facilities, so he taught 
people how to improvise. His Marxist rhetoric where the use of “we” in his speech 
implies a collective, decolonizing, Afrocentric perspective was met with cultural and 
hegemonic resistance; he laments that those in Barbados are beguiled by Hollywood 
special effects, and as such, cannot appreciate a collectivist model (Bryce, 2010).  
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Traditional celluloid African filmmaking is functionally auteurist, as “it usually 
takes a nearly lunatic commitment on the part of an individual to get a film made” (p. 
74). With the appearance of cheap video equipment, a new kind of filmmaking to bypass 
these pitfalls is possible.  Video technology could engender a possible rewriting of 
filmmaking practices from the ground up to conflict the auteurist mode, but a plethora of 
problems (directors committed to film, possible institutional appropriation) pose for 
video filmmaking practice to hardly encompass a collective endeavor.  Nollywood often 
has producer/marketers making decision in story genre driven films. Not the corporate 
capitalist commercialism of Hollywood, but a commercial basis of the African market 
arose— “an enormous energy of exchange without large capital formations, bank loans, 
or much relationship with the formal sector at all” (p. 67). The grassroots mercantile 
culture seems both incompatible with fully capitalist structures, but structurally far from a 
utopian and democratic collectivity. Nollywood stands on unconvertible and untraceable 
currency, rapidly changing hands amid “grimy concrete” (p. 68). Nollywood has 
insulated into a nation built and busted on oil money, with dangerous streets that make 
staying home and using the VCR a good option. The system is further engendered by 
expatriated internet entrepreneurs, numerous televisions, and hordes of hungry university 
graduates.  
The first film school in sub-Saharan Africa was established in 1945 Ghana. But 
for Ghanan filmmaker Kwaw Ansah, showing African movies was an uphill battle 
against established aesthetics. In Ghana, president Nkrumah regime nationalized most 
theatres. The theatres were competitive locally, but usually the Lebanese and Indians 
would disregard African films for their distribution of kung-fu and Indian melodramas. 
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The authorities of Kenyan film corporation made false assumptions about indigenous 
African film. Upstart filmmakers face controversy from competitors, as when Ansah’s 
Loved Brewed in the African Pot was condemned by Nigerian filmmaker Eddie 
Ugbomah, upset that the film had performed better than Nigerian films (Ukadike, 2002). 
 There is an ongoing battle for celluloid filmmakers in Ghana and Nigeria, as 
video production has become so prevalent. This is especially true for English-speaking 
African countries who have not been given the support French speaking African countries 
are provided from their former colonial master. But, the France co-productions come at a 
cost. They cannot be critical of France and its colonialism, and the business dealings are 
sometimes insidious. People turn to these insidious co-productions because of how 
pitiless the home-mode filmmaking terrain is. In both instances, rather than collective the 
filmmaking mode is one of exploitation, greed, and alienation. Cisse’s Waaiti was an 
international success, with a multinational and multiracial crew. But Cisse encountered 
all the general problems associated in African filmmaking. Making Yeelen (1987) there 
were inadequate facilities, and a lack of finances. The production was further strained 
culturally, with a team that was half Russian and half French. 
 Safi Faye received enough money to make the film Mossane (1996) as the 
financers were enticed by the premise, and were confident they could handle it.  A large 
project, where it is not possible to both make the film and do the accounting, his money 
was entrusted to a French accountant. The man took all the money, his rights, and the 
rights of everyone who funded the production (Ukadike, 2002). Mossane was eventually 
finished, but Faye would not make another large film. For a plethora of financial and 
legal disagreements, of which is family and community was the only reason he did not 
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perish as he could not “have taken all of his pains alone” (qtd. Ukadike, 2002, p. 33) Faye 
lamented “I do not want to be destroyed anymore” (p. 33). 
Preferring isolation as a filmmaker, and to not belong to any group, Faye 
distanced himself from FESPACO. He appreciates the generosity of the organizers, but 
doesn’t like festivals. His passion, is rather, to the community.  
Women live in a community, and I cannot eliminate the community. This is a 
reflection on me: I cannot live without my people. I cannot separate out an 
individual. But this is typical of African cultures. You cannot live alone; you can’t 
do it because a big family, a big community, is all (qtd. in Ukadike, p. 33, 2002). 
 
Although film is expensive, Ansah would like to continue to tell his stories on it. 
But realistically, African filmmakers can’t afford the privilege (or almost any directors in 
contemporary society) as structural realities permit. This forces a compromise, as neither 
can African filmmakers wait for their “mismanaged economies” (qtd. in Ukadike, pg. 17, 
2002) to be revamped before telling their stories. King finds, despite funding difficulties, 
African filmmakers should once and for all learn to take their minds off governments and 
find different avenues of funding (Ukadike, 2002).  
Haynes (2011) sees the future of Africa will be “dominated by some combination 
of South African capital/infrastructure and Nigerian creative energy” (p. 85). He further 
finds that the implications, the diaspora and diffusion of meritorious, alternative African 
cinema may find a niche in the system, an alternative dependency to European money, 
and/or inspire Anglophone filmmakers to expand their aesthetic, and material resource 
choices.  
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Middle Eastern Cinema. Amidst constant political battles, war, and famine, 
filmmaking in the Middle East has been a tumultuous affair. Research shows a collective 
model of production continues to be usurped through isolating structural difficulties.  
Iran. The first Iranian film was directed in 1930, by Ovanes Ohanian, an 
Armenian who was educated in Russia at the High Cinema school of Moscow. He 
founded the first institute for cinematic training after becoming familiar with the new and 
innovative experiments of Soviet directors and cinematographers. Ohanian enrolled three 
hundred students. Films of the first fifteen years were shot by the cinematographer. 
Different roles emerged in the 1960s, including “assistant cameraman, cameraman, 
director pattern” (Colin, 2006). The primary mode of learning was the 
master/apprenticeship tradition (Ahmad Shirazi, Amir Karari, Iraj Sadeqpur).  
The revolution greatly affected the filmic system. To help find young people and 
new people to make a new cinema, the Farabi Cinema Foundation began in 1983. These 
new participants (from different fields including painting or architecture) lamented the 
commercial, cheap, and inartistic films of the old guard. In turn, they made shorts, and 
8mm films.  
Being an independent filmmaker is isolating in Iran; but being part of the industry 
is insidious, degrading, and compromising. The Mafia is involved everywhere there is 
money, with their roots imbedded in the ministry of information. As such, very few 
people are actually independent in Iran, as they choose to be under some form of 
institutionalized protection. As Bahram Beyza’I accounts 
Many are under the protection of government and many under the protection of 
foreigners. Those who are independent, have no protection, neither from the 
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government, nor the foreigners. They are the only independent filmmakers (qtd. in 
Donmez-Colin, p. 38). 
 
Ongoing collaborations remains threatening without government support, or 
governmental acceptance. Beyza’l knew Susan Taslimi, a student at his university. He 
asked her to perform. But the first week of shooting the Iranian revolution broke out. 
They made four films under social mayhem. During their last collaboration authorities 
wished for Taslimi to stop acting, not condoning women at the center of films as she was 
in their collective projects. She left for Sweden after the incident.  
Seeing her in Sweden, Donmez-Colin (2006) recounts Taslimi’s pensiveness, 
somber to leave her home country. Beyza’l was thrown out of Tehran university, and 
disallowed to work after the revolution. He travelled to Germany and Sweden, but it was 
too late to adapt himself. He eventually came back, and five to six years later started a 
new family, writing plays, books, and by chance, making films. Many Iranian filmmakers 
make films about, and with, children. Filmmaker Abolfazl Jalili recounts his feeling close 
to children, who come to learn a life of isolation, and anomie. 
I was a lonely child. I know their loneliness. I am not talking about loneliness 
from being alone, but loneliness as a human being. People live together, but they 
are alone. Before I put the children in front of the camera, I ask them to work with 
me so that we can get used to each other. I try to show them how to be friendly 
and how to understand each other. I share their problems and they share mine. 
After the film, they become part of the family of other children who have worked 
with me (qtd. in Donmez-Colin, p. 42). 
 
The history of the Iranian revolution can be recounted in the political biography 
of Mohsen Makhmbaf, who at 15-years old established an underground group that 
distributed anti-Shah leaflets. In the 1990s he would work to collaborate from within his 
own household. Refused in his wish to establish a film school, he trained his family and 
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friends in his own home. Based on a “collaborative approach,” his critical thrust was 
continued by his wife and his daughters. The three women collectively directed seven 
fiction films.  
Turkey. Ali özgentürk paints an isolationist picture of filmmaking in 
contemporary Turkey. Asked if he would go into filmmaking, with his hindsight he 
answers affirmatively, while lamenting the filmmaking process—having to work with so 
many people. 
Sometimes when I arrive at the set, I ask myself why all these people are there – 
the cameraman, the technicians, the actors. I hate them all. If one could create all 
alone, it would have been an incredible experience (qtd. on page 113).  
 
The way someone produces paintings, he feels that cinema, in both production 
and consumption, has been advancing towards isolation. His pessimism stems from, what 
he sees as, unique and burdensome collaborative aspects to filmmaking as a practice. 
When you make a film, there is contact with too many people. Such a contraption 
may reduce the cost factors and may solve financing and distribution problems. 
Cinema should increasingly go towards becoming an occupation for a poet or a 
writer. I am not talking about the Hollywood factory, but people who want to 
make films like a writer, a poet or a dervish, should also have a chance. This is 
possible (p. 113).  
 
With our current technology, he sees people have the freedom to be alone if they 
so wish. His pessimistic ideals have been formed through experience. In one instance, his 
friend Yilmaz was in jail, needed money, and wanted to sell scripts. They wrote a 
screenplay together and sold it. But his friend became possessive over the story and 
didn’t want to sell it to Tunc Okan (director of Bus, 1976). They decided on Zeki Ökten, 
but the experience was grueling. 
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With Tuncel Kurtiz and Melike Demira ğ (actor and actress), we got on the 
Kurtalan Express as Yılmaz instructed and went to Siirt (in the South East) to wait 
in a terrible hotel for the money and the crew to arrive. After twenty days, it all 
was there, the crew, the money, the negative and the camera. The shooting took 
about two and a half months under difficult conditions – warring Kurdish tribes, 
not a decent place (qtd. on pg. 114 Donmez-Colin, 2006. 
Palestine. Filmmaking is a hard trade, even harder when forced with constant 
social turmoil. This would be recounted in Rosen’s “The Uprooted Cinema” (1989). 
Rosen begins his discussion of diasporic Arab filmmakers with a sardonic anecdote about 
a cinephile friend—a refugee who passed away in New York City before he could even 
begin to make his first film—because for everyone director he may discuss, there are 
countless who aspired to enter the trade but never accomplished their goal. In filmmaking 
as a trade, “the aura of the rare success has a way of obscuring the norms of failure, along 
with the processes by which failure becomes the norm. On the spectrum of real-life 
scenarios that confront Arab filmmakers abroad, the non-film may be least visible, but 
it’s hardly the least common” (p. 34). Many isolated and exilic dispersed filmmakers 
haven’t been able to find opportunities for collective production, but this may occur. In 
detailing the 1993 Iranian film festival in Sweden (1993) Naficy finds a vibrant diaspora, 
as the geographic distribution of Iranian participants vastly increased. The Goteborg 
festival was able to add an exilic community dimension to Iranian filmic identity. This is 
but one component of an emerging third space of diaspora where Iranian filmmakers may 
find a collective voice, entailing the creation of “vertical, horizontal, and transverse group 
affiliations across social formations and nation-states” (p. 85) while also requiring the 
suppression of insider group differences in order to move out of cellularity into 
coalitional agency. 
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Pragmatics of the Collective Mode (2000-Present): 
 
 Collective mode of organization, and associated collective modes of filmmaking 
production would seem to atrophy within a neoliberally based contemporary society.  
There is an ongoing consolidation of power by conglomerates, providing less 
opportunities for independent filmmaking while deconstructing past breakthroughs within 
the filmmaking industry (Sickels, 2011). 
Predominant neoliberal practices have been conflated by collective modes, as 
when the World Trade Organization was subdued through the rise of Indymedia (Solnitt 
& Solnitt, 2009). But past an enthusiastic flowering of local networks, recent years have 
seen a decrease in regional center operation since the burgeoning diaspora of centers in 
the early 2000s (Opel & Teplin, 2005).  
Independent filmmaking has been appropriated by media conglomerates, taking 
up space for actual indie filmmakers to represent themselves and their own stories. For 
some time, B. Ruby Rich saw NYC as was owned by the queer artists. Despite the city 
being dangerous, it was theirs.   
The city was ours, Property values were low, apartments had rent control, clubs 
were everywhere, and the streets were locations of congregation, invention, and 
celebration. New York City wasn’t yet the post-Giuliani, Bloomberg-forever, 
Disneyland-Vegas tourist attraction of today, trademarked and policed to protect 
the visitors and tourism industry (2013, p. xviii).  
 
Rich saw herself as the baptismal preacher to the New Queer Cinema movement. 
But looking back Rich (2013) regards New Queer Cinema as a moment and not a 
movement. As quickly as it arose, the aesthetic, content, and aura would be diluted under 
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appropriation. But, this would not be the last positive flowering of independent based 
collaboration. As Rich considers: 
Generations of cinema pass quickly. Energies move elsewhere, different locations 
come into view, and identities mutate rather than disappear. Idioms and 
communities grow up, evolve, and atrophy. There’s no standing still, however 
strong the pull of nostalgia may be (p. 265). 
As with Naficy’s investigation into Iranian festivals, for all of the appropriation 
by the industry, ongoing conglomeration, and imposing neoliberal practices, there has 
been a continued resilience. Despite of, or perhaps because of the ongoing tensions that 
would push people further towards isolation, and narcissism, notions of estimable 
collaboration are ongoing. 
A millennial cohort of film school graduates could just as well have competed 
with each other, fetishized their technology, and eventually compromised their artistic 
integrity for more auteurist tendencies and opportunities. On the contrary, a movement 
blossomed through a strong Actor Network of technology, and social connections as the 
tensions of auteurism/collectivism were reconciled for a collective modality. This 
primary movement post-2000 has been Mumblecore. Concurrently, Queer cinema made a 
return through the enactment of the Parliament collective, providing room to maneuver, 
beyond an Indiewood Producer model, for (true) independent filmmakers. 
Mumblecore. In an era marked by war, recession, and a disheartening lack of 
post-graduate jobs, there have been substantial and noteworthy instances of collectivity. 
Stemming from prior friendships, critic publicity, and associations and meetings at film 
festivals, a group of filmmakers became classified by the term of “Mumblecore.” San 
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Filipo (2011) found Mumblecore’s “D.I.Y collectives of artist-hyphenates bucking the 
system” (p. 1) as equal parts French New Wave, and No Wave. 
Mumblecore’s micro-budgeted minimalist aesthetic, localized D.I.Y. generative 
methods, and distinctively unpolished idiom “actively resist both Hollywood’s model of 
packaging, outsourcing, and merchandising, as well as recent American independent 
cinema’s reliance on heartwarming quirkiness featuring star power working for scale.” 
(p.1). Essential to understand of Mumblecore its networks of filmmakers and actors who 
tend to appear and reappear in each other’s movies (Christian, 2011). While many of the 
directors did not know each other until serendipitously reaching the festival circuit at the 
same time, the connections between them are crucial to understanding the historical 
significance of the orientation known as Mumblecore. In her article “From 3d to 
Mumblecore” (2011), Wagner praises the ingenuity and burgeoning maturity of Joe 
Swanberg’s Art History as “both an homage to collaborative filmmaking in the era of HD 
and Craigslist (where Swanberg finds his sets) and a testament to the broader 
implications of image making in a culture saturated with instant representations” (p. 68). 
Instead of seeing Mumblecore as primarily individualist, or selfish work (Taubin, 2007), 
the maturity of Art History and Silver Bullets “confounds the accusations of self-
absorption that usually trail Mumblecore’s young practitioners” (p.68). Collaboration of 
this means is not simple, nor care free. Swanberg and Gerwig’s relationship barely 
survived the filmmaking of Nights and Weekends (2008); a film about a long-distance 
relationship that mirrored reality as the two drifted away towards different sects in the 
industry during gaps in the prolonged filmmaking that typifies much no-budget 
production. In Art History (2011) and The Zone (2011) Swanberg’s work echoes the same 
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self-reflexivity as past directors. He echoes Corman in his working method of continuous 
productions which share labor costs, and he channels Fassbinder in subjectivity where as 
he, once again playing a director himself, reverberates the resentment against his actors, 
and the alienation his production mode affords.  
By these 2011 films he had created a strong cohesive network engendered by 
cheap digital technology, but centering on strong ego-networks (with persistent friend 
collaborators), and capitalization on a production sharing model once proposed and failed 
by the French New Wave (i.e. Swanberg directs with his wife acting, and vice versa), 
with a core group of directors including Frank V. Ross, Adam Wingard, Josephine 
Decker, and Ti West. Not unlike when Chabrol and Godard underperformed as Fox 
press-agents in a hierarchical production mode (Marie, 2002), decades later Adam 
Wingard iconically dropped out of Fox’s reality show “The Lot” when he was not willing 
to banally perform for studio heads. 
Return of Queer cinema through collective organization.  
Pushed out of exclusive niche markets, groups and networks have appeared in 
various places. Featuring New Queer Cinema’s Cheryl Dunye and Guinevere Turner, 
shot entirely on location in Los Angeles, Cheryl Dunye, Alexandra Juhasz, Candi 
Guterres, and Ernesto Foronda invited a diverse but inter-connected group of 
lesbian/queer artists to come together to form The Parliament Film Collective and 
collaborate on The Owls (2010). The Owls, made for $22,000, was a direct response and 
last-ditch effort; a collective re-thinking how to make films that matter outside the 
system.  The Parliament collective states 
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We created our own system, peopled by lesbians, queers and people of color, film 
professionals all raising themes about aging as well as inter-generational dialogue; 
loneliness and community; dreams raised and deferred; butch/trans anxiety; cross-
racial and inter-racial desire and strain; and the history of lesbian cinema and self-
representation (http://www.theowlsmovie.com, 2010).  
 
Of particular importance, this collective reconciled individualistic/auteurist notions 
between academics and filmmakers (Fung, 1991). 
 International and interstitial collective production in contemporary society. 
Collaboration has functioned in the generation of new movements (Mumblecore) and the 
re-generation of old-movements in the US (New-Queer Cinema). It has also functioned 
internationally, as a counterpart to cheaper digital technology. New Arab Cinema poses 
possibilities for some countries as many filmmakers from Palestine, Algeria, Morocco, 
Tunisia and Lebanon, in particular, have been able to utilize financial and logistical 
support from Europe and through co-productions. Egypt had been suffering from 
negative effects of privatization for three decades, but is now showing signs of recovery 
(Khoury, 2005). Since 1994, the Zappatista’s in Mexico have acted as an informational 
guerilla movement combatting neoliberalism utilizing networked structure and digital 
technology (Martina-Torres, 2001).  
Drawing from the well documented work of Kong (2005) and Pratt (2007) in the 
role of networks and their contribution to sustaining and developing creative industries, 
Felton, Collins & Graham (2010) have found similar benefits in outer suburban Australia. 
Particularly, they notice an increasing amount of formal and informal networks beyond 
the city. Their research finds that the collaboration goes beyond inner cities as the locus 
of creative industries activity. Zalipour (2016) recognizes interstitial and collective 
filmmaking in New Zealand. 
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Coe (2000) has seen interpersonal relationships as a key element in the generation 
of an indigenous Vancouver filmmaking industry. Using ANT, Ran (2014) identified a 
positive grassroots film festival network burgeoned from film groups beginning in the 
1990s in China; a network that counteracts networks of the part-state, international 
festival circuit, and mainstream industries. In further exploration of China’s non-state 
controlled industry, Nakajima (2006) identifies a film club network, a “little-known 
phenomenon of an alternative film culture in China” (p. 161), as providing an artisanal, 
collective based distribution model. Hudson and Zimmerman (2009) finds, in neoliberal 
society marked by the consolidation of transnational media corporations (TMCs), the 
theoretical construct of cinephelia based ‘collaborative remix zones’ “where plural pasts, 
multiple temporalities, multiple artefacts and polyvocalities” (p. 135) can join together in 
order to reclaim public spaces by “challenging TMCs as they operate within structures of 
neoliberal economics and transnational capital through a politicized cinephilia that adopts 
the strategies of radical historiography and reverse engineering” (p. 136).  
Multidimensional clusters, friendship economies and collaboration in places like 
Bollywood pose as an alternative collective based production model (Lorenzen & Taube, 
2008).  Still, as indicated by Bathelt (2004) in her case study of the Leipzig Media 
Industry, more research of burgeoning clusters in contemporary society needs to be 
investigated, with longitudinal insight. For Bathelt (2004) a cluster does not 
automatically encompass a coherent group of firms which cooperate harmoniously with 
one another to achieve a common set of goals. With power, comes a hierarchy, rules, and 
dominance/subordination that can occur within a cluster, as social relations within a 
cluster are constantly reproduced through communication, through the ways people solve 
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problems. Further, spirited collaboration within a cluster may require internal and 
external actors to recognize existence of the cluster.  
Internationally Based Contemporary Collectives Finally, there has been a 
recent phenomenon of contemporary film collectives of different forms. The various 
types of filmmaking collectives have been catalogued: Regionally based with no 
leadership solely for resources, college affiliated, activist, international, professional 
(beyond the scope of micro-budget), and finally no-budget and non-activist. There have 
also been preliminary case studies investigating these collective modes and how they may 
reconciliate past collective and community filmmaking modes. 
As a historically situated filmmaking mode and practice epitomized in the 1960s 
and 1970s, many of these collectives seem to harken back to the history of which they are 
trying to emulate, or, the history of which they are trying to push forward. In either view, 
the collective exists, principally and ideally, as the pinnacle of social collaboration in 
filmmaking that is occurring in a range of forms. The Noddin Film Collective of Japan 
was formed by creative people who had experienced “values shift” after the Fukushima 
nuclear disaster in 2011.  The Array film collective is a “rebirth” of the African-
American Film Festival Releasing Movement, which is made of arts advocacy 
organizations, maverick volunteers, and “rebel” member donors, to provides resources 
and distribution for people of color and women filmmakers globally.  
Through auto-ethnography counter to this prologue, Fletcher (2009) found the 
collective mode of production embodied in the Women’s Independent Film Collective. 
Founded in 2008 of Kingston University Staff and Alumni, they seemingly encountered a 
fluid process of dispelling hierarchical roles, sharing duties, with a surprise and 
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excitement in finding an effective way of working as a team. MacKenzie and Stenport 
(2016) found—through their interest in maintaining an archive in a rapidly changing 
media environment—the Inuit filmmaking collective Arnait Video Productions 
challenged a market obsessed capitalist system, pointing towards “the future of Arctic, 
feminist, indigenous, and collective filmmaking in the digital age” (p. 161). Ryan and 
Hearn (2010) have seen how many next generation projects in Australia are developed by 
collaborative teams (ranging from two members, up). Still, the creative individuals or the 
team as a collective require an extremely diverse range of skills to execute complex and 
multi-faced tasks that have, traditionally, been undertaken by individualized specialists. 
A collection of studies have outlined how community based collective projects 
have been able to historically embody, although hesitantly, collective ethos. Leahy (2017) 
traced the participatory production process in community filmmaking during urban 
regeneration in Dublin, cautioning against the danger of allowing community filmmaking 
to be “co-opted for commercial gain” as globalism has generated “intense competition 
between cities and pyritized the commercial motivation of cultural development over the 
social justice focus of community development” (p. 169). Scott (2017) has examined how 
community filmmaking in Scotland today draws upon creative practices developed in an 
eclectic set of periods since the early twentieth century.  
International studies on community media practices provide reason to investigate 
how contemporary American collectives work in comparison, especially when 
community filmmaking remains relative to the situated histories of place, how the group 
is received within the community, and how the group perceives themselves. Thomas 
(2011) outlined the development of a community-responsive approach to filmmaking 
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used to challenge preconceived notions of media production and research practice in 
Papua New Guinea. It was found that the stereotypical perceptions of New Guinea 
communities can be challenged by “respectful and community responsive ways of 
filmmaking involving local community members (p. 27).  
In a comprehensive, estimable investigation into the collaborative practices of the 
Colectivo Cine sin Autor, Aranzubia, Labayen, and Iturriza (2017) have offered insight 
into a burgeoning agent in the local and national community filmmaking in Spain that has 
collaborated with education and neighborhood systems, subsequently spurning additional 
community nodes. Their ability to trace the group through their different stages (i.e. 
nomadic years), inspirations, (Gondry’s Amateur film factory), and working process, 
showcases how a group comes into being as “community media,” for instance, as their 
growth, research, and sustainability have been linked to a traced amorphous network “of 
institutional and collaborative relations with cultural agents and neighbors of the different 
places where CsA has developed its activities” (p. 25).  
But future researchers have been advocated to remain diffident in classifying the 
benefits of collective based community media organizations: their agency, and value. 
Dovey, Sobers, and Agusita (2017), pose to rethink, and interrogate for each practice the 
purpose of the community media intervention, what is the benefit, and for whom? As 
they regard in their investigation into the South Blessed Collective of the UK, the group 
actively negotiates between “inclusive community media ethos and neoliberal 
entrepreneurialism” (p. 131). In their perspective, they have the opportunity to explore 
“the discursive formations and claims of community video practices in relation to the 
testimony of participants” (p. 133). Uncritical and celebratory accounts of participatory 
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video may create disjuncture between public and private accounts of participatory 
processes (Milne, 2012). Participatory collective video has been, until recently, been 
accepted as unproblematically good. There are a variety of reasons of why people may 
not want to participate in participatory video projects, beyond generic apathy, and there 
must be more research investigating the act of non-participation. It is necessary in facets 
of participatory video (or video which features, or can feature participation), to actively 
interrogate the gap between ideals and the practical realities (Shaw, 2012). 
Mutibwa (2017) recognizes both opportunities and challenges for contemporary 
British and Germany community filmmakers, who are subjected to systematic pressures 
from subsidy and politics. It can also be that the distinct notion of “community media” is 
linked and dependent on social, cultural, and policy frameworks (Chapain, 2017). 
Karseten (2017) finds it important to acknowledge that not all communities using media 
as a platform for resistance are part of the community movement, and according to some 
like Blum- Ross (2017), filmmaking on a community basis is sometimes the best some 
groups may accomplish. Financial sustainability is key to the possibility of these voices 
being heard (and exhibited) beyond the community filmmaking context, which itself sits 
on the margins of the film sector, as well as to new community filmmaking projects 
taking place in the future. But, within the community, the groups can have both strong 
psychological, and social possibilities, playing a key role in contributing to the cultural 
mapping of intangible community assets, and as such, contributing to local planning and 
development processes.  More research, such as this current study, is needed in exploring 
the connections between media that has been defined by community, the mainstream film 
sector, and, investigating how policies and places (i.e. in different cities of the United 
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States) might be able to support the development of new forms of social entrepreneurship 
that guarantees the viability and visibility of community filmmaking beyond the (often-
unreliable) grant-aid system.  
Contemporary collaboration in the United States. In the United States, 
Mumblecore has matured to an industry. As filmmakers like Joe Swanberg grow older, 
they venture into more established, albeit modern, mediums (i.e. direct distribution to 
Netflix, or HBO deals for Lena Dunham, Mark and Jay Duplass). Still, the collaborative 
goodwill and mutual support seems to have permeated. This functions on various levels. 
It has worked in new distribution models. Factory 25 of Brooklyn has worked to 
distribute the work of Mumblecore and post-Mumblecore directors in ingenious ways, as 
with a direct distribution deal with Fandor (of which Ted Hope spent time as CEO) or a 
subscription for Swanberg’s 2011 films, sent every three months accompanied with 
artisanal items to create a closer, more personal relationship with the filmmaker.  
 There have been many regional alliances. Recognizing that collaboration drives 
the local the theatre industry, Split Pillow (of Chicago) has been able to reinvigorate the 
micro-cinema of their city through well-chosen partnerships. As creator of the collective 
Jason Stephens states “If you’re not willing to help promote someone else’s brand or be 
part of someone else’s community, then you’re never going to be accepted into theirs” 
(qtd. in Elder, 2006, p. 1).  The Michigan Creative Film Alliance was created as a 
union between Michigan State University, University of Michigan, and Wayne State for 
the public to understand the importance of collaboration as a tool to combat the ‘brain 
drain’ (Wunder, 2011) of talented young filmmakers to the east and west coasts. 
Rochester Movie Makers was started in order to remedy the problem that for a midsized 
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city there was “a lot of people working on various projects but nothing connecting them 
together” (Dougherty, 2009, p.22). The organization now works to connect many people 
involved in the filmmaking process. 
 Within a year of starting in 2006, comprised of simple informal meetings to share 
stories, KnIFVES of Idaho ballooned into monthly meetings open to anyone interested in 
film or live entertainment.  The founders discovered a community of incredible 
professionals hidden in the area (Livingston, 2007).  To combat unfair and unequal 
practices a group of individuals calling themselves the “Alaska Filmmaking Alliance” 
have worked, in solidarity, to make changes in the state film subsidy program (Hopkins, 
2011).  
Jan Van Dijk recounts in his 2012 book The Network Society that “networks are 
becoming the nervous system of our society” (p. 2). Networked collaboration in 
deregulated forms has become a necessity in event filmmaking (Merfeld, 2010), online-
collaboration (Avery, 2013) while online flash “collabs” have risen as a form of 
innovation for animators (Luther, 2010).  Centering on the relationship of Dee Herlihy, 
Robel films operates primarily as a four-person production company, maintaining the 
spirit of their DIY ethos while working with a “rolodex of expert creatives and friends on 
a freelance basis.” 
The purpose of this study is to, in detail and inductively from the ground level, 
investigate one subset of this practice in contemporary America to try and understand not 
only how these groups are formed, structured, activated and deactivated, but what some 
of the implications may be of their existence within the history of filmmaking and 
contemporary society. Particularly, this research points to the reconciliation of 
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auteurist/collectivist tension, and the possibility of a collectivist based model 
proliferating. 
Investigating Active and Inactive Contemporary No-Budget Collectives 
 
This chapter encompasses eight case studies. Methods include participant 
observation (for the two groups who had active events) informal interview, and 
participant observation. Of particular importance is to recognize how collectives are 
constituted by actor networks (ANT), may be covertly or overtly oriented towards an 
individualized ideology that has permeated through cinematic history (auteurism), and 
are enacting a diffused innovation that theoretically can further permeate, but practically 
may not.  
 These collectives constitute a distinct filmmaking practice: no-budget, primarily 
non-activist, and informal to the degree that they are not formally tied to established 
institutions. This subset of collectives exists as historically situated, and parallel to 
different paradigmatic formations (i.e. activist collectives, established collectives). Little 
work has been done investigating these informal collaborative instances (Kadushin, 
2011), and the primary goal in this chapter will be exploration, and descriptive analysis, 
to reach inductive based conclusions to this study’s three research questions. 
My unit of analysis is the collective. Following the advocation of (Ibarra, Kilduff, 
& Tsai, 2005), this investigation transitions fluidly from the micro aspects of individuals, 
to the macro of cities. The role of individual action in the enactment of constraining 
structures has provided elusive for network researchers; to be remedied by “zooming 
back and forth between individual and collective levels of analysis” (p. 359), while also 
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investigating the nonhuman agency of objects, artifacts, and institutions in between 
(Sayes, 2014). To better discuss with, understand, and empathize with the collective 
members (both active and inactive), over the last year and a half I worked on two no-
budget films: Happy Anniversary—an artistic interpretation of a personal day in my 
life—and a running documentary. 
Case Study One: The Collars Up Collective 
 
 Alan William Harris is the central figure of the now defunct, improv-based 
Collars Up Collective, existent from roughly 2003-2009. Harris grew up in Silicon 
Valley, or Northern California. He spent his formative years exploring the arts in an 
eclectic set of ways: penning music for indie rock bands, painting in oils. Alan moved to 
New York City in 2002. Based on a friend’s recommendation he started taking classes at 
The Second City and Upright Citizens Brigade Theatre. Several actors and comedians 
Alan befriended while immersed in the thriving improv scene were looking to share their 
talents beyond people their black box theatres.  
The origin mythology of the Collars Up Collective is retold on their still active 
website. In a drunken haze on a rainy winter night in 2003, Harris and three friends in 
Brooklyn wandered the street while complaining of their tired production jobs, where 
they were subservient to people making “less-than-lackluster commercials.” When asked 
by a member of the group whether they should head to another bar, they used popped 
collars to indicate yes or no; the game continued, and the question was posed as to 
whether they should make a collective. Answering yes was Harris, along with Lauren 
Antler, Matt Jablin, and Seyi Peter-Thomas. Most of the core members attended NYU 
and worked for MTV. 
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With Alan at the directing helm, they began shooting short improvised shorts. 
These films, of no script and filmed by Harris (who learned to direct here, by “winging 
it”) became the primary basis of the collective. Collar’s Up Films benefited from Harris’s 
job. With his position at MTV he was able to borrow a camera from the weekend for free. 
Before shooting a film, they would come up with a basic story, a location, and any 
necessary props. The story and dialogue would be fine-tuned on the day of the shoot, and 
with a single camera they would record several angles. Within the following week, the 
film would be edited. The results were not “always perfect,” but they continued making 
them for years. Throughout that period, membership would change and evolve. The 
collective featured over 100-players throughout their history, and encompass four genres: 
Improvised, scripted, movies shot via super-8 camera, and finally films not made with the 
usual Collars Up Players, but directed by Harris. 
By their last year of producing their films in 2009, only Harris remained as a 
founding remember. The current lineup of 2009 would still include some members from 
the New York City improv scene (primarily the Upright Citizens Brigade, and members 
from the sketch comedy group, the Royal We); e.g.  Mackenzie Condon, who studied 
there along with the Second City, and “hated the theatre program at NYU’s Tisch School 
of the Arts.” Harris and other core members would be split across NYC and LA by the 
end of the groups run, with primary members attempting to break into the Los Angeles 
scene. Condon would end up working as a television and literary agent at United Talent 
Agency. Becca Greene, once part of The Royal We which sold out shows in early 2000’s 
New York, moved to LA and worked as a writer on various short-term projects and 
pitches on the Hollywood periphery (none of which were fully sustained beyond one 
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season).  Since 2012 she has been working as a writer and creative consultant for her own 
company BG Thinks, and a staff writer for Muses and Visionaries Magazine.  
Eric Hollerbach was a fellow core member at the project’s end. He began taking 
the train into the city at the age of 17 for improv, and entered the New School at 18. 
While in New York City he started at the Upright Citizens Brigade. He met Alan Harris 
at level II or III in the progressionally based program. Harris found Eric funny, and told 
him about his collective of which two peoples moves had caused vacancies. 
As Hollerbach recounts, making a film once a week, the collective was “on a roll” 
for a while.  Participants would convene together every Thursday or Friday to plan, and 
shoot, on the weekend. Graduating from the New School in 2008, in 2010 Eric and his 
best friends from the University ambitiously began working on a collection of projects. 
While in NY they created “Here Comes Godot,” what Hollerbach describes as a 
transgression on the exploitation one goes through in trying to break into the industry. 
They found their cinematographer via Craigslist. They were also able to shoot in a 
collection of locations for free because a friend was connected to the avant-garde scene. 
This, in particular, gave them access to a theatre for their opening fifteen-minute scene. 
Still, the hour series cost $15,000, and took four years. They only shot the first season, 
with two more written. Moving to LA, Hollerbach joined their Upright Citizen’s Brigade. 
Having risen through the ranks in NYC to the top level where he performed for several 
years a show called “The Spin,” he expected the Los Angeles chapter to take to him 
kindly. This was not the case, and Eric would sour from the experience. As he expressed, 
“It just wasn’t the same.” 
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Hollerbach’s series “Damien Shadows,” shot with friends in LA, put him $10,000 
in debt. He wouldn’t (nor can’t) make another project like that again, but wanted to make 
a good pilot to display his work. He runs through memorized statistics about the 
“Holocaust of misappropriated resources,” for low-budget filmmakers in how many 
movies are made that never recoup back their costs.  
 This was $10,000 dollars, even when writing “for a budget.” The most ambitious 
location of the series that Hollerbach penned was a Chuck E. Cheese type workplace for 
the main character. Chuck E. Cheese, he laments, has an absolutely no filming policy, 
even for a micro-budget shoot. They were forced to drive 90 minutes to a place that 
would work. Playing a young kid who butted heads with the protagonist, was a friend of a 
friend. His over the top character Damien Shadows would ultimately provide him some 
attention. 
 An acquaintance with some connections had made a short campy horror film, as 
did a few of his other friends. He planned to create it into an anthology, and having found 
the Damien Shadows character quirky, asked Hollerbach to join the project as the host. 
Hollerbach worked with them on the overarching script, and poured in another $1,000 
dollars. The film received a distribution deal from Troma films, the iconic independent 
company co-founded by Lloyd Koffman and Michael Herz in 1974. Despite the deal, 
Hollerbach did not receive a commission. He remains terse about the experience, 
particularly in how Troma Films (or his friend) were not able to provide transparency in 
fund allocation as might be done in a collective production model. Hollerbach finds, at 
the very least, the project served as a good addition to his resume, a project that stands 
out for the name recognition. As he states, “You are bringing it up to me.” 
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Hollerbach would move to New Orleans for an MFA in screenwriting. During the 
time he was eager to work as hard as he could; always going above and beyond the 
writing guidelines. His father’s work on Wall Street instilled in him this voracious 
appetite for success, and associated work ethic.  
He only received $4,000 in a scholarship, supporting him for a menial six weeks 
during his first year. Eric performed stand up five nights a week for three years, 
supplemented by driving services (Uber and Lift) to support himself and begin paying 
back his debt. Hollerbach’s ambition eventually drew him away from New Orleans and 
back to Los Angeles. He enjoyed New Orleans, but found in the slower culture that not 
many people have the drive to do whatever it takes to find success. “Enemy is Lifestyle,” 
for many artists trying to make it. One will be fine if “you don’t care” about having kids, 
or nice things. From 2012 to now (2017) he has been working on a Podcast with his 
friends and family called the Highway Diaries. His first guest on the show was Jeff 
Reeves. They started their comedy together in the 7th grade with “The Eric and Jeff 
Show.” Hollerbach openly promotes two episodes as a curation to his experience as a no-
budget cultural worker. One when he was kicked out, and banned, from a New Orleans 
club. The other, about how his two girlfriends during Graduate School cheated on him 
because he was too busy with work. Before he started his Master’s, Eric had two finished 
screenplays; he now has five. Still, he felt Graduate school could have been more 
beneficial if there was more interdepartmental collaboration. “That’s the problem with 
film schools today. The only people I hung out with were writers.” Eric wished that each 
specialization worked together more, instead of a process that furthered isolation. 
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As of August 2017, Eric was living on a friend’s couch. Just recently graduating 
with his MFA, he has a variety of plans to get his success.  The first, is starting an LLC 
for screenwriting consultation, to put his degrees up and on display. Analyzing the 
existing “screen doctors,” he chose an area without much competition where he can stand 
out. His company space had been set up in early August, only for his building owner to 
kick him out as they did not authorize for business accommodation. Hollerbach and his 
friend joked that he would return, and two days later, embarrassingly, he had to call his 
friend and ask to stay again. Ubering until his LLC officially gets set up, Hollerbach 
eventually wants the additional seasons of “Here Comes Godot” to be filmed. But this is 
only if he gets any sort of deal, unable to personally fund the project. He has scheduled 
standup comedy to start in September 2017. His idealized future film project is a stage 
tour documentary (three twenty-two-minute sets at different cities with seven-minute 
skits in between). “I already have the first thirty minutes set.” He finds that now he has 
the confidence. Hollerbach regards himself as a young 19-year-old when he was doing 
Collars Up. He will only turn 32 this Halloween, and he plans to spend his entire life 
plotting how to make his living in the arts. Hollerbach remained gracious to recount his 
story. He had just been kicked out of his first space in LA, and was feeling low. The 
correspondence gave him some support. 
Another founding member, Seyi Peter-Thomas, currently works for 
StationFilm.com. Graduating from NYU Tisch School of arts, and working his way up 
the line at MTV, he was added to Station Film’s “roster” in 2012.  Station was launched 
in 2008 and houses an eclectic mix of award-winning directors producing commercial 
material and branded content.  
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 For Alan Harris, the collective did work as a stepping stone, as his New York 
improvised shorts were eventually “getting noticed,” by his bosses at MTV. He won a 
few written pitches and was promoted to a staff writer and director in MTV’s promos. 
His MTV commercials, with what he describes as a “fresh take on comedy, along with an 
almost timeless visual style,” were granted awards. He describes his days of shooting 
improvised shorts as “mostly behind him,” working in the industry with name actors such 
as Steve Carrell, Paul Rudd, and Justin Timberlake. ` 
His most recent work has been done in a JC Penny spot (July 2017); a commercial 
for dorm accessories. He dictates to his blog followers: “You may recognize the “mom.” 
She’s my dear friend and very talented Marci Clark. She and I and the rest of the ‘collars 
up’ film collective (collars.com) used to make improvised short films years ago. When I 
was asked to find a quirky mom for this spot, I knew I had to pull Marci out of 
retirement.”  
Case Study Two: The Mad Hatter Collective 
 
Technology functioned a prominent, and agentic role, in the formation and work 
of the Austin based Mad Hatter Collective.  
With the launch of the Canon 7D DSLR, the collective was formed in late 2009. 
They describe themselves as a group of filmmakers who “Wear many hats,” including 
writer, editor, director, cinematographer.” They decided to collectivize, in order to “pool 
resources, time, equipment, and enthusiasm for the latest wave of indie filmmaking.” 
Undertaking various projects including shorts, series, and features, the collective posed to 
work with a collection of “like minded actors and other talented cast and crew” using the 
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“latest digital tools and indie guerilla tactics and techniques.” The website went on line 
May 15th, 2010. On a May 31st, 2010 website post, they describe what their collective is 
about in a collection of adjectives, and verbs. 
Creativity. Storytelling. Filmmaking. 
Geeking out. Common ground. Expanding horizons. 
Stretching. Making. Experimenting. Collaborating. Inspiring. 
Finding other multi-hat-wearing, high-quality craftsmen and kindred spirits. 
Synchronicity. 
Energy. Enthusiasm. Encouragement (madhattercollective.com) 
 
The group make’s a distinction between a traditional co-operative, and their 
endeavor. Each of the members has their own projects, own scripts, ideas, and plans. It 
isn’t a co-operative “even if others get involved in each other’s dreams.” The collective is 
mostly to share “energy and positive momentum. Good ideas. Feedback. Gear. 
Connections. With the possibility of direct collaboration.” 
Everyone can bring their ideas to the group as they wish to, a process in which 
“pages may become workshops, workshops become test shoots, etc.”; to the extent that 
trials or shorts may, although they also may not, become something bigger. Their 
collective was sparked by a “geeky moment in the digital timeline” with the release of “a 
specific camera.” Before the collective was started, however, all of them had already 
been “baptized” in the cinema ranging from low budget indies, to commercials, to high 
end games. But as they denote, “We’ve had our failures and our successes. We’ve 
suffered the agonies of writer’s block and the thrill of a final cut.” The evolution is 
happening, and they are “evolving right along with it.” For them, this is what it is all 
about “Jumping into the pool again, head first. Swimming a few laps. Making waves.”  
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There were four primary members, all who, as described, have had some success 
(and failure) before this venture. R. Zane Rutledge shot Hell in Texas at the “dawn of the 
digital age.” This proved to be his “film school,” opening his eyes to what he saw as a 
new revolution in indie filmmaking. Rutledge has always championed the notion of 
visual effects for low-budget films. Zane provided what he has called “both obvious and 
invisible effects” to several notable indies including the Duplass Bother’s early feature 
Baghead (2002). Wearing dozens of hats, with a specialty in post-production, he has 
produced work for various agencies and clients. 
Jeff Stolehand started his career early, shooting his first film at age nine. His films 
have spanned the Indiewood circuit including Slamdance, SXSW, and Austin Film 
Festival.  
Gray G. Haddock received a degree in theatre and Computer Science, trying to 
turn the two careers into a new “mutant career strain” of a Digital Video Specialist. At 
the start of the collective he was running the company and blog Writing and Shooting, 
which provides production and post services. He has also been an actor for decades. 
Finally, is Paul Gandersman, a producer and DP. 
With projects in the development pipeline, MHC held invitation only general 
auditions in June 2010. While working together on a few commercials, the primary 
project the enacted together, as opposed to communal brainstorming and support, was a 
web series.  Rutledge and Stolehand had developed many screenplays, including one 
about two cops called The Do-Overs. Shot from “dusk till dawn” the project utilized new 
DSLR technology, allowing them to shoot under low light conditions and let DP 
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Ganderson and Camera Operator Haddock “maximize the beautiful Austin Skyline that 
surrounds the power plant” (madhattercollective.com) 
Pooling their resources with Gray Haddock (of Writing and Shooting) they were 
able to purchase a Red Cinema camera package and gear. When individually they did not 
have any name brand equipment, they had studio sets and additional film equipment; all 
of which can help them create more polished works. In 2015 Rutledge and Stolehand co-
directed and Matt Jayce produced a fan film (Rain), which, with their partnership, 
showcased the “full gamut of their feature filmmaking arsenal.” 
Stolehand (owner of Expressions in Video) has praised his continued 
collaboration with different partners as a primary reason for his success. He classifies the 
main creative partners of his company as Zant.TV, Writing and Shooting (Grey’s 
Company), and the set of DP’s who he hires on a regular basis (Tom Hannig and Andrew 
Barra of 360 Studios and Vance Homes).  
Stolehand publicly voices on his blog that as a producer, writer, and director he 
loves collaborating with other artists; the reason being, “it makes the creative process 
better” and makes the “end result better.” His first rule of collaboration is that “ideas can 
come from anyone and anywhere.” In collaboration with Zane for recent high energy 
commercial, they used (relatively) cheap state of the art technology (the Red Epic and 
Red Scarlet). Another main collaborator for the spot, as well as most of his projects was 
the client; who must be treated with respect, and dignity, listening to their ideas to 
translate them into images.  As he writes of his project “Let it Snow,” “it was 
collaboration that made this Austin video production a commercial success.” 
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Zane has echoed the same sentiment in his work. As he says of Paul, 
As much as I take pride in being something of a "one-man army" as an artist and 
filmmaker, I wouldn't trade the double vision Jeff Stolehand has added to my 
creative process. He brings out the best in me, and I find in our collaboration I'm 
coming up with things I'd have never come up with on my own. All my work is 
somehow stronger because of him. (And he's a hell of a lot nicer than me, which 
helps with coworkers, colleagues and clients.) 
Brainstorming with Jeff (often in some cool Austin coffee shop between our 
offices) is my favorite part of any project, both because the creativity is flowing at 
full-throttle maximum, and because just hanging out with Jeff is a genuine 
pleasure. (LinkedIn).  
Zane further praises producer Matt Joyce’s work in helping them find success, bringing 
him in to help them. In particular he praises his diverse set of “micro-hats: organizer, 
project manager, cheerleader, client liaison, zen master.” These are skills that, Zane 
admits, Matt is more capable. 
But as someone who fails (or doesn't even try) at half those tasks when forced to 
don the "Producer" mantle, I can confidently say that Matt does a better job at 
most of those sub-personalities than anyone I've met yet in the Austin production 
world. And he does it all while being one of the nicest, positive, calming, 
huggable personalities on set or off set. 
In all, he promotes Matt, thanks him for his help, and understands that he is lucky to have 
him to work with. As a collective centralizing agents within the Austin community, this is 
conceptualized as taking him away from working with others. 
Matt Joyce is the best producer I've worked with since returning to Austin Texas. 
He's so good, in fact, that Jeff Stolehand and I hijacked him from another 
company to work directly for us. (And this was a company we like!) … If you've 
had a chance to work with Matt, then you already know what I mean. And if you 
haven't, maybe you should. (Just don't hijack him from us!)  
Despite their appreciation for collaboration, the group does not exist as an “open” 
collective. Their held auditions were exclusive, with people only selected for particular 
projects in the traditional “package system” model. They acknowledged on their blog that 
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they will share some scant information with the public, but there is further inner-
collective information that they will not share.  
While one of the fundamental concepts behind the Collective is “to share,” lots of 
things are going on behind the scenes and may not be appropriate for general 
consumption… at least not yet. Many of our projects that are “In Development” 
may remain hidden (i.e. marked “Private”) from the masses, at least until those 
projects actually see the light of day or get some serious momentum. It’s likely all 
or most of these private posts will one day be released as a “behind the scenes” 
review of the project, but it sometimes makes sense to keep some things close to 
the chest in the early stages. 
So… while we hope the Collective website is a resource and an inside peek into 
the development process, just know there is probably a lot going on that you 
might not be seeing. Unless you’re actually helping make the magic happen. 
Further, the group’s membership was established from the start, and they never 
advertised for new collaborators or collective members to join. A request for further 
information, and potential collaboration, was left unresponded.  
Guys 
My name is Phil– just arrived in Austin for a couple of months, I’m am Irish 
writer/director. Keen to meet some local indie filmmakers while I’m here (visiting 
my girlfriend and working on a feature script) and came across your site, be great 
to grab a beer sometime and hear what you’re up to. I’ve registered for the site, 
I’m guessing you can get my email details from here. Hopefully hear from you 
soon! 
 
The collective mode is used and integrated in their projects as a trial/experiment, 
attempting to see if it may benefit them at particular times, for the sake of trying. As they 
regard of the working process from there web series:  
We’ll give more details soon, but I’ll add this: We’ve already shot the first scene 
(images above). Last Monday, July 19th, the 38th street Waterloo Icehouse was 
nice enough to host our first official shoot. The footage looks strong, and both Jeff 
and Gray are taking a stab at cutting it, just for collab’s sake. We’re having an 
extended writing session tomorrow, where we’ll hopefully finish mapping out the 
“first season” and figure out how we’re actually putting the rest of this thing 
together. 
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Gray Haddock has found success at Rooster Teeth. The Austin Company has 
succeeded in itself for the ability to combine small micro-budget operations under an 
umbrella company, e.g. Screw Attack. The LLC began in Austin, 2003. Rooster Teeth 
burgeoned only through an intricate network of formal and informal social ties. The film 
The Schedule came about through a collaboration between Burnie Burns, Matt Hullum 
and actor Joey Heyman. The success of the film catapulted the two to LA, but with 
limited success. It was in their work for Telentwork that they met Geoff Ramsey, 
Gustavo Sorola, Dan Godwin, and Jason Saldana. The five would from 
drunkgamers.com, the first manifestation of Rooster Teeth. They were forced to change 
their name when no sponsors would fund such an unprofessional title. The company has 
attributed their success to their active community on their website; and many employees 
in the company have come from it.   
When director Emily Hagins moved to Los Angeles, producers of two of her films 
Paul Gandersman (senior editor at programming news) and Peter Hall (senior editor at 
Movies.com) were at a crossroads as to whether they should find a new director to 
produce for. What they really wanted to do was to be a writer director team. They refuted 
the first-time filmmaker method of “a cheap camera, five people, and shots on the 
weekend for $1.50” because their brains “do not work that way.” They came up with the 
idea to create several shorts, called the “Dead Kids Club.” They shot the first film under 
their new joint co-production company; Arcanum Pictures. Needing a basement (for 
relatively cheap) in Austin (where they are scant) they asked the owners of the 
burgeoning Alamo Drafthouse (now a chain featured in cities including San Francisco, 
and NYC), who graciously allowed.  
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Case Study Three: The Film Crush Collective 
 
The Film Crush Collective was ambitious, built of good will, but would 
eventually end. The independent collective existed in Atlanta. As opposed to the Mad 
Hatter Collective, their mission statement describes them as “first and foremost a 
cooperative.” The group encompassed a four-part mission statement:  
1. Film Crush Collective is a cooperative filmmaking organization seeking to 
advance the skills, knowledge, communication and creativity among Atlanta's 
independent filmmakers through collaborative video projects, educational 
opportunities and networking. 
2. Film Crush Collective is a production organization that writes, produces and 
distributes original content in the form of short films, feature films and web 
content. At its core, Film Crush strives to tell innovative, entertaining and well-
crafted stories through a shared aesthetic vision. 
3. Film Crush Collective is dedicated to promoting Atlanta as more than just a 
location for major motion pictures and television programs, but as the point of 
origination for visual storytelling. Film Crush member are supportive of any 
measure that will ensure Atlanta's rightful place as "the new Hollywood." 
4. Film Crush Collective is the basis for our upcoming business venture, Film 
Crush, Inc., the managing organization for all projects under the Film Crush 
banner. Film Crush, Inc. will be the revenue-generating arm of the entire entity, 
offering a wide variety of production services in order to fund the Collective's 
projects (filmcrushcollective.com) 
The group began with couple Joseph Lawsky and Leslie Neal in 2009, adding Andrew 
Alonso and other participants over the years. They would call their fans “crushers.” 
Central to their mission statement was their “Quick Flick” Series. Beginning in June of 
2012, much like the Mad Hatter Collective shorts, they were impromptu micro films 
made in “only one day’s work.” They advertised for anyone to come and join, once a 
month for a “Sunday you won’t forget.” Meeting for brunch and brainstorming, once the 
basic film premise was formed, a location was found, and props were collected, they 
would shoot; wrapping in time “to enjoy our respective Sunday nights,” with someone 
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volunteering to complete the edit within a couple of days. The one rule was that, no 
matter what happens, a movie had to be shot by the end of the day. 
 In all, the collective produced seven quick Flick films before they were retired. They 
officially announced the retirement on their webpage. 
Quickies was a lot of fun, and it served its purpose as an exercise in 
experimentation and skills workshopping. We've had our warm-up, and now it's 
time to move on to more involved projects. New opportunities for participation 
are coming soon (www.filmcrushcollective.com). 
 
Along with a three-part mini-series, and iPhone shot short, the collectives most 
noteworthy accomplishment would be their 2013 film Bar Betting. The film hit a $600 
Kickstarter goal, and was shot on Andrew’s Canon 5D. 
Leslie Neal publicly committed herself to screenwriting, what she describes as her 
“primary goal/dream/obsession.” Her accomplishment of Bar Betting’s playful script is 
praise worthy. The December before their film was shot, Leslie made a call for 
collaboration, to make her vision of turning words to screen a reality. As she wrote, “I 
want you to volunteer to help with production. I want you at the screening party. I just 
want you people involved in what I do, because I love it.” For a screenplay to be really 
made, and seen “Collaboration is necessary, and it’s not just creative people. We need all 
kinds of help, and mostly, right now, I need your support emotionally and financially.”  
Well-paced, ambitious, featuring a B-list celebrity and a tight script, the film was 
accepted at the Atlanta Film Festival, and through Xfinity’s Film Festival Collective on 
Demand program was able to stream for subscribers.  As reviewed by 
CaptainCrazytv.com, a new defunct reviewer, “this film shows you how great an 
independent can be.” 
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Eventually the Collective re-made itself, and introduced to the world the “New 
Film Crush.” At first a “loose coalition of like-minded film geeks who talked a lot” they 
started making films together, and after plenty of collaboration the core team was formed. 
What they found however, was that their influence, and affect, did not extend beyond 
their “small circle.” With some soul searching they decided they could be “wonderful 
self-serving artists” and still help others like them at the same time. They dedicated 
themselves to being a “a one-stop shop for filmmakers and screenwriters looking for 
resources; not just a collective, but also a collection.”  
Still, the collective was unable to follow up with another short film, or with any of 
their promoted ideas for extension besides a well-intentioned and endearing first episode 
of their Hobo Filmmaker series to teach people how to build low-budget rigs (which 
garnered over 2,000 vimeo plays). Ideas included a screenplay writing and development 
group, filmmaking and screenwriting workshops, Kids filmmaking groups, Film 
Appreciation Club. For the three primary members, the question to ask is how they have 
coped since the end of the collective, and where they have transitioned to.  
For Joseph the experience was “quite positive in total,” in the ability to share their 
visions and work with like-minded individuals, while “perfecting our chops.” For those 
elements, he was happy for the chance to do it. Still, he regrets, it “never really became 
what we set out to do, and finding real world support was immensely challenging and 
never came to fruition.” At this time in 2017 he regards, one might argue that the Film 
Crush Collective is “dead,” although there’s a plan to resurrect in the group in a “future 
brewing.”  
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Joseph offers a full spectrum of problems experienced that one could hypothesize 
a no-budget collective to have. 
Of time management Joseph found that the typical schedules of a neoliberal 
cultural worker (freelance, underemployment, etc.) was not conducive for self-sufficiency 
for a project that did not pose as providing immediate returns. 
One of our biggest problems was that we intended for the group to become self-
sufficient; as a freelancer myself, my schedule wasn't always conducive to a 
standing date on the calendar. But if one of the main 3 of us couldn't make it to a 
proposed event, it didn't happen. The absence was too much. Not to mention that 
not every idea is a good one, and like the one video we made, if someone couldn't 
come up with something viable, it wasn't going to go any further.  
Joseph found that standing out among the over-saturated public proved as discouraging. 
Perhaps in the early years of the decade it may have been more exciting to produce digital 
content. Of their time however, with an endless amount of streamable content, they found 
their contribution as menial. 
More than anything, though, I think we all got stuck trying to figure out what to 
"DO" with it all. Once upon a time, if you uploaded content to the internet, 
especially if it showed any amount of skill and technique, it was easy to stand out. 
By the time we were getting into it, that time was long past. Content is 
EVERYwhere now, and just being technically sound with original content isn't 
close to enough. We got frustrated and discouraged because our page views 
stayed low and even our friends couldn't be counted on to watch. 
 
Joseph found that the Atlanta filmmaking community as not built on mutual support. 
Rather, cultural workers exist as compartmentalized, offering at the best limited network 
externalities, and at worst, a sense of anomie and resentment.  
Not only that, but you'd think being a part of the Atlanta film community would be 
a big asset - I work with freelancers of all stripes, many of whom want to be 
making their own content. So I'd pitch them on the idea, and they'd be super 
excited and say it sounded awesome and they couldn't wait to come out. Only, 
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they never did. Which leads me to my next point - in Atlanta, the film community 
is incredibly niche-y. Unlike LA and New York, which probably suffer from over-
saturation (I assume, my time in both places has been sparing), here we tend to 
stick to our own little cubbies. It's hard to break people out of that, and so we 
never gained the kind of steam or momentum that could've really helped us 
become a thing. 
 
A further issue, and one that seemingly precedes community support; Joseph regards the 
group had not fully conceptualized and developed a group identity. As such, they were 
not fully able to consider how they would come to shape Atlanta’s cultural actor-network.  
And all of that assumes we had a clear picture of what we wanted to be, which I'm 
not sure we did. "We just want to make stuff" sounds great in theory, but gives 
very little in terms of letting people know what they're getting into. Our true 
motivations were (understandably) selfish - we wanted to establish ourselves as 
directors, writers, and cinematographers without spending lots of money on little 
projects that don't have much life outside of viral content. 
 
An imposing issue the group found was distribution. Of ego-networks, the group could 
not reach audiences beyond their immediate friends. The Comcast independent film 
festival distribution proved a positive idea that they heavily promoted, but did not make 
any impact. 
But we sucked at marketing and PR, particularly online, and didn't know how to 
get our content further than our circle of friends. Because the truth is, good 
content doesn't mean viewership. And all the while, we watched online folks get 
famous and make careers out of viral content. 
With his hindsight, he would attempt to remedy some issues. This includes issues of 
ideology, but also communication, knowledge, history, and pragmatics. 
If I were to attempt it again, I might try to be clearer in my intent; which would 
make it much easier to recruit people, I think. Collective was a good term to use, 
but I don't think I knew exactly what it entailed and how it was any different than 
some fly-by-night production company. Or maybe I did understand it, but other 
people didn't, and we suffered from not communicating the intent very well. I 
think there's a lot of power in collaboration, and indeed, it's the reason I love 
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filmmaking as much as I do. You can make an album in your bedroom on your 
own, but if you have one actor in your film, you can't do it alone.  
 
Joseph works in the film industry, and does very well at it. But, he struggles a lot in his 
personal endeavors, and has started to wonder if they’ll ever come to fruition. In 
pondering on what is meant by a collective, and what type of community he would like to 
be built, he finds it is necessary to have permeated a notion of mutual support. 
I mentioned already that I work in the film industry, and I do very well at it. But I 
struggle a lot in my personal endeavors, and have started to wonder if they'll ever 
come to fruition. My friend base is not a lot of film folks, so I have a hard time 
maintaining momentum in my personal projects. I get frustrated and discouraged, 
and tend towards not doing anything than trying real hard only to come up empty. 
What I'm saying is that the power of a good collective like this would be a lot like 
the cult of CrossFit - constant support, pushing other people farther and harder, 
being available to help make ideas into reality. That's what I need, I think, and 
that's really what we were trying to accomplish.      
 
 The third integrated member, Andrew Alfonso, found a successful job in the media 
industries, currently a writer/producer for Turner Classic Movies promotional on-air 
content. Even before their successful Bar Betting, Leslie posted an ominous blog post. 
Film Crush stuff has slowed a little due to inactivity of other members, Joseph’s 
work schedule, my general laziness and frustration with life, and of course, the 
end-all-be-all, life-crushing lack of capital. But, we have a short script, and it’s 
great, and we plan on shooting in June. I think I might post it online at some 
point, or at least some story boards just for fun. 
Case Study Four: Watchword Film Collective 
 
The Watchword Collective was started by Jenny Kleiman and Morgan Shaw Fox. 
The description on their vimeo page reads: 
Watchword Film Collective is five Los Angeles-based filmmakers producing 
cutting-edge media, created with a fresh perspective and a collaborative spirit. 
Our mission is to always produce high-quality content while maintaining our 
commitment to the artist, our integrity, and a sense of play. 
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Kleiman went to school at CU Boulder. Not originally a film student, when she 
was stung by a bee, and forced into bed rest, she worked to catch up on a “Women in 
Film” class. Kleiman was immediately taken by the artistry and narratives. She ended up 
getting a BFA in film. That program was founded by Stan Brakhage, and as Jenny 
regards, the main emphasis was “experimentation and not narrative practice.” 
Graduating with a film degree, she moved to LA for an “apprenticeship” under 
Roman Coppola in 2011. The company was hectic, with participants all doing “crazy 
shit” there. The process for her was neutral. The role gave her some closeness to talk to 
the directors, but mostly was filled with errands, an “internship” instead of apprenticeship 
(picking up lunch orders, laundry). 
Once the internship was over, she sat down with her boss and was asked what she 
saw herself doing in the future. When Kleiman said she wished to make films, she was 
told that this was the wrong place. As this path would set her more up as a line-producer, 
out of no ill will, her boss recommended to try somewhere else  
As a catalyst to her film production Kleiman started, with Morgan Shaw Fox (also 
from Colorado) the Watchword Film Collective in 2012. She regards the collective as a 
“crazy, disorganized mess,” but also a positive learning experience. The collective was 
made of five members. As of 2017, two of the members are still working in the industry. 
The collective worked to shoot a variety of spec. commercials that would help promote 
their work. Looking back Kleiman finds them cute, endearing. Thankfully, in LA they 
were able to get people to work for cheap. Projects include their video for South of 
France, “Imprecision of Time,” and “Food Play.” 
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As an LLC, there were several intellectual property issues the collective was 
forced to mediate. Jenny’s cousin, a copyright editor, helped as a gesture to her family 
member, but also in interest to see these five people attempt to start their first company.  
Kleiman found work in the collective tenuous. Each of them had different goals 
(and dreams) while all struggling to make money. She talks of a member, an editor, as 
losing his mind at this time. Someone with inspirational ideas, but not a good person for 
getting things done on a day to day basis for a collective. He has hopes to build a 
documentary film production company, but as of 2017, works as a carpenter. He 
received, as with other members, a degree from University of Colorado at Boulder in 
Film/Visual Studies. For all of the members it would be hard to temporally manage 
collectivity, in how to make people work on a free basis, but when time is valuable. She 
had factitiously joked about using time cards, but would never want to integrate such a 
hegemonic, corporatized tactic. There were five different members, and as a participant 
she expected a lot out of each of them since the goal was truly accomplish something. 
Jenny laments that by 2013 the group ran out of steam in LA (a place she detested). 
Morgan Shaw-Fox is now working in the wine industry as a Sales Representative. 
As someone striving to be an actor, Watchword Collective was just one of the collective 
endeavors he had either started or joined in his career. He started Lewis and Clark’s first 
acapella group in college, graduating the college in 2009. As posted on the self-
promotional press release page (prweb.com), he began studying improv in 2010 at the 
Upright Citizens Brigade in LA. Gaining a plethora of knowledge, and experience, he 
decided to form the improv team “Khaki Pants” with seven other classmates. He had 
hoped for the team members to “use the lessons they learned in the Brigade theatre as a 
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jump board.” Under the umbrella of the Watchword Collective, Watchword Comedy was 
created by Michael Sotkin and Fox to create shorts, improv pieces, and sketch comedy.  
At that time Shaw also worked with Turning the Wheel, the inter-generational 
dance and theatre company “committed to the collaborative creation of works of art that 
are rooted in and restorative for the communities in which the group performs and 
teaches” (prweb.com). Shaw first worked with the company in 2004. He has continued to 
participate. Shaw would relay that the key to working in the no-budget film and arts 
industry is teamwork and commitment. 
The hardest part is follow-through and finding people who can commit. Build a 
good team and actually accomplish goals. I know this sounds easy but it is much 
harder said than done. Follow-through. 
 
Kleiman saw herself as putting in enough time to the collective project (as much 
as she possible could), but to make more money began branching out. She would fly to 
Denver to work with her friend’s small upstart company “Never Ever,” who had been 
shooting commercials and marketing videos for companies in Denver. The city had an 
infrastructure, and company protocols that supported this (i.e. Never Ever shot for, 
among others, Adidas). 
Within the same period the Watchword Collective ended from onset exhaustion, 
Never Ever withered as well. Their unfolding, however, was more traumatic, and likened 
to a divorce. For Kleiman the Watchword collective functioned as a good learning 
experience. Detesting LA, she left with no set destination. She drove “in circles” around 
the country. When told that I had done ethnographic work in Olympia, we shared in each 
other a soft spot for the city and location. For some time during her travelling, she lived 
in her car. 
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When she grew fatigued of driving aimlessly, Kleiman would end up returning to 
her hometown of Charlottesville. It was in her return that she had crossed paths, 
“serendipitously,” at the dog park with an old friend, Kayla Morrisey. The two were 
middle school friends who started an improv troupe, and studying theatre together at the 
School of Arts in Charleston. The group, she tells me, is still active. They would lose 
touch for ten years, and although they didn’t know it, lived blocks away from each other 
in LA. Kayla approached her on this day that had started out uneventful. “I know you,” 
she said. “You are Jenny Klieman, and you make movies.”  
Kayla is a director, and writer herself, trained at the North Carolina School of the 
Arts and subsequently California Arts. She had worked in advertising and marketing for 
seven years in the hierarchical corporate world, before making the decision to work 
directly with her clients. Kayla and Jenny began working that day, a natural fit (finding a 
shared passion in storytelling, a similar taste in movies). They launched the media 
company “The Royal Wild” months later. The two have an instant connection, shared by 
their parallel paths, and complement each other (I am told by Jenny that Kayla is much 
more Type A in business than her). Kayla is also a fiercely talented filmmaker (along 
with Jenny, who was taken aback and flattered when I praised her aesthetic). Kalyla’s 
short film Miss Mao, was selected at various international film festivals, yet thanks to 
what the Royal Wild calls “the help of friends and the kindness of strangers,” was 
produced for zero dollars.  
 While in LA Morrisey had co-founded the Row Collective. As a full service 
creative agency, the company merged with the Royal Wild in 2014. Jenny defines her 
reconnection with Kayla as a huge turning point, finding in her a peer who challenges her 
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to work at her hardest level. The Royal Wild would start as a commercial company. 
Jenny stole the business model of Roman Coppola, learning that even the prestigious and 
name directors must use their skills to make money on the side, to then provide 
themselves with the time and resources to work on passion projects. 
Both Jenny and Kayla were excited with the prospects of Charleston at the time 
they started the company. The city itself was having what Jenny called a “cultural 
renaissance and surge,” as has been seen in cities of neoliberal America (she referenced 
to me Austin). As a production company their livelihood was based on companies willing 
to collaborate for mutually beneficial marketing and advertising opportunities. The 
excitement soon faded as prospective clients diminished. Looking back in 2017, Jenny 
finds the towns eco-system (and network infrastructure) has placed tourism (versus media 
and arts) at the forefront.  
 They were however, in their early years, able to work on quick yet intense 
projects to establish a working rapport. Jenny’s move to NYC proved reinvigorating, 
finding more prospects and inspiration. As she notes in an interview with Half Stack, a 
recently formed indie zine of Chicago who has proclaimed themselves on Twitter as “the 
voice of the creative up and comers,” as a media artist she is very inspired by place. They 
interviewed The Royal Wild in April 2017 at Manhattan’s workspace Convene, a venue 
hosting a networking, learning and workshopping event: Project Entrepreneur. 
Coordinated by the Rent the Runway Foundation, the purpose of the event was to “ignite 
bold ideas” providing women access to the “tools, training and networks needed to build 
scalable, economically impactful companies” (Vegilla- Lezean). Vegilla-Lezean sees the 
event as a challenge to the still diresome statistics for female directors, as more women in 
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leadership are now “taking it upon themselves to help other women by promoting 
community support, industry advocacy, and increased recognition among one another 
while continuing to strive for equality in pay and in the work place” (p. 126). She 
identifies brands at the event as setting out to be “creative catalysts” in the media and 
film industries 
In the interview, Kleiman credits success, thus far, to her Mom (and her family of 
strong women who are “movers and shakers,” as well as friends that truly look after her 
wellbeing.  She also promotes their recent venture, the Womens Independent Film 
Channel (WIFC.tv) teaching young women filmmaking at WIFC Bootcamp (where they 
hope to find or insure the next Sophia Coppola), and providing a distribution and 
promotion channel where they hope to foster a community for women’s narrative film.  
Hoping to put The Royal Wild on the map is their impending feature film, of 
which Jenny has signed on the Watchword Collectives set designer. They have been 
working on funding for roughly three years, with the idea for the film actually discussed 
that first fateful meeting at the dark park. The group has come a long way since then. For 
a while Kayla attended all different industry events in order to bridge connections. They 
have, for some time, chosen Gerard Depardieu as a potential lead man to help gain 
funding. They signed him onto the film only through Kayla’s ongoing quest to meet 
people; as fate would have it she sat next to his manager at a Cannes event.  
The women would have serendipitous luck again when Jenny was walking with a 
loose acquaintance at the dog park. She brought up to her acquaintance that she (and her 
partner) had been considering casting Imogen Potts for their film—the fellow dogwalker 
was agent to Ms. Potts.  They are taking a more “traditional” route in terms of indie 
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funding, working on pre-sale deals. This is traditionalist in the 1990s sense a la Christine 
Vachon. Jenny shares a great admiration for the ambitious producer who has paved the 
way. Not only does she know of her, but she was almost the line-producer for their 
pending feature film. Kleiman had an instant connection with Vachhon. She finds that 
women tend to gravitate to each other in the industry, have a radar for those ambitious 
figures navigating the patriarchal space. 
Their short, a catalyst to meeting with Sony (and a possible 3-million-dollar deal) 
was no-budget (150 dollars) shot in a day, with only two people on set. The actresses in 
the film did it for a favor. Playing the two girls at the center of the film were a neighbor 
of Kayla’s, and her friend, who has since been making a name for herself as an actress 
but has yet to find a big break.  
Jenny was refreshed to take a step back and look at the changes her career has 
gone (from living in her car). She finds it is brutally challenging, and there are hard days 
(yesterday she tells me, was hard). She has thought about going to AFI sometime in the 
future, but at this point she is already in the game. She identifies some of the strain 
attributed to the “many hats” as a no-budget filmmaker she must wear in brokering 
business deals (deals that, she regards, seldom develop linearly).  
Case Study Five: Shooting Wall Collective 
 
The Shooting Wall collective existed as a pseudo-Marxist group (epitomized with 
an organized venture to City Hall in order to screen films during Occupy Wall Street), 
complete with a zine that ran five issues (filled with Cultural theory, and an 
accompanying manifesto in their first issue), whose prerogative it was to remake the 
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hierarchical Philadelphia filmmaking landscape; hoping for Shooting Wall to become the 
“central organ of cinema in Philadelphia.” The group held a violent disdain for 
mainstream cinema, notably Indiewood, and rejected the commercialism which exists in 
it. I myself attended three of their “Views from the Underground” series, collections of 
local films curated by the collective, with only a donation jar provided for free beer and 
soda. Joshua Martin stated in 2017, matter-of-factly, that Shooting Wall “is no longer 
active and hasn’t been for a few years though a few of us are still around in the city and 
trying to make films.”  
 The group was started by Karl Starkweather, along with a couple of other people, 
who gave up on it early on. Posting a tongue-in-cheek flier, Starkweather attracted Carrie 
Love and Joshua Martin, drawn to someone who had the same complains and grievances 
with the banal industry. As Martin states, it was “love at first sight.” More members 
joined, particularly those stemming from Temple’s film program. In their short time, they 
accomplished an impressive oeuvre: including a feature omnibus film on Sacco and 
Vanzetti.  
The groups ideology holds alternative aesthetics, verging on political, as most important, 
finding that although film school people come to their screenings “we’re a bit more 
radical than them.” But, they do not openly reject anyone. Martin states,  
The idea for us is to make it so that if you do like something that we don’t like, say 
mumblecore, if you come in and you like mumblecore we’re not going to kick you 
out.  If you can talk about and defend mumblecore then that’s fine, that’s okay 
with us.  Your passion is what we’re concerned with. 
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They identify the different type of people who come, from the annoyingly 
intellectual, the film schoolers, the video artists, but despite their differences they get 
along because they all like movies, “and want to be part of a community.”  
 The members understand how some will draw a parallel to the film theorists of 
the 60’s 70’s, but Starkweather sees part of their goal to “clean up the mess they made.” 
The group was asked in 2011 by Bresler of the independent web forum Cinedelphia, 
about the fact that film-groups come and go. Member Carrie Love saw that the 
filmmakers would stay together, as people, traditionally, “rely on each other to get films 
made.” The group never had ambitions to collectivize equipment, although they saw the 
possible benefit.  
 As catalyst to the group’s formation, the disparate filmmakers saw themselves as 
rejected, not sought after within the filmmaking economy of Philadelphia.  They identify 
the Philadelphia Film Festival, the primary showcase of the Philadelphia Film Society, as 
catering towards the older, and rich. When a member took a pen and paper to the 
festival’s screening of Lars Von Trier’s Melancholia, he was not allowed to write 
anything. 
Something odd happened as I entered the lobby of the theater. I had just passed 
the huge line of people waiting outside to get into Lars Von Trier's Melancholia, 
waving my press badge thru the air with pompous arrogance as I proceeded to be 
amongst the first sat in the theater for this sold-out Sunday night screening.  
In the lobby, a woman had stopped me dead in my tracks, asking 'What is 
Shooting Wall?' and 'What are your intentions at this Fest?' to which I explained 
our aspirations, one of which is to write in-depth reviews of the films we've come 
to watch. She asked if I was planning to write an in-depth review of Melancholia, 
to which I replied Yes, of course. She told me if that's the case, then I cannot see 
the film. I was confused. This woman was from the film's distribution company. 
(shootingwall.blogspot.com). 
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When interviewed in 2011, the group was not sure whether the film community 
would support a group like the Shooting Wall; that being the “legitimate question” they at 
that point didn’t have the answer yet. They hypothesized, with low-turnout of a recent 
arthouse film, that the collective probably won’t ever make it big in Philadelphia. As 
Starkweather finds, “people are about things that are hip, not all films are.” The collective 
hoped to expand regionally, encompassing meaningful cinema from the region, calling 
for readers to stay up to date with the blog so they don’t miss out on the “revolution.”  
The collective did not last. Their final event was their third annual festival held at 
FilmMoca, the “multipurpose art space that proudly showcases the best in underground, 
alternative, and DIY culture.” This was the same venue where they held their last wave of 
Views from the Underground series. As Joshua Martin said, standing in front of the 
twenty something person crowd on a Sunday afternoon, we don’t have to put up with 
“Hollywood Bullshit” anymore. In August 2017 I spoke in person with Joshua Martin. 
He sent me the link to his most recent short film, a return to form but nothing comparable 
to the prolific amount of work he was able to put out with the Shooting Wall: a collective 
energy and excitement that helped them all. With the screening dates, they all had 
deadlines, and reasons to produce their work. This most recent venture, still with his 
signature political style, would take much longer than he expected. The editing process 
continued and continued with no set deadline. By the final Shooting Wall event, Josh was 
essentially the only “collective” member with unforeseen personal circumstances halting 
the commitment of others. Still, Josh looks back gratefully on the period. He remembers 
the tiring nights, of shooting four features in one year with the added input of the 
collective. He also remembers organizing the last festival, endless hours sorting through 
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400 films that can get “depressing.” Josh was committed to watch every film, at least as 
much of them until he could not take it. At the final festival they promoted a new venture 
entitled Short Circuit, in which they would travel to other collective based media centers 
to showcase their work, and create future collaboration opportunities. The venture would 
not last beyond the first visit, deemed to have underperformed and not worth the 
resources put in (which for the member participants, were too much). 
  Josh is currently in talks with Karl, who may produce a film for him in the future 
pending possible grants. Starkweather, as of late 2017, was working in North Carolina 
advocating for better film policy. He also has started Until Media, a production company 
focusing on “independent and art films.” Of October 2017 the Facebook page only has 
two likes. Stated in an October 12th, 2017 Facebook Post, Starkweather has associated 
himself with people who have made their own collectives, and is consistently 
collaborating. On Facebook he boasted about the collaboration with a drone owner, so 
that they could include some ambitious aerial shots. On Facebook, he also posted his 
ongoing relationship with a collective owner, Monika Negra.  
I have been very much giving all my time to Junk the Movie, but I am also 
working in the background producing a film with two possible directors co-
directing, one being Monika Estrella Negra, I want to at least say something 
about her film Flesh, done with her collective Audre's Revenge Film Collective 
(named after Audre Lorde): It's really important and truly transgressive. I'll post 
details about how to get the film when it is released. 
 
Starkweather’s own film, is a similarly LGBTQ forward progressive story. Audre Lorde 
was, primarily, a feminist civil rights activist. The collective was established in 2015, 
dedicated to “promoting and creating science fiction and horror by QTIPOC” (Queer 
Transgender People of Color). The group has six core members incolved, and hopes to 
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“create a space to network filmmakers, writers, actors, and artists, to inspire timeless and 
important work.” (http://audresrevengefilm.wixsite.com/audresrevengefilm/about). The 
only member on their “comrades is a link to the “Graveyard Shift Sisters,” a blog that 
works to highlight and celebrate “the experiences, representations, achievements, and 
creative works of Black women and women of color in the horror (and science fiction) 
genres.”  
Most of Josh’s repertoire of actors he found on Craigslist. He names a few for me 
if I ever need anyone. Many would work for free, at the time Temple students. The better 
ones, he tells me, are only to be borrowed for a short time before they move on to paid 
gigs. The best ones, he regards, are those who don’t want to work with you in order to 
build a reel. Those who are doing it for the director, and for themselves.  
The coffee shop he used for shoots is now closed. The owner, an eccentric man, 
was open to them filming. Josh found this as invaluable, a fortuitous, and rare 
circumstance for a no-budget filmmaker. But the man who had been living off of 
inheritance has disappeared.  Most of his films in Philadelphia “take place outside” 
because of red tape. Still, he has found Philadelphia, for the most part, accommodating to 
filmmakers where at least when compared to New York City, people won’t stop you on 
the street.  
Josh was recently laid off. After years of hard work, and granted a small 
severance, he had no distinct plans.  In discussion of potential collective projects (as I had 
recounted the isolation suffered in the recent production of my short film), he 
recommends attending screenings at the International House. This is one of the only 
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venues Josh finds as actually committed to aristinal filmmaking in Philadelphia, and the 
venue where he first encountered Karl Starkweather’s flyer. 
Case Study Six: Ladder Productions Collective  
 
Ladder Productions Collective has endured critical transitions marked by 
intermittent periods of inactivity. 
Ladder Productions began in 2003. It was started at Morey Middle School in 
Denver Colorado as a zine, with an initial purpose to “make fun of middle schoolers.” 
The company has evolved over the years, transforming in 2011 into “a collective 
focusing on films that bring a difference to the society we live in.” Any artist “is more 
than welcome to be a part of future projects.”  
The collective has centered around Andy Denson. Denson became obsessed with 
a Hi-8 Camera his mom bought him for a family vacation to the Philippines. One of the 
earliest films was Denson’s high school senior project, called Dead Girls. For Denson, 
the comedy “haunts me to this day.” Featured in the film is his actress friend Brittany. 
The two would go to Undergraduate university together. Denson made films in Denver, 
and all of the projects have encompassed a strict DIY ethos. 
Mouth 420 Bowl is a short documentary on the DIY space Mouth House, 
following a three-day music concert from 4/19-4/21/2013. His promotion to the public: 
“Support DIY venues in the area, or they’ll disappear.” Denson’s Love Proof (filmed 
with the help of venues Blush and Blu Denver, among friends), is a movie about 
“relationship transference,” and like most Ladder Productions, “it’s rough.” The drama 
cost Denson “around $38,” and needs, according to him, “ADR and a camera not 
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purchased from Walmart.” The film would be officially accepted to the inaugural 2015 
Novella and Feature Festival in Denver Colorado and be featured in the Emerging 
Filmmakers Project in Denver Colorado: Denver’s longest running, locals only, 
independent film showcase.  
After his first love broke his heart he read the bible and then moved to New York 
in order to escape heart ache and confusion.  It has been in New York that, reuniting with 
a select friend and early collective member (who attended the Julliard School after 
Undergrad and has garnered success as an actress) that the Ladder Collective has 
continued to produce projects and evolve. Denson had grown alienated, and isolated in 
Denver. The group’s mission statement has been recently made, a visual poem. New 
projects include, Kevin, a 19 second microfilm (that cost zero dollars), a mockumentary 
about odd living people in NYC: What’s Your Name? A Prelude to Loneliness about 
being “alone yet happy in NYC,” Headspace about “selfishness” (total cost $40). In 
correspondence and rhetoric/ communication network analysis on Facebook it becomes 
apparent that the signifiers that have come to represent “folded” or “failed” collectives 
may not be folded at all, but in a prolonged point of transition, or evolution.  
The collective became a Limited Liability Company in late 2011/early 2012. He 
finds creating a film collective is “very easy and exciting,” but the work in maintaining, 
“a sort of relevance or visibility is hard” –something that one could cast as inactivity or 
deactiviation. As he regards, this is perhaps a good thing.  “Filmmaking is not an easy art 
and I had ideas early on that the work I create with the collective would pay off quickly 
(acclaim, success, etc).” Of Summer 2017 the collective was producing Ham Silver Goes 
to Berlin, using Denson’s tip money from bussing tables. With the project making 
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Denson negative in his bank account, a GoFundMe campaign only turned up $400 
dollars. Still, Denson celebrated their largest budget to date on Facebook. 
They also recently finished their feature length film, a documentary called Little 
Minds on the Prairie. A film about his “dissent into madness,” has been six years in the 
making, with the premiere date pushed back various times. As of August 2017, the film is 
being submitted to film festivals with “no luck yet.” Denson finds it may need more 
footage. Despite this, it has been “so rewarding initiating a collective of storytellers 
because I've got to work with some pretty talented actors, DPs, musicians not only in my 
hometown of Denver but in my new home city of New York.” 
Denson considers, overall, the experience of having and being part of a collective 
has been “so positive.” The new incarnation of the collective began through social 
connections in the theatre world, who his friend and collective member had joined. 
I had a really tremendous opportunity of working with the 4th Year Drama 
students at the Juilliard School -- during their production of A Clockwork Orange 
-- because an actor I frequently collaborate with attended the school. Many doors 
have opened unexpectedly due to Ladder Production Films. It's still a new thing 
but I am open to all sorts of experience moving forward. 
 
But Denson identifies many problems that he has faced, and that they may face, 
moving forward. For him, community support “is either non-existent or very apparent 
depending on the scope of the project.” Their film Love Proof received a lot of support 
within the LGBTQ community of Denver because of the subject matter, “whereas, some 
of the poetic micro films I make are kinda forgotten.” 
In ideology, there has been a recent push against normativity; “more 
understanding happening within the group–and that is diversity on screen and straying 
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away from European style storytelling.” As an “African-American/Filipino man” it has 
occurred to Denson that many of the films he has produced in the past were “limited in 
intellectual scope and the principal characters were all white.” He has plans for the 
collective to transform in scope.  
So to put it really simply, I want the collective to tell more diverse stories and 
make a progressive stance in film like the LA Rebellion or No Wave Movement. 
That's the plan for the future -- to reevaluate and change the perception of what is 
storytelling. 
Denson expresses above all, compassion, and solidarity into the future (with me as an 
academic who has stressed trouble with producing a personal film under an 
auteurist/individualist model), as well as others. 
I am not going to proofread this because I am really sleepy lol. I would really 
love to see some of your work. Send me links. I would also really like to stay in 
touch with you because that is super important. We're both low budget 
filmmakers, artists and above all humans. Wow I'm really cheesy. I hope I 
answered all your questions. Let me know if I can assist you further.  
 
Case Study Seven: Olympia Film Collective 
 
Olympia Washington is located on the southernmost point of the Puget Sound. To 
the Coastal Salish who had occupied the site for generations before American settlement, 
the peninsula would be known as “Cheetwoot” (the black bear place). American settlers 
claimed the town in 1846, with settler population growing in the early 1850s. Chinese 
immigrants arrived soon after.  
Olympia was named the provisional capital when the Washington territory was 
formed in 1853. Olympians worked hard to maintain their city as a pivotal site. Cities like 
Vancouver, Seattle, and Tacoma highly contested Olympia’s title capital in the early 
years, of which the townspeople fought constant challenges. In the 1870s city residents 
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built their own railroad line to connect to the Northern Pacific when they were bypassed 
by the mainline in the 1870s. Becoming a state in 1989, and as the capital, the city grew 
with prospering amenities. With twentieth century growth, the 21st century vision has 
been to thrive as a twenty-first century “vision” of a prosperous city. Most particularly 
stressed as the catalyst for the vibrant community has been the state government, of 
which has been described as the “economic engine.” With a population of just over 
50,000, the 12 square blocks of its downtown remain the heart; the facades of storefronts 
still looking like they did in the early decades of the 20th century.   
Jeff Barehand, filmmaker and actor, moved to Olympia Washington circa 2010. 
He became friends with Russel Brooks, a transplant from Montana that had a similar taste 
in film. It was Russel who, when looking through the pile of Jeff’s scripts he had lying 
around in his apartment, saw the project “The Sweet Sorrow” as workable with zero 
dollars: just two actors, and four locations. 
Without a forum or group to find people to collaborate in Olympia (something 
Jeff identified as the difficult, and alienating part about living in Olympia for his first two 
and a half years), Jeff and Russel used Craigslist to find more crew for their film. Their 
search on Craigslist found Riley Gibson and Dylan Glocker. They cast out of the Capital 
Playhouse, a now permanently closed local theatre plagued by IRS debt. The four local 
filmmakers organized with the Brotherhood Lounge and the Volcano Vapor Café for 
shooting locations. Jeff looks back at the shoot as a good learning experience. They were 
only granted four hours of shooting time from the Lounge (6am-10am); not enough time 
to get all of their desired shots. In the rushed time frame, Jeff felt the lighting could have 
benefited from more attention. Still, as an early film he praises (looking back years later) 
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the DIY aesthetic. They were able to pull off better shots than one would expect for the 
budget through Jeff’s “DIY” dollies (made with a pipe). 
But for the catalyst film of a collective that now houses over 900 likes on 
Facebook and has affected many people, he finds the film precious in itself—whether 
good or not. Jeff thanked all who worked on the project in a 2015 video part of Olyfilm 
week. Two years into the collective, they posted one of their videos each day of the week 
to reflect on their history. Before, the script itself wasn’t anything, it wasn’t alive. But 
with the help of the people it had become alive, and he is forever grateful. It was the help 
of Mac Proctor (one of the films two actors who travelled to devote their time, energy, 
and talents, for no money), who created the website that would spurn the collective. 
At the time of production, Mac was living in his uninsulated boat—during an 
Olympia cold spell. Jeff offered for Mac to live with his family for a few days. Grateful, 
Mac wished to do a favor in return. He offered to make a website for the production unit. 
But at this time, they weren’t “a thing yet,” and with this idea of website, a lightbulb went 
off. They sat down, and thought who are we, and what are we? The Olympia film 
collective name was thrown out, and that was what they decided to create the website 
around.  
Their prideful story has been told and retold on their Facebook. Comprehensive 
and professional, their website embedded their full films with production notes, projects 
in development, and important news. The homepage included their purpose statement. 
The Olympia Film Collective is an open community of local South 
Sound filmmakers who benefit from the collective talents and resources of 
its contributors in order to create professional productions that capture and 
reflect the beauty and vibrancy of the Northwest.  We welcome filmmakers of all 
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backgrounds, including screenwriters & actors and encourage screenplay and 
headshot/resume submissions at:  info@olyfilm.com”. 
 
Recounted in a 2014 interview for Thurston Talk, “The OFC also supports 
individual members’ projects—there’s no ‘auteur ego’ here, only cooperation and 
support.” The writing ends (as with other interviews) calling for more people to join, or 
collaborate. This is not only just actors, writers, directors, but anyone with a unique story 
for a film script, and business sponsorships as this is “truly a do-it-yourself operation and 
all forms of support are welcomed, from meeting space to financial backing.” 
An earliest version of their website asked, when they had completely only one 
film to date, what type of film would you like to see the OFC take on next? On Facebook, 
they took pride (and enthusiasm) in their collective heritage by asking for input on their 
logo.  
Ok, so, what do you think of the OFC logo?? What logo you say? Check out the 
OFC profile pic for FB. This is it...for now, but I challenge all of you to create a 
better one. I'd like to solidify one collectively, if possible. So go to it and post 
them in the OFC!”  
Posts in 2013 show a vibrant and optimistic energy about their regionally 
connected network of no-budget filmmaking. 
Tech Scout today with new OFC DP James Winters of Tacoma 2-5-3 Film 
Collective. Checked out Sanford and Sons and downtown Tacoma. We are really 
doing this! Had a great time at the 253 Film Collective (Tacoma) meeting last 
night. They are also a new group dedicated to facilitating filmmaking in the South 
Sound. They will be great partners in the future. 
Not just regionally, the group advertises fellow collectives to support and promote 
their collaborative based filmmaking as a burgeoning industry and oppositional practice. 
On a December 17th, 2013, they posted a vimeo link to the making of Beasts of the 
Southern Wild captioned with “Court 13 is similar to OFC...Thanks to Sean Patrick Burke 
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for pointing this out!” Court 13 is one of the groups in preliminary sample analysis 
identified as of a collaborative nature, but out of the no-budget range. A mobile upload 
photo from the Sundance film festival featured the victory speech of the Abounaddara 
Collective. The caption reads, “A Collective wins Short Film Grand Jury Prize! We are 
doing it right. Commit!”  
Their page has been filled with articles either supporting their ideological views, 
or pages with more information to help in the struggle of the micro-budget filmmaker, 
including “Da Vinci Was a Loser: Why Failure Stories are the Ones You May Need to 
Hear,” “Mark Duplass’s 8 Improvised Tips for Success in the Film Industry,” “To all of 
You Indie filmmakers with Day Jobs, this video is Like a Nice, Warm Hug.” 
 In 2015 I had read about their monthly meetings on Facebook (always the second 
Sunday of each Month) and decided that this would be the perfect opportunity to see their 
collective communicative process in action.  Jeff Barehand quickly responded to my 
request. 
Cool. You are welcome to attend any of our meetings, they are all open to the 
public.  We typically hold them at the Spar (Mcmenamin's).  They can range from 
2-12 people.”  
The group was interested, and supportive, in the research I was doing. 
“What are some of the other groups you are surveying?  We've heard of a few 
other similar 'art' collectives, but are always looking for better, more 
collaborative, creative, and productive ways of organizing our group. 
 They prefaced the meeting with some of their functioning network dynamics. 
Right now we are small, and everyone knows each other, so it is easy to have 
meetings, and stay productive. But as we have seen from larger groups, it can 
sometimes get difficult to remain on task during meetings and still maintain the 
openness that is necessary to creating unique work. 
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 Sunday afternoon, August 9th, in the backroom of the smoky bar a collection of 
pitchers sat on a long table. Around them are Jeff Barehand, Riley Gibson, and Russel 
Brooks. The “core” group members are known to arrive earlier than other members to 
discuss the meeting itinerary. 
For Jeff Barehand, a Broadway musical inspired him while in high school, with 
acting classes following. This led to small parts in television, film and stage. But, Jeff 
became disillusioned by Native American roles in mainstream arts, so he turned to 
writing, producing and directing his own short films. He was able to study screenwriting 
at Seattle’s Northwest Film Forum. Providing further guidance was ABC/Disney’s 
institute for American Indian Arts, where he crewed four short films and produced his 
first. Jeff himself helps the community through as Board President for Red Eagle 
Soaring: Seattle’s twenty-year old Native American youth theatre program. I almost 
dismissed the collective in my preliminary cataloging when I read about Jeff’s current 
status as a “Sundance Fellow,” for his film about a “A tribal cop, cut off from radio 
communication, must face a volatile situation alone in the wilds of a remote Indian 
reservation.” Of Native American heritage, Sundance Institute selected four short film 
projects for their 2013 “NativeLab Fellowship” The Fellowship, while endearing, is by 
no means a sustained affiliation with the Sundance Brand. Jeff was provided a four-day 
intensive workshop, and a native Forum during the 2014 Sundance Festival to discuss 
with industry professionals. But any impactful monetary benefit is not provided. He ran a 
Kickstarter in September 2014 only to received $346; far short of the $5,500 budget.  
The modest budget only listed necessities: airline ticket for the lead actor, gas, 
and to help provide (some) sort of comfort for the 15-person crew. Only nine people 
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donated. The film as of August 2017 is still not funded, but as promoted on the Facebook 
page, Jeff is on the verge of getting an undisclosed “name actor” for the film. The 
Facebook page (of 336 likes), through its years, has promoted the ongoing cultural 
significance. On October 2014, Jeff crosslinked an article from the Navajo times about an 
injury to an (isolated) Indian police officer. “It's happened again. Make this movie all the 
more appropriate. He was working alone, in a remote area, answering another call to a 
domestic dispute.” 
 
Riley Gibson received a BA in Humanities Media and Cultural Studies from 
Macalester College (2003-2007), and an MFA from Ohio University (2010-2012). In 
between he worked as an ESL teacher, and a videographer. His most recent endeavor has 
been, essentially, taking over leadership of the South Puget Sound Community College 
Film program, where the departure of a veteran Professor raised the status and prestige of 
his Adjunct Position. His position at the school has proved mutually beneficial to the 
collective. His students from the college have joined the collective for more real-world 
experience, while collective members have helped on student projects, and with teaching. 
They make two overlapping groups, with bridged connections and Riley as broker of the 
relationships.  
Riley’s impact at the University has been palpable. Promoted in an exposé on the 
school and introduction to film class by Gale Hemmann of Thurston Talk, there has been 
a prolific output of professional work and an inspired student populace. Hemmann 
witnessed a tangible excitement in the room as she interviewed several of the South 
Pudget Community College students about their open screening at SPSCC’s Minaert 
Center for the Arts. Her main take away from her time there is Gibson’s unique teaching 
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process, of which he has taught them to “collaborate effectively,” to “produce, high-
equality, engaging short films.” It is Riley as an encouraging and dynamic teacher, who 
brings “both his extensive knowledge and connections within the local film community to 
the course,”; a course that has been praised for its collaboration with other departments to 
make it a success (i.e. theatre department for casting, culinary students for catering, 
administration and marketing departments for business aspects). The students even 
needed to find community sponsors for their projects; a community that has been 
responsive and accommodating. In all, the students shave found that they’ve created a 
vibrant community of filmmakers not only among themselves, but they and have become 
“part of a larger film community of Olympia.”  
Russel Brooks daughter paces around the table, bored during the meeting. He 
offers some water from his bottle to members at the table, “an essential Olympia 
experience.” The water comes from a famed Artesian well a few blocks away. Russel too 
is Native American (Southern Cheyenne). He has lived in the Southern Puget Sound area 
since 2011. Writing shorts from 2000-2007, he completed a feature script in 2007. He co-
founded Contender Independent LLC in 2007, but his film experience really has 
blossomed as a producer for the collective. Russel serves as an instructor at the New 
Tribal Youth Program film grant project. His primary skill, as a producer, has been his 
ability to either make relationships with local business owners, or use existing 
relationships to create film projects that will be mutually beneficial.  
It was Russel Brooks’ relationship with a musician that landed the OFC 
opportunity to film a feature length documentary, 20 A.C., about the Olympia music 
scene the twenty years after Cobain’s death. The film in progress features interviews with 
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five bands, and centered on a community concert event at the Capitol Theatre where the 
OFC worked to get more footage. Their short film Lost, the “little film that could” was 
for Russel an “exercise in perseverance,” shot on two separate weekends two months 
apart working with very talented actors that travelled to the locations. 
Where I’m Calling From was adapted from a short story by Raymond Carver, a 
famed Northwest Writer. Brooks and the other core members bridged a relationship with 
Carver’s widow, (who personally endorsed the film, and granted her a private screening). 
Barehand found, for the ambitious picture (a period piece which is in most cases 
impossible for a no-budget collective to pull off), they “Really needed the community to 
come together and help us… and they really did come forward.” Of the film, they wanted 
a slow-motion shot, so James Mcwinters came down from Tacoma with his “red” 
camera. Their dedicated actor shaved half of his head as required for the role, and risked 
his well-being in a shot they needed of him drinking champagne while hanging out of a 
car. Without money to shut down a road as he did all he to make sure no one was injured. 
Production assistants were posted on both ends of the road to call when traffic was 
coming. The vintage car was granted by Avon rentals, and the directors-girlfriends-
sister’s house played a primary location as did the house of the main actor. Someone’s 
garage was offered for some refuge from the rain, but in all, most people had to drive 
different distances, for no pay, to get poured on (which is something you have to plan for, 
always, when filming here). Jeff needed to cast a female for the lead to “fall in love with 
in first sight.” He asked his friend Leah, who he had known from his musical theatre 
days, (a friend who could pull off the hubris). Leah, who is “easy on the eyes,” was able 
to play the part. She is currently trying to make it as a country singer.  
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  All of their films have been ambitious, collaborative, and endearing towards the 
community, and each other. Field of Dreams was shot in 2015, during the Nisqually 
Spring Break Youth film Camp project. For kids who did not know what a screenplay 
was before the project, an entire film was created within a week. It would be screened as 
part of a Locals Only! Film Collection hosted by the Collective at the Capital Theatre, 
and the One Heart Native Arts and Film Festival in Spokane.  
The Collective would also host an OFC Summer “Kidz Camp”, making a short 
Legend of Zelda fan film, all while teaching kids “the techniques of filmmaking and 
acting.” The group has various projects spurning from collaborative based, and time 
restricted, competitions. They won an award for dialogue with their film S.O.S. (entirely 
written, and produced in 72 hours to include a select prop, and line of dialogue). The plot 
provides a genre twist deconstructing the typical notions of a guy/girl meet cue for a 
more norm-breaking stereotype. The story was conceptualized by Jeff Barehand, who 
while on a trip to Disneyland was charmed by a Lesbian couple. As he says to the group  
They really had an impact on me and their happiness left Disneyland with me as I 
left vacation one day early to come home to participate in the film competition. 
This is how the story idea for SOS, came to be. Story can come at you from the 
unlikeliest of places. Pay attention. 
 
The short-term restriction based filmmaking custom is brutal: requiring 
technological prowess, and tact. Having two cameras was paramount to quickly shoot a 
breakfast scene with a mother and daughter (the 5d mark ii, and 5d mark iii respectively). 
A tracking shot in a bookstore required a motorized Kessler Dolly on a track. A GoPro 
stuck in a mail box provided an easy, yet dynamic perspective for the main character 
grabbing her mail. For such high tension and limited time (almost everyone staying up 
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for over 48 hours) Riley was forced to rip a production assistant a “new one” for snoring 
during a shot.  As he states, “sometimes you gotta be a mean DP.” 
The collective won best Editing and Audience Choice for the “Wait a Minute” 
Film Festival. The contest that started in 2013 is hosted by the Tacoma Filmmakers 
group, and gives filmmaking groups one week to complete the film. When asked, the 
Festival head is not sure if they are “succeeding” yet. 
But OFC has also shot impromptu films, e.g. their early short Road Kill. Feeling 
anxious as a media maker when he is not (constantly) working on a project, Barehand 
wrote the premise and script in a night. He called up Desiree Brajevich, an aspiring 
actress who was looking to build her reel (they would use her for various early pictures). 
She has since moved to LA (along with fellow collaborative actor and improv artist 
James W. Clark) who recorded a video message from his car in LA for the group (he 
assured members he wasn’t living in it).  
As Jeff stated in an aside, that she may be in LA, “but she got her start here.” Jeff 
sees the film as a learning experience (as all of his projects) to which he, and others, have 
done better things since then. The film was simple, with only Riley shooting. It was not 
made for awards or fame, but “just to make something,” albeit somewhat 
(embarrassingly) unpolished, lacking props, with the blue blanket they were using to 
block glare and sunlight blowing in the wind. 
The meeting in early August fills up to ten people, and everyone goes around 
introducing themselves (SPSCC students, a few older actors, two SPSCC alum brothers: 
Brandon and Trevor Cartwright, the content programmer for Thurston Public Access 
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Television who is willing to further serve the collective in their endeavors through local 
programming or otherwise, two high-school senior girls taking a course at SPSCC). The 
meeting opens with footage shown by two members have pieced together a pseudo-trailer 
from a piece Riley and some students have been working on. They hold the laptop out 
over the table and people gather around to catch a glimpse of their noir-style footage. The 
film is deeply reminiscent of Ran Johnson’s Brick (2005) the low-budget cult classic, and 
first feature of the director. In no coincidence, Brick was shown to Riley’s students, and 
they were told to emulate it.  
The film in progress was shot throughout July, during long brutal hours. The main 
actor Jesse, sat at the table. He hopped up near the tail end of the meeting and said, “I 
have to go play Shakespeare.” Jesse is part of the Animal Fire Theatre, one of the many 
theatre groups/collectives in the region (linked together under the umbrella of the 
Olympia Actors league). 
The company was started by a collection of University of Idaho theatre program 
students, who pooled their beer money to produce Shakespeare plays with whatever 
budget they could muster. Their first show was in 2009, held at an abandoned Sears 
building. Since then the group has evolved, and transformed. With several members 
having ties to the Pudget Sound, the Animal Fire Theatre Group chose Olympia to 
nurture the “fledgling company.” Austen Anderson directed their first Olympia based 
venture in 2010, at Priest Point Park. A great success, it attracted some of Olympia’s 
premiere artists. In 2011 they held a performance in conjunction with Evergreen 
Shakespeare. Austen led the company until 2012 when he and stage manager Lisa 
Brandon took “promising opportunities” at Asolo Repertory Theater in Florida. At the 
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same time founding actors T. Jay Minton, and Ian McNeely also took “flight for better 
opportunities.” Left with none of its founders, the torch was kept lit by a group of 
passionate artists, and a large base of fans. The company would be led, in 2013, by Brian 
Hatcher, Scott Douglas, and Kate Arvin. To continue producing vibrant and high-quality 
productions of classic texts in a raw way, they continue to enact what they describe as 
“non-traditional rehearsal methods” including their signature “animal exercises” learned 
in Idaho; all while under the “safety of a supportive arts collective.” Their 2013 
production held at Olympia’s Capitol Campus showed the resilience of the company as 
they secured the commitment of four new company members. The “magnificent seven,” 
with a broad variety of skills and interests, have been able to push the company forward, 
also collaborating with Theatre Artists Olympia in 2013; a collective of local artists 
working to present underrepresented community issues. The OFC has praised their 
relationship with the Midnight Sun, a performance space currently under the operation of 
the TAO, which since it’s opening in 1933 has been committed to illuminate the 
underground theatre scene, and music scene. 
Other groups in the Olympia Actors League include the Heartsparkle Players, that 
produces monthly performances and workshops in a form of “spontaneous collaboration 
between performers and the audience,” Harlequin Productions: the not-for-profit theatre 
and parent company to improv troupe Something Wicked, the Olympia Family Theatre, 
Olympia Little Theatre, Open Road Productions, and the Working Class Theatre which 
encourages inexpensive yet high quality theatre in order to build community through 
“production of theatre that is socially conscious and relevant to the issues of working 
class people today.” Jeff drives me to Point Place Park and we meet up with a few other 
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collective members. The location is striking, adorned with strikingly tall trees. The 
interpretation of King John by the Animal Fire Collective, is bare bones (see figure 5), 
no-budget in its own right. The theatre actors were forced to set up, as well as take down 
their own set. They were graciously helped by some of the film collective members that 
watched the show.  
 
Figure 4: Animal Fire Theatre Company Henry V Set 
After the play, Jesse and several collective members convene at King Solomon’s 
Reef for a late dinner. Jesse is tired, hungry, having suffered many long nights, starting 
with early call times for the film they are making. But this grueling struggle is nothing 
new. He attended the Cornish School of Arts in Seattle for a BFA in theatre. As a final 
project and kick off to a new career, he wanted to put on an eventful capstone piece. He 
spent more than $10,000 on the production, with his costs were triflingly recouped. He 
ended up homeless, and nomadic in Seattle before heading home to Olympia. The food 
takes increasingly long at the punk café as the filmmakers stood out in our more 
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mainstream clothes. Jeff regards that he has been here for three years, but has never felt 
that he fits in. 
After dinner Jeff, Riley, Brandon Cartwright and I walk to the Brotherhood 
Tavern, the same bar where they shot their first film The Sweet Sorrow. Riley and I talk. 
He looked me up before my visit, and had watching a running documentary I made in my 
master’s program. I wanted to pay their beers, but found my card overdrawn from travel 
costs. I am completely embarrassed. Jeff covers me, using some extra cash from a small 
shared account with Riley. The account serves as the fund for their small upstart media 
company between the two, and counterpart to the collective, Sky Bear Media. They focus 
more on commercial media in order to support their unpaid work; a joint venture for the 
two “who needed a means of living while pursuing their goals as filmmakers.” They 
describe themselves on their website as “the starving artists.” The collective members are 
eager to develop as an organization, gain resources, and establish themselves; looking for 
whatever help they can get from academics investigating their practice, to continued 
community support. As they recount, “we don’t want to keep having our meetings in a 
bar.”  
In October 2015 the group travels to Portland for the Cascade Media 
Convergence, otherwise known as the Northwest Alliance for Alternative media and 
Education, on Friday November 13th. NAAME is described as an emerging regional non-
profit coalition, with the core members consisting of individuals from the B media 
collective, KBOO community radio of Portland, and KOWA FM in Olympia. The 
Convergence serves as their main project. This is the second annual conference, a 
gathering of community media organizers working to create collective ties between the 
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media activists of the Northwest cascades, a mountain range extending south from British 
Columbia, through Washington, Oregon, and to Northern California.  
The conference took place at Portland State University, close to Pioneer square. 
Near the shopping location scores of homeless people habitate under the bridges. Some 
local business owners have grown indifferent to their presence, finding they would take 
homeless over the droves of norm-core “bros” who have come to frequent their once 
punk-only establishments. The opening event of the community takes Friday night, at the 
Anarres Indie Community Center. The building is not glamorous, of musty smell, and, is 
in a lower-economic area (typical of a true no-budget, anarchist, activist community 
center adorned with direct media pamphlets) without the money for downtown real estate 
next to Nike, Abercrombie, or Starbucks.  
The film Resistencia: The Fight for the Aguan Valley (2014) is hosted by director 
Jesse Freeston and, played to roughly 15 people in eclectic dress, and is fascinating 
(praised by Naomi Klein). In the Aguan Valley, the farmers have always been fighting to 
own their land. With a coup d’etat and military usurpation of the leader who had 
promised to instate democratic means, the farmers do what they can to seize the means of 
resistance by forming interlinking co-operatives whose primary means of communication 
and enterprise is artisanal radio.  
The co-operatives create a better means of living for all, and a better livelihood 
for not only the people, but for the land as well. The corporate method of extraction, as 
dictated by the powerful landowner, harvests the land in a means of destruction only for 
monetary transfer. In what Heiddeger (1954) would call technological enframing, this 
destroys the lands sustainability in the process, through short term time saving ventures 
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like dumping waste into rivers. On the contrary the co-operatives keep the land 
sustainable, planting trees where they are taken down, and diminishing their ecological 
footprint.  Their lands are often raided, their radios destroyed, and people intimidated. At 
the center of these individual co-ops are fearless leaders, who put themselves at great 
risk. One co-op leader is paralyzed by the militants, and his whole family murdered. In 
the subsequent discussion after the film Jesse contextualizes other current events with 
what he learned in building sustainable networks, and the destructive hegemonic forces. 
He sees the 2014 Iguala mass kidnapping of 43 male students from Ayotzinapa Rural 
Teachers college as much more than 43 people lost, but each of the Teachers as once 
important nodes were ready to continue on, branch out, and activate the lives of many 
others.   
Filming in Northern Honduras, Jesse constantly feared for his safety in such a 
dangerous zone. But it became apparent for him that American journalists need not fear 
like the countries citizens. There is a strange relationship that corporate interests have. 
Locals will be attacked and killed, and no larger power (i.e. American Military) will be 
bothered. If an American is killed however, they would be more or less forced to confront 
the ongoing terror (of which U.S. industry benefits from) raised by the military. 
The next day of panels starts early, with membership sparse. More people filter in 
as the hours pass.  Some of the attendees are homeless, using the event for some refuge 
from the outdoors. That Saturday morning, I was one of two people who attended John 
Connolly’s Panel: Radio Race. Their goal is to inspire individuals, and build community 
around XRay FM through a series of friendly competitions; seeing who can quickly 
produce a radio piece highlighting the virtuous work of local community groups & non-
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profits. They provide insight to their favorite technological tools that makes this possible 
(Hindenburg Journalist Pro). After the panel a woman eagerly discusses her part in a 
transportation project in Catalina California where golf carts were utilized to remedy city 
flow in terms of accidents, traffic, and ecology. Another panel took place at the same 
time, with Chris Fuzell and Todd Blaize of Portland Community Media there to show off 
their new iPad filmmaking kits that would make recording protest events easier.  
After lunch I attend a CMC Regional Planning Committee breakout session to 
discuss the future of CMCs. My group began with name introductions, including 
pronouns so that people “don’t make assumptions about anyone’s gender.” It is an 
eclectic mix: Adam, one of the co-organizers of the conference, Brian from San Diego, 
Bryce from Seattle who can’t find activist media there and wants something like that. A 
few people are from Olympia’s KOWA Community Powered Radio, a subsidiary of 
Media Island International. From Olympia, they are much more alterative (in dress, 
persona), and have never heard of the OFC. As a primary organizer and sponsor of the 
event, they drove down together in a van. They have a table set up in the primary room of 
the conference, and have brought some bread, and coffee for conference patrons. 
The meeting moves slowly, as the democratic process does, with each suggestion 
scrutinized for its possible implications. A range of ideas, short term and long-term goals 
(figure 6), are called out, each followed up with logistical concerns: beehive design 
collective organization, travel to various communities to explain the work they do, 
touring of each other’s spaces, contacting of people laid off cultural scenes seeing what 
they are doing (now) in their area. A Facebook page is proposed, but someone from 
KOWA felt it was too mainstream. People are more prone to a Youtube page, a network 
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hub or wiki, but no one is truly willing (or has time) to set it up. Further, some do not 
understand how it would be used. The idea of a shared intern is thrown out. Tacoma 
Spaceworks is praised for its initiative: short term space (up to six months) for 
individuals or groups to pursue or present art. 
 
 
Figure 5: Cascade Convergence Breakout Session Notes 
Soon exhaustion hits. We wonder what can we do now, today, (so that we can wrap 
things up) when we are “inspired” about collaboration. 
In discussion it was made clear that an updated purpose statement was necessary. 
Someone suggests having the paragraph written within the next six months. Monica, grey 
hair, older, who took it upon herself to lead the session, (rightfully) felt it needed to be 
done today. One is drafted (although the writing is unpolished, and input to the statement 
becomes unbalanced by the guy and girl floor who take it upon themselves to scribe it). It 
seems too direct for me, or anyone, to question them. Feeling much like high school, the 
large piece of paper is posted on the wall and read out loud to the other group. 
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The Saturday Evening Keynote showcased Octavia’s Brood, “Science Fiction 
Stories from Social Justice Movements.” Presented by Walidah Imarisha and Adrienne 
Maree Brown, the co-editors/writers presented about their anthology, a project that uses 
science fiction as a practice to ground social justice strategizing. Captivating, and 
charismatic, they speak to about thirty people. Their partnership and rapport is palpable 
and as they state: creating art with “another person is a big deal.” They have done some 
crowd funding, which has helped them in the ability to tour to events such as this. They 
define their genre as “visionary fiction” vs. the mainstream Hollywood Sci-Fi. They 
found the publishing process as disempowering. One promising publisher ended up going 
bankrupt. To publish via the mainstream route would be easier, but would also 
“counteract” everything they had done. The Institute for Anarchist Studies eventually 
gave them a (small) but fulsome deal. For their book the girls began a relationship with 
Mumia Abu-Jaml. His short four-page chapter that has been recorded (from jail) is played 
back to us.  
The Saturday night festivities are across town, at 311 N Ivy St. The Concert is 
hosted by RLM entertainment, a company that supports its arts and its community 
“through positive music.” The venue is almost completely empty at first. The KOWA 
members sell beers out of the backroom. For most of the weekend they are cliquish. They 
sit in the backroom kitchen drinking freely from the keg. Eventually the event gains more 
energy. The excitement of the Rhythm Bandits, a young Filippino dance group, brings 
people together in a circle.  
Four members of the Olympia Collective arrive Sunday morning for their panel 
discussion. The collective members (Jeff, Riley, Russel, and Brandon) present to a 
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receptive, albeit small crowd. In their speech, the collective primarily stresses their 
appreciation of the city’s receptiveness to their grassroots organization. But the group 
similarly stresses their need to be professional, and the active precautions they take to 
garner help. When asking for a favor you need to have a card, have a pitch. The 
Collective makes sure to call back to say thank you, gives them something from the 
shoot, tell them when screenings are, and provide a framed thank you. Even with help 
from the businesses though, they always need to be ready for different alternatives. 
People are paid back through favors in the collective; a barter system (i.e. actors are paid 
through reels). But people only work for free for a certain amount of time. The collective 
feels obligated, and do want to reimburse them. They stress community, the relationships 
they create, keeping them, and making more. Luckily, they have started to build a 
reputation which helps as the businesses communication with each other; the benefit of a 
smaller town. 
Russel tells with pride how they were able to get five businesses to shoot for their 
film SOS. They further tell of their pride in sharing their films with audiences. Their story 
in SOS, (timely with the concurrent marriage decisions), made a woman cry. A Tacoma 
held event, where everything this Tacoma-centric, they were surprised to win an award 
for the film. People at the panel were interested in their technology. Jeff at this time uses 
final cut pro, but is looking to switch to adobe. They retell of their handmade dolly, 
which they still have, but regard that they have moved on to better equipment.  
Three years ago, they were “just a bunch of lonely filmmakers,” now they are a 
central network with past and present members. They discuss the progress and “success” 
people who have been collective contributors have had. The star of SOS (Becky) now 
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adorns billboards. Stella Diaz, the actress of their first film, is finding big success in 
Seattle—they are “always losing people to Seattle.” Brandon is currently working as an 
AD for the Olympia shot musical Snaps, and is a Teaching Assistant in Riley’s class, 
along with fellow collective member Mariena. For the course, him and Mariena have just 
posted that Fall a set of YouTube videos for the students to follow: sharing what they 
learned at college, and in their experience in the collective.  
Be ready to play multiple hats. Make sure that the DP and the Director of a film 
have a close working relationship. They are essentially “married.” As a best-case 
scenario, it is a symbiotic relationship. Films have been done by Mariena in which the DP 
hasn’t always been there for the director or vice versa, and it has shown in the final 
process. Always make sure it is a collaborative process, and take their needs into 
consideration. It takes an army to make a film, but still “a small army to make a short 
film.” Small communicative gestures can have a large effect in the collaborative and 
synergistic process of making an unpaid student film: Do not sit down, ever. If you have 
not been assigned something to do for a specific shot, do not see this as a break. Ask what 
else you can do for people. Always look attentive, be ready for work. Sitting down will 
create a domino effect. If you aren’t working, why should anyone else? From their 
experience with the collective, they make no doubt about it to the students, “your feet are 
gonna kill you.” But don’t worry, they speak to the camera, “It gets better.” 
The collective stresses at their panel how they have made themselves open for 
anyone to attend a meeting, and have made themselves proactive in opening up more 
channels. Currently they are reaching out to local tribes for filmmaking opportunities. At 
one reservation, they just held a Spring Break film camp, received payment, while 
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helping the community. The members tell the crowd of their work with John Sayles, who 
was working on a documentary piece on one of the tribes as well. In Sayles, they found 
an empathy, and ideology. In seeing someone like him still have to look for money, they 
were able to re-conceptualize their plight as a no-budget filmmaker; for almost everyone, 
it doesn’t really get easier. As the collective members see it, every filmmaker is trying to 
figure out how make their next film. 
Jeff has just worked on a spec. Doritos commercial (as part of Sky Bear). With 
audience input, the collective proposes that it would be a large breakthrough if 
independent filmmakers could create innovative advertisements and short documentaries 
for local companies. The Question and Answer session goes well, and I am happy and 
grateful for the collective to redirect some questions to me. It is a small gesture to show 
us as linked.  
 The group reverently stays for the next session in the same room. Stacy from the 
Respectful Revolution was flattered. As she states, “stocked to see the Olympia film guys 
here.” The couple that made up the Respectful Revolution were part of a non-profit 
through an umbrella company. Bur the two grew uncomfortable when some donations 
were used for repairs. Pooling their money, they started a grassroots media project with a 
goal to showcase and display connections of commendable social projects across the 
country. Using what an academic would describe as Actor Network Theory, they travel 
via motorcycle (a Harley Davidson providing some unwanted product placement) and 
provide a documentary, whether it be a not for profit, campaign, or community event. 
They start from one story, and branch off to others via word of mouth. But a recent 
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kickstarter wasn’t successful, and “super painful”. Currently running out of money, they 
are trying to work with Speech TV, and gain nonprofit status. 
After the session, they head back for more events at the Olympia Film Festival. 
As a means of cross publicity, they post about their day on Facebook, including a picture 
(fig 7). 
Want to be inspired or see how many different ways the world can be brighter and 
better? OFC had the pleasure of meeting the filmmakers of 'Respectful 
Revolution' while presenting at the Cascade Media Convergence in Portland over 
the weekend. Check out their website to learn more, see their short films, hear the 
stories of everyday people everywhere, making a difference! 
It was a BIG weekend for the OFC! From hosting the Locals Only at Capitol 
Theater for the 32nd Annual Oly Film Festival, along with screening 'Field of 
Dreams', a youth film camp production, to speaking about the evolution of OFC 
at the Cascade Media Convergence in Portland thanks to the Olympia Film 
Society, Nisqually Tribe & Brandon with Drexel University! On with the show. 
 
Figure 6: Olympia Film Collective at Cascade Media Convergence 
The conference ends with a collection of panels, further presenting the cultural zeitgeist 
as groups both present their contribution to community based media, and (attempt) to 
extend the network. A fifteen-minute preview of Run Charlie Run is screened, a 
documentary telling the story of the progressive democrat Charlie Hardy, and his run for 
Wyoming Senate. The main take away stressed by the directors is that not every place in 
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Wyoming is Conservative, and many of the people aren’t cold: they just don’t know who 
they are. 
The B Media Collective holds a discussion. A political remix video is shown, 
displaying their mode of detournement. Their group has come from the free software 
movement. Culture jamming is discussed as is the importance of building “holistic multi-
media models” and furthering collaboration between media makers locally and globally. 
“Part is learning from history,” one of the collective’s members state in regard to the 
group’s endeavors, as well as the Cascade Convergence (as one of the co-organizers). 
“What was attempted, what worked, what didn’t.” Inspiration has come from national 
and international models, Indymedia, VMC, Vancouver Media Co-Op, Allied 
Community Media Conference. Their goal is to create a voice that attacks corporate 
culture, and supports indy media. To make money they provide at Universities or schools 
a single presentation (on “any topic) for $500.00, or a day long (8-hour duration with a 
break) workshop on various topics. Along with airfare, and/or gas per diem if the location 
is not close to Portland, the presentations will run $1,00. 
 By 2017 the Olympia Collective is not, predominantly, having their meetings in 
bars. They hold meetings now at the office space for Sky Bear Media. It is a small office 
above a head shop: Fire and Earth. At the store they sell “Get out of here Tweeker shirts.” 
The phrase beckons to the pervasive opioid/heroin National problem that has proliferated 
the city. Reported in local media, the water is in fact crisp at the nearby Artesian well, as 
told by a 92-year-old who believes it is his secret to staying young. But the park that 
opened May 2014 was on the verge of closing by January the next year due to the 
complains of vandalism, violence, and primarily drug abuse: which takes place feet away 
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from children. A 250,000 cost, Downtown Olympia is still waging war with its “multiple 
personalities” (Hobbs, 2014) with vast distinctions between the well-dressed theatre 
goers, tattooed musicians seeping from the bars, and finally the homeless and heroin 
users. A stream mural had recently been painted on the 0.2-acre site a few months after 
the opening in order to beautify the area. 
Within the months since the August 2015 monthly meeting, the OFC has started 
holding studio sessions (a practice I informed them had been done by different groups). 
They post on their Facebook page the studio session accomplishments. They continue to 
post articles supporting their initiative and any societal change that will help engender 
their initiative. They recently celebrated Washington state’s decision to renew the 
production inventive program (for ten more years) of which they promoted and attended 
the town-hall event.   
As of 2017 the logo has been rebranded, and their webpage (as compared to 2013) 
is unrecognizable. OCF continues to post of their progressive triumphs. Recently 
celebrated on their Facebook page was their milestone of achieving non-profit status (as 
of 4/2017). The collective continues to have successful 72-hour film projects, wherein 
they complete finished (and quite polished) works. They are now holding filmmaking 
workshops. Pictures from the events show more and more new members, taking on 
leading positions. 
Projects that have been years in the making are finally coming to light. 20 A.C.’s 
official trailer came out March 5th, 2017, with the film coming out Fall 2017. The noir, of 
which a rough trailer was hoisted in the hands of the community college student in the 
back of the smoky bar received its long-awaited premiere in January 2017. The main 
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actor Jessie from the film is currently in LA. He officially signed with an agent (The 
Jerry Place Agency) in September 2016, although the projects he has garnered are 
menial.  
With old members leaving, and new members (and ideas) thrown in, the group is 
constantly managing its brand, identity, and collectivity; not wanting to succumb to some 
of the other problems that they had seen other collectives in their area succumb to 
(including new members not stepping up, but also, the collective being exploited, and 
endeavors that waste time and resources that the core members do not have). 
Of group identity, in October 2017, Hollywood (and Indiewood) was shaken 
when news came of exploitation and vast sexual abuse accused on Harvey Weinstein, and 
other predominant figures. The OFC posted on their Facebook in order to further 
construct their identity, and make sure that their collective did not perpetuate any 
negative ideology.  
In light of what is now erupting in Hollywood, the OFC Board will begin working 
on creating a sexual harassment policy that will protect the working conditions of 
our female filmmakers, to be more inclusive, and respectful, and hopefully combat 
the Hollywood harassment issue that pervades our industry. If anyone would like 
to help us draft a policy, please feel free to contact me, or anyone on the OFC 
Board. Thanks. 
 
In October 2017, they posted an article written by Sterlin Harjo a “great indie 
director” on the “Do’s and Don’ts of Filming in Indian County,” making sure that any 
Collective members do not exploit a community that they are trying to be a part of. In 
regard to different endeavors, many people constantly post ideas to the Collective’s page. 
They are not “Collective” members, but rather are posting to the collective community 
about them supporting them in their own endeavor. This can become tiresome for the 
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members. For instance, someone posted (for a second attempt, with no response the first 
time) an idea about getting children writers. Jeff was forced to respond, disingenuously 
plaintive that it would not be good for the community, nor time well spent for collective 
members. 
Case Study Eight: Hypnagogia Film Collective 
 
The Hypnagogia Film Collective posed to unite an informal group of Staunton 
Virginia cultural artisans to revive the heyday of art cinema. Two members would have 
some notable accomplishments (including the first ever Staunton Film Festival) but 
ultimately the collective mode would never be realized within their actor network. 
Staunton is one of the oldest cities West of the Blue Ridge mountains, and sits in 
the heart of the Shenandoah Valley. The city has been described by the Smithsonian as 
“one of the best small towns in America.” Staunton’s economic growth would be greatly 
enhanced with the arrival of the Virginia Central Railroad in 1854. For so many of the 
cities in the South, and the Valley of Virginia, the destruction from the Civil War was 
immense. Although the first railroad station of Staunton was burned by the Union, the 
city would be spared. As it stands, most buildings of the downtown area date from the 
boom years of 1870-1920. The City, as such, seems to exist in a different period, with 
many of the 18th century and 19th century homes and buildings preserved. Noted by a 
local historian, Staunton defies odds, defies logic, in terms of its geographical and 
infrastructural makeup (Potter, 2008). It has suburbs and big box stores in its perimeter 
(including a decrepit mall that matches many American cities) but notably, a vibrant 
downtown with 260 different businesses, artists’ galleries and multiple cultural and 
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historic destinations. A population of less than twenty-four thousand populates five 
historic districts: Newton, Stuart Addition, Gospel Hill, Beverly and The Wharf. 
Prominent locations include Blackfriar’s Playhouse (the only re-creation of 
Shakespeare’s indoor theatre), the Camera Heritage Museum, the Frontier Culture 
Museum, Woodrow Wilson Presidential Library and Museum, Mary Baldwin College, 
and Gypsy Hill park. The small downtown also houses a movie theatre, but plays 
commercial fare. The performing arts center in Staunton has been closed for years, and 
despite the fact that there have been plans for reopening, the collective members are 
reluctant. The city website describes the residents having saved the character of their 
downtown while adapting to the “needs of the present and hopefully the future.” As of 
2014, the downtown became home to a filmmaking collective, perhaps the cities first. 
The Hypnagogia Collective’s Facebook page went active in 2014, with the 
inaugural post on December 9, 2014: “A Micro film poem about the malaise of modern 
existence by Angus Carter.” The Vimeo video was embedded to the page. 
The collective’s purpose statement references the Art Cinema movement, and the 
collectivity encapsulated with a technological agency.  
Attempting to revive the heyday of art House cinema, Hypnagogia films is a 
collection of five Virginia filmmakers: Angus Carter, Edmond Marchetti, 
Lawrence Simonitsch, Josh Buckland, and R.K Haney. Working in variety of 
cinematic mediums such as 8mm, digital video and found footage, these Virginia 
based filmmakers bring a refreshing new take to independent film, with cutting 
edge experimental films that one is not likely to see in traditional movie houses or 
even on the festival circuit. 
Angus has a vast collection of work. He makes shorts, deemed “micro-films,” 
because of his technological means. Despite myths of “cheap” digital technology 
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democratizing production many can’t afford modern hardware or software, and with a 
dated laptop, Angus chooses to make smaller films because that is all he, viably, can do. 
His style is a matter of bricolage, usually editing copyright free footage into vivid 
experimental pieces; Abduction, Mechanical Dances, The Wall of Sleep, with various 
collaborations with fellow Hypnagogia member R.K. Haney aka Hank (Brakage, Monkey 
Shines, Radio Buduscego). Hank and Angus share a passion in experimental cinema, and 
would run a short lived experimental podcast. 
Dictated on his Vimeo page, Angus can’t afford Vimeo’s premium account, and it 
is his writer friends who turned him on to the idea of micro-fiction, “self-contained 
vignettes of 15-40 seconds.” On his page Angus encourages viewers to remix his work 
and make it their own, the premise being “this is how new ideas are born or culture 
evolves.” He welcomes viewers to contact him about “whatever is on you mind, either on 
here at theunrealcityarts@gmail.com, I’m a pretty nice guy and I enjoy a nice chat.”  
Edmond Marchetti is in his late twenties and has a smaller oeuvre, a set of 
experimental avant-garde films including A Wish in the Dark shot on DV in 2007 (with 
Josh Buckland on Photography), and Suicide Frontier which premiered at the 5th Annual 
Super Gr8 Film Festival. Ed’s Walk with Me was also shot for a Super Gr8 Competition, 
an eerie take on Ophelia of Hamlet. The true circumstances: Ed was hungover, and they 
filmed in someone’s backyard. 
Various films (both old and new) had been screened in the group’s first year, or 
posted to their Facebook page including: Exorcism of the Swan: Local Experimental and 
Horror Films on October 25th 2014, Hypnagogia Film Collective Presents Eruption: An 
Evening of Experimental Cinema on December 18, 2014, New Horizons: Hypnagogia 
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Films at Twisted Branch Tea Bazaar January 27, 2015, Redbread Brewery Screening 
March 12, 2015, post of R.K. Haney’s film Numbers (featuring Angus) and subsequent 
review by TheModernFolk.net Films were featured at Mary Baldwin’s Film Festival, 
including the premiere of Edmond Marchetti’s music video Ghost Hamlet on April 2nd, 
2015. Hypnagogia Films were showcased at Innovative LIVE, the crowd sourced, 
“festive convergence of Local Innovators, Visionaries, and Entrepreneurs” also in April 
2015. A screening at the By and By coffee house occurred in downtown Staunton August 
7th 2015. The group would be able to use their network connections (a list provided by 
Angus Carter) in order to sustain and engender collective practices throughout their time 
in the community. 
Beth Hodge (director Staunton Augusta Art Center) allows us to show films and 
exhibit there. Piper Grooves (director Shenandoah Valley Art Center in 
Waynesboro) allows us to show films and exhibit there. Rachel Saltin 
(Coordinator) Beverley Street Studio School) increased visibility in art 
community. James Badfellows (band from Harrisonburg) allows us access to rock 
and roll punk scene Harrisonburg and Richmond 
 Dave Cantor (Reporter Charlotesville sets up film showings Bridge) access 
galleries and film community Charlotesville. Paul Somers (owner Golden Pony 
and Director Super Gr8 Film Fest Harrisonburg) access to wider film audience 
and club scene Harrisonburg 
Pete Stallings (band member Shag Wulf and Sally Rose band) access music scene 
Charlottesville. Abby Shirkey (actress Staunton) access to Staunton theater scene. 
 
The collective gained use to a collaborative space in the Summer/Fall of 2015, 
shortly before their year anniversary (at the downtown’s annual craft beer festival) when 
the group was founded.  The informal group, all together that day drinking, and musing, 
through conversations with themselves and each other, felt that they should enact some 
sort of joint collective art project. Angus came up with the name, and got them a booking 
at the Black Swan bookstore two weeks later.  
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Edmond Marcietti and Abby Shirkey shared in the endeavor of appropriating the 
real estate. They have rented the studio for roughly 200 dollars a month. The price was 
adequate for the amount of space, but the building is structurally outdated and the owners 
most likely couldn’t rent out the space to anyone but struggling arts. The main lobby of 
the building remains dirty and dingy, with studios off of the second and third floor 
lobbies. There is a fabled story, told and retold many times, about how there is a coffin 
(and body) possibly left by a cult that Angus stumbled upon in a boarded up back room 
on the third floor. They have named their studio “Sen: /SĒN/ (as in SEEN or SCENE). 
“A place for creating and viewing local talent in the visual and performing arts.” The 
studio, located on the primary downtown street of Staunton (Beverly), took weeks of 
intense scrubbing and cleaning to get it to a point of habitability. In the first room they 
placed television (figure 8) and display area (figure 9). The second room, a seating area, a 
projector, and windows that face directly out to Beverly St. 
 
Figure 7: Sen Entryway 
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Figure 8: Sen Display 
 
 The group held an open house after establishing the space.  The open house that 
night served as not only an introduction to the space, but as a tie in event: to showcase 
screenings from the most recent “Bar Hoppers Event.” Abby is integrated with the theatre 
scene, and periodically small theatre skits are organized and performed (with almost no 
props, in the limited space the location has portioned off, and over the patrons talking) at 
participating Staunton locations. The city did a lackluster job promoting that year’s Bar 
Hoppers. The event has been going on for twenty years or so, and some shop owners 
were noticeably not interested in providing beyond the bare minimum requirements. Ed 
(and other Hypnagogia members) are impartial to the event, as when asked to film they 
really do not get much in return; simply having to set up the equipment and push play. 
The Bar Hoppers participants and theatre denizens, ultimately, are estranged from the 
group. They enjoy the event, particularly seeing each other on screen however. Some are 
students in the adult-education programs at Mary Baldwin, the all-girls university that 
allows men to enroll exclusively in some of these night-school programs. A further divide 
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in the town, this more artisanal based theatre scene is not particularly associated with the 
more prestigious Blackfriars establishment. 
The Hypnagogia collective group features the core group members, as well as 
peripheral members like Abby, (including Steve, Mary, Sasha, and Ashby). Steve has 
lived in Staunton for an extended period of time, and has plans to move which keep 
getting delayed. He is sociable, albeit sarcastic, and is very interested in musical theatre. 
Mary had met Ed at Mary Baldwin, where Ed was doing an adult film degree. Ed 
disenrolled at the school, finding his grades suffering. After he began working at 
Dominos, a job that he will only casually bring up. Mary is finishing her undergraduate 
degree. Mary Baldwin sits on the top of a hill with the downtown below. Mary and others 
recount the vast isolation that the college encompasses. The girls (mostly international) 
from the University rarely venture downtown, her being an outlier. They are informed not 
to. 
Ed remains indifferent to the education, seeing that he has learned a lot about film 
through his own research and in “doing nothing,” for a few years. He does however 
praise the head of the Mary Baldwin film program, Allan Moye, who is regarded as a 
great resource. Ed and Mary are Allan’s favorite students. Finding time off from work at 
Domino’s in the early summer of 2015, Ed recently worked as a production assistant on a 
pilot nearby. It is more professionally based, and he enjoyed the professional feel. His 
friends (Sasha and Ashby) work in the “professional” realm. 
Another member of the group (Lawrence) posts self-effacing, self-loathing 
messages on Facebook. Ed wishes he wouldn’t, finding it unproductive, and the 
derogatory remarks untrue. Lawrence is Angus’s favorite filmmaker, shooting with a 
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realist aesthetic of long stable shots that Angus finds mesmerizing. Josh wasn’t at the 
initial forming of the group the year ago, but they had to include him as he runs in the 
same circles. He was in jail at the same time last year, as he got “sticky fingers.”  
Angus lives twenty minutes from town, in his parent’s old farm. He went to 
school for photography, which made filmmaking a natural progression (as with Kubrick). 
Angus felt with his photography he was limiting himself to commercial ideas, of which 
he had become indoctrinated, and was struggling for more freedom. This struggle “was 
kind of constant for a while and driving me mad.” He picked up the cheapest video 
camera he could find and started shooting. As recorded in a 2016 article by Emboss 
magazine, Angus connected with other struggling artists. 
Also, as luck would have it, a lot of those same friends doing the same thing which 
allowed us to continue bouncing ideas around, and eventually lead to the 
formation of the Hypnagogia Film Collective, which started putting on screenings 
and really started my career as a filmmaker, I suppose. 
 
Angus goes through studios at an alarming rate, bouncing back and forth between 
houses. In 2016 he was working out of his house which is a “hectic living space,” but 
with hopes to renovate an old barn behind his house to give him a “sustainable” working 
space. For creative ruts, Angus finds he must not get too focused on a style or technique, 
and should always take some time for step back. Angus believes money to be the biggest 
issue facing art today. He sees money as the problem for every generation, but even more 
today. Angus praises new digital platforms (GoFundMe) but finds web 2.0 paradoxical as 
with Facebook and YouTube people expect most content to be free.  
For Angus, any screening (no matter how small) is important. Several of his he 
felt may be a waste, but “turned into great connections that led into very lucrative 
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endeavors.” In all Angus is, truly, a struggling artist. He does not make a real living, and 
does not have insurance. Positive thinking, in a bad situation, he finds that only when 
artists don’t have any safety nets can they really start understanding human suffering. A 
few Angus’s teeth are loose, and a couple have fallen out recently; but he does not have 
the money to pay for dental maintenance. Angus would do an MFA, but doesn’t have 
money for the investment. He also doesn’t want to move, as Staunton “runs through 
his blood.” He is a chain smoker, which works for Staunton as the state has not banned 
the practice indoor. In the small town with only two prominent bars (Baja Bistro, and the 
Pompei Lounge) almost everyone knows each other, and in particular, everyone knows 
Angus as they intermittently pass through the two bars from the early evening until late at 
night; from Punk music friends, to other artists who hold spaces at the Crowle building, 
to Allan Moye. Angus easily interacts with town folks as they pass him, most usually, at 
Baja which becomes a sort of public sphere. There are also older establishments that 
house local music nights. As Angus attends Marino’s, on a dreary, humid, sweaty night 
he makes his way to talk with the regulars. During that time, he places his camera to 
capture some of the local music that has occurred on Tuesday’s for decades. His goal was 
to emulate Lawrence’s aesthetic, and shoot some new material. Ed would be happy to 
learn about this night, seeing that Angus has not shot any of his own work for some time, 
and Ed would like each member to have something to show at their anniversary show in 
October. 
I witness Leo, who works at the third floor of the Crowle Building, stop in at Baja 
and discuss with Angus for a few minutes. Leo has lived various places, but Staunton for 
the past three years. He finds that this is the happiest he has been. He stays long enough 
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to sketch a drawing, a side-venture to make money. He laments to Angus before 
departing that he cannot make it to his film experiment Saturday after the craft-beer fest 
because he has a wedding. Many of the Punk people who Angus is friends with had left 
the town for some time, only to return. 
James, a friend of Angus’s, recounts how the punk scene has evolved in the town. 
James lived in the northern part of the state in his early teen years. For him people were 
boring, and their tastes mainstream. When he moved down to Staunton he found “such a 
better scene,” with a populace with better taste. In high school, they started performing 
punk rock in bands, and would put on events in church basements. But those in this 
burgeoning punk movement distasted when the events became pc. When parent’s 
chaperones started showing up, they more or less revolted. They left it to straight edge 
kids to clean up, who sometimes didn’t. Eventually the church’s stopped letting them rent 
out the space. James now is still in a band, “James Basefellows,” but it is “not too crazy.” 
Hank, the collective member, plays drums for them. James’s wife also plays in his band. I 
speak with Chris (an electric engineer), whose wife was Spanish teacher. Chris is in a 
different band than his wife called “Smell of Death.”  Chris and Angus discuss a time 
they took acid with friend from recent divorce after hiking up a large mountain in 
Virginia.  
With the year anniversary approaching Ed had decided he wanted to shoot 
something new, growing indifferent to displaying their same outdated films. The 
production of their film “Flicker” shot on Wednesday September 24th, 2015, created a 
positive result under the circumstance, but not without ongoing strain with managing film 
collectivity on set. Ideas were thrown around between Ed, Steve, and Mary days prior. 
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All five of the collective members do not organize, or meet to conceptualize the project. 
Lawrence had stopped by Baja the night before the shoot to hang out with Angus and 
other friends, but had no plans to attend the shoot. 
Early on in their collective project, Angus Carter and Ed tried making a film 
together. The film production process was described as tortuous: too long, disorganized, 
with constant arguing. They only hesitantly will show it to people. Angus had come up 
with the name, and had fully embraced the experimental, surrealist ideals it encompassed, 
but Ed remained (throughout the collective’s primary endeavor), unsure. 
Even without the creative tension between Angus and Ed (who do hold an 
admiration for each other, but simply found that working together could not work), the 
question of preparation for the shoot of Flicker posed as difficult. Through hours of 
intermittent drinking and discussing movies on Sunday, and Monday, an idea was 
conceptualized on to film something featuring (Abby) as the main character. She would 
grab ice cream at a local shop, and eventually stumble upon a screening at the studio with 
a projector playing to an empty audience. An idea shared by Ed, and Steve, the project 
would begin to display footage of Abby moments before, ending with the collective 
members appearing. This would eventually be realized weeks after the primary shoot, in 
what would be the group’s most “collective” shoot. As Abby enters the building 
entranced by a flickering light from the second-floor window, she encounters signs for 
the Hypnagogia anniversary show, (the signs of which spelled the group’s name wrong).   
Ed would rather shoot without any fully concrete ideas, hoping for the creativity 
to come to him at the moment. Members (Mary, Ed, and Steve) meet up at Sen around 
five, discussing roles while waiting for people to show up. Steve has created impromptu 
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storyboards using crayons (figure 10). They are comical, but some find them appreciative 
to give some structure to the night’s events. It was decided that it would be beneficial to 
have something for Ed, and Abby, to structure the shoot.  
 
Figure 9: Flickr Storyboard 
Before the shoot the members decide how to work with Abby, who as an actress 
in general, and in her theatre work, can be anxious. Abby and her boyfriend Bob show 
up, evoking some slight tension and Bob and Steve don’t like each other, nor do Bob and 
Ed. Ed is worried about the camera. He borrowed the equipment from Professor Moye, at 
Mary Baldwin. Sasha, one of Ed’s two professional friends, joins everyone at DPO for 
dinner. She is a new mother, and is very matter of fact. She does consulting, and makes 
sure to take care of any paperwork that we will need in asking the Split Banana for 
permission. 
Talking about the upcoming shoot, Steve jokes about credit which he does not 
need, or want. He gets bored with projects, and by the time shooting had started after 
dinner, he was for the most part “over it.”  When members return to Sen to start real 
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preparation, Bob leaves for no descript reason besides the fact that he seems disinterested 
in the endeavor. It takes a while what, of the numerous outfits, Abby brought would 
work.  
Ashby (Ed’s other “pro” friend) shows up. He is nice, and seemingly professional 
(although later Sasha would say that he was hitting on her). It felt that there were maybe 
too many people out for the shoot (figure 11) (we make a large presence on the small 
street). Mary is supportive with Ed. Ed had confidence, but he is too meticulous with his 
shots to not allow anyone provide input. He could have let Mary make more decisions as 
well.  
 
Figure 10: Flickr Production Still 
Eventually Steve and Sasha would go upstairs, thinking there was no progress 
being made and in particular, no work for them to contribute. Many lighting problems do 
slow progress, and each shot Ed constantly checks and rechecks. Abby is pleased with 
her performance, and her ability to listen meticulously to directions. She was quite self-
conscious about her outfit early on, but Sasha and Mary helped her. Mary was staying 
late, but had said numerous times that she needed write two papers: one on Bringing Up 
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Baby, another on Citizen Kane. Late that night sitting on an old couch in the studio, Steve 
and Ed discussed the problems that they encountered.  
Ed recounts how he hoped Angus could maybe make it, but they are overall 
hesitant about Angus’s use of the new space. Not too long-ago Angus had been running 
what became to be a speakeasy, with some people who may have been underage, and 
others who were simply unhospitable and unwelcome into their art space. As they just 
poured in time, and money to the location, they would rather the building itself, and their 
studio, in particular, not become infiltrated and potentially infested. 
Leo allowed Angus to stay at over at his studio the night before the yearly craft 
beer festival, and Angus’s film experiment planned for the night. That night Angus 
recounts the ABC cracking down on alcohol, perhaps too strict in Staunton, but the city 
does have a long history of alcohol abuse. Leo is afraid about people drinking in the 
common area. He is very uptight because the other day people they didn’t like had 
infiltrated the building. Angus had planned to set up a screening of their films in an 
outdoor garden space during the Craft Beer festival, but because of rain, the event is held 
inside. In the small screening room, the members play their same set of films. Up the 
stairs, in a small room, the Hypnagogia Collective has set up a collection of televisions 
playing their films on repeat (figure 12). For most of the day they play on loop to an 
empty room. 
Some people came in asking where the films come from, are they from Staunton, 
and what are they about? One older man came real late at the event and wasn’t extremely 
receptive, watching with a furrowed brow and providing Ed with some unnecessary 
questions. “Should I be on drugs for this movie? Alcohol? Should I feel something. “ 
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Figure 11: Hypnagogia Collective Screening Room at Staunton Craft Beer Festival 
On display during part of the dreary afternoon plays Ghost Hamlet. Ed is proud of 
the film. He recorded the first half of material years before, but didn’t use for anything. 
But this is when he did terrible in school. Also showing in the room was a film by 
Lawrence, called “Which of Five.” One of his early movies, it is captivating. But 
Lawrence doesn’t like it shown, Ed says. Down the hall there is a larger room with tables 
set up for local artists. Angus has a table selling wood blocks of celebrities, next to 
another Artist Craig Snodgrass. He was part of the Dwell collective, but the Dwell 
Collective doesn’t have a space anymore as it was too expensive. But Craig, now, is 
doing more now than ever. 
Ed and Angus clean, and move their tv’s back so that Angus can set up for a 
screening that they had advertised on Facebook. Angus works to get things set up as more 
people file in (figure 13). Included in the audience is Lawrence. Lawrence is terse, and 
spacey to speak with. Angus laments that he is always like this. Angus handed out bells 
to accompany what he calls an “experiment.”  
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Figure 12: Angus Carter Brakhage Experiment at Sen 
 He has created a Brakhage-esque set up, with dust, grass, and other paraphernalia 
stuck to film reel that he will hand crank (figure 14). It starts slow, with most people 
slightly embarrassed to use their chime. But soon the bells start making more melodic 
noise. An artist/musician from an upstairs studio starts playing his guitar. By the end of 
the ten minutes, people all seem happy they came. Angus would continue to perfect his 
experimental assemblage for years after.  
 
Figure 13: Angus Carter Artisinal Projector 
Angus, Ed, and Steve converse about new projects, toying with creative energy 
especially with the idea of audience participation that developed when we were doing the 
bells. An idea with the polaroid camera circulates, an anthology based on individual 
shots. Angus thought that it would be a cool idea of having people from the community 
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send in cell phone clips and they would compile it into a movie (which is a great idea: a 
life in a day, but the people will actually be there in audience). 
The Hypnagogia Collective remained dormant for the majority of its second year 
past the premiere of Flicker and an official anniversary show on Halloween 2015. Of no 
small feat however, Angus and Ed end up organizing the first ever Staunton International 
Film Festival that went on September 2016. The festival would encompass seven 
screenings on Friday and Saturday, at various locations (almost all of which they have 
screened at before). Ed and Angus used Facebook to promote the event. 279 People have 
liked the Festival Page. Professor Allan Moye posted a link to a new book on Brakhage’s 
work. The News Leader wrote an article. Angus, Hank and Ed are interviewed by the 
Public Access Channel “Hey Virginia” which Angus self-effacingly promotes on his 
Facebook, “I look like slightly more of a lunatic than normal but had some good things to 
say.” In the interview Angus proclaims that the festival seemed like the perfect way to 
move upwards.   
The other members besides Angus and Ed were not involved. When Josh asked a 
question about info about his screening (the local films had been placed in the Sunday 
8pm screening) they answered that the event runners are not the same as the collective.  
While we strongly support what they do and have a few of the collective members 
helping organize the festival, we are a separate entity consisting of not only 
filmmakers but other visual artists and cinema lovers. 
 
They respond to Josh’s comment stating “It’s understandable, it gets rather confusing 
keeping track with all the various arts organizations in Staunton specially when several 
share the same members! Also, we very much look forward to screening your film this 
year!”  
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Accomplishing the festival took long brutal hours. On the Thursday before the 
festival, the two continued to work tirelessly to prepare. Ed and Angus sat in the 
impossibly warm office space, working to render DVDs on the outdated computer.  The 
two had no external committee, no extra held, and had to organize the festival almost 
single handedly. Hank had moved with his girlfriend out of state. His girlfriend, too, had 
encompassed her own collective project in her time in Staunton that had seemingly run its 
course.  
The Zine she was part of was sold at the By and By Coffee shop, which also 
included local artwork on the walls (included Angus’s).  It was Called Race to the Middle 
(Issue III & IV of Volume 2). It is written by Hank’s girlfriend Shannon, and Pat. The 
zine is simple: it sits people down, and interviews them about interesting stories in their 
lives. Of the five stories featured are one by Angus, and one by James (his friend from 
the Punk Scene). All of the stories are interesting, genuine. I turn to the last page to find a 
note from the editors. This will be their last issue. 
We started this zine in hopes of ejecting a little DIY-life into the publishing 
community here in Staunton. We’ve had a lot of fun (and worked incredibly hard) 
giving both ourselves and our friends in the creative community a chance to show 
off their work through our publication. Now it’s time to move onwards and 
upwards from this project. 
 
They provide gratitude to Jamie from Black Swan for hosting their launch parties, the 
owners of the By and BY for coffee and supplies, and all of the fellow distributors. They 
tank everyone who helped throughout the last two years, and in particular, their 
significant others, for whom without their help the two would be “probably dead from 
exhaustion and frustration.” 
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 Angus and Ed suffered their own exhaustion as they tried to prepare for the 
festival. Lawrence still lives in Staunton but was not involved. Steve had not moved yet. 
He remained a friend to Angus, Ed, and Abby. During the festival run, he would ponder 
to Ed whether there is a collective at all.  The main component holding the collective 
together was a local showing, featuring Flicker (which had been premiered earlier), but 
was Ed (and thus the collective’s) defining piece. Addictedtohorrormovies.com (a now 
defunct Facebook site with 12,500 likes) had given the film a strong review, subsequently 
promoted by the group on Facebook. 
Spun off from the Collective is McCormack productions, a collaborative 
partnership between Ed and Mary. They have worked on a music video, a promotion for 
a shop in town, and on converting a bar hoppers skit to a more professional video for one 
of the directors. The shoot encompassed various problems. The script was too bare to 
begin with (with the scriptwriter without fresh ideas) and they had to put tons of work 
into it. In all, they did the best they could do. Ed himself continues to share his 
knowledge and cinephelia with her; in discussing German New Wave with Ed, he relayed 
to me that three of his German films have been lended to her. Mary would finish school 
in 2016, hoping for her and Ed’s production company to grow. For her senior thesis film, 
she worked on documenting Staunton artists. 
After grabbing a short break for food, they return back to the studio. An hour or 
two into further exporting issues Ed starts getting a migraine headache. Angus and Ed 
retell of the countless hours, and hundreds of films they viewed for the project to get to 
this point. We disperse at 8pm to give Ed time to lay down. He would have to go back 
and check on things after midnight.   
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The first screening is held at the outdoor garden near the Augusta Arts Center. 
Chairs were provided through Angus’s friend Anne, who works for the center. Along 
with another friend, Anne helps at the screening, and runs to get a bag of ice for the 
drinks provided. Professor Moye shows up to help Angus. He stands round flustered 
under the hot sun trying to work out projector logistics. The first screening plays to a 
receptive crowd, with only standing room for Angus and the other organizers (figure 12). 
 
Figure 14: Staunton International Film Festival Opening Screening 
The outdoor showing is followed by a late-night screening at The Kettle. The 
space is across the street from Sen, but is nicer and recently renovated.  The owner (who 
did the makeup for Hanks film Numbers) has hopes for it to be a beneficial space for 
artists, while also a lucrative endeavor for her.  
The next day comes soon as the first screening is held in a small and stuffy 
upstairs corridor at a corner market. The sound configuration is off, and blares for two 
hours. The room begins filled. By the end however, many seats have emptied. Most of 
the audience are older. By the time the screening ends at three, all members are tired, and 
no one has eaten anything; lethargic, they rush up the hill to a screening at Mary Baldwin. 
Next is the children’s screening back down the hill at the Black Swan Book Store. 
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Although the location isn’t as comfortable as an auditorium, it goes surprisingly well. 
Angus makes his way in and out while taking smoke breaks and talking to people outside.  
Children and their parents sit captivated watching, what one would expect, as the most 
experimental work they have seen; still suitable for children but of topics on war, and 
loss. 
The most successful screening was the Staunton and local scene, although not 
without incident. Along with the Hypnagogia collective films, a heavy handed religious 
film is screened. The movie is dull, and even worse, the film’s producer is pompous. The 
man says that the films he promotes have subtle Christian agendas, but the film itself 
plays unsubtle. Further, his pompous attitude in setting up his chair front and center, and 
only showing up to this one screening, strikes others disingenuous. An older man 
accompanied him as well, adamant about getting my email and “making films” in 
Philadelphia. As he stated many times, “we are going to make it big.” 
The final screening goes well, although the fatigue is certain for many people. 
Friends who had shown up to the outdoor screening never make it up the hill to Mary 
Baldwin, stopping and staying at Baja. Professor Moye provides an introductory speech 
to the crowd and some of his students who have come for extra credit. Others had come 
earlier in the day to the first screening. The venue wasn’t great, but it stood out to patrons 
as one girl in a circle table did not turn around to face the films, and all three stuck to 
their phones almost the entire time. Moye thanks the work of Angus, the work of Ed and 
Mary. He introduces the films on the basis that movies can look, and sound, different 
than what we have been indoctrinated to.  
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After the festival, people go out for drinks.  Steve asks Ed during the weekend as 
we discuss future films (still hoping to make some sort of anthology film with the 
polaroid camera) if there even still is a collective. Ed says there is. By the end of the 
festival Angus was completely weary, posed to sleep for 48 hours. He had organized a 
food drive at different locations to go on during the festival for a friend that had passed 
away. His mom drove her van to pick up the sparsely filled donation bins.  
Months after the International Festival one of Donald Trump’s proposed budget 
cuts would end Amtrak service to a collection of cities, including Staunton; the city that 
was made, and could then possibly be unmade, by the railroad.  
The collective has not done any collaborative work, but the individual artists are 
producing. Angus, in particular, has created a stream of anti-trump anti-fascist political 
interpretations. Josh, continues to work on experimental art, which is bold, and radical 
but without much money and ongoing personal problems, has to work in an artisanal 
practice that is extremely time consuming, and finds that it would be much easier to sell 
via a 3D printer. He voices disdain at the system of “Capitalism” of which the only way 
that he could get his art into 3D is a company that charges over a hundred for a seven-
inch figurine. Ed and Mary’s production company would work on a commercial for “The 
Store,” one of the local shops in town, but that would be their only granted commercial 
work. They shoot some material for a documentary, Climb Right In, but the project 
would be unfinished. 
The Hypnagogia Collective did not enact any further “events” beyond the 
International film festival, and an official second annual screening on October 28th at 
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Black Swan Books. Their thanking of the audience in attending the event was their last 
Facebook post, with two likes.   
VII. Conclusion 
 
Introduction 
 
There are a variety of methods to practice filmmaking—the recording of moving 
images. There is a solo-approach, of pointing and shooting. There is an auteurist method; 
the director as artist with a particular vision that others (sometimes subordinately, 
sometimes as partners) help enact. There is filmmaking as a business, likened to the 
“factory” model. Or, there is a collectivist mode, a rhizomatic plane, wherein the various 
components of filmmaking (of story, shots, lighting, sound, acting) are of an equal status. 
Where films and projects are not devised within a package system, but through collective 
agency. 
 This dissertation investigated a collection of contemporary US no-budget, non-
activist film collectives, identified on online platforms. For many groups, the dormant 
Facebook page or website seems vestigial, the last remaining remnant of their production 
mode/practice. The existence of these pages, spectrally haunting the web space, warrants 
one to ask and try to answer a series of questions regarding the past history of the 
collective production mode—primarily and stereotypically seen as a political filmmaking 
mode, a remnant of the 1960s/1970s zeitgeist marked by unsustainability and failure that 
may, or may not, finally be having its due (Sukhdev, 2013). One asks, how has the 
collective been enacted in a multitude of US cities, and what do their histories say about 
the diffusion of a collective filmmaking mode? 
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These ideas encompass the three primary research questions of this investigation that 
have been answered, as best they can, through a variety of methods (historical analysis, 
informal interviews, participant observation) guided by two pertinent theories (Actor 
Network Theory and Auteurism). 
 Answering Research Question One 
Research question one asked how has the collective filmmaking mode diffused, or 
deactivated across historical actor networks for independent filmmakers? 
A low status collective art essentially had individualism thrust upon it both internally 
(through ideological dogma based upon aesthetics, inability of moderating social 
cooperation, selfishness, and the isolating traits that define artists) as well as externally 
(based upon politics, and capitalistic governmentality). The collective filmmaking mode 
has never been pervasively adapted for non-activists, and is often insidiously usurped by 
normative hegemony. 
Through a comprehensive historical review, it has been found that independent 
filmmakers, longitudinally, have struggled with collective structure in relationships. In 
particular, independent filmmakers struggle with the collective filmmaking mode, despite 
understanding that it is, normatively, a key tenet of film production (of which combines a 
collection of skills, therefore conducive to synergistic collaboration). This then becomes 
a specter for independent filmmakers, in how to manage their organizational 
communication in a form that is not overly taxing, exploitative, or demeaning, and to a 
point that the collective model is not fully usurped or dismissed ideologically—as an 
innovation—for an auteurist/individualist ideology. This can be showcased in the work of 
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modern exilic filmmaker Ali özgentürk, who reluctantly wishes for filmmaking to 
function more individualistically (like painting) due to the insidious, precarious, and 
madcap production processes in contemporary society (Donmez-Colin, 2006). Ironically, 
a filmmaker like Frederrico Fellini was forced into painting when his collective 
collaborators had come to abandon him when he had become auteurist in all of the worst 
stereotypical ways: anxious, closeted, terse, unpredictable, isolationist (Pacchioni’s, 
2010).  
Capitalistic tensions were situated by the Hollywood mode of production and 
guidelines (Staiger, 1985). Collective formation has served those within times of need, or, 
those in the nascent stages of their career (i.e. Buñuel Triad, the Young Turks, Stan 
Brakhage’s Gadflies, Poverty Row, New Poverty Row) for independent filmmakers 
Particularly, for members of avant-garde networks who lack economic capital, social 
capital is essential. But actual initiation of a collective project constantly falters. For 
Sergei Eisenstein a coined collective formation was found to be not a collective at all, 
usurped by capitalistic motives, miscommunication, and a divide between below the line 
and above the line work (Bergan, 2016).  But for Eisenstein and the other Soviet Montage 
filmmakers, the collective mode of filmmaking would be displayed in the co-operative 
relationships with cinematographers. 
Participants of Third Cinema have attempted to construct or rewrite a filmic 
history as based upon collective structure, but have found the collective mode as 
unsustainable against governmental and military forces (Burton, 1978).  Beyond external 
forces, artisanal avant-garde networks may come to deconstruct from within, based upon 
problems of aesthetics, politics, and ideology—e.g. members of Cinema Novo drifting 
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towards auteurist sensibilities. The post-World War II avant-garde resurgence actor-
network in the US was marked by two collective filmmaking entities, one a splinter 
group of the other as the filmmakers could not reconcile, collectively, on aesthetics, or 
distribution tactics. Individual participants like Maya Deren eventually departed from the 
collective body of which she was celebrated, showcasing dueling psychological drives 
between autonomy/affiliation (Kadhushin, 2011) that is exacerbated in filmmakers and 
artists including Luis Buñuel and Marchel Duchamp. The German Film Verlag was a 
collective independent film project that helped a group of vibrant filmmakers gain ground 
within the industry, after a German cinema proved hesitant to change for years haunted 
by the call for collectivity in the Oberhausen manifesto. But, actual lasting collective 
production would be tenuous, exemplified by Fassbinder’s anti-theater collective unable 
to enact a collective structure due to participant ideology and the social weight it 
encompasses. There have been recent waves of collective filmmaking identified, or 
potential for a collective mode (e.g. Bollywood, Nollywood, New Arabic Cinema, 
China’s iGeneration). This is against, however, dominant hegemonic conglomeration. 
The actual manifestations and maturation of collective groups (beyond selective case 
studies) is relatively unknown—most particularly of no-budget non-activist groups.  
Answering Research Question Two 
 
Research question two asked, what are the histories and activities of 
contemporary no-budget, non-activist collectives, and why do some fold? In eight case 
studies, the histories of contemporary no-budget, non-activist collectives remain 
convoluted, and in many ways, unfinished. Some collective members are not able to 
conceptualize, fully or even partly, their thoughts about what occurred within their group 
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(as with Neal of the Film Crush Collective), and for many, the collective never truly 
started (Mad Hatter Collective), or finished (Hypnagogia Film Collective/ Ladder Films 
LLC), making the detailing of a particular finished history impossible. The histories of 
groups are maintained in their filmic projects. Many centered on small stepping stone 
serials (Watchword Film Collective), or small projects to do on their own as they suffered 
through subordinate underemployment (i.e. the Collars Up Collective). 
 For several, the idea of a collective is enacted as a pragmatic solution to a 
problem (an inadequate filmmaking community), or, as an entity to fill a prominent void 
that they feel. Jeff Barehand felt that the Olympia filmmaking community needed some 
sort of central banner to unite alienated filmmakers with no outlet for exchange. 
This has been historically situated, a tactic and mode of organization posing to 
bring people together to share resources, thoughts, ideas (The Mad Hatter Collective), or 
to create something larger than oneself. Hypnagogia Films was started on a day of 
drinking, pitched that an informal group all interested in filmmaking should be enacting 
some sort of collective project. But, the collective vision was never truly encapsulated. 
Their brand and name was not fully understood by some members. Further, a disastrous 
attempt at collective filmmaking production early into their endeavor proved futile, with 
the members unable to make sense of the organizational pragmatics of what collective 
filmmaking encompasses both due to resource restraints (in which independent 
filmmaking is always difficult), but even more so, being unable to create some sort of 
shared aesthetic, and production method that deconstructs auteurist ideology. 
The existence of a collective idea and collective project becomes hinged upon 
notions of what one wants out of their life, whether this exists as a rite of passage or just 
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something to do because it feels right. Peripheral members of the Hypnagogia Film 
Collective and community members were never committed or able to commit to the 
collective project, making the collective’s history tenuous to dictate. Instead, the 
collective’s history remains their individual histories, and the few collective endeavors 
that they managed to create.  
Those in the freelance and arts economies would be hard pushed to make an 
uncommisioned, unpaid film “with no apparent destination” (McRobbie, 2002, p.525). 
For Harris of Collars Up Films, the shorts were eventually noticed by his bosses at MTV, 
who gave him a higher position. With the burdens of neoliberal work, continued time in 
superfluous collaborative endeavors range from problematic to intolerable.  
Neoliberalism can cover one in shame, isolate those struggling to find and keep 
hold of insecure work, leaving little time to invest in social and kinship relationships 
(Stenning, et al., 2010).  The filming of “Flicker” for Ed of Hypnagogia films posed as an 
accomplishment when having to work through his part time job at Dominos, of which he 
rarely wished to make mention. But the exhaustion can permeate, causing people to 
withdraw further into themselves, especially when friends and other peers apathetically 
contribute. Stated by Eric Hollerbach of Collars Up Films, unless you have external 
monetary support you will most likely have to forfeit a more traditional, and comfortable 
lifestyle (family, friends, kids, nice things). Ed held an admiration for the “professional” 
working realm, despite being on the lower levels of a hierarchical model, and Eric had 
seen the work of Collars Up Collective as simply one-stepping stone in his many years of 
attempting to find “success.”  
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Theorists have conceptualized failure as embedded within capitalism 
(Halberstam, 2011). The filmmakers of these contemporary collectives need time, and 
resources, for their endeavors. The current capitalist neoliberal doctrines do not offer 
support for anything sustained. Starr (1979) makes the primary distinction between 
exemplary groups that focus on being an example of what a utopian organization can be 
and adversarial groups. The last question the Shooting Wall Collective was asked in their 
interview for Cinedelphia in November 2011 was do they think the community will 
support them, and thus, keep them active.  
The Shooting Wall committed themselves, strictly, to a collective organization 
and to a cinematic form that disavows any traditionalist notion. In this commitment, they 
admitted that their collective would not be supported, and most likely, could not continue. 
They wished to provide an “example” of a radical organization. But as Bauer and Kidner 
(2013) find, those who fully devote themselves to an experimental idealism to represent a 
difference in the conformism and the complacency that has perpetuated social inequality, 
their actions will be 
continuously unable to do more than be an apologetics, and the more invested and 
committed the filmmakers become, the more implicated in the reproduction of 
that ideology, and the more they will be unable to perceive their position within it 
(p. 106). 
 
On the contrary, groups may shift towards adversarial practices, and in turn, 
collapse. For the British Collectives of the 1970s and 1980s, distribution through 
corporatized Channel 4, coupled with subsidized government funding, began to eat away 
at the consciences of members who felt they had “sold out.” For the girls of Octavia’s 
Brood, their collective project was almost unrealized when they kept on pushing to find 
the right distributor, but on the contrary, if they chose a mainstream distributor they 
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would no longer exist as a radical and collectivist partnership. The Shooting Wall did 
know who they were, and did have an identity. Their goal was not to survive, but 
showcasing to capitalist/neoliberal systems an exemplary collectivist enterprise, and how 
it could act. The Watchword Collective would begin as a stepping stone endeavor (a way 
for each person to learn and experiment with creating advertising campaigns), but as 
Shaw-Fox dictates, it takes finding the right people to make any sort of collective 
endeavor last on a no-budget scale. 
For groups such as Ladder Productions, or Film Crush, lack of identity can be a 
haunting endeavor, that makes any sort of collective project prove as petty. Joseph of 
Film Crush expressed that, despite wanting to make good films, the group grew stagnant 
in agency, not knowing “who” they were. A group like the Mad Hatter Collective never 
fully embraced a traditional filmmaking “collective” ideal as of the 1960s and 1970s, and 
in many ways their collective name and identity exists as an empty signifier. For their 
actor network in Austin, they come to enact the collective mode apathetically, hedging 
their success and failures and flouting their participation with each other, which can come 
off as exclusionary and pompous to those working in an even-lower budget range within 
the no-budget spectrum. 
Answering Research Question Three 
 
Research question three asked, how are tensions of collective filmmaking being 
reconciled, and what point do these no-budget collectives serve? For no-budget non-
activist collectives in the United States, the tensions of collective formation is not 
reconciled. The contemporary notion of auteurism has yet to come into being (a nexus, 
and multitude, of communicative alliances) especially when the collective is presented at 
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times with hesitance, through exhaustion. Many actor networks atrophy, and collectivism 
does not pose solely as an innovation at all for the no-budget collectives when friends 
come to ask, “is there even a collective anymore.” It is rather an incongruent specter 
when the person responds, in exhaustion, that they are not sure, but they think so. 
A filmmaking “collective” does not mean what it once has, and filmmaking may 
never have been a collaborative process of goodwill. For a variety of groups, it is a 
particular tactic to potentially “share” social capital amongst each other, but more often is 
something to fall back upon after the failure of an auteurist project. A collective can 
similarly exist as a signifier of a burgeoning community and collectivity trying to 
engender a more meritorious homegrown media sector, as you have moved on. 
Something to post a Facebook video to from your car in LA. This finding comes to 
mirror the UK Blessed collective, as some of these group members actively negotiate 
between “inclusive community media ethos and neoliberal entrepreneurialism” (p. 131).  
Still, even when collective partnerships have not lasted they have resulted in 
positive effects for the participants in combating some of the anomie that permeates in 
modern civilization, and have established a basis for their career (success through the 
help, and learning of others). Collectives have served as exemplary institutions. Instead 
of perpetuating modes of isolationism the individual artist becomes a member of a “broad 
affiliation of citizens engaged in cultural dispute with authorities of power and systems of 
enclosure that they impose on free expression” (Enwezor, 2007). For the average neo-
liberal city, collective partnerships on a no-budget level can inject a social energy to a 
city. Naficy (2001) identified that in working collectively and focusing on the issues of 
subaltern minorities Asian and Black Collectives in Britain were able to empower the 
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communities. Zukin (1995) finds there are tangible outcomes of artisan networks evident 
in place-based activities that contribute to the symbolic and cultural significance of their 
locals. In Staunton Virginia, there were children who saw their first experimental film at 
a festival that could not have ever gotten off the ground without a collectivist outlet, and 
working method and in Olympia Washington neglected Indian Americans are not only 
having their stories told but their next generations being given means of production. Still, 
there are tensions, existent in previous actor networks, that need to be reconciled 
including the slow process of democracy, the aesthetic choices and roles that can 
encompass a democratic medium, or the above the line versus below the line 
discrepancies (as seen with Flicker). 
The BAFC collective existed within a proletarian public sphere. During the 
decade, politically astute groups arose to work independently and interpedently under 
desolate “cultural and historical conditions” (Enwezor, 2007, p. 21) to react to the rise of 
a new form of conservative political agenda (namely the neoliberal practices of Thatcher, 
and Reagan).  Their appropriation to this historically situated artistic practice (the 
collective) entailed a return of criticality and its discontents as one is “confronted with a 
scale, a sensibility, a temporality, and an ambition that remains singular, even as its 
influence is discernible throughout postmodern culture” (Eshun, 2004, p. 39).  Enwezor 
(2007) notes, “there is no doubt that the rise of these collectives was precipitated by the 
crisis that was then growing within the global social imaginary dominated by instruments 
of neo-liberal capitalism” (p. 122). This is part of a proposed historical trend that wherein 
moments of crisis, whether social, cultural, political, or economic, avant-garde groups 
arise. 
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For no-budget, non-activist filmmakers this is similar, although the social and 
political tensions under this phase of neoliberalism are different. For instance, Karsten 
(2017) investigated Canada’s “community video movement” that began within the 1970s, 
finding that the production practices have helped to construct and support a cultural 
mapping of the multiplicity of histories “identities and desires (i.e. intangible assets) 
housed within place” (p. 186). This is relevant to all of the collectives as whether through 
success (i.e. the OFC) or failure (Ladder Films) they come to better understand place, 
underemployment, anomie, and how collectivity functions in contemporary society. 
 As Communian (2012) finds, community filmmaking has been defined for an 
ability (or inability) to establish networks through intermediaries and engagement with a 
range of stakeholders in order to drive their agenda (Comunian, 2012). For the Mad 
Hatter Collective this was particularly done, through their blog, website, identity. The 
founders of the OFC similarly attempted to centralize filmmaking work in their city, but 
while doing so remain cognizant that other groups around them have failed for peripheral 
members not taking charge, and of resources being wasted. None of these no-budget 
collectives come to embody the full collective and democratic ventures as some activist 
and workshop movements have, including cost sharing. But, as with Harris’s public blog 
lament on his old collective member being drafted to be part of his commercialized 
project years later, it becomes a reflected specter of how the neoliberal working process 
compartmentalize it. In all, the entirety of the collectives signifies past failures of 
individualized projects, anomie, and desperation under a contemporary society that 
provides both tools to centralize, people to do so, but an incongruent history to build 
upon. 
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The collectives come to represent the same dialectic as the Alburmento 
Collective, in turn contributing to a growing body of failure research. In her investigation 
of Garage Cinema—a new Brazilian film movement that produced its first feature films 
in the early years of the 21st century with hopes to create a new digitally inspired 
dramaturgy with collectivist agenda—Lopes (2017) identified failure as central to their 
practice, constituted “not as a sign of renunciation but rather as a fragile act of making 
which runs the risk of abundance, the compulsion to make images, as can be seen in the 
already extensive production associated with the Alumbramento Collective (p. 299). 
Failure is a search for “affect, living together” (p. 303). Of both the diegetic, and non-
diegetic practices, he finds “failure is an initiative which pre-empts the movement” (p. 
303) wherein failure can be found “in the production of the event or text but also 
perception, as, for example, in states of disengagement such as tedium or indifference” 
(p. 303). As a collective member of the Shooting Wall Collective Stated for one of his 
2018 Resolutions, in his new venture away in a different neoliberal city: 
“Figure out if I want Until Media to be more commercial or something more like Grupo 
Cine Liberación or Dziga Vertov Group (but not be horrific to women)?” He further 
stated a public lament to the still existent Shooting Wall Facebook Page: 
Dear Shooting Wall, I founded you, a film collective, when I was an angsty teen! 
We put out zines: https://www.scribd.com/user/47269037/ShootingWalland made 
films: https://vimeo.com/shootingwall. Put on screenings and festivals. We tried 
to overthrow static regressive Big-Cinema! We failed, but at least we tried! I miss 
you buddy! 
 
It is significant that the collective mode has diffused for these no-budget, non-
activist United States filmmakers. Their appearance, albeit sometimes sporadic and 
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stilted, showcases a persistent drive—or at least acknowledgement—towards accepting 
collective mode affordances as they come to take on the legacy of failures past. The 
significance may be, primarily, in the possibility for filmmaking in the United States, and 
in the ground up, to more fully appropriate a collective mode as it tensions continue to be 
transcended. As Jenny Kleiman of the Watchword Film Collective, and now the Royal 
Wild acknowledged, it became apparent for her that she would have to kill her auteurist 
idols in contemporary society. 
But the further significance of these contemporary collectives is a showcasing of 
factors detracting from collectivity to more fluidly function. The first is regarded in the 
education and upbringing of individuals who may be better able to function within a 
collective practice, something F.W. Fassbinder considered in the failure of his anti-
theatre collective. Ideological constraints exist in each historical actor-network. Joe 
Swanberg came to “play” out collectivism in his 2011 film Art History. As a turmoiled 
director pooled in blue light editing his films footage while his actors fornicate, parallel 
constructions and dilemmas regarding the collective filmmaking mode are drawn, despite 
Swanberg’s collective ethos in cost sharing, acting in friends’ movies, and disavowal of 
auteurist venues including Fox’s “The Lot”). Noted by Eric Hollerbach on the experience 
of his MFA program, there continues to be not only compartmentalization, but very few 
opportunities for collectivity within film programs. Educational systems must be 
cognizant of how their students construct their roles, and duties within filmmaking. For 
Riley Gibson of the Olympia filmmaking collective, his decision to construct a course for 
filmmakers to bridge connections between not only themselves, but with an eclectic mix 
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of majors, has helped them better understand the possibilities and pragmatics of 
collective based filmmaking. 
Prominently, the management of group identity is extremely important. Many of 
these groups suffer from a lack of identity (beyond wanting to reinterpret or revive a 
particular mode of cinema, of which has its own ideological baggage). This became 
heavily prominent for the Hypnagogia film Collective. Situated ideas of cinema for the 
members become ideologically loaded (i.e. Auteurism, Professionalism), played out in 
frustrating filmic sets—the primary and seminal space for acting out and “playing” a film 
collective. For the Hypnagogia collective, the enactment of roles, positions, hierarchies, 
persistently posed as daunting, and confusing. Sandshu (2013) finds it is only collective 
or collaborative expression that can capture something of the real in its totality and 
remediate it, with each contributor reflecting on the perspective that they bring to the 
work, as well as the perspectives that are excluded. This has not come to pass in their 
production of Flicker, and other group projects. Pictures and postings become “artificial 
staging” of a collective modem, as “the division of labor, the concealment of social 
relations” (p. 21) continues to dissipate. The notions of search and play in the diffusion of 
a practice (in this case collectivity), remain, in most cases, dormant (Vega-Redondo, 
2007, p. 23). In a negative sense they are enacted in the solemn forgiveness of a 
belabored film set, and in the continuously forced distinctions of roles and distinctions 
(below the line vs. above the line, male versus female positions). The notion of play was 
activated in the curious appropriation of the Staunton Film Festival Committee online, a 
metaphorical figure that affirms the assumption of past research in which participatory 
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video researchers must actively interrogate the gap between ideals, idealistic online 
presence, and the practical realities (Shaw, 2012). 
Perpetuated myths of cinema, including auteurism and technological determinism, 
have fetishized facets of neoliberalism that not only indoctrinate people to strive towards 
an alienating isolationism, but to disregard others while doing so. Much of educating a 
collective filmmaking mode may encompass a de-education. Of a screenwriting course 
this researcher took during his undergraduate studies, students were offered the chance to 
work with a partner in the creation of a feature length screenplay. Only one pair of 
students would work together, a collective venture where one member excelled in plot 
points, the other in dialogue. The rest of the students, indoctrinated into the idea that they 
hold some distinct, auteurist vision, suffered through the writing process.  
Typically, for no-budget collectives to function better means to deconstruct 
ideology, but also engender situations that will make for better possible collective 
possibilities. The Hypnagogia Collective remained isolated within the city. Their inability 
to properly bridge connections not only between the theatre community, but with Mary 
Baldwin college, meant the collective filmmaking structure and mode could never truly 
exist. Further initiatives by either the college, the college members (i.e. Allan Moye, 
besides extra-credit, and praising a new book on Stan Brakhage’s auteurist works), or the 
professional theatre network, can provide added energy for the collective members who 
sit much of the time isolated. 
Vital historically for filmmaking collectives is their ability to interact and help 
within a community and become an integral node within an actor network. Particularly, 
the collectives must be appreciated by community members as well. This begins with 
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people (able and willing) to help in providing that possibility (i.e. boyfriends, friends) 
rather than dismissing the endeavor. This also means, however, for collectives to pose 
and create projects that will integrate and provide reason for the community to be 
involved. Experimental and artistic cinema has no real chance of providing intrigue to the 
Staunton Community, as seen in the empty reception at their Craft Festival. 
As according to Johnson and Willemen (1990) collective filmmaking offers the 
possibility of a radical break with the “social relations not only of production, but also of 
consumption” (p.112), but only if these social relations are tackled “at one and the same 
time that the retrograde aspects of the manipulation theses can be successfully 
combatted” (Johnson and Willemen 1990, p. 112).   It is in choosing projects that may 
inspire the community, that will be mutually beneficial, that will open up connections 
instead of the collective existing as an isolated node. This point was dictated by Denson, 
in the success of his film Love Proof, as contrary to some of his future avant-garde films 
which he found to have faded without any noted significance. This does not mean that the 
avant-garde/ experimental aesthetic must be deactivated, but rather repurposed. Angus 
Carters idea for the community to contribute their own footage for him to aesthetically 
convert poses to activate more participants.  
  As noted by Kong (2005) the government has a role to create better a space for 
artistic collaboration. For instance, the decision to keep Amtrak service running to 
Staunton Virginia is paramount for the members to be able to establish connections with 
filmmakers outside their area. There are policies, including grants and initiatives, that can 
shape how people construct the viability of collective production. Another way for this 
particular filmmaking practice to continue is for increased academic attention to the 
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practice. Many of the groups, and group members, felt an increased importance to their 
practice when provided with academic support. Each of the groups appreciated the 
interest, and the ability to decompress working through the collective experience (i.e. 
Jenny Kleiman who had suffered the day before working to get her film produced), Eric 
Hollerbach, whom had just been kicked out of his new work space and was eager to 
discuss with someone his plight, and Josh Martin who had just been laid off, and was 
eager to show the one short film he made, withering in significance to the four features he 
made during his collective. 
Robert Curry is a filmmaker who graduated from the University of the Arts and 
currently runs a film company with the support of friends in Philadelphia. His blog is 
filled with anecdotes and passages reflecting on the necessity of social collaboration in 
filmmaking. He sees, collectives and communal collaboration as solving structural and 
emotion problems that have been holding back countless filmmakers; a collaboration that 
we must all continue to strive for with the “generosity and tenderness one finds with 
family.” 
If one considers the possibilities of a union between filmmakers and production 
companies such as those Marc and I helm the possibilities in terms of resources 
would double.  Throw a few more like-minded film artists into the fray and you’d 
have a collective. 
 
He sees the “methodology” becoming popular in Philadelphia with groups like his and 
the Shooting Wall. But, if there were to be a communication between collectives in 
different regions, there would be a better chance of exhibition, and production wherein 
the web would provide national exposure and make predominant headway in the industry 
as a whole.  
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But a communication between collectives in different regions would better the 
chances of exhibition and production, and a web of such collectives would 
without a doubt ensure some form of national exposure.  It’s time to take the 
cinema back to the artists in this country. 
This still proves tenuous. The received history of film still echoes many of the 
original battles and follows the contours of polemical movements, despite sharing the 
same social goals (Smith, 1998). The Cascade Convergence, among other instances, 
showcased ongoing divides between groups. Further than making a facet of neoliberalism 
tolerable, is the premise breaking down divisions of labor in the filmmaking field, and 
perhaps the divisions of labor in the arts, cultural, and social fields. This premise, creating 
a solidarity and collective project where each leftist network, in shared understanding and 
communality does their part, could change more than just the filmmaking industry in 
making some social constructions of contemporary society: hate, despair, anomie, greed, 
and scapegoating, among countless others, less pervasive. 
 Finally, a primary way that this endeavor will continue to succeed, and exist, is 
through individual and group management of expectations. Particularly, it has identified 
that the no-budget filmmaking collective is a difficult undertaking. Independent 
filmmakers in the early 2000s face underemployment, and typically do not have much 
time to create films. The understanding of how the collective mode may help them, but 
similarly, all the pitfalls that they may face is principal. Notions that failure is not 
necessarily a detrimental issue, but a learning process, and a time for evaluation, should 
be stressed (Hodge, 2009). 
Future Research 
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Much of the anticipated future research of this project stems from the initiatives 
for helping this practice continue. Future research should be investigated in 
understanding the educational courses and curriculums of filmmaking schools, which 
may indicate how young filmmakers come to learn (or not) a collective filmmaking 
practice. This particular component should engender future work into international case 
studies, of which different education (among other factors) may be initiated such as 
government or state policy supporting collaboration (e.g. state subsidized collaborative 
workspace). 
This research has been primarily qualitative. Future research should provide 
sociometrical analysis of groups.  Investigating, for instance, notions of propinquity and 
homophile of filmmaking collectives could prove insightful. Of the collectives 
investigated, only the OFC had a diverse range of ages, which seemed to provide positive 
occurrences. Social network analysis data obtained through surveys could measure 
important attributes including centrality, betweenness, structural holes, and broker 
relationships to map a no-budget filmmaking economy. 
It is further important to investigate, quantitatively, how the collective exists 
within contemporary society. The collective may be enacted within minority and 
subjected groups within not only no-budget levels, but higher levels of filmmaking, to 
combat and bring into view organizational communicative practices that may engender 
insidious means. 
A greater investigation of the positive aesthetic effects found in communal 
production culture can provide further insight, and incentive, for sustaining no-budget 
collectives. The films of the collectives deserve further attention, and textual analysis of 
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collectively formed films versus those made in isolation through a production of culture 
perspective (Peterson and Anand, 2004) will be able to further interrogate notions of film 
authorship and viewership.  
Finally, further initiated projects must be bridged between academics and 
filmmakers. The neglect, anomie, and isolation that no-budget filmmakers feel can drive 
them further towards isolation. Emphasized throughout this research, and in various 
interviews, has been the notion of Do it Together rather than Do it Yourself. Interviews 
with those who have entered into exploitative roles within the mainstream industry 
should be enacted to understand how they have come to their status, while further work 
should be done with independent no-budget filmmakers to better help them make sense 
of their ideology. As Leslie Neal of the Film Crush Collective stated of her group work, 
“I haven't had a chance to really sit down and think about it.” 
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